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Chapter 1
Introduction

İsmail İyigün and Ömer Faruk Görçün

Abstract Over the past 40 years, we have seen dramatic changes and transforma-
tions in the operations carried out in the logistics and supply chain management.
First of all, operations carried out today are not the same as those that were carried
out in the past. Furthermore, they are more complicated in comparison with those
of the past, and organization of these logistics operations is not possible unless
logistics companies use advanced technologies. More importantly, while technology
has rapidly developed, customer demands have also shown dramatic changes. Also,
advanced technology usage has been more advantageous to companies. Even small-
scale companies have become very competitive to stay in the business environment,
thanks to their own technological developments. This, of course, assumes the compa-
nies and supply chains can easily compete depending on their technology usage in
the highly competitive environment, which is often not the case. It is not sufficient
to be aware of the power of technology; small enterprises should internalize the
fourth logistics revolution as an important component of the industry 4.0. It is not an
instrument for reducing cost alone, it is a circular process that requires an evaluation
from a wider perspective. In addition to the theoretical background of logistics 4.0.,
real-world examples and case studies are available in this book. It has successfully
examined the techno-logical improvements concerning the logistics management. It
has proposed a methodological frame to understand the technological revolutions
happening in the present day from the perspective of logistics management.

Keyword Supply chain · Logistics · Logistics 4.0 · Smart technologies

Over the past 40 years, we have seen dramatic changes and transformations in the
operations carried out in the logistics and supply chain management. First of all,
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operations carried out today are not the same as the operations carried out in the
past. Furthermore, they are more complicated in comparison with the past, and well-
organized logistics operations are not possible unless logistics companies can use
advanced technologies.

More importantly, while technology has rapidly developed, customer demands
have also shown dramatic changes. Also, advanced technology usage has led to more
advantages to companies. Even small-scale companies have become to stay in very
competitive business environment thanks to their own technological developments.

This, of course, assumes the companies and supply chains can easily become
competitive depending on their technology usage in the highly competitive environ-
ment, which is often not the case. It is not sufficient to be aware of the power of
technology, small enterprises should internalize the fourth logistics revolution as an
important component of the Industry 4.0. It is not an instrument of reducing cost
only, and it is a circular process that requires to evaluate from a wider perspective.

In addition to the theoretical background of Logistics 4.0, real-world examples
and case studies are available in this book. It has successfully examined the techno-
logical improvements concerned with the logistics management. It has proposed a
methodological frame to understand the technological revolutions happening in the
present day from the perspective of logistics management.

INTRODUCTION The chapters of the book were selected delicately to respond
to the requirements of readers on the information of Industry and Logistics 4.0. The
book consists of 3 parts and 14 chapters and all of them have a valuable contribution
to both the related literature and general readers. In the first chapter, Barış Öztuna
examined the technological applications used in the field of logistics. He evaluated
the new technological improvements from the simple to advanced in detail. In chapter
two, İsmail İyigün assessed the technological improvements and requirements in the
fields of logistics and supply chains in the general viewpoint, and Özhan Görçün and
Hande Küçükönder presented a comprehensive analysis on big data and machine
learning, which are the most important components of the Logistics 4.0 in Chap. 3.
While Ayşegül Nuriye Bayraktar evaluated the impacts of 3D printing technology
on the fields of logistics in addition to its fields of usage in Chap. 4, in Chap. 5,
Ömer Faruk Görçün examined the autonomous robotics and its impacts on the fields
of supply chain and logistics. In Chap. 6, Mahmut Tutam evaluated technological
improvements in the field of warehousing with a new perspective.

Also, Evrencan Özcan and Tamer Eren evaluated the cloud Information Systems
in a general viewpoint in Chap. 7. In Chap. 8, smart factories, which are the most
important components of both Industry 4.0 and Logistics 4.0 were deeply analyzed
by Hazal Dördüncü. Ezgi Uzel Aydinocak examined the Internet of Things (IoT) in
MarketingLogistics in awide perspective inChap. 9.HacıMehmetAlakaş andTamer
Eren evaluated the integrated systems and their utilization in the field of logistics in
Chap. 10. While Mustafa Özan assessed the sustainability of approaches related to
Logistics 4.0 in Chap. 11, LokmanKantarcı examined the different sides of Logistics
4.0 with respect to finance and economy in Chap. 12. Gülsüm Dalkıran evaluated the
implications of Logistics 4.0 in the field of the tourism industry in Chap. 13. Finally,
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Duygu Yücel examined the negative effects of Logistics 4.0 such as unemployment,
social problems, and so on in Chap. 14.

In addition to technological improvements occurring in the last three decades, the
global pandemic has caused changes in almost everything in our daily lives. It has
also affected the global supply chains at a large scale, and it has forced the supply
chains for transformation, structurally, since it has led to unbalanced situations in
the global material flows. Taking benefits from the technological advances as much
as possible is the best and optimal way for all parties of the supply chains such as
suppliers, manufacturers, retailers, logistics service providers, and customers.

Nowadays, decision-makers who are responsible to decide are aware that it is
required to make the investment in the technological infrastructure to enable dealing
with the ambiguities which will be occurring in the future. Hence, having a more
advanced technological infrastructure may provide a safer material flow and balance
between demand and supply. In addition, it can help to construct a well-operated
logistics system from suppliers to customers as it can lead to increase in communi-
cations and information sharing among all parties in a supply chain. Furthermore,
it can help to reduce reversal material flows in a logistic system since it can lead to
reducing misunderstandings and mistakes among all actors. Therefore, reducing the
operational cost is dependent on the well-designed logistics system supported with
technological instruments.

Today,we have to understand the technological improvements required for todays’
conditions. In addition, companies, industries, and commercial actors are not only
responsible tomeet these requirements, but also all individuals should understand the
paradigms of this century and the future right now. Thus, it is not possible to survive
in the highly competitive business environment without well-understanding the tech-
nological developments. In fact, we are living in the future world and designing a
new world. It is a fact well-known to everyone that the most important paradigms
of the present and future are hidden into this expression: “there is no impossible”.
Indeed, it is true, everything we evaluated as impossible are realized at the present.
Nowadays, usage of surgery robotics in medical operations is very usual for all of
us. Furthermore, robotics can do it with slight medical mistakes. Also, computers
and software can organize logistics and industrial activities, and robotics systems
can perform their duties with almost zero mistake.

As is seen, this book aims to respond to many requirements of the interested
readers who are curious about new developments in the fields of logistics and supply
chains. Initially, we are trying to provide an insight on what will be happen in the
future and what will be changed in our lives together with our readers. We hope that
this book provides a different viewpoint for readers and can help to understand the
developments for today and the future.

Dr. Ismail İyigün has been working as a lecturer in Vocational School of Social Sciences at the
Trakya University since 2006. His current research areas are marketing, logistics and supply chain
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Chapter 2
Logistics 4.0 and Technologic
Applications

Barış Öztuna

Abstract Along with Industry 4.0, which was first outlined at the Hannover Expo in
2011, work–life balance has gone under a major transformation. With the 4th indus-
trial revolution, new technologies, such as artificial intelligence, cloud computing, 3D
printers and the Internet of Things started to take greater prominence in the world
of business. One of the sectors affected by the process that started with Industry
4.0 is logistics. For that reason, a concept called Logistics 4.0 has emerged. The
concept of Logistics 4.0 denotes a process that causes an increase in efficiency and
a decrease in the costs of automation. The objective of this study is to make predic-
tions about the innovations that will be brought to logistics with the new process
started by Industry 4.0. This study covers information and predictions regarding the
technologic applications brought by Logistics 4.0.

Keywords Industry 4.0 · Logistics 4.0 · Automation

2.1 Introduction

The influence of automation and digitization has huge impacts on work–life balance,
social life and industry worldwide. Together with Industry 4.0, which was first
outlined at the Hannover Expo in 2011, competition has come to a peak in many
sectors. If a company intends to compete in the market, it has to adapt itself to
newly arising technologies. In the modern age, it has become vital for companies to
minimize their costs and increase their efficiency and speed.

In today’s world, digitization is used for operational improvements and keeping
up with changing customer expectations. Large sales data analysis makes it easier to
understand customer expectation. Developing technologies helps companies to build
specialized products in bulk.
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Also, digitization helps to build production processes that are environmentally
friendly and more efficient. Industry 4.0 shows that logistics companies should keep
up with such technological advances. Since logistics is a highly engaged and central
sector that is crucial for industry, it must adapt itself to these innovations. Within this
context, the concept of Logistics 4.0 emerged. This concept is closely linked with
augmented reality, cloud computing, big data, autonomous devices, 3D printers,
drones and the Internet of Things.

This study consists of three phases. After the introduction, the first phase explains
the concept of Industry 4.0, stating the attributes and changes that Industry 4.0 may
bring about. In the second phase, the concept of Logistics 4.0 and its effects on the
sector are explained, and information is given regarding the technologies it uses. In
the third phase, information on the applications of Logistics 4.0 is provided. Current
and future examples of use are included.

2.2 The Concept of Industry 4.0

One of the main distinguishing features of the 4th industrial revolution is that there
are interconnected machines. But the fourth industrial revolution is not limited to
smart and interconnected systemsc (Fig. 2.1). There is also a mutual interaction of
physical, digital and biological domains where technologies from various fields are
intertwined, including genetic engineering, nanotechnologies and renewable energy
(Schwab 2016).

Industry 4.0means the integration of informatics, the internet, automation and data
collection with new means of production. It means the implementation of virtual
systems over the internet to highly physical structures for supply chains. In this

Fig. 2.1 Stages of the industrial revolution. SourceDyson (2018). Mind the Gap—Industry 4.0 and
the Future of Manufacturing. https://www.ibtimes.co.uk/mind-gap-industry-4-0-future-manufactu
ring-1665243. Accessed 25 June 2018

https://www.ibtimes.co.uk/mind-gap-industry-4-0-future-manufacturing-1665243
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context, a modern production model called “light out factory” or in certain cases
“Smart Factory” is emerging (Banger 2016) (Fig. 2.2).

Industry 4.0 should not be thought of as merely digitization, AI, 3D printers,
augmented reality, big data and the Internet of Things (Fig. 2.3).

Industry 4.0 is a process in which the interaction between humans and machines
is maximized, and data flow is synchronized and systematic in order to achieve top
quality and automatic operation. Industry 4.0 will change the way supply chains and
logistics operates. In this process, besides the structural expansion of supply chains,
communication between the agents of the supply chains will increase. In return, the
functionality of supply chains gets simpler (Görçün 2016). The main features of
Industry 4.0 include horizontal integration formed with supply chains, engineering
product digital integration along the supply chain, vertical integration and network
production systems. All of them are connected to one another using physical systems
and perfected through virtual reality tomake them suitable for servicing the customer.
All of this integration comes together to form the Internet of Things. In this context, it
can be said that the Internet of Things emerges from the connection of smart devices

Fig. 2.2 Micro perspective of Industry 4.0. Source Stock and Selinger (2016). Opportunities of
Sustainable Manufacturing in In-dustry 4.0. 13th Global Conference on Sustainable Manufac-
turing—Decoupling Growth from Resource Use. https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/82023214.pdf
Accessed 12 May 2018

https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/82023214.pdf
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Fig. 2.3 Technologies of Industry 4.0. Source Badaraite (2016). Welcome to the Future: Industry
4.0. https://www.hylasoft.com/en/posts/welcome-to-the-future-industry-4-0. Accessed 5May 2018

together to produce added value. The aim is to optimize manufacturing processes—
starting from the raw material phase—to benefit the customer in terms of lower cost
and faster delivery. Additionally, the improving logistics will increase the added
value of these processes. By designing supply networks, it is aimed to carry out the
management of suppliers, achieve transparency of supply chains, plan for demand
and to form product-improving platforms (Banger 2017).

Industry 4.0will affectmany things fromworking conditions tomanagement, new
professions, employment, social security systems and unionization (Öztuna 2017).
Even though at first it might look like Industry 4.0 may increase unemployment, it is
already starting to create new professions. One of the major components of Industry
4.0 is information technology staff. Also an infrastructure to analyze big data is
required. The4th industrial revolution involves approaches that are unusual compared
to the previous industrial revolutions. This revolutionary process,which aims to equip
the present industrial infrastructure with AI and machine communication, aspires to
a new production strategy (Çeliktaş et al. 2015).

https://www.hylasoft.com/en/posts/welcome-to-the-future-industry-4-0
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2.3 The Concept of Logistics 4.0

Logistics businesses can create a difference by offering logistic services that goes
beyond the expectation of customers. For example, delivering small-scale products
to multiple points and the ability to differ the process with respect to other suppliers
is essential to succeed in the globally competitive environment. In this context, using
information technology makes it easier for businesses to keep payment, order and
inventory records and tracking their customers. Information technology is especially
to be used in individualization, cross docking, consolidation, labeling and packaging,
which all offer solutions with significant benefits (Çağlar 2014). This transforma-
tion, called Logistics 4.0, includes independently working automation systems, just
as Industry 4.0. It is possible to define Logistics 4.0 as a new logistic system that
is flexible, adaptable to market fluctuations, that lowers costs and supplies customer
needs in the fastest and plentiful way (Şekkeli and Zümrüt 2018). Research and
development operations of companies, digitization and visualization, process inte-
gration via the internet andmobile apps, creating a network between items and studies
regarding cloud computing, communication technologies, simulation and robotics
systems causes companies to focus on Logistics 4.0 (Göçmen and Erol 2018). Below
is a table that compares the logistics point of viewof the previous industrial revolution
with the Industry 4.0 version (Table 2.1).

All Industry 4.0 applications in the logistics industry are included in Logistics 4.0.
In logistics, process efficiency is an important factor. For this reason, all Logistics 4.0
applications are intended to increase efficiency. This efficiency is obtained through

Table 2.1 Comparison of the logistics point of view of the previous industrial revolution with the
Industry 4.0 version

Industry 3.0 Logistics process Industry 4.0

Lower cost and risks Supply Sustainable strategic supplies

Logistics total cost
management

Distribution Web-based source optimization

Excel-based calculations Inventory management Web-based and communicated
databases and real-time data
management

RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) and similar
technologies

Storage Smart devices and storage facilities

Route and time optimization Transportation Smart devices and routes

ERP systems next to each
other, link is just the order
itself

Order management Communicable, automated
information and material flow

Focus on automation ICT background Focus on networking

Source Pesti and Nick (2016). Industry 4.0 From the Aspect of Logistics Innovations. So-ciety for
Regional Science and Policy. 6thWinter Seminar of Regional Science, 9–12March 2016, Slovakia.
http://ersa.sk/Zbornik/files/Pesti_Nick.pdf. Accessed 15 May 2018

http://ersa.sk/Zbornik/files/Pesti_Nick.pdf
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applying the principles of Industry 4.0 to the main logistics services in efficiency,
storage, transportation, packaging, handling and information services. Innovations
in this area are by technological developments (Horenberg 2017).

Supply chain integration is one of the factors that support the application of new
technologies in the logistics industry. Lowering the cost, increasing the response and
level of service are examples of Industry 4.0’s applications in this sector. Digitizing
information will help logistics firms to respond rapidly and be fast and ready in the
globalmarket. Supply chain integration has higher requirements for flexibility in real-
time data sharing, response time and speedy management, and new technologies can
meet these requirements (Ermolaeva 2017). Industry 4.0 technologies and concepts
may be expected to have their greatest impact on supply, production and distribution
in the supply chain. However, structural changes in the organization may be expected
in manufacturing processes. Industry 4.0 in supply chain management includes the
development and integration of innovative information and communication technolo-
gies in this sector. The main objective is to motivate a smart chain of product and
processes through the value chain. Thanks to progress made in analytics andmachine
learning (ML), companies can analyze their operational data almost simultaneously
and can use the results to reduce gaps and revenue losses—this impact can be as
high as 10% in some sectors. From driverless transportation to smart containers,
smart warehouses and smart ports, all of these things can be obtained from the 4th
industrial revolution (Sharma 2018).

The rules for Distribution Centers (DC) to enable Industry 4.0 applications are as
follows (Taliaferro et al. 2016):

• Meet the current requirements in supply Automation with Industry 4.0 can
be helpful. This technology can be used to significantly reduce costs and risks.
Technological advancements can have important results beyond current skills.

• Develop strategies for finding skills DCs that adopt the technology of Industry
4.0 have to evaluate what they can do from today in order to find the skills that
can be supported for potentially higher levels of automation.

• Follow the trends Examine the new opportunities to improve distribution opera-
tions and gather competitive intelligence to monitor potential marketing threats.
This will provide efficient planning and decision making over the next 10 years.

• Plan for datamanagement, credibility and security Plan for data management,
credibility and security in systems that get more and more complex, including
data management systems and the application of Industry 4.0 technologies. Data
management systems are important for the application of Industry 4.0 tech-
nologies, as they are very important in gathering, analyzing, applying data and
preserving skills.

Smart storage and intercorporate logistics solutions will increase the competi-
tive strength of manufacturers. Flexible architectural designs optimized for logistics
operations can be tested by simulation applications. Augmented reality goggles, on
the other hand, will help staff to correctly choose the next step by bringing logistical
data and manufacture into sight. This twin development, by enabling less time to
be spent on intercorporate logistics operations and shortening the storage cycle and
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delivery time, will increase business capital. Alongside this, the horizontal data and
system management that the manufacturers will produce for suppliers will create a
lot of common work areas. Errors will be minimized, thanks to these standardized
processes and cooperating together in time. Suppliers will be able to regulate their
operations in accordance with the orders that come from customers with the help
of horizontal integration. This situation will help them to maximize their “on time”
logistical potential and minimize logistical and operational costs (TÜSİAD 2016).

Traditional supply chain planningmissionswill be replaced by smart collaborative
systems that are able to analyze databases. In this way, it will be possible to keep
all processes from the supplier to the end customer—regarding raw materials and/or
products—under control. At this point, there will be a transformation for employers
from the management of business to the management of controlling the business.
Items that make up the Internet of Things can check whether or not a product is
left by detecting products that are running short in warehouses or in sales points by
means of sales channels or by silently interrogating the warehouses. If the product
is in surplus, the raw materials can be controlled. This control can be achieved by
machines except for a few exceptions that need to be entered onto the system. If
RFID is being used on market shelves, it can help to stock the shelves by checking
the storage condition of the product without waiting for the cashier’s report or sales
report (MÜSİAD 2017).

It is important to locate the places where the loading is defined. Despite new tech-
nologies being used to determine the location, the prevalent technology for closed
position systems uses RFID. Among other topics in Logistics 4.0 are Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPR), the Internet of Things (IoT), Data Mining (DM) and Internet of
Services (IoS). CPS is related to the integration of the digital and physical world
using sensors. IoT enables communication with other systems and users. Due to
large volumes of data and computing speed, DM must be managed with delicacy.
IoS is provided by different/multiple providers and includes models, users and
services. Smart services and products are important components of Logistics 4.0.
Smart products are able to make connections, control processes and perform real-
time capture. Smart services provide evaluation, pricing and information services.
The most important thing is to define the company (Göçmen and Erol 2018).

The impacts of accelerating digital and automation technologies in the logistics
sector with Industry 4.0, and its uncertainties today, are explained in the table below
(Table 2.2).

The benefits of the application of Industry 4.0 technologies to the logistics sector
are specified below (Çilekli 2018):

• Increase in process and labor efficiency in logistics, warehouse operations, order
choosing/gathering, ability to give a secure, sustained service without accidents
and crashes and reduction in product loss.

• Fuel-efficiency, resource productivity, decrease in delivery time, carbon emis-
sions, transportation and storage costs in spare part manufacturing and some
logistical services.
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Table 2.2 Impacts and uncertainties of technologies in the logistics sector

Technology Impact Uncertainties

Physical Internet
(According to IoT)

Advanced supply chain
transparency, security, and
efficiency
Advanced environmental
sustainability (more efficient
source management)

Changes in social expectations
regarding data confidentiality and
security
Regulation regarding data
confidentiality and security may
come or might become more strict
Sector’s desire and ability to
collaborate and invest
Whether or not international firms
will go with standardization

IT standards Activation of horizontal
collaboration
More efficiency and transparency

It is uncertain whether companies
will adapt due to concerns
regarding data security

Data Analysis Better customer experience and an
increase in operational efficiency
More inventory management and
monitoring
Advanced “estimated
maintenance”

Uncertainty in capacity to process
data
Questions regarding data security
Changes in social expectations
regarding data confidentiality and
security
Regulation regarding data
confidentiality and security may
come or might become more strict

Cloud Enabling new platform-based
business models and increase in
efficiency

Uncertainty in costs
Uncertainty in data security

Robotics and
Automation

Advanced supply chain
management (reduces forgery)
Decrease in bottlenecks (3rd party
documentation)
Reduction in errors
Increase in efficiency

Uncertainty in adaptation rate
Unclear whether one or two
dominant solutions will emerge or
whether there will be multiple
competing solutions

Autonomous Devices Decrease in human labor force
More efficiency in delivery
processes

Regulatory environments not
currently in place in most countries
Liability issues not yet clear
Ethical questions remain especially
in relation to emergency situations

UAVs/Drones Increase in cost efficiency (using
condition, inventory, monitoring,
and delivery)
Decrease in labor force

Regulation in most countries not
sufficient for commercial use in
public areas like delivery
Safety and privacy concerns may
hamper market
acceptance

(continued)
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Table 2.2 (continued)

Technology Impact Uncertainties

3D printing Lower transportation demand
Transported goods would mostly
be raw materials

Extent of speed, scale, purchase,
and customer sectors are not yet
clear

Source Tipping and Kauschke (2015). Shifting Patterns: The Future of the Logistics Indus-
try. https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/industries/transportation-logistics/publications/the-future-of-the-
logistics-industry.html. Accessed 8 May 2018

• Capacity planning, optimized use of assets, loading order and vehicle route
optimization, full time scheduling and instantaneous time of arrival estimates.

• Delivery location clustering, time-preference delivery planning for each order,
estimated delay warnings, optimized roundtrip planning, lowering of transport
distances and costs, decreased waiting times and empty trips.

• Transparency of logistics operations, increasing traceability and reliability,
protecting the goods from theft and damage.

In the Transportation and Logistics Sector Report of 2018, answers were received
and evaluated from over 100 participants between March 01 and April 01 2018 to
a Transportation and Logistics Sector Questionnaire online data form—composed
of 26 questions from 109 distinct logistics businesses in Turkey. The question-
naire measured the present situation along with future trends and specified the
ideas/opinions/suggestions of transportation and logistics sector service providers.
Industry 4.0 and digitization, which are among the technological advancements
that concern the transportation and logistics sector as closely as every other sector,
were highlighted as the most important factors for service providers. Moreover,
autonomous cars, drones and automation-based systems were raised among the crit-
ical developments that will affect the size of the logistics sector in the future. Securing
the data at hand and generating the required databases necessitates the use of cloud
and data analytics technologies by logistics businesses. A major proportion of the
businesses that participated in the questionnaire surmise that the logistics sector will
continue to progress using technologies providing data security (ULUK 2018).

The increasing accessibility of digital transformation technologies in the industry
enables companies to keep up with trends like the circular economy, personalization
and omni-channel strategies that revolutionize customer habits. The supply chain,
which has becomemore transparentwith the digital transformation, facilitates diverse
value suggestions to customers. For example, Adidas can execute the omni-channel
strategy which provides the opportunity to their customers to buy products either
online or from a physical store. They are able to achieve this by using RFID (radio-
frequency identification), which allows the products to be traced throughout the value
chain and the “infinite corridor” that allows shopping even in situations where the
product is out of stock in the store (TÜSİAD & BCG 2017). The greatest effects of
Industry 4.0 technologies and conceptswill especially apply to the supply, production

https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/industries/transportation-logistics/publications/the-future-of-the-logistics-industry.html
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and distribution in the supply chain. From a technological standpoint, the organiza-
tion of supply will change with the execution of business intelligence (BI) technolo-
gies, smartphone applications, automatic identification, data capture (AIDC) and
RFID technologies and the miniaturization of electronic devices. However, struc-
tural changes in organizations are expected mainly in production processes. The
technologies affecting this are man to machine (M2M) communication and Smart
Plant, including Smart Logistics. With the combined execution of smartphone appli-
cations and smart data tools, human interaction within the supply chain will have
a great effect in customer integrated and organizational, boundary-free companies’
sales departments (Pfohl and et al. 2015).

Advanced artificial intelligence solutions have numerous applications in the
supply chain, particularly in the storage segment. This includes vehicles without
the need for human input (autonomous cars). The concepts of robotics and automa-
tion are extensively used in the supply chain. Programming the most recent genera-
tion of robots is more flexible and less costly. Their mission is to assist workers in
repetitive and physically challenging tasks. The Internet of Things (IoT) is a rather
revolutionary technological solution in the field of logistics. IoT conducts interre-
lated computing devices via a network without human input. It assists companies in
keeping inventory, managing storage stock and optimizing fleet routes (A&A 2017).

2.4 Logistics 4.0 and Technological Application

Autonomous vehicles are one of the greatest innovations of the 4th Industrial Revo-
lution. Driverless trucks are no longer only seen in science-fiction movies. They are
being tested on the roads in Europe and the USA. Combined with shipping systems
brought out by Uber, a clearer picture emerges of how the product will be carried
problem-free without any need for human input. There are also examples of smaller
companies which use small robots for delivery. Starship Technologies, which was
started in 2016 by the co-founders of Skype, is a company that develops and uses
canine robots to deliver products to the doorstep. They are already testing around
the globe and are active in south London (Twydell 2017). Tesla CEO, Elon Musk,
asserted his position in the commercial vehicle market with a vision of an electric
and autonomous future. Although not completely autonomous, Tesla points us to
the future of truck transportation with a truck that travels 500 miles on a single
charge. Tesla is not the only company that is developing electric trucks, but it is
rebuilding the hype around the sector. DHL has placed an order for Tesla Electric
Class 8 Semi Trucks. These electric trucks will be tested for the first time in the US
in 2019. Self-driving technologies will assist drivers who have to work long hours.
There is a shortage of drivers in markets like the USA and Great Britain. According
to commercial truck fleet news site truckinginfo.com, there was a need for 100,000
drivers in 2017 due to an aging workforce (Meahl 2017).

There is currently no consensus on the hardware and software that will support
fully automated driverless trucks. It will be determined by the combination of supply,
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Fig. 2.4 Stylized driverless truck operating environment (with optional control center). Source:
International Transport Forum (2017). Managing the Transition to Driverless Road Freight Trans-
port. https://www.itf-oecd.org/managing-transition-driverless-road-freight-transport. Accessed 19
May 2018

demand and political factors mentioned below. Based on the present technological
situation, the work environment of driverless trucks is presented below in Fig. 2.4 in
a simplified manner. These remote drivers can either be a necessity (level 3 condi-
tional automation) or for risk aversion at a higher level of automation (Level 4 or 5)
(International Transport Forum 2017).

The three main components of a fully automated truck’s potential work envi-
ronment are integrated systems, support infrastructure and (remote) control center.
As mentioned above, fully autonomous vehicles will require less supporting ICT
infrastructure (International Transport Forum 2017).

Long distance intercity transportation is also affected by technology. Due to their
inability to control factors such as another driver’s error or unsuitable weather condi-
tions, there is a risk of a traffic accident for all truck drivers. Accident scenarios
usually demonstrate the difficulty of making sudden maneuvers with trucks. These
vehicles are intrinsically heavy and carry heavy loads. Any collision will most likely
result in harm done to other users of the road. Autonomous technology can help the
driver react more swiftly by considering the driver’s and the vehicle’s conditions and
calculating the quickest maneuver. This can decrease the intensity and number of
accidents drastically, thus autonomous vehicles have the potential to be important
and beneficial (DHL 2017).

Another new trend in the logistics sector is drones. Using electric drones to deliver
some packages can reduce the need for transportation and fuel consumption along

https://www.itf-oecd.org/managing-transition-driverless-road-freight-transport
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with carbon emissions.As companies usemore drones, package deliverywill become
one of its assignments. To maximize potential environmental benefits, companies
must focus on providing light packaging and low carbon electricity for miniature
planes and working out how much storage space they need to serve delivery zones.
Heavier packages are more suited to efficient—usually electric—ground delivery
vehicles. Major achievements would be increasing the energy efficiency of storage
facilities andmost importantly, decreasing the use of electricity fromcarbon intensive
fuels (Stolaroff and Samaras 2018).

Due to the energy sector becoming increasingly complex, globalized and more
dependent on software components, the risk factors in the supply chain have multi-
plied and enlarged. According to a study conducted between 2015 and 2017, two
high profile cyber attacks in the Ukraine and Saudi Arabia exploited weaknesses in
the supply chain to disrupt operations in energy sector institutions. Cyber supply
chain safety has become a vital issue in the energy sector and attempts to address this
issue are increasing. For example, the North American Energy Reliability Company
(NERC) is updating Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) standards to include
supply chain protection (Woods and Bochman 2018).

Shyp and Zipments are companies that provide logistics services such as freight
options or transportation capacity, but they do not own any assets, thus they have 50%
less costs than the industry average, which allows them to be much more competi-
tive because they have no costs regarding the protection of assets and economies of
scale. This is an indication of an interesting future in which your typical logistics
provider and supplier will adopt a more consultancy focused approach and use new
business models that resemble project managers like e-brokerage rather than cargo
shipping. Growth in e-retail, combined with connection technologies, will provide
new solutions for transportation and logistics firms. The rise of digitization in truck
transportation will force traditional freight brokers to align their business model to
mobile-based freight commission agencies.Mobile applications are vitally important
to problem-free and active brokerage systems, also known as the “Uberization” of
truck transportation. In the future, it is expected thatmobile-based freight brokerswill
form potentially synergistic partnerships and develop corporate software solutions
with traditional freight brokers, OEMs and telematics providers who will facilitate
this change. Imagine a scenario where a mobile application provides truck drivers
with load ratios, routes and the senders’ schedule requirements. This is expected to
make a series of processes such as delivery, critical real-time information about the
delivery, delivery status, shipments, load matching and paying the driver, virtually
automatic. Emptymiles and overcapacity problems cause $20 billion of lost revenue.
The advantages of these types of business models will increase asset usage, fuel effi-
ciency and cost minimization. In the future, wewill witness online services providing
more agile utilities and eliminate traditional freight brokerage firms (Singh 2016).

The DHL Global Trade Barometer application collects air and maritime transport
market data from China, India, Japan, Germany, South Korea, the USA and the UK.
The DHL Global Trade Barometer indicates a general solution beyond global trade.
This application breaks down international supply chains into regions and countries,
sectors and macroeconomic factors. It impressively demonstrates how the utilization
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Table 2.3 DHL global trade
barometer—world indexes

Jan 2018 Feb 2018 Mar 2018

Global trade 64 66 66

Air trade 71 71 70

Ocean trade 60 62 63

SourceTike (2015). DHL (2018). DHLGlobal Trade Barometer—
Global Index March 2018. https://www.logis-tics.dhl/global-en/
home/insights-and-innovation/insights/global-trade-barome-ter.
html?cid=Internal_DeliveringTomorrow_GTB2018EN_CTA-
GTB_Text. Accessed 21 June 2018

of digitization in logistics, through the use of big data and projection analytics, can
be employed to forecast the future and open up new opportunities (Scharwath 2018).

The DHL Global Trade Barometer index forecasts a strong positive growth trend
due to maintaining a relatively high 66 during March (DHL 2018) (Table 2.3).

DHL Global Trade Barometer – World index are explained in the table below
(Table 2.4).

The Deutsche Post DHL Group committed to a 2050 goal of zero-emission logis-
tics in 2017. E-mobility is certainly not the only way to attain a zero-emission future,
but it is a very promising start. After clearly defining goals, the next step, especially
for those who shape civic mobility, is to re-evaluate today’s business models and
finding new ways to provide goods and services to the masses. Electric mobility, not
only in the logistics industry but also in other industries, has the potential to become
the new mobility standard. Deutsch Post DHL Group aims to eliminate emissions
due to logistics by 2050 (Appel 2017) with the help of its environmental protec-
tion program called GoGreen. Sustainability has become one of the world’s biggest
problems. Worldwide contributions to a more sustainable future is through green
logistics. Using bicycles and electric vehicles for the first and last miles of 70% of
its deliveries will significantly reduce emissions (DHL 2017).

Table 2.4 DHL global trade
barometer—world (Country
Development)

Jan 2018 Feb 2018 Mar 2018

China 59 59 61

Germany 69 67 64

USA 64 65 67

India 84 86 84

Great Britain 63 63 61

Japan 68 69 70

South Korea 65 61 69

SourceTike (2015). DHL (2018). DHLGlobal Trade Barometer—
Global Index March 2018. https://www.logis-tics.dhl/global-en/
home/insights-and-innovation/insights/global-trade-barome-ter.
html?cid=Internal_DeliveringTomorrow_GTB2018EN_CTA-
GTB_Text. Accessed 21 June 2018

https://www.logis-tics.dhl/global-en/home/insights-and-innovation/insights/global-trade-barome-ter.html?cid=Internal_DeliveringTomorrow_GTB2018EN_CTA-GTB_Text
https://www.logis-tics.dhl/global-en/home/insights-and-innovation/insights/global-trade-barome-ter.html?cid=Internal_DeliveringTomorrow_GTB2018EN_CTA-GTB_Text
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Blockchain and DLT (Distributed Ledger Technology) can be utilized in shipping
and the supply chain. DLT provides a reliable identification and verification method
for obeying following distances, traffic rules and customs regulations, along with the
goods and their status throughout the entire transport chain. This method introduces
a way to handle systematic inefficiencies, fraud and theft, all of which increase the
cost of managing the transport chain. Various players in the sector have either started
their own DLT trials or have joined an alliance. This alliance accepts that blockchain
technology not only simplifies the procedures in the transportation sector, but can also
be used by the entire transportation sector. Its partners are global and include UPS,
FedEx, Penske Logistic, GE Transport, SAP, Daimler, etc. (International Transport
Forum 2018).

The logistics industry is a key player prepared to benefit from the IoT revolution.
It is not very surprising that IoT and logistics are a perfect match since every day
millions of consignments are being handled, carried, tracked and stacked by various
machines, tools and humans. In logistics, IoT can connect different entities meaning-
fully throughout a supply chain and then, can analyze the data obtained from these
new connections in order to spot potential improvements. Thus, IoT leads to higher
operational efficiency for logistics providers by creating dynamic and automatic
services that are specifically tuned for their customers. With this technology, the
decline in costs will enable IoT to have an important impact on the logistics industry
in the next 10 years. Most of the technologies behind IoT, including sensors, micro-
processors and wireless connections, have been in use for several years in various
logistics applications. In fact, the logistics industry was one of the first users of IoT
technologies since the introduction of hand-held scanners—which have digitized
the multi-sensors that are used to track the operational process, delivery process,
cargo integrity and the performance of the delivery truck. However, even the early
adopters are at the tip of the iceberg when it comes to the utilization potential of IoT
in logistics (DHL&Cisco 2015). The trend report published by DHL and Cisco on
the Internet of Things, predicts that there will be 50 billion interconnected devices
in 2020, where today we have 15 billion. The report is focused on the meaning of
this technological revolution for businesses. The increased income and reduced cost
model will spread among companies due to the increased number of connections.
Therefore, an important advantage will be gained via the use of the internet and
network in supply chain points such as storage and cargo handling. IoT is antici-
pated to have a reforming impact on all the companies that have a supply chain or
logistics operations, spanning specialized delivery options for clients, more efficient
storage and transport (Tike 2015) (Fig. 2.5).

Although AR (Augmented Reality) is at its relatively early stages of adoption
in logistics, it can provide some significant benefits. For example, AR can provide
the logistics providers with fast access to expected information anytime and from
anywhere. This is important in order to fully plan and execute intended duties such
as delivery and loading optimization, and also in order to provide a better customer
service. Most substantial AR solutions in logistics are the ones that optimize the
collection process. The pick-by-paper approach is still in use in most of the ware-
houses in the developed world. However, a paper-based approach is slow and prone
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Fig. 2.5 Application of IoT technology in the logistics industry. Source DHL&Cisco (2015).
Internet of Things Logistics. http://www.dhl.com/content/dam/Local_Images/g0/New_aboutus/inn
ovation/DHLTrendReport_Internet_of_things.pdf Accessed 15 May 2020

to errors. In addition to that, to ensure the efficiency and accuracy of the collec-
tion process, it is handled by temporary workers who need little training. Systems
designed by Knapp, SAP and Ubimax, which are composed of mobile AR technolo-
gies like head-mounted displays (HMD), cameras, wearable PCs and batteries that
provide minimum energy, are still in the testing phase. This technology provides
smooth integration of the information with the vision collection software, real-time
object detection, barcode reading, closed navigation and Warehouse Management
Systems (WMS) (DHL 2014a, b).

New trends have emerged on the Logistics Trend Radar. One identified and
captured new trend is “batch size one” hyper customization. In the future, produc-
tion and retail strategies are going to change in order to account for the increase in
customer requests for product customization. That being said, some trends such as
crypto-currencies and crypto-payment fell from the radar because new insights and
developments in the logistics sector have reduced the interest in them. More exten-
sive trends like the IoT are being followed on a larger scale. The Logistics Trend
Radar 2016, as prepared by logistics experts, is presented below in Fig. 2.6 (DHL
2016):

2.5 Conclusions

Industry 4.0 is based on four basic technological advancements. There have been
radical changes in production systemswith the emergenceof thefirst advance, namely
3D printers. With the second advance, the Internet of Things, the coordination of all

http://www.dhl.com/content/dam/Local_Images/g0/New_aboutus/innovation/DHLTrendReport_Internet_of_things.pdf
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Fig. 2.6 The logistics trend radar 2016. Source DHL (2016). Logistics Trend Radar http://www.
dhl.com/content/dam/downloads/g0/about_us/logistics_insights/dhl_logistics_trend_radar_2016.
pdf Accessed 7 May 2018

the machines can be achieved. With another advance, augmented reality, the use of
information in all of these processes was taken to another level via cameras and
sensors, and the final advance is the use of autonomous robots in daily life as robot
technology advances in every field.

Since logistics is in a key position within industry, it is of crucial importance
that it adapts to the new technologies that come with Industry 4.0. Driverless trucks,
which are used today and will be used in the future, are expected to lower driver
employment while reducing the cost for logistics companies. They are also expected
to reduce the number of collisions. For short distances, drone vehicles will be used
by the logistics industry. Thus by reducing the transportation costs, carbon emissions
can be reduced and fuel can be saved, and by using more company drones, traffic
can be avoided and faster deliveries can be achieved.

It is accepted that the blockchain technology not only simplifies the procedures in
the freight transport industry but it can be used in the entire transportation industry.
The Internet of Things provides an increase in efficiency while creating customized
automatic services for the customers of logistics providers. This technology reduces
costs. Industry 4.0 ensures error-free operation of the process in the logistics industry
by letting the users and transportation vehicles communicate using the Internet of
Things. With Logistics 4.0, sustainability has become an important topic. With the
increasing use of electric vehicles, fuel saving is achieved without damaging the
environment.

Logistics 4.0 reduces carbon emissions, reduces costs, reduces stock costs,
increases labor productivity, reduces risks, reduces delivery times and provides
estimations of instantaneous arrival times and possible delay warnings.

http://www.dhl.com/content/dam/downloads/g0/about_us/logistics_insights/dhl_logistics_trend_radar_2016.pdf
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Chapter 3
Technology, Supply Chain, and Logistics
Management

İsmail İyigün

Abstract It can be stated that developments in information communication tech-
nologies andmicro-electromechanical systems have opened the door to the last indus-
trial revolution (Industry 4.0). The effects of Industry 4.0 show its effects in all areas
of life in addition to the area of supply chain management. In this context, this
study intends to go over the effects of Industry 4.0 on supply chain management.
For this purpose, a meta-analysis of academic publications in the literature related to
Industry 4.0 has been carried out. Academic publications published since 2013, when
the concept of Industry 4.0 emerged, have been analyzed and their contents have been
investigated. In particular, the key technologies that form the basis of Industry 4.0
have been put forward and the most studied technologies are listed under Industry
4.0. On the other hand, publications examining the concepts of logistics and supply
chainmanagement with Industry 4.0 have been also examined. As a result, it is aimed
to reveal the most commonly used Industry 4.0 technologies in the Logistics 4.0 and
SCM 4.0 applications. As a result of the meta-analysis, technologies including IoT,
CPS, smart factory, big data and smart product have been at the forefront in the
Industry 4.0. On the other hand, it is seen that many different technologies such
as cloud computing, artificial intelligence and data mining have been used in the
researches examined. It has been determined that the studies, especially about logis-
tics and supply chain management, which were taken together with Industry 4.0,
have been concentrated in 2017 and 2018.

Keywords Industry 4.0 · Supply chain management · Logistics management

3.1 Introduction

It can be stated that three different industrial revolutions have taken place from the
past to the present. In this context, the first industrial revolution (Industry 1.0) is the
industrialization process that we all know as the “industrial revolution” in the real
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sense and started at the end of the eighteenth century and showed a great impact
in the nineteenth century. The symbol of this first industrial revolution was steam
poweredmachines. The second industrial revolution (Industry 2.0), on the other hand,
is the revolution that is characterized by mass production and electricity that took
effect in the twentieth century. After that, the third industrial revolution (Industry
3.0) refers to the process of transition from analog systems to digital systems in
production. The use of computers in this process has played a significant role in
the digitalization of production (Witkowski 2017; Lu 2017). It is seen that these
three industrial revolutions are characterized by mechanization, electricity use, and
digitalization in production, respectively. These industrial revolutions have enabled
enormous capacities to be obtained in the field of production and caused an increase
in productivity. However, in addition to this productivity and capacity increase, this
production capacity has brought some environmental, social, and technological prob-
lems with it. Productivity increase alone was not enough for companies to maintain
sustainability in the global competitive environment. For this reason, companies have
started to search for various ways in order to solve the problems and new produc-
tion methods. In particular, they tried to develop collaborative, innovation-oriented
production and distribution figures which take into consideration the entire life cycle
of the products and virtual and physical structures accordingly. The trade bound-
aries between the post-Cold War countries have disappeared and trade have started
to increase among these countries. In the 1960s, while customers only bought the
existing products, on the other hand in the 2000s the wishes and expectations of
customers changed the production process of the companies and made production
process more complex. Thus, companies have now felt the necessity for interdisci-
plinary work and the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0), in which all objects
are communicated and interacted over the Internet, emerged (Lu 2017).

In this part of this book, the concept of Industry 4.0 will be examined and the
innovations, tools, and methods used in the scope of Industry 4.0 will be discussed.
In this context, logistics technologies, supply chain management, Logistics 4.0, and
SCM (Supply ChainManagement) 4.0 applications will be discussed in detail, which
technologies used in supply chain and logistics, and communication possibilities
between these technologies will be discussed from Logistics 4.0 perspective and a
meta-analysis will be done to analyze the studies in the literature.

3.2 Industry 4.0

Industry 4.0 that is to say the fourth industrial revolution is planned that all units
that are directly or indirectly relevant to production are cooperating with each other
and that digital data should be integrated with software and information technologies
(Schuh et al. 2014). Industry 4.0 centers on the creation of clever goods, procedures,
and processes. The first applications of Industry 4.0, which was first suggested at the
Hannover Fair in 2011, were started in April 2013 (MacDougall 2014). Industry 4.0
aims to transform design patterns from mass to individuality by bringing together
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design innovations, new products to market faster and combining intelligent produc-
tion and industrial components that attempt to satisfy individual customer demands
(Pisching et al. 2015). The fourth industrial revolution includes a comprehensive
digital transformation of many production activities. This revolution brings produc-
tion to higher levels to create new formation, intelligent, interconnected, and interop-
erable production systems that can trace system performance in real time to manage
costs, prevent malfunctions and reduce downtime (Giannetti and Ransing 2016).
New production systems have been constructed with cyber-physical systems that
can work with network connections and interact with people in complex intelli-
gent factory environments. These systems have been benefitted from big data and
predictive analyzes in a comprehensive way in an effort to manage manufacturing
processes more effectively and to ensure the production of customized products with
increased profitability and energy efficiency (Schlaepfer et al. 2015). New gener-
ation production systems maximize existing continuous improvement capabilities
with new information creation and real-time decision-making from process data
(Giannetti and Ransing 2016). The basis of Industry 4.0 composes of three elements:
digitalization and combination of vertical and horizontal value chains, digitalization
of goods and services, and the presentation of avant-garde business figures. (Gilchrist
2016).

For the realization of Industry 4.0, objects, sensors, and system-moving compo-
nents must be in constant communication and exchange real-time data (Lasi et al.
2014). These tasks are carried out by the Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and Internet
of Things (IoT). CPS is concerned with the combination of computational technolo-
gies into physical processes; it has relied on a structure consisting of fixed systems and
physical surrounding, where information processing is always carried out (Pisching
et al. 2015). The cyber-physical systems of Industry 4.0 are anticipated to produce a
large amount of transaction data and lead to a revolution with the use of these data
and knowledge in the manufacturing industry (Giannetti and Ransing 2016).

The smart product, one of the components of Industry 4.0, is the expansion of
the character of the workpiece to an active part of the system. These smart brands
can store the necessary resources and information in their own memories, and there-
fore they can direct the operations in order to complete their production processes
thanks to the memory of their operational data and requirements (Loskyll et al.
2012). The concept of smart machine describes the process of machines becoming
cyber-physical production systems (Zamfirescu et al. 2014). Smart machines are
local control intelligent automatic components that can contact with other area tools,
productionmodules, and products bymeans of open networks.When thesemachines
are self-organized in the manufacturing network, production lines get very ductile
and modular; even the smallest batch sizes can be generated economically. In addi-
tion, a modular production line based on cyber-physical system will allow for easy
integration or replacement of new manufacturing units. The augmented operator
targets the technological support of operators operating in the harsh environments
of modular production systems. Operators working in Industry 4.0 are considered to
be the most flexible components of Industry 4.0, which can adapt to the increasingly
difficult working environment (Weyer et al. 2015).
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Fig. 3.1 Basic Structure of Industry 4.0 (Schmidt 2013)

3.2.1 Basic Components of Industry 4.0

Industry 4.0 is relied on several newemerging technologies.Mobile computing, cloud
computing, and big data technologies are the most important ones of these Technolo-
gies (Schmidt and Möhring 2013). The emphasis of cloud-information and mobile
computing for Industry 4.0 is much more than the large computing possibilities, so
services are made globally via the Internet. As shown in Fig. 3.1, these services can
be assimilated and used (Schmidt 2013). The easy combination of services makes it
possible for all elements in the value chain to work in collaboration. This situation
brings the relationship to the foreground rather than the transactions between the
components. Cloud computing also enables new business models and processes to
emerge. Components connected to each other through cloud computing enable fore-
telling maintenance and present information on the possibilities of optimization in
production (Schmidt et al. 2015). Before the use of cloud computing and the Internet,
the data gained during production first remained within the system and after a while
the memory was deleted due to lack of memory. Today, thanks to integrated networks
and systems, data collection and storage has become very easy. However, the flow
and storage of large amount of data has made it important to continuously analyze
big data and to optimize production (Abbott 2014). Therefore big data is another
important component of Industry 4.0 (Fig. 3.1).

The machines used in the advanced industries are now equipped with cutting
edge Internet technologies. Thus, the machines in the production process can be
programmed, monitored and the output of the production can be controlled remotely.
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Hermann et al. (2016) found that there are four main ingredients of Industry 4.0
by scanning academic and sectoral publications. These components are defined as
Internet of things (IoT), cyber-physical systems (CPS), Internet of services (IoS),
and smart factory. In the following part of this chapter these components will be
examined in detail.

3.2.1.1 Internet of Things (IoT)

Internet of Things is a concept that has been used frequently in recent years. The term
Internet of things attributes to various structures which can communicate with each
other usingwireless communication technologies (Atzori et al. 2010). The Internet of
Things is a promising technology that offers many opportunities in terms of produc-
tion and distribution channels today (Hofmann and Rüsch 2017). The notion Internet
of Things was first introduced by British Entrepreneur Kevin Ashton in 1999. In
this new approach, a system is envisaged where objects contact with one another
with wireless sensors and data. It is seen that this system consists of very different
components and these components change according to the application area. While
objects can be a part of this system when necessary, animals, people, and many other
elements can become a part of this system. At this point, all these elements should
be able to exchange data with wireless networks (Witkowski 2017). This approach,
which emerged with the spread of information and interaction technologies at the
end of the twentieth century, has caught on since the beginning of the twenty-first
century. In addition, this technology has had a key position in the transition from the
3rd Industrial Revolution to the 4th Industrial Revolution. Because the objects that
are connected to each other and share the information they perceive have enabled
simultaneous information to be integrated into production and supply chain processes
(Hofmann and Rüsch 2017). From a technical point of view, the Internet of things
can be summarized as sensing, information processing and communication systems
embedded in objects that allow physical objects used in production and distribu-
tion processes to be interconnected by wireless networks and to enable information
exchange.

IoT stands out as an abstract concept rather than a concrete concept. The idea
of IoT emerged in an abstract way as a consequence of the idea of integrating
information and communication technologies into “things” people use at work, at
home, or in any other area of life. The need for labeling and tracking or monitoring
“things”, i.e., physical objects, was the basis for the emergence of this approach.
Labeling and monitoring have been achieved with the introduction of low cost Radio
frequency identification (RFID) devices. At first, thanks to these devices, systems
operating autonomously within themselves have made an incredible progress with
the development of Internet and information system infrastructures and the increase
in smartphone technologies. After this point, a paradigm shift occurred in the field of
IoT, and systems containing IoT have started to be used more and more, especially
thanks to broadband Internet and advanced information processing systems. Simple
IoT examples used in every field can be found today. However, IoT examples used
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in the industrial field are seen to be used in more complex devices. For example,
IoT devices used in the industrial field can be used in actuators, robots, 3D printers,
production assembly lines, chemicalmixture tanks,millingmachines, health devices,
insulin and infusion pumps, cars, planes, and trains (Thames and Schaefer 2016).

3.2.1.2 Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS)

The integration of the physical world and the cyber world is one of the main features
of the Industry 4.0 approach (Kagermann 2015). Themain element of this integration
is the Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). CPS provides integration between the physical
world and the digital world via information transfer from cyber to physical domain.
Algorithms planned and programmed in the digital world are implemented in the
physical world with CPS. The computers and networks, embedded in the systems
used, control the physical processes, while feedback from the physical world also
influences the processes in cyberspace (Lee2008). The improvement ofCPSoccurred
in three stages. The first generation CPS includes recognition of objects using RFID
tags. Thanks to this, storage and analysis operations can be done centrally. In the
second generation CPS, a limited number of functions were gained by using many
sensors and actuators. The third generation CPSs are supplied with sensors and
actuators which can be controlled by computer networks (Mario et al. 2015).

3.2.1.3 Internet of Services (IoS)

Today, people live in a world where services are becoming globally widespread
(Andersson and Mattsson 2015). As a result, it is seen that Internet of Services
(IoS) have emerged relied on the notion that services can be made easily via web
technologies as in Internet of Things (Wahlster et al. 2014). The notion “Internet of
Services” refers to the infrastructure allowing universal services to be provided to
users (Schroth and Janner 2007). Internet services (IoS) allow the service providers
to offer the services through the Internet (Hermann et al. 2016; Atzori et al. 2010).
For the realization of Internet of Services, a business model, an infrastructure, and
the presence of a service are required (Hermann et al. 2016). In the future, IoS can
be said to have a key role in Internet-based market places for the industries (Barros
and Oberle 2012).

3.2.1.4 Smart Factories

Today, most of the industrialized countries try to invest in advanced and modern
production methods, innovation, and designs. The majority of these investments are
made to establish smart factories based on Industry 4.0 and to follow smart production
processes (Lu 2017). Industry 4.0 is based on smart manufacturing processes where
objects interact with each other over the Internet and use modern technologies such
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as data mining, artificial intelligence, and three-dimensional printers. Smart factories
where objects can communicate with each other have become an essential element in
Industry 4.0. These factories are also called “dark factories” because there are systems
that communicate with each other and no people are working. For instance, in a smart
factory inChinamanufacturingmobile phones, it is observed that the human resource
has decreased by approximately 90%, while the error rate in products has decreased
from 25 to 5% compared to the past (Yıldız 2018).

In the previous parts of this study, IoT and CPS as Industry 4.0 components were
explained. These components play a fundamental role in running a smart factory.
CPSs that communicate over IoT can work in harmony within the factory without
interfering with each other. For this reason, there is a distributed production system
in smart factories where resources and production systems communicate with each
other over a network. This system enables resources, machines, and transfer systems
to work in a coordinated manner and destroys the logic of today’s known production
approaches. For this reason, the existence of smart factories is considered as a sign
of a new industrial revolution (Industry 4.0). In smart factories, it is seen that the
resources are automaticallymoved along the lines and turned into final products. This
process is carried out with the CPS, with easily definable steps and communication
between objects. In this way, very complex production processes become processes
that people can manage, and the production process is carried out more efficiently
and sustainably (Hofmann and Rüsch 2017).

Production lines developed depending on the production requirements are used in
the smart factories of Industry 4.0. Themachines that communicatewith each other in
these production lines take the production information they need from the big data in
the cloud computing system. Communication and interaction between units in smart
factories are provided by a wireless Internet network. In this context, IoT technology
is used to detect and exchange information in machines and other parts (Kang et al.
2016). All production resources (sensors, machines, actuators, robots, etc.) not only
do automatic information exchange, but also have the consciousness and intelligence
to continue the production process. Thanks to this ability, the factory gains the feature
of autonomous operation and can be called a smart factory. On the other hand, many
production process components such as product design, production engineering, and
production planning can be simulated modularly. Moreover, these processes can be
integrated between end-to-end systems. This shows that inter-system connection is
also provided and systems can work distributed (Qin et al. 2016).

Industry 4.0’s “Smart Factories” include intelligent machines and systems deter-
mining business needs with sensors, contact with other production tools through
the Internet, and pull the production information they need from “Big Data” in the
cloud systems. In smart factories, communication and interaction between the way
of production are provided by the Internet (Kang et al. 2016). All production sources
(sensors, actuators, machines, robots, conveyors, etc.) not only exchange informa-
tion automatically, but also they are conscious and intelligent enough to control the
production process and anticipate and maintain the machines to manage the factory
system. In addition, many production processes, such as product design, production
planning, manufacturing engineering, production, and services, can be simulated
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modularly. Furthermore, these processes can be interconnected by an end-to-end
system, which means that they are not only commanded by a centralized system, but
are also interconnected (Qin et al. 2016).

3.2.1.5 Big Data

Performing systematic analyzes is a significant issue in many aspects, from energy
efficiency to product optimization, and from service development to efficient use
of equipment and machinery. In Industry 4.0, data gathered from different sources
have been evaluated comprehensively for decision-making and real-time interaction
(Rüßmann et al. 2015). The significance of big data is increasing with the increasing
use of electronic devices that produce a very big amount of data every single second
(Zhong et al. 2015). Big data refers to large datasets that are very comprehensive and
complex, which are difficult to compute using traditional computing applications
(Zhong et al. 2015). Data mining techniques are widely used in production processes
prior to the big data period. In order to increase the efficiency of data mining, statis-
tical, neural networks, decision trees, and genetic algorithm techniques are used for
analyzing big data (Shahbaz et al. 2019).

The big data is an important business system or platform that offers more features
for the acquisition, storage, and analysis of large amounts of data fromvarious sources
to obtain added value.Most of the data that generates big data is obtained fromvarious
devices around industrial enterprise and supply chain networks, including computer
systems, embedded sensors, computerized devices, and smartphones. Besides, there
are some limitations on the performance of big data (Addo-Tenkorang and Helo
2016). When comparing big data with traditional datasets, unconfigured data stacks
are required which require more real-time analysis (Chen et al. 2014). Big data
reveals the data that are not yetmeaningful in capturing newopportunities andmaking
strategic decisions (Addo-Tenkorang andHelo 2016). The service andmanufacturing
sectors are increasingly stacked data while they produce a service or a product. These
data are collected in real time and continuously with information technologies such
as mobile devices, sensing techniques from the air, microphones, cameras, Internet
technologies of the objects, and wireless sensor networks (Zhong et al. 2016).

3.3 Logistics 4.0

The changes in the consumer needs and expectations, globalization, the spread of
technology-based communication, the diversification of activities that need to be
carried out, and the impact of technological innovations in recent years have led to
various changes in logistics activities over time. In view of the chronological devel-
opment of industrial revolutions, logistics processes have been affected in parallel
with every revolution in the production industry (Timm and Lorig 2015). In other
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words, the logistic development process is closely related with industrial develop-
ment process. The logistic development process (Fig. 3.2) consists of four stages as
in the industrial development process (Galindo 2016: 25–30) (Fig. 3.2).

In the first industrial revolution (Industry 1.0), the industrialization of the steam
engine began with the industrialization of rural life. Manufacture and transportation
activities with manual vehicles or animal power have been started with machines.
During this period, mostly road transport was carried out. With the introduction of
the steam engine in transportation, railway and air transportation were carried out;
a little density of road transport has decreased. During this period, the warehouses
were designed as rooms for finished products or raw materials. Products going to or
from warehouses are handled and transported manually by people. Transportation
for distribution is provided by road, sea, or rail (Wang et al. (2016).

It would be better to define the technological changes in the second period
(Industry 2.0) rather than as a revolution. In this period, new materials such as steel,
copper, or aluminum were used in machine construction. There have been unprece-
dented developments in the chemical industry, and power supplies such as electricity
and oil have been used in production, transportation, and communication. Again in
this period, road transport continued; the transport of rail and steam ships became
more widespread. The use of container ships in transport is one of the most important
innovations of this period. The presence of electricity in the logistics sector and the
use of electrical logistic equipment in warehouses have been used. In this way, the
products can be placed and removed automatically on the shelves. Hand-held fork-
lifts have also been replaced by motorized handling and transport vehicles (Wang
et al. (2016).

In the third industry (Industry 3.0) revolution, there have been twomain technolog-
ical developments, namely, the invention of numerically controlled machines (CNC,
DNC machine tools such as turning, milling, etc.) and industrial robots that enable
automatic production. In logistics sector, the concept of technology-based logistics

Fig. 3.2 Evolution of Logistics (Galindo 2016)
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management systems has started to develop. With this effect, important software
such as WMS (Warehouse Management System) and TMS (Transport Management
System) have become widespread. These softwares are used in particular for plan-
ning the inbound logistics process so that orders to suppliers can be immediately
accessed when needed. Again, thanks to the software, the plans, charts, and routes
of fleet vehicles have already become available in the process of transporting the
final product or raw material. In the process of production logistics, the products
are mostly used for automatic moving belts or with the help of the forklift truck. In
some enterprises, the routes are transported into the enterprise via the latest tech-
nology robots. Product delivery process is also managed according to these plans
and schedules planned before production begins (Galindo 2016).

In technology-based physical logistics processes, with the effect of Industry 4.0,
transformation from hardware-based applications to software-based applications has
been initiated, and its computing and communication capabilities have been increased
and all necessary information has been made easier to share with all stakeholders
(Timm and Lorig 2015).

This transformation primarily begins with the integration of production and logis-
tics processes with information technologies. This transformation process involves
the exchange of information about the products owned by the company and the
production, both within the enterprise and with customers and suppliers. Suppliers
are expected to benefit from this information and exchange of information in the
supply chain. This change and the expectations lead to the emergence of the concept
of Logistics 4.0”, in accordance with Industry 4.0, that brings smart innovations
cutting edge Technologies in logistics. In the production process, people, machines,
parts, and products will be communicated simultaneously. In this way, all networks
will become standardized and the informationwill be accessible. The informationwill
be stored in Internet environments called cloud to reduce errors and increase acces-
sibility (Timm and Lorig 2015). As a result, production and distribution processes
will be able to respond flexibly to all expected or unexpected changes.

Logistics 4.0 consists of autonomous subsystemswhere the behavior of individual
actors depends on other actors. These autonomous systems interact with each other in
order to reach their individual goals and to ensure that the relevant parties can reach
their goals (Timm and Lorig 2015). In this context, Logistics 4.0 benefits from some
technologies. Wang et al. (2016) summarizes the technical components of Logistics
4.0 as follows:

i. Automatic Identification (RFID Technology)
ii. Real-time Locating Systems (RTLS)
iii. Smart Sensing (CPS, sensors)
iv. Networking (IoT, IoS, etc.)
v. Data analyzing (Big data, data mining)
vi. Internet for business service (IoS, ERP, Marketing, CMS).

These technologies are component of Industry 4.0, therefore there is a close
relation between Industry 4.0 and Logistics 4.0.
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3.4 Supply Chain Management 4.0

The introduction of Industry 4.0 has caused many effects on the supply chain as in
other areas. Digitalisation and automation of collaboration between suppliers, manu-
facturers, customers, and processes is crucial to improve the transparency of all steps
from the time the order was sent to the end of the product’s lifespan. After the intro-
duction of these new technologies, it is necessary to analyze the impact of industry
4.0 on the supply chain as a whole in order to understand possible opportunities and
possible threats (Tjahjono et al. 2017).

A supply chain is a network of suppliers, factories, warehouses, distribution
centers, retailers, and customers throughout the purchase, conversion, production,
and delivery of raw materials. Supply chain management is a series of concur-
rent activities that enable the integration of suppliers, manufacturers, carriers, and
customers to ensure that the right product or service is delivered to the right places
at the right time (Lou et al. 2011; Xu 2011).

Businesses are forced to expand their offer of products in order to remain compet-
itive in the market. As a result, they offer a high degree of flexibility in supply chains,
with a high degree of uncertainty. Failures to cope with these uncertainties can lead
to fluctuations in the supply chain of the company. As a result, the right products
cannot be delivered to the customer at the right time (Xu 2011). Such a situation is
not only the problem of the company, but also because of the high dependence of
the supply chain can affect other companies do business. The supply chain, which is
a complex network, conducts these activities effectively and efficiently depends on
the rapid flow of information and material (Lou et al. 2011).

It is observed that information systems are usedmore andmore in order tomanage
more complex processes in supply chain management and to achieve real-time coop-
eration. Studies conducted on this subject show that developments in information
systems should be reflected in supply chain management. It is stated that supply
chain management cannot be carried out successfully today without these devel-
opments and technologies. At this point, information and communication systems
that allow information sharing gain importance. In particular, information systems
that allow intercompany information transfers are of significant importance for the
success of supply chain management. It is stated that such information sharing capa-
bility increases the performance of the supply chain. In addition, it is demonstrated
in academic studies that supply chain integration in order to increase informa-
tion exchange and cooperation between companies, consequently increase supply
chain performance. As a result, an appropriate information system infrastructure is
indispensable for a successful supply chain management (Xu 2011).

With the development of information technology and economic globalization,
it has become compulsory to carry out the supply chain management strategy for
gaining comprehensive advantages in the face of challenging market competition.
In addition, ensuring the smooth transmission of information between businesses in
the supply chain is necessary to improve the advantages of the entire supply chain.
However, in most of the existing supply chain systems, information requests and
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feedback information are transmitted step by step. Such vertical integration supply
chain models have some disadvantages. Because top suppliers cannot get timely
market information and it is very difficult for them to react correctly. This situation
leads to distorted demand information.

The remarkable developments in information systems and the gradual expansion
and development of the Internet in recent years have provided an important oppor-
tunity for information sharing, storage, and transfer. Integration of Internet supply
chain management and information sharing provides an important infrastructure for
ensuring coordination and cooperation between units. However, while information
sharing occurs very quickly,material transfers in the supply chain are slower. Because
while physical operations take place in real time, information exchange takes place
in networks that provide very fast information exchange. It is observed that IoT
technology makes significant contributions in terms of further accelerating physical
movements in real time. IoT, which is an important element of Industry 4.0, mini-
mizes the loss of time during transfers by providing automatic information exchange
of objects in the supply chain. Thanks to IoT, transported materials can be moni-
tored in real time and counted and recorded with automatic information exchange at
transfer points. Records related to these transactions can be automatically transferred
to a central database (Lou et al. 2011). Thanks to today’s Web 3.0 technologies, it
is seen that the Internet can provide visual interfaces to supply chain management
that show operations dynamically. As a result, all stakeholders in the supply chain
can monitor, control, plan, and optimize their business processes remotely instead
of observing and managing them on site (Verdouw et al. 2016).

It has been stated above that information exchange is important in monitoring
physical operations in the supply chain. Studies on this subject, harmonization of
business processes and the use of information systems increase the quality of deci-
sion-making processes and supply networks. Information technology is becoming an
increasingly important issue because supply networks are transforming into cyber-
physical systems, one of the key elements of Industry 4.0 (Tjahjono et al. 2017). These
supply networks are used not only in the production area but also inmany other areas.
For example, it is observed that cyber-physical systems are used in urban traffic
control, emergency response units, and security control networks. Cyber-physical
systems have both the information processing layer and the physical layers. These
systems work in conjunction with other cyber-physical systems and take their deci-
sions in harmony and perform their tasks in a coordinated manner. These systems
are supported by information systems infrastructure and are kept in touch with the
help of these systems. In addition, these systems can be reconfigured to adapt to new
tasks. In other words, it has a dynamic and flexible structure to perform new tasks
(Ivanov et al. 2016).

Performing identification, real-time monitoring, and tracking and control func-
tions in supply chain management can often involve many difficulties. The main
reasons for this situation include the presence of many stakeholders in the system,
the heterogeneous structure of a wide variety, and the use of different technologies
together. It can be stated that IoT, one of the most important elements of Industry
4.0, brings significant solutions to the problems that arise in this regard. Thanks to
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IoT and cloud computing, it is possible to collect, transmit, store, and share logistics
information. This opportunity provides businesses with a better collaboration and
interoperability capability (Tjahjono et al. 2017). The problem discussed here is the
development of cooperation between supply chain stakeholders to facilitate the flow
of the process in the supply chain. Existing platforms fail to solve the problem at
some key points, such as collecting data directly from time-consuming and reporting
sensors, defining a common policy and communication protocol for all stakeholders,
providing information frommobile devices to remotely process and update data, and
managing multiple interactions between supply chain partners. In order to address
the above-mentioned shortcomings, a collaborative cloud-based platform must be
in place to support the data sharing, integration, and processing requirements for
logistics product monitoring and tracking. The added value of this architecture is
to integrate different IoT, sensor, data transfer and cloud computing storage layer,
and ultimately set up the collected data for users. Therefore, it is to facilitate the
exchange of information in logistics flows for traceability, cooperation, and interop-
erability between different actors in the supply chain (Gnimpieba et al. 2015). Use of
all these new Technologies related to Industry 4.0 in the supply chain management
brings the new concept of “SCM 4.0”.

3.5 Meta-Analysis

In this part of the study, a meta-analysis of academic publications in the literature
related to Industry 4.0 has been carried out. In this context, academic publications
published since 2013, when the concept of Industry 4.0 emerged, have been analyzed
and their contents have been investigated. In particular, the key technologies that form
the basis of Industry 4.0 have been put forward and the most studied technologies are
listed under Industry 4.0. On the other hand, publications examining the concepts of
logistics and supply chain management with Industry 4.0 have been also examined.
As a result, it is aimed to reveal the most commonly used Industry 4.0 technologies
in the Logistics 4.0 and SCM 4.0 applications.

Although there are a large number of publications in the literature on the subject
of Industry 4.0, more than 200 articles have been scanned in this study. Some of
these publications have been eliminated, because of being related other aspects of
Industry 4.0 such asmanagement, marketing etc., and a total of 166 publications have
been examined. A similar study in the literature has been conducted by examining
51 publications (Hermann et al. 2016). In another study, Lu (2017) examined the
articles published in Industry 4.0 between the years 2011–2016. It was observed that
the researcher made ameta-analysis by examining the 88 publications about Industry
4.0 (Lu 2017). Therefore, although there are more than this amount in the literature,
166 articles are considered to be sufficient to reveal the technologies and trends in
the Industry 4.0.

IoT, IoS, CPS, cloud computing, smart factory, smart product, big data, and arti-
ficial intelligence technologies are frequently used when the literature related to
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Industry 4.0 is reviewed. However, some of these technologies come to the fore-
front in the field of Industry 4.0. When Table 3.1 is examined, it is understood that
IoT and CPS technologies are clearly seen as the main technologies of industry 4.0.
On the other hand, smart factory, big data, smart product, and IoS technologies are
also frequently used in the literature. Herman et al. (2015) also found that the most
commonly used technologies are CPS, IoS, and smart factory in his study as seen
in Table 3.1. Lu (2017) stated that the smart factory, IoT, CPS, and smart product
technologies came to the forefront in his meta-analysis study (Fig. 3.3).

Since 2013, when the concept of Industry 4.0 emerged, untill today, there have
been a great number of Industry 4.0 related publications in the literatüre. According
to the166 articles that are in dataset, Fig. 3.3 shows that the number of these publi-
cations has been increasing continuously since 2013. Therefore, it is seen that the
subject of Industry 4.0 is still an increasingly popular topic. Although the number
of publications published in 2018 seems to have decreased, it is considered that it
would be more appropriate to evaluate the 2018 data in 2019. Because there are still
unpublished articles in 2018.

The relationship between Logistics 4.0 and Industry 4.0 components have been
analyzed through the publications in the dataset. In this context, it has been seen that
15 articles from 166 articles deal with the subject of Logistics 4.0 together with the
subject of Industry 4.0. In Fig. 3.4, it is determined that IoT and CPS technologies are
commonly used in Logistics 4.0 studies. Today, it is seen that real-time systems, big
data, RFID, CPS, and IoT technologies are widely used in the field of logistics (Wang
et al. (2016). It has been determined that there is a focus on these technologies in
the Logistics 4.0 studies conducted in the literature. It was seen that the publications
about Logistics 4.0 and Industry 4.0 were published especially in 2017 (5) and 2018
(8) years. In this respect, it is seen that Logistics 4.0 is a new field of study (Fig. 3.4).

In the meta-analysis, the relationship between industry 4.0 components and SCM
4.0 has been investigated as well. In this context, there are 23 publications related to
SCM 4.0 in the dataset. In terms of supply chain management, it has been seen in
Fig. 3.4 that IoT, CPS, big data, and smart factory technologies are commonly used

Table 3.1 Key technologies for industry 4.0

Key technologies Number of related Publications
(This Analysis)
166 Pubs. (%)

Herman et al. (2015)
51 Pubs (%)

Internet of Things 113–68 36–70

Cyber-Physical Systems 104–62 46–90

Smart Factory 59–36 24–47

Big Data 41–25 7–14

Smart Products 20–12 10–20

Internet of Services 19–11 19–37

Machine-To-Machine Comms
(M2M)

12–7 8–16
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Fig. 3.3 Number of publications related to industry 4.0 between 2013–2018

Fig. 3.4 Industry 4.0 components used in logistics 4.0 applications
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Fig. 3.5 Industry 4.0 components used in SCM 4.0 applications

in the literature. When the requirements of supply chain management are examined,
it is considered necessary to use the Industry 4.0 technologies. In this context, their
is a strong relationship between Industry 4.0 technlogies and SCM 4.0 When the
studies on SCM 4.0 were evaluated according to years, it has been observed that the
study was conducted in 2017. In other years, no significant research was conducted.
Therefore, this topic is also a new area of research for academicians and researchers
(Fig. 3.5).

3.6 Conclusion

New technologies emergedwith the development of the concept of Industry 4.0 led to
improvements in logistics and supply chain management. In this study, Industry 4.0,
Logistics 4.0, and SCM 4.0 topics were discussed and a meta-analysis of academic
publications including these topics has been carried out. In this context, first of all,
the technologies that constitute the basis of the Industry 4.0 have been explained and
it has been determined at which level these technologies are handled in SCM 4.0 and
logistics 4.0 studies.

As a result of the meta-analysis study, technologies such as IoT, CPS, smart
factory, big data, and smart product have been at the forefront in the Industry 4.0. On
the other hand, it is seen that many different technologies such as cloud computing,
artificial intelligence, and data mining have been used in the researches examined.
However, in themeta-analysis, it was determined that the concepts of IoT, CPS, smart
factory, big data, and smart product were discussed more in the publications in the
dataset.
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In the area of Logistics 4.0, it has been found that IoT and CPS technologies
were the most discussed topics, while in the SCM 4.0 area, the technologies of CPS,
IoT, and smart factory were the most discussed topics examined in the publications.
In this study. It has been observed that the applications of Logistics 4.0 and SCM
4.0 were realized with Industry 4.0 technologies. It has been determined that the
studies, especially about logistics and supply chain management, which were taken
together with Industry 4.0, have been concentrated in 2017 and 2018. This shows
that Logistics 4.0 and SCM 4.0 are very new fields of research.

As a result, industry 4.0 approach and technologies have been found to influence
logistics and supply chain management practices. The fact that the studies carried
out in this area have been done especially in the last 2 years shows that the researcher
has a new research field.
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Chapter 4
A General View of Big Data and Machine
Learning

Özhan Görçün and Hande Küçükönder

Abstract Nowadays, winds of digitalization have continuing blow in the world.
No one cannot ignore these kinds of changes and is continuing to cause dramatic
changes in our lives. Big data is one of the crucial parts of these changes. Nowadays,
almost millions of people have become the main element providing the data flow.
Furthermore, they are continuing to perform it voluntarily and willingly. As a result,
companies, industries, and other stakeholders have started to encounter a very huge
volume of data about their customers. However, most of the data are not be useful
because they are not structured. This chapter is organized into two parts. In the first
part, the big data concept was explained and its important elements were discussed.
In the second stage, machine learning and its elements were presented information
on some computational tools used for converting the unstructured data to structured
data.

Keywords Big data ·Machine learning · ANN · Genetic algorithms · Decision
trees

4.1 Introduction: Big Data

Big Data is one of the most important parts of digitalized world and industry 4.0
process. In recent decades it has been crucial not only for industries but also individual
users. Big data which has many components such as users, cloud systems, data
processors, and so on is a term defining a system hosting a very huge volume of
structured and unstructured data. Although it can host a huge volume of data, the
most important issue is the quality of these data since most of the unstructured data
may not be useful for industries and users. Therefore, converting these kinds of data
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to structured data is a very crucial task for experts who are responsible to develop
these systems as it is required for forecasting and evaluating when decision-makers
take strategic decisions.

Nowadays, using big data has become very important for industries, companies,
and other stakeholders to survive in a highly competitive environment. These actors
want to know how the customers are thinking as well as what is important for them.
As a very useful tool, big data has the potential to provide wider information about
customers even their special days and daily activities, pleasures, and so on.Moreover,
there are many users who provide data both about themselves and about many things
for this systemand it continues to increases each passing day at the present. Therefore,
the data volume which flows to the system continuing to ever-increased. Today, it
is possible to see the elements of the information society in all areas of life. Most
people now have a smartphone in their pocket, most people have a computer at home
and units that manage information technology in the back offices of all companies.
However, the information itself is not so visible. However, only half a century after
computers entered human life, the amount of information began to be collected in
such a way as to gain a meaningful and special quality. Today, not only the amount of
information has increased, but also the speed of access to information has increased.
The quantitative change brought with its qualitative change. The collection of data
to form a meaningful whole took place first in the field of astronomy and genetics.
The concept of big data was first used in these areas, and then this concept started
to be used for each area. Big data has begun to show itself in all areas of our lives.
For example; an Internet search engine from Google, we find big data in every area
from diagnosis and treatment of diseases to online shopping. (Mayer-et al. 2013).

According to some reports on this issue, 90%of the data used in theworld has been
created only in the last two years, as the information has rapidly become obsolete and
technologyhas changed (Url1,2020).On the other hand, there are somedisadvantages
of big data. It is strongly expected that consisting of very large and complex datasets
that are difficult to process using existing database management tools or traditional
data processing applications; it causes difficulties in data acquisition, improvement,
storage, searching, sharing, transfer, analysis, and visualization stages (Yılmaz et al.
2017).

As a result, although some disadvantages, Big data is started use in various fields
of the economy in recent years. According to Sağıroğlu and Koç (2017), it is used in
almost all industries from health to logistics. Big data consists of five components
defined as 5 V and the 5 V are presented in Fig. 4.1 (Url 2,2020).

4.1.1 Volume

The volume of data is directly proportional to the size of the data and is generally
expressed in various data measurement units such as gigabytes, terabytes, and bytes.
as well as the quantity of generated and stored data, the size of the data determines
the value and potential insight, and whether it can be considered big data or not.
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Fig. 4.1 5 V of big data system (Url 2 2020)

However, the storage of high amounts of data is among the issues that need attention.
The said increases, new data processing, storage, integration, and archiving makes
use of technologies necessary. But new like cloud technology with the proliferation
of technologies, the storage of data can be easily and data can be used at any time
(Dülger 2015).

4.1.2 Variety

The type and nature of the data help people who analyze it to effectively use the
resulting insight. Not only from text, but Big data can also be drawn from images,
audio, video, experts, and sources related to this issue state that the data may be either
structured or unstructured or semi-structured and unfortunately, these three data types
have the possibility of being replaced and only 20 percent of them are structured
(Dülger 2015). The diversity of data is due to the diversity of data sources. The
produced data can be seen in structural, semi-structural, or non-structural formats.
Data in relational databases to structural data, semi-structural data can be given as
XML, and JSON format data as non-structural data, as well as audio, video, text
files. If the data is used together in these different structures, this diversity in the
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data emerges as a big problem. Many new big data specific to this data, especially in
the convert-load (ETL) operations of the data technologies are becoming imperative
(Sağıroğlu and Koç 2017).

4.1.3 Velocity

The data is in constant motion. In this context, the analysis of data flow has become
an important issue for data scientists (Cyganek et al. 2016). Data can be produced
at variable speeds. While large volumes of static data create a big data problem,
especially phone or IoT devices that we frequently use in daily life, sensor data
produced by various machines and similar data sources produce data very quickly.
The fact that the data produced in a flow can be analyzed and managed in real-time
is another problem of big data. (Sağıroğlu and Koç 2017). Therefore, data that can
be produced faster increases the processing speed of the data where it is needed and
makes significant contributions to the diversity of data.

4.1.4 Value

Analysis of the developments and innovations that may occur in the coming period,
preparing for the changes that will occur, and making decisions regarding the results
will be possible thanks to the value provided by the big data. Data that does not
produce value has no value. Data is as valuable as the value it creates. (Venkatram
and Geetha, 2017). Data that is not quickly grasped is only trash in the real business
world. If they serve no purpose, they are digital waste (Spann 2017).

4.1.5 Validity

Analyzes to be made on data that cannot be confirmed for accuracy reduce the
real value. There are technologies that can measure the validity of big data and
the accuracy of the data. Existing data to the above properties if it has, this data is
traditional value it is very difficult to produce. So, this data has a big data perspective
the need to be handled and analyzed with big data technologies has arisen (Sağıroğlu
and Koç 2017).
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4.2 Big Data and Machine Learning

As mentioned above, without data processing processes, big data is a non-functional
system. Converting data from unstructured to structured is a crucial and critical task
for being able tomake comprehensive analyses. For this purpose, there aremany tools
used to obtain meaningful information and data. Furthermore, these techniques, i.e.,
Artificial Neural Networks, Genetic Algorithms, and so on are ever developed each
passing day, and new techniques are presented to the industries and scientific world.

4.2.1 Machine Learning

Computer technology developing in recent years has brought along collecting and
processing the very huge and various types of data. As a result, big data has been very
crucial for a new technological world. By contrary, the very important part of data
which flow into the systems is not structured data and decision-makers who are in all
side of lives such as business, public authorities and so on need to structured data to
make right and suitable decisions. Therefore, they require a systematic and applicable
tool for obtaining meaningful and applicable data. Based on these requirements the
machine learning has become a very strong and popular research area.

In 1959, machine learning suggested by Arthur Samuel is one of the parts of artifi-
cial intelligence (Wei et al. 2019). Machine learning has a very crucial role in solving
very complicated problems includesmodeling and computer-based algorithmswhich
can self-learning based on information, canmake self-assessment, and embracing the
patterns (Atalay and Çelik 2017). The machine learning consists of two parts. First is
to solve a problem with the help of an algorithm and self-learning the model, making
meaningful evaluations based on this self-learning (Şahinarslan 2019). Within this
perspective, in order to solve problems, which require some functions such as fore-
casting, classification, and grouping, using some novel machine learning techniques
(i.e., Decision trees, ANN, Bayesian networks, genetic algorithms, k the nearest
neighbor algorithm (KNN)) have become common techniques as alternatives to the
traditional techniques. The main procedure of the machine learning which has very
strong relations with some fields such as artificial intelligence, data mining, pattern
recognition, and bioinformatics can be demonstrated in six steps as shown in Fig. 4.2
(Wei et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2020).

As is seen in Fig. 4.2, the first step of the process starts with collecting appropriate
data from databases. In this step, the selection of the proper dataset is crucial and
critical task for decision-makers considering the type of data, data size, quality, and
form (Wei et al. 2019). Therefore, it is required to data transfer from appropriate
databases by users for using more qualified data. In addition to that, the form of data
can be prepared in different types considering the algorithm used in this process.
The next step called future engineering includes operations of extrapolating the
suitable features from raw data. Also, remain step of this process consists of some
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Fig. 4.2 The main procedure of machine learning approaches (Wei et al. 2019)

applications such as the selection of the proper algorithm, forming test and validation
sets, modeling, and examination of validation of forecasting (Wei et al. 2019; Zhang
et al. 2020). Some fields such as engineering approaches, cognitive simulation, and
theoretical analysis (Şahan 2020) have been effective in developing and forming
process of the machine learning which uses in many fields (i.e., medical diagnosis,
education, biology, engineering, and so on.).

4.2.2 Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is related to a biological neural structure of humans
and it is amathematicalmodelwhich is developed by inspiring theworking principles
of the human brain and is effective for examining the complicate and nonlinear
relations (Mjalli et al. 2007). There are four different components such as dendrite,
soma, axon, and snaps. When their functions are examined briefly, snaps are spaces
providing transmissions electric signals among nerve cells. Soma is the section that is
to collect and process these signals. By processing these signals, nerve cells form their
own signals and these formed signals are transmitted by axons to the dendrites having
a view as tree branches. Also, dendrites have functions to transmit these signals to
the snaps and data transfer between two cells can be provided by neurotransmitters
which are in snaps (Öztemel 2003).

Artificial neural cells (process) exist in the artificial neural networks (ANN)
similar to the biological nerve cells. Each process element includes five different
elements such as inputs, weights, the sum function, activation function, and outputs
(Aladağ 2019). Inputs collect information and data from outside and the significance
and impacts of the information are determined with the help of weights. The sum
function provides to compute the net input value. Using the weighting sum is a
common approach for purposing to calculate the net input transmitted to the network
(each input multiplied by their own weight and calculate the sum of these values)
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the function of activation symbolizes the functions providing to produce outputs by
processing the inputs (Öztemel 2003).

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) formed many artificial neural cells, consists of
many processing elements connected parallelly to each other (Maind and Wankar
2014). There are different three layers such as the input layer, interlayers, and output
layers in a neural network whose processor is an artificial neuron. While the section
that entering data related to the problem is the input layer, the section processing
these data is a hidden layer. The section that transforms the processing information
to the outputs is defined as the output layer (Ocak and Şeker 2013; Özşahin and
Singer 2019). In Fig. 4.3, an ANN example, which shows these layers as is presented
as diagrammatic (Maind and Wankar 2014).

ANN is a very useful tool applied to solve very complicated and nonlinear prob-
lems. It has the abilities of self-learning and generalization by considering the data
and information without any theoretical assumptions or a rule base (Mjalli et al.
2007). Also, determining the fitting function is not required and it can be accepted as
another advantage of the ANN. While some methods used for solving the problem
provide a range of parameters that are useful for understanding and evaluating the
problem, ANN cannot assess the weights of the connection for the present. Because
of that, modeling of ANN is defined as a closed black box (Mjalli et al. 2007; Maind
and Wankar 2014).

4.2.3 Genetic Algorithms (GA)

Genetic Algorithms (GA) is a search technique based on natural selection princi-
ples and transferring the biological and genetic development processes of lives to
the computer environment (Nabiyev 2012). GA described under the mainframe of
evolutional algorithms was developed by inspiring the evolution theory of Darwin.
Genetic Algorithms, whichwas firstly introduced by J.H.Hollandwho are a phycolo-
gist and expert of computer sciences, is an intuitional and randomized method (Emel
and Taşkın 2002; Nabiyev 2012).

GA can provide effective solutions to real-life problems has been commonly used
in the literature for solving the various combinatorial optimization problems. These
works can be summarized as vehicle routing (Aydemir and Karagül 2020; Ghannad-
pour and Zandiyeh 2020), project scheduling (Özköse and Gencer 2019) transporta-
tion (Yakıcı Ayan 2008), traveling-salesman problem (Şahin and Karagül 2019),
location problems (Gülsün et al. 2009). GA has some differences than other opti-
mization algorithms and these differences can be described as (İşçi and Korukoğlu
2003): GA deal with coded parameters set instead of single parameter and it performs
to start making a search with a group of points instead of a single point. Another
difference is to focus on the target function directly and it uses the stochastic passage
rules. An example of a basic search procedure of the GA is presented in Fig. 4.4
(Gholamia et al. 2014).
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Fig. 4.3 An example of ANN (Maind and Wankar 2014)

When the operational procedures of GA given in Fig. 4.4 are examined, the opera-
tion of genetic representation of the problem which is handled is carried out with the
help of genetic concepts (genes and chromosomes). After the process of coding is
completed, first population examples are produced by forming an initial population
for the initial implementation step. Each individual is individual has chromosomes
set and the initial population can be produced in different types by using a randomized
or special algorithm. In the next step, the target function is determined for individuals
in the populations, and the implementation of genetic operations and the selection of
the individuals are performed. In this stage, operators of reproduction, crossing, and
mutation are used (Gümüşoğlu et al. 2013; Qureshi et al. 2006). The performances of
the individuals in the new population after their validation values are calculated based
on the validation function. These operations are continued until reach to finalization
criterion determined at the beginning and when iteration is reached to this criterion
the optimal solution is presented by finalizing the algorithm (Emel and Taşkın 2002;
İşçi and Korukoğlu 2003; Gholamia et al. 2014).
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4.2.4 Decision Trees (DT)

Decision trees are a diagram, which is viewed as a tree and repetitive diversification
of a dataset to sub-groups by classifying (dichotomous classifications) (Namazkhan
et al.2020).Understanding and evaluating the learning rules (if–then rules) in decision
trees are very easy. In addition to that, costs are very low and integration between
databases is possible and it has not non-flexible assumptions (Çalış Boyacı et al.
2014). Decision trees, which can self-learning from data with the help of the method
of generalization, were introduced by J. Ross Quinlan in year 1960 (Wei et al.. 2019).
In addition, algorithms of the decision trees which are accepted as a data mining
technique are an effective tool for presenting complex problems in graphical form
by means understandable and lean. The decision trees that have a definitive structure
(continuously or categoric) are defined as classifying tree, others which can be used
for solving the regression types of problems are regression tree (Alan, 2014). Within
this perspective, a decision tree consists of three sections such as node, branch, and
leaf. An example of a decision tree is presented in Fig. 4.5 (Aytekin et al. 2018).

When Fig. 4.5 is examined, nodes represent each self-feature. While the root is
on the top, the leaf is below the tree. Branches are between roots and leaves. When a
decision tree is built, the process starts with the classification of data that is in the root
and asking the questions. This respective operation continues until obtaining nodes
having no branches or obtaining the leaves. When any dividing is out of the question,
the algorithmic process is finalized. Whether gain the generalization ability by the
obtained decision tree is determined by using test data. In this process, a new dataset
is used and test data is tested in the root section of the tree. Then it is progressed
to the next node. This process is finished when it is reached to the leaf of the tree
(Kavzoğlu and Çölkesen, 2010; Aytekin et al. 2018).

In this context, some algorithms (i.e., CHAID, CART, ID3, C4.5, and so on)
are used in decision trees (Alan 2014; Aytekin et al. 2018). Obtaining the optimum

Fig. 4.4 The flowchart of search procedure of GA (Gholamia et al. 2014)
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Fig. 4.5 A basic decision trees (Aytekin et al., 2018)

structure of the tree which can help to reduce to a minimum of generalization faults
is one of the main aims in this process. Therefore, forming a small-sized tree can
help to obtainmore successful results. somemeasurements suggested in the literature
are commonly used. Information gaining, ki-square test, entropy, and Gini index are
examples (Kavzoğlu and Çölkesen 2010).

4.3 Results and Discussions

In recent years, data has become a strategical weapon for industries and companies.
in the past century, oil was the most important factor for companies and nations
and data have supplanted oil at the present. Actors having and managing data have
become determinative of the rules and conditions of the highly competitive business
environment and obtaining and being able to use data have become a sole and exclu-
sive remedy to survive in the highly competitive for companies and other actors. As
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the competition hardens in global markets, businesses learn the way to control the
increasing data flow, learn about big data processes, and transform the most appro-
priate data into information by filtering infinitely large data. Simultaneous tracking
of what the manufacturer will produce and what the customer will demand over big
data will be managed by big data systems. As a result, big data has increased to a size
that cannot bemanaged with traditional processes right now. therefore, mathematical
models and computational tools and may be needed to solve this problem for compa-
nies and industries to solve these kinds of problems. Finally, we are going through
a new era, as one of the fundamental parts of the Big Data Industry 4.0 process, it is
clearly seen that it will be the fundamental building block of digital businesses and
the digital economy in the coming years.
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Chapter 5
3D Printing and Logistics

Ayşegül N. Bayraktar

Abstract 3D printing is a production process. 3D printing takes place among the
techniques known as additive manufacturing and is used in the market as synony-
mous with additive manufacturing, and even commonly 3D printing is used instead.
When there are three elements as digital model, feed material and 3D printer, then
the needed product can be produced at any time and at any place by 3D printing. This
technique has changed the principles of traditional production as producing the parts
separately and then assembling. In other words, the traditional way of business will
have been transformed to a new style. 3D printing is a disruptive and a growing trend
in the business. It is assumed that 3D printing will cause and economic effect as 230$
billion to $550 billion per year by 2025. Also the increase in enthusiasm of compa-
nies in trying and using of this technology supports this assumed economic effect.
Worldwide trademarks asMercedezBenz,BMW, IKEA, Ford have shared their expe-
riences, productions and savings. Experiences with 3D printing have shown that its
usage is beneficial. Some of the benefits gained by 3D printing can be defined as
shorter lead time, cheap production, fewer stocks, elimination of assembling require-
ment, acceleration of design process, etc. Shorter lead time, fewer stocks and elimi-
nation of flow for assembling requirements point out the change in supply chain and
logistics market. With 3D printing, it is possible to produce closer to the customer
by minimizing inventory, transportation and handling costs. As a service provider,
logistics companies should review their service infrastructure in line with the needs
of their customers who will adopt these strategies.
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Fig. 5.1 3D printed products (Ho 2020; Carlota 2019; Danova 2019; Bendix 2019)

5.1 Introduction

When you need a product, your action is to purchase a digital CAD file, upload it to
your printer at home and wait for the product you ordered to be printed for you. In
a such world, you won’t have to leave your house to go to any store or need anyone
to deliver the product to you (Durach et al. 2017). Isn’t it a beautiful dream? Not
anymore.With the entrance of 3D printing to production area, science fiction thought
related to 3D printing, quickly turned into a scientific reality. The technology that
provides this printing is named as additive manufacturing, which is mostly known as
3D printing. Many sectors for example automotive, aerospace, health, engineering,
etc., realized that 3D printing is an opportunity to do things differently (DHL 2016).
Examples of 3D printed products can be seen in Fig. 5.1.

5.2 3D Printing

Although 3D printing takes place among the techniques known as additive manufac-
turing, is used in the market as synonymous with additive manufacturing, and even
commonly 3D printing is used instead of additive manufacturing. Additive processes
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Fig. 5.2 Materials for 3D object formation (DHL 2016, p. 5)

make objects layer by layer rather than through traditional techniques as molding or
subtractive techniques. For example, a computer mouse is produced by combining
many different parts. In other words, with traditional production, parts are produced
separately and then assembled. In 3D printing, the computer mouse is obtained as a
whole printout by printing layer by layer from 3D printer (McKinsey Global Institute
2013; Leering 2017). 3D printing is a manufacturing process.

In a broad description, 3D technologies can be classified as virtual and physical.
Computational models are the virtual part, technologies that produce real objects
from virtual models are the physical part. To manufacture a product by using a
layer by layer model, this is known as rapid prototyping and latterly named as 3D
printing by media. With this technology, a prototype of an object can be rapidly
and automatically created. Most industries used this to accelerate the time in the
creation of new products (Silva and Rezende 2013). 3D printing’s base is to build up
layers of material by applying a computer-aided design. Each layer is printed until
a three-dimensional object is composed; therefore, this is ascribed as an additive
process (Manners-Bell and Lyon 2012). Additive manufacturing, commonly called
as 3D printing, has been evolving since 1980s. Although its existence from 1980s,
latterly gained importance and popularity in business world and become an effective
mercantile producing system (Pour et al. 2016).

Three elementary materials are necessary for the 3D formation of an object as
shown in Fig. 5.2.

1. Digital model—this is required for printing the product. Digital models can
be formed by programs as CAD (computer-aided design), or by scanners that
create 3D virtual image of the required product. For allowing 3D printer to
build object from virtual model; the model is divided into horizontal layers in a
number of hundreds or thousands by 3D modeling software.

2. Feed material—this is the material that is used to ultimately manufacture the
final object. According to the Sculpteo’s Survey of 2019, printing materials that
are used, presented as in Fig. 5.3. Mostly the used ones are plastics, metals and
resins.
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Fig. 5.3 Materials used in 3D printing (Sculpteo 2019, p. 8)

5.3 3D printer

This is the hardware used to create the solid object out of the digital model and
feed material. 3D printers can differ according to the technology used as SLS, FDM,
SLA, etc. The usage purpose of consumer or industry is taken into consideration
in the selection of 3D printers. (DHL 2016; Sculpteo 2019) It would be useful to
create a standardization in order to achieve a controlled growth because of the higher
focused of the production world on the subject. With this view; a commission of
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM-F42), which is formed in 2009
for dealing with this innovative way of manufacturing, presented a standard termi-
nology describing a formal name as additive manufacturing (Silva and Rezende
2013). ASTM is a worldwide recognized institution in the creation and delivery of
more than 12,000 voluntary consensus standards, which are used globally to increase
product quality, health and safety, strengthen market access and trade and increase
consumer confidence (“Detailed Overview”, n.d., para.1).

5.4 Techniques and Commercial Processes of Additive
Manufacturing

Progress in materials science, laser technics, computer-aided issues as design (CAD)
and CNC (computer numerical control) supported the quick development of different
kinds of additive manufacturing techniques. Prime seven category of these tech-
niques, which are presented by American Society for Testing andMaterials (ASTM)
group “ASTM-F42 according to the set of standards that they formulated, as below;

1. Sheet lamination;
2. Vat photopolymerization;
3. Powder bed fusion;
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4. Binder jetting;
5. Material Extrusion;
6. Material jetting;
7. Directed energy deposition (Dvorak et al. 2018).

Today a variety of additive manufacturing techniques are in use as commercial
processes. According to the Sculpteo’s State of 3D Printing report of 2019, the
most commonly used printing technologies are SLS, FDM and SLA. FDM is the
dominating one. This survey result presents the view of more than 1300 respondents.
In Fig. 5.4, all the used technology range can be seen.

The most popular three technology is shown in Fig. 5.5.
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS); SLS takes place in powder bed fusion category of

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) that thermal energy is used for

Fig. 5.4 3D printing technologies (Sculpteo 2019, p. 9)

Fig. 5.5 SLS, FDM, SLA processes respectively (Thompson et al. 2017, p. 2)
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melting regions of a powder bed. SLS manufactures strong models in many different
materials and composites; SLS also lets metal-based materials to be printed by using
lasers beams. Laser beammovement is automatically controlled by computer. Energy
is transferred by laser beam into a plane, which covers a thin layer of pre-heated
powder material.

Fused Deposition Modeling(FDM) is an additive manufacturing technology,
which is commonly accepted, especially the most known by consumers and the user-
friendly one. FDM takes place inMaterial extrusion category ofAmerican Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM). A filament of material (plastic, wax, etc.) is swiped
through a heated nozzle to produce the final object. FDM printers are fed with seared
material, which will be melted layer by layer. Low-volume production, single and
multipart prototyping are the areas that FDM technology is mostly used for.

Stereolithography (SLA); SLA is commonly used for rapid prototyping and for
producing complex forms with superior quality, such as jewelry. SLA takes place
in Vat photopolymerization (light-activated polymerization) category of American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). For producing object by SLA, moving
laser beam is used. Contact with the laser’s light solidifies a liquid polymer; by
this way, layer by layer product is built up (Silva and Rezende 2013; DHL 2016;
McKinsey Global Institute 2013).

5.5 History of 3D Printing

Although 3D printing is frequentlymentioned today, it is a technologywith a detailed
history. The story of its development from the first patent of 3D printing to its present
rise is as follows:

Between 1980 and 1989;

HideoKodama offered the first 3D printing patent application in 1980. This patent
never had a chance to be commercialized. Till 1989 themost used AdditiveManu-
facturing commercial processes patents as Stereolithography (SLA), FusedDepo-
sitionModeling (FDM), Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) were submitted. Charles
Hull funds the first stereolithography (SLA) machine in 1983 and got the first
patent for SLA in 1986 and also establish 3D Systems Cooperation as a co-
founder. The technology is used to create a 3D model from a picture and allows
users to test a design before funding in a massive producing program in 1983.
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) process patent taken by Carl Deckard in 1987. In
1988, first mercantile fast prototyping printer “SLA-1” was sold by 3D Systems.
DTM is a company which is bought by 3D Systems, got this SLS patent in 1989.
Also, in 1989, Scott and Lisa Crump applied for patent for fused deposition
modeling (FDM) and Scott Crump established Stratasys Inc. as co-founder.
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Between 1997 and 1999;

In 1997, the first 3D-printed metal treatment by laser additive manufacturing
(LAM) is manufactured by AeroMat.
In 1999, urinary bladder as the first 3D-printed organ is produced byWake Forest
Institute of RegenerativeMedicine for transplant. This organ is produced by using
3D synthetic scaffold coated with patient’s own cells, by this way there is little to
no risk of rejection of the organ.

Between 2005 and 2019;

In 2005, Dr. Adrian Bowyer’s RepRap concept provided the creation of several
new 3D printers as an open-source initiative. By this way, it was possible to make
a 3D printer that can print most of its own pieces. In 2008, the first 3D printer
named as Darwin was commercially available, which is created under the RepRap
concept.
In 2006, the first SLS machine was available to use. With this printer, mass
customization and on-demand producing became possible for manufacturing
industrial parts and prostheses. A 3D Printing System and material supplier
presents a machine that produces a part with a range of densities and material
specifications.
In 2009, The Stratasys’s FDM patent expired and this caused decrease FDM 3D
printer prices from $10.000 to under $1000. Makerbot presented do-it-yourself
kits that ever body can make their 3D printers. And also, Makerbot establishes a
file library that 3D printable files are submitted and downloaded.
In 2011, the first unmanned 3D-printed aircraft is printed by the design of Univer-
sity of Southampton and a prototype car with a 3D-printed body expressed by
Kor Ecologic in a conference.
In 2012, Kickstarter campaigns that introduced different 3D printing process as
DLP technology and stereolithography were launched by B9Creator and Form 1.
In 2013, Makerbot was bought by Stratasys
In 2015, a Swedish Company Cellink presented bio-ink, which is the first stan-
dardized trading product and later in the same year 3D printer for bioprinting
named as INKREDIBLE 3D. Body parts can be printed with this bio-ink made
of a seaweed material

After the expiration of patents and issue of open source projects, the number of
3D system producers’ number reached over 170 worldwide in 2019. 3D Systems,
Stratasys, Fusion3 and Voxel8 companies are some of them (González 2020; Grynol
2014).

In this historical flow, 3D printing has a three-stage evolutionary process. In the
first stage, 3D printing technologies were used for making prototypes or models of
new designs. In the second stage, 3D printers were used in the manufacturing of final
products mentioned as direct digital manufacturing. Finally, these stages include
end-users who have and use 3D printers in their homes (Berman 2012).
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5.6 The Usage Area of 3D Printing

Manufacturing companies prefer to use 3D printing in all processes, from product
design to after sales support. Table 5.1 summarizes the industries that use 3D printing
according to the rates of their purchasing about 3D printers (Leering 2017).

When time passed, companies become more enthusiastic to try and use 3D
printing. For example, Mercedes Benz trucks declared in 2016 that spare parts that
were printed by 3D printing were used in their vehicles. And also, BMW shared
their experience, after using 3D-printed parts, which are approximately one hundred
thousand parts. This experience result is, BMW provided more profit by shortened
manufacturing with 3D printing (Wieczorek 2017). Boeing has used in plane model
of 787 Dreamliner 30 printed parts and another application of Boeing was a printed
cabin. Ford has been using 3D printing for a long time, one of their application is
printed engine cover for new Ford Mustang. When Ford compared this technology
to the traditional way, Ford presented its cost-saving as 497.000$ and production
time saving as 4 days instead of 4 months. Also, GE presented a comparison from
a different view as production quality. When GE used 3D printing instead of tradi-
tional assembly, GE had able to get more stronger and lighter products. Nike’s 2014
Super Bowl cleats and American Pearl Jewelry company products were examples of
different sectors that 3D printing technology was used (Gilpin 2014). Sugar producer
Hershey produces customized pralineswith 3Dprinting, IKEAconducts experiments
with 3D technology in home-related designs. Siemens and Airbus use 3D printing to

Table 5.1 Industries using 3D printing (Leering 2017, p. 5)

Fields of application Share in sales of 3D printers (%) Examples of what is made

Industrial machinery 19 Production of tools like jigs and
fixtures

Aerospace 18 Geometrically complex and
lightweight parts

Automotive 15 Functional prototypes, small and
complex parts for luxury and
antique cars. Mainly non-mass
production of specific tools and
parts and for prototyping

Consumer products 13 Micro-electromechanical
systems, microwave circuits
fabricated on paper substrates,
radio frequency identification
devices inside solid metallic
objects (RFID), polymer-based,
three-dimensional, grippers

Medical and dental devices 11 Hips, knees, dental aligners,
hearing devices, digital
prostheses, etc

Other 24
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Fig. 5.6 How 3D printers are utilized (Leering 2017, p. 4)

produce gas turbine components and aircraft parts (Mohr and Khan 2015). Figure 5.6
shows the rates of how 3D printers are utilized.

Experiences with 3D printing have shown that its usage is beneficial. Some of
the benefits gained by 3D printing production can be defined as shorter lead time,
cheap production, fewer stocks, elimination of assembling requirement, reduction
in processing times, digitalization of manufacturing process, acceleration of design
process, etc (Leering 2017). The advantages of 3D printing support the rise in usage
of 3D printing technology in the market. Many examples of large global companies
especially that are in the manufacturing sector are accepted as the proof of success
of 3D printing in market (Mohr and Khan 2015).

5.7 Growth of 3D Printing Technology in the Market

According to Grynol assumption, 3D printing will expand by 300% from 2012 to
2020 from 1.3 billion $ to 5.2 billion $ (Grynol 2014). As supporting this assump-
tion, Mckinsey Global Institute presented an economic effect assumption as $230
billion to $550 billion per year by 2025, which will be caused from 3D printing. They
link this impact to 3D printing application types as consumer uses, direct manufac-
turing and the use of 3D printing in forming equipment and molds. Although these
predictions show that 3D printing will continue to grow, from a different point, 3D
printers become already ordinary for those who uses like to form object designs
and prototypes. And also, 3D printing attracts attention for direct manufacturing of
equipment and final object. The usage of 3D printing could cause an unexampled
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level of mass customization, minimum cost of supply chains and the “democratiza-
tion” of manufacturing (McKinsey Global Institute 2013) To design or produce final
objects and reduce obstacles to make innovation become easier by 3D printing. The
product manufacturer will have alternatives to manufacture quickly without facing
traditional bureaucratic forms as tough demand processes and long lead times of
logistics processes. So, innovation and development in 3D printing democratize the
manufacturing (EY 2016).

Here are the factors that will affect the growth rate of 3D printing positively and
negatively.

Positive factors that drive 3D Printing

The main effect is the cost decrease. It is possible to work with lower costs since the
elimination of some transactions from production processes by 3D printing.

By 3D printing, a directly final object is produced, there is no need to an assembly
of components for making the final product as in traditional flow. Also, there is no
need to plan and coordinate the flow. The absence of such transactions in the process
lowers the cost of workforce and also provides minimum human mistakes. Fewer
people take place in the process, this causes minimum error, there will be no need for
correction transaction. Since there is no need for an additional process, time and cost
are saved. As direct manufacturing of the final object without assembly is possible
with 3D printing, there will be no need to store semi-products and also transport them
to the manufacturing area. Only raw material is required. 3D printers consume raw
materials in right quantity, by this way, there is no wastage. This capability reduces
the raw material amount also. As a result, inventory, transportation and raw material
costs will decrease.

Besides these, it will be possible to produce prototypes in a cheap way by 3D
instead of time-consuming and workforce-intensive techniques (Leering 2017).

Negative factors that hold 3D Printing back

Some factors are related to monetary issues and some of them are with shortcom-
ings in industry and quality. The quality of 3D printed products is insufficient in
some cases, for example, printed metal products contain defects, there are standards
required by the products that 3D printers still cannot meet yet.

It is hard to find talented designers to write digital models required for 3D printers.
In addition, copyright law is not enough. Besides these, business world does not have
enough information about 3D printing so this slows the acceptance and awareness
of business world.

The traditional production method is cheaper than 3D printing when economy of
scale is considered.Unavailability of usage of 3Dprinting formass production causes
a risk. In addition, traditional production has high investment costs. Companies do
not want to switch to 3D printing without amortizing this cost. Another monetary
issue that increases the cost is the fact that the raw material market is under the
monopoly of some suppliers (Mohr and Khan 2015; Leering 2017).
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5.8 Success Factors for 3D Printing

The global expansion of 3D printingwill depend on the realization of five key success
factors as material technology, process speed and quality, warranty and liability,
intellectual property and cost of printer and material.

As material technology; 3D printers need to handle a variety of materials in a
single object. Current printers in the market are available to process up to three
different materials in one single print run although there is a wide range of available
materials. Some of the institutions are working on prototypes for the feasibility
of using up to 10 materials in a single print run, which will be a main effect in
expanding the rangeof printable products. Toprovide anongoing success, 3Dprinting
process must be a faster option to buying from store or ordering from online, with
a continuous quality. With an FDM printer, a golf ball can be printed in 4–5 h
and more complex product of the same shape needs almost 9 h for being printed.
To overcome this challenge, there are new developments as HP’s Multi Jet Fusion
Technology and Carbon 3D’s liquid 3D printing that can provide 10 to 100 times
faster printingwith requiredquality. Increasing the speedbyproviding also the quality
is the required integration in the scope of process speed and quality. The current
regulatory infrastructure has to be renewed with 3D printing consideration related
with warranty and insurance issues. For example, where will be the responsibility
related with broken 3D-printed parts? Insurance solutions will be critical about the
potential of the liability claims. Otherwise, nobody wants to be a consumer or user
in processes in which the rights are not developed. Another subject to be considered
as a complementary subject is intellectual property challenges. This subject looks
like the issue that media companies are dealing with pirating digital music and video
files. Digital files of 3D printers provide the competitive benefit. If these files are not
protected, then this will let possible the replication of original printed products by
third parties. To create a rely on 3D printers and security of digital files, intellectual
property has to be organized. 3Dprinter,material and scan costs are other important
factors. Minimum costs will be effective in the future of 3D printing. There are 3D
printers that their costs are around 3500USD and also there are others that cost only a
few dollars. There occurred a decrease of approximately%30 in prices between 2010
and 2016. Also, a decrease as %6 is expected annually. This is an indicator of 3D
printersmore purchasable in future.With the cost of printers, also the cost ofmaterials
and scanning technology (required for converting the object into a CAD file) have to
be considered. For minimizing the scanning technologies, mobile devices are taken
into consideration. By this way cost that changes between several hundred dollars
and several thousand dollars can be converted to affordable ranges. For example, a
company presented a low-cost and high-quality laser scanner, which is powered via
smartphone (DHL 2016).
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5.9 Future of Printing Technology

A new concept as 4D printing has started to be discussed in the sector as an advanced
form of 3D printing. 3D printing creates three-dimensional objects, 4D printing is
adding a fourth dimension as time to the 3D dimensions. 4D printing takes into
account the influence of external factors as light, heat, etc. to show the change in the
printed object over time. That’swhy time-dependent deformations of the objects have
to be used in the preprogramming of 4D printed structures. Wise nanocomposites,
shape memory alloys, etc. as smart materials are the basic elements of 4D printing.
4D printing draws attention; because of this attention, market assumptions have
occurred. Although 4D printing is at the first stage of its evolution, the assumption
for growth rate target is a yearly increase of 42.5%. In 2022 expectation of 3Dprinting
to reach 30.19 million $ while 4D printing’s possibility is $ 537.8 million (Quanjin
et al. 2020).

Although the expectations for revenue growth are like this, it is uncertain to what
extent 3D printing will take place in the market in the future, but wide acceptance
of this technology could have an impact in many areas. Their impact domains can
be summarized as manufacturing, trade, customs, supply chain, laws, environment
and sustainability etc. While affecting trade volumes, it can shorten the times in the
supply chain. Using 3D printing in production can minimize the workforce require-
ment. Since the transmission and copying of digital models in 3D printing are easy,
an increase in intellectual property and legal difficulties can be expected. This will
necessitate reviewing existing laws or revising them or creating new regulations.
There can be challenges but besides, it will also provide the opportunity to estab-
lish sustainable production systems that take the environment into account (World
Economic Forum 2020).

5.9.1 Effects of 3D printing on Logistics Management

Hessman (2013) presented Ed Morris’s speech in his article, “You can print on
demand, meaning you don’t have to have the finished product stacked on shelves or
stacked in warehouses anymore.Whenever you need a product, you just make it. And
that collapses the supply chain down to its simplest parts, adding new efficiencies
to the system.”—Ed Morris, director of NAMII (National Additive Manufacturing
Innovation Institute).

The statement of Ed Morris draws attention to the change in the activities of the
supply chain, which we are used to by 3D printing. In other words, traditional way
of business will be transformed into a new style. In new style, some of the logistics
activity’s area will be narrowed or redesigned or will disappear completely.

The flow within the supply chain that we are used to or traditionally applied is
managed towardsmeeting the needs ofmass production. If we need to summarize this
flow briefly, first of all, companies prepare a production plan according to customer
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orders and demand increase in the market. The required amount of material and
labor is determined according to the production plan. Determining the amount of
required materials as raw material, semi-finished product, packaging material, etc.,
will form the basis of the company’s purchasing, storage and transportation plans.
Before production stage, domestic or foreign purchases are organized according to
the production plan, the custom clearance process is completed for foreign purchases
and the materials are stored until they are used. The products that will be sent to the
production are picked according to the work orders and shipped from the warehouse
to the production point. After production, different materials are brought together
by assembling and the final product is obtained. Final products are shipped to the
warehouse for storage, then selected according to customer orders, if required value-
added services are organized as labeling, special packaging, adding promotional
material etc. Products that are ready for delivery are shipped to inland or international
as FTL (Full Truck Load)/FCL (Full Container Load) or LTL (Less than Truck
Load)/LCL (Less than Container Load) and delivered to customers. But now, there is
an opportunity that the customer can print the product with 3D printing technology as
a complete final product from a printer, at any time, in any placewith desired features;
this new manufacturing structure will cause a change in supply chain management.
Because with 3D printing, by using only digital files, raw material and printers,
final product can be obtained close to the customer. So, in this respect, it will be no
longer efficient to work for traditional way, for example, there will be no need to ship
the products worldwide to deliver the customer anymore. It will be possible to say
that there will be no need for some of the services anymore with the impact of 3D
printing. This customized manufacturing structure will decrease the stock amount,
square meter of required warehouse area and transportation number.

3D printing is a destructive trend. The growing requirement for mass customiza-
tion and on-demand printing will force the roles of the supply chain participants
like manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and logistics providers (Heutger 2020).
But many manufacturers and logistics service providers think that they have time to
prepare for the effects of 3D printing. The research result of DHL presented by John
Manners-Bell and Ken Lyon (2014) in their article is an indication of existing of this
thinking. The distribution of the answers is shown in Fig. 5.7.

According to the answers, %22 of the respondents was confident about the adop-
tion of the technology in the next 3 years; %20 of the respondents believed this
adoption will take a little bit longer than they assume 3D will come real in the next
5 years. %20 of the respondents was suspicious about their own adoption, so they
need to search more about 3D flow. %8 of respondents assumed that it is already in
their supply chain that industries like aerospace, automotive, mobile telecoms and
healthcare are using and adopted the methods of 3D (Manners-Bell and Lyon 2014).

When the results are evaluated; respondents other than the 8% believe that they
still have time to act. That’s why they don’t pay enough attention to the matter. But
every year, the fact that “time still exists” loses its validity. However, in order to be
able to stay as a player in the sector and to get the future value, it is necessary to start
investing or pilot studies immediately (Roucolle and Boilard 2017).
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Fig. 5.7 Question and the distribution of the answers for the interaction of the 3D printing and
supply chain (Manners-Bell and Lyon 2014)

The pandemic period that the world lives, has also shown also that everything
should transform faster than predicted. The benefit provided by 3D printing during
the pandemic period will attract more attention to 3D printing technology. Because
3D printers helped to fill critical gaps in the supply chain, with the epidemic that
affected the whole world. Instead of waiting for the products needed by the health
units to be mass-produced abroad and shipped from abroad, 3D technology enabled
the production of the needs on demand and in a close place to the demand. 3D printing
technology enabled the design of masks, ventilator pieces and even for tools for nasal
testing (Attaran 2020). In the crisis environment during the pandemic period, there
was a huge contribution of 3D printing in the production of these critical products
for health units. In this period when there is a struggle to survive and the usual living
conditions are interrupted, the effect of this production technology, which creates
significant benefits, will be more striking in the market.

Recent evaluations reveal that 3Dprintingwill represent a $ 400 billion production
market by 2030 (Roucolle and Boilard 2017) According to presented data in the
report of Leering (2017); annual growth of investment in 3D printing is 3 times
bigger than traditional machinery over the past 5 years (%29 for 3D printing; %9, 7
global investment growth in traditionalmachines). Based on these data, two scenarios
regarding years 2040 and 2060 are worked to guess how the share of 3D production
might be. If there is the same continuity in the growth rate of investment in 3D
printers, %50 of the world production output will be produced by 3D printers in
2060. If there is a doubling in investment, then this result as %50 will be reached in
2040 (Leering 2017). With this assumption, the estimated reduction in world trade is
as one-quarter. Another estimation from Mckinsey Global Institute is a reduction in
physical trade by 1–2% by 2030 (World Economic Forum 2020). Both assumptions
pointed out that 3D printing will slow down the trade. Manufacture phases closer
to the customer would reduce cross-border trade and also impact the form of global
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value chains, driven by manufacture scalability, logistics costs and workforce input
(Leering 2017; World Economic Forum 2020).

Spare part logistics will be affected when parts’ manufacturer moves closer to the
consumer by the effect of 3D printing. This will decrease the delivery distance and
impact their current delivery organization. Current organizations are based according
to long-distance deliveries worldwide and able to manage stocks for their customers
(Roucolle and Boilard 2017). In this respect, changes depend a lot on raw materials
and where they can be manufactured. While scarce materials might still need to
be delivered around the world, mass market materials might be available locally.
Even 3D printers do not have to be shipped anymore, since they can be produced
by other 3D printers (Suberg 2018). On-demand manufacture at point of use to
customers’ specifications, reduce the movement of the goods. There will be still
transportation but the type of the moving good will differ. There will be a shift
from final and intermediary products to raw materials along an increase in electronic
transmissions in delivery. There will be no need for reverse flow as 3D printing
produces customers’ specifications so delivery of unwanted or damaged products
will be eliminated, except wrong raw material. (Mckinon 2018; World Economic
Forum 2020). Also, this opportunity reduces the nonessential distances to be covered
for transportation. The reduced transport process will also reduce carbon dioxide
emissions (Mantey 2017). So, there will be changes in transportation related with
volume and flow. And also, stock levels are likely to decrease (Heutger 2020).

5.9.2 What Should the Logistics Companies Do?

Logistic companies have to adapt their structure to new market demands, by this
way 3D printing threat can be changed to opportunity. UPS clearly understands the
developing trend and established 3D printing in some of their customer-facing stores
and try to apply 3D printing for very important and time-sensitive parts (Roucolle
and Boilard 2017).

UPS, one of the world’s largest package delivery companies, developed two
approaches for providing 3D printing for their customers. In both of the two
approaches, UPS chose to work with partners as SAP, Fast Radius and etc. First off,
all UPS evaluates the suitability of 3D printing applications for a particular product.
UPS tries to find out which parts make sense for 3D printing and then confirm
suppliers and certify the parts. This is UPS’s pre-production approach. According to
this approach, UPS decides the next step. If there is a confirmation then UPS takes
place in process frommanufacturing through transportation, otherwise UPS does not
involve in process. UPS invested in a 3D printing company (Fast Radius) for using its
experience and capabilities. By this way, UPS integrated its logistics network to the
manufacturing, so that 3D-printed products can be handled from production to the
final destination of the part. UPS has more than 60 3D printers, which are called as
3D printing factories, in U.S stores. They got low-volume production orders as proto-
types, service parts and etc. TNT, an international courier delivery service provider
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started to imagine 3D printing offices that customers will come and select the prod-
ucts which will be ready in a few hours. The products can be taken by the customers
or delivered to them. That’s why TNT started to workwith a 3D printing software and
service provider as a partner. UPS, TNT and also FedEx began to consider becoming
a manufacturer to integrate with their logistics competencies to cope with the effects
of 3D printing (Mantey 2017).

DHL presented a report in 2012 including five future scenarios to set an insight
for the Logistics in 2050. One of the scenarios is about customization of consumer
demands. In that situation, consumers are able to compose, design and modify their
own products, which is the result of 3D printing. According to theDHL scenario eval-
uation related with customized life style, there will be positive effect on World GDP
(Gross Domestic Product) development and new business alternatives for logistics.
There will be negative impact for quantity of global stream and standard logistics
growth potential. 3D printers change the manufacturing technologies that caused
speeding up in customization of consumers and manufacturing patterns. This will
cause an increase in local trade flow, with only raw materials and digital data still
streaming globally. Long-distance delivery of final and semi-final products will
decrease. Rawmaterial and energy consumptionwill increase because of the increase
in customization process. The effect of this energy consumption is assumed as a heat
increase as 3.5 °C by the end of this century. The other insights of DHL about the
future logistics under the impact of 3D are:

• Decrease in long-distance delivery is expected because of the re-localization of
the value chain, this decrease will be observed in air transportation.

• Logistics companies have to provide online service beside the physical. Online
section must have a trustworthy infrastructure. Online service as reliable data
transfer and data retails will be carried via online shops. Raw material transporta-
tion and reverse logisticswill be fulfilled physically.Mostly required rawmaterials
as metal dusts or plastics will be delivered from worldwide to the target markets
terminals/seaports and then transported to the local producing and printing sites
by rail or land transportation.

• Logistics providers will have to compete with Information Communication Tech-
nology companies. Because logistics suppliers will deliver coded data flows
required for the transfer of construction and design plans as they have to act as
a systems integrator between product design companies, contract producers and
local transportation suppliers. Besides they continue to deliver the total physical
product chain.

• Regional logistics capabilities will be a highly important success factor (Deutsche
Post/DHL 2012)

Logistics companies are trying to understand the future by evaluating the extreme
conditions of no manufacturing in another country or no shipping from another
country or from far point of the same country. Their main question is if there is no
need for a logistics company, then what will happen? (Mantey 2017). They have
tried to shed light on the required transformation of the supply chain by sharing their
indications and scenarios. As presented above, UPS, TNT and DHL are trying to
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determine the necessary actions for surviving in line with the market conditions that
3D printing will change. In this respect, beside the current physical services, they
are organizing or planning some of the actions as integrating logistics activities with
manufacturing, providing online shops, operating virtual warehouses for digital files.
With virtual warehouses, it will be easy to provide localized printing according to
demand and then deliver.

3D printing technology transforms companies, so companies have to understand
this transformation to manage it. Two strategies could be adopted as efficiency and
growth. In the efficiency strategy, the main aim is to apply 3D printing in the current
supply chain, main issue is improving the process of final product creation rather
than the final product. This strategy includes actions that reduce the time in all the
processes of final product to market. In growth strategy, the main focus is to obtain a
newor redesigned3Dprintedproduct. 3Dprintingwill be useddirectly for production
technology to improve the design and to add extra customer value. As these develop-
ments can provide newmarket alternatives, thus this strategy is called as growth.With
3D printing, it is possible to produce closer to the customer by minimizing inven-
tory, transportation and handling costs (EY 2016). As a service provider, logistics
companies should review their service infrastructure in line with the needs of their
customers who will adopt these strategies. Both strategies will affect the logistics
activities. They will minimize the required transportation frequencies, warehousing
area and warehousing activities. There has to be an efficient integration between 3D
printing requirements and current business operations. This transformation period
should be planned systematically and should be handled with a project management
perspective.

A four-phased approach is suggested to provide more value while integrating the
current process with the 3D printing application. The first phase is forming organi-
zational awareness about the 3D printing capability. The second phase is performing
a 3D printing identification. In this step, the main issue is to define the areas that are
suitable for the application and also able to provide higher value by the application.
In the third phase, a transformation plan is developed for sustainability of the 3D
printing. For this sustainability, building new capabilities and redesign of the orga-
nization can be required, that’s why this phase requires a time period. The last phase
is the implementation, in other words, the realization of every planned detail in the
application (EY 2016).

This approach will be useful both for companies that want to convert their produc-
tion to 3D printing and for logistics companies that will feel the effects of this trans-
formation. In fact, it will create more benefit for the manufacturer to carry out a
project in which the stakeholders of the entire supply chain will be included in order
to realize the transformation more successfully. For this realization, 6 Sigma Project
Management methodology can be considered. There are two approaches in 6 Sigma
as DMAIC and DMEDI. DMAIC is used for improvement projects, DMEDI is used
for designing a new service, product or process. DMEDI is a useful tool for this trans-
formation and includes five phases as Define, Measure, Explore, Develop and Imple-
ment.Whenwe look into the issue in terms of logistics activities, logistics companies
will be able to establish their new structure systematically by taking into account their
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customers’ and their own needs and evaluating their risks in every phase. In define
phase project scope, objectives, resources, constraints and risks will be determined.
Also, customer’ requirements will be collected as Critical Customer Requirement
(CCR). CCR has to be measurable, otherwise targets cannot be organized and then
performance cannot be tracked. In measure phase, House of Quality will be prepared
with the customers” requirements, company’s technical competencies, competitor
information and required targets of each CCR. Within the Explore phase, alterna-
tive concepts for service will be determined and according to the selected concept,
high-level service/process/product design is planned including process description,
methods, human resources, information systems, facilities, equipment. In Develop
phase, details of the high-level design are defined as detailed process map, layouts,
job and task description, database, system interfaces, performance details (targets,
measurement frequencies and responsible) etc. In Implement phase, pilot studies
are carried and before implementation, required improvements will be completed
and then new process/service/product will be implemented. And before every phase
completion, risk evaluation will be repeated. Projects like transformation of physical
warehouses to virtual ones or to develop new business opportunities from idle trans-
port and storage resources (for example manufacturing trucks can be an alternative
solution) can be handled with this kind of systematic tool.

Since change is inevitable, it is important to be able to manage correctly and
realize this change systemically according to the new requirements, because it will
not be possible to continue with traditional structures within the 3D printing world.

5.9.3 Conclusion

As a result, consumers and businesses compared to the past, they want to have
their demands immediately without waiting. They are becoming more demanding in
this regard. This is a sign that the demand-driven economy will not slow down. As
3D printing technology continues to develop, demand-driven economy will increase
related to the reduction of technology andmaterial costs.With 3Dprinting, the needed
product can be produced at any time and at any place. In this scope instead of sending
the parts to the warehouses or distribution centers after production, all needed is the
transmission of the digital files, which need to be printed on the 3D printer. This will
affect the supply chain and logistics market. Suppliers will decrease, merge or even
be eliminated in some cases. Such a structure will reduce the need for warehouses
and consequently warehouse expenses, because printing on demand minimizes the
need to carry inventory. Also, this opportunity reduces the nonessential distances
to be covered for transportation. Thereby shortening the length of the supply chain,
which reduces transportation time, logistics and inventory costs (Mantey 2017).

3D printing is a disruptive trend, nothing will ever be the same. It is necessary to
be prepared for the new business style.
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Chapter 6
Autonomous Robots and Utilization
in Logistics Process

Ömer Faruk Görçün

Abstract The autonomous robots are required in our logistics operations? It is one of
the crucial questions that asked to him by logistics managers. Depending on techno-
logical developments, some requirements, which can be defined as speed, lower cost,
and high quality, have becomemore important to stay in a highly competitive environ-
ment for companies and supply chains compared with the past. Autonomous robotic
systems can help to reach these aims. They can provide a more safe working environ-
ment in warehouses, distribution centers, and other logistics facilities. İn addition to
that, they can provide opportunities for carrying out lower costly, speedy, and quality
logistics operations. Furthermore, robotic systems continue to improve, and creating
more specific robotics that will be used in the field of logistics will be possible in the
near future. Moreover, robotic systems becoming smart and autonomous thanks to
artificial intelligence, developed sensors, and trainability. In the future, requirements
for human force may reduce in logistics operations since robotics may carry out
logistics activities autonomously depending on these technological improvements.
Finally, autonomous robots can provide opportunities for carrying out more quality
and excellent logistics operations to logistics managers and staff in the near future.

Keywords Autonomous robots · Logistics process · Logistics operations

6.1 Introduction

Although usage of robotics in daily lives goes back a long way, we have met with
modern robotic systems in more recent times. Likely, they will have become the
most important elements of our near future. Even, these systems have been an indis-
pensable part of industries such as automotive and white appliances already (Schwab
2016). Thefirst industrial robot calledUNIMATEwas installed in the generalmotors’
factory in 1961. From this year to present, robotic systems have recorded remarkable
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developments. There are some discussions about can these systems be substituted
perfectly instead of human force. İt is seen that these discussions will continue in the
near future.

More special and functional algorithms developed depending on technological
advancements can provide to opportunity to become self-learning organisms and for
robotic systems. In addition to that, these robots can also gain autonomous features
thanks to these improved algorithms. In the near future, it is foreseen that these
systems may make optimal decisions and they can self-implement these decisions
without the human factor.

It is a fact accepted by everybody that the error probability of advanced technolo-
gies including robotic systems is low compared with humans. Furthermore, danger-
ously and obtrusive jobs can uncomplainingly be performed by robotics. İn addition
to that, as the robotic systems can be functional whenever and wherever operators
want, almost all logistics activities can becomemore flexible. Many restrictions such
as organizing human force, meeting the customer orders only in the hour of work,
and so on can be removed by these systems. Also, as well as deviation values, the
performance and efficiency of robotics can bemonitored, and operators can intervene
in operational errors very quickly.

Although the usage of robotic systems in logistics activities has increased
depending on the technological advancements, expectations from these systems
could not meet right now. Many logistics and supply chain managers expecting
that these systems can help to reduce operational costs in addition to increase the
speed, quality, and effectivity.

It is a fact accepted by everybody that the robotics can only be operated thanks
to algorithms created by programmers. But this idea has started to change because
these robotic systems have become autonomously trainable elements, and they have
gained some specifications such as self-learning. On the other hand, robotic systems
may not carry out successful operations in the field of logistics compared with indus-
trial activities. In fact, creating an algorithm for industrial activities is easy than an
algorithm created for logistics activities because there are standard operations in
industrial activities. Operators expect the same movement frommachines and robots
in each operation and deviation occurring in industrial activity is an undesired result.
By contrast, there are many variations in logistics activities, and operations can be
carried out by using many and different ways.

Indeed, there are many options to conduct successful logistics operations, and
happening a change in logistics operations is possible at any moment because there
aremany factors and variables affecting the processes. Therefore, themore variations
and options in logistics activities are available, the more carrying out successful
logistics operations by robotic systems may difficult.
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6.2 The Terms and Scope of Robotics

Due to they are programmable, the robotics can be defined as machines that can
perform a defined job semi or fully autonomously. Therefore, they have the ability to
be able tomake the samemovement at each operation to fulfill their duty. Therefore, if
a mechanical device can be programmed to perform a wide variety of applications, it
is probably an industrial robot (Dyson 2018). The main difference between classical
machines and robotics is the versatility of the robot that it is provided with tools of
different types and has a large workspace compared with the volume of the robot
itself (Wallen 2008). In fact, the robotic systems are the composition of different
sciences such as mathematics, mechanical and electronic engineering, and computer
programming. In order to obtain the desired movement, designing algorithms is the
main task for programmers. İn addition to that, these systems need sensors, which
are designed by electronic engineers to detect the variations and changes in external
situations.

According to the Robot Institute of America, a robot is a reprogrammable multi-
functional manipulator designed to move materials, parts, tools, or specialized
devices through variable programmed motions for the performance of a variety
of tasks. In addition to that, the International Standard Organisation has made a
definition for robots in a wider perspective:

Manipulating industrial robot is an automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multi-
purpose, a manipulative machine with several degrees of freedom, which may be either
fixed in place or mobile for use in industrial automation applications. (Stock and Selinger
2016, p. 25)

Manipulator is a machine, the mechanism of which usually consists of a series of segments
jointed or sliding relative to one another, for the purpose of grasping and/or moving objects
(pieces or tools) usually in several degrees of freedom. (Stock and Selinger 2016, p. 25)

6.3 History of Robotic Systems

The idea of automation can be accepted as the motivators of designing robotic
systems. From the first industrial revolution to present, getting automation in produc-
tion processes has been one of the main targets of the engineers and managers for
reducing production costs (Görçün 2016). Nevertheless, these attempts are valuable,
they are not sufficient to install the full-automated production systems. Engineers
and managers have been obliged to wait for the technological revolution for that.
With the help of technological developments such as computers, data processors,
data collecting, integrated circuits, and designing algorithms, they have obtained
an opportunity for constructing full-automated production systems. Even though
computer science and electronics are the basis of contemporary robotic systems, the
inspiration of the initial robots is mechanical science. The usage of the mechanical
forces to obtain continuous movement was the prior approach for engineers. They
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thought that if fullmechanization is possible, the construction of.automatized produc-
tion systems is also possible. Automatization and mechanization were synonyms for
them (Banger 2016).

In later years, mechanization was provided in a wider perspective but machines
had no autonomous features, and it is required to repeat themechanical programming
in each operation. After the third industrial revolution, developments in the field of
computer and data processing technologies provided remarkable opportunities for
designing autonomous robotic systems (Badaraite 2016).

Ford Automobile Company has been recorded as the first institution that done
an attempt to construct the automatized production system, which using industrial
robotic systems (Öztuna 2017). But there was no full success, which was obtained
in the result of this attempt because the technological development level in this date
was not sufficient to reach the desired result. In later years, the second attempt that
resulted in success was done by General Motors in 1966. General Motors installed
66 robotic systems to use in the production processes, and it was a milestone for
the future of industrial robotics. Industry explored the power and potential of these
technological instruments in these years. Especially, in automotive industry, robotic
systems have become an indispensable part of the industry in later years. İn these
production systems, the usage of human force has been reduced sharply, and any job
that can be performed by industrial robotics is not performed by using human force.

The year 1977 that is the date of producing the robots using in the houses can be
accepted as the starting point for today’s contemporary and modern robotics tech-
nology. These robots were started to produce by benjamin sokora in this year. Later,
remarkable developments havebeen recorded in robotics technology andautonomous
robots called irobot is a milestone in the process of development of the robotics tech-
nology. İn addition, robotic arms designed by Engelberger in 2004 have been started
to use in various fields such as space research, medicine, various industries, and this
year is the milestone for producing and supply chain management.

Over the past 30 years, companies have faced intensive and backbreaking compe-
tition with the effect of the globalization process. İt is difficult to give an answer to
the question that technological advancement is the cause or result of the globalization
process. As a result, the globalization process continues and it leads to an increase
in the severity of global competition. At the same time, determinative actors of the
traditional supply chain such as producers and suppliers have lost their positions, and
customers’ role has become more important and determinative in recent years. As
a result of that, flows and operations carried out in the supply chains have dramati-
cally changed. Nowadays, customers want to buy more specialized and customized
products, and they have started to ignore the concept of fashion. Moreover, both their
tolerance level is low, and meeting their demand at the high-quality service level is
the priority for this kind of customer. Therefore, carrying out logistics activities at a
high level of efficiency, performance, and speed has become a requirement for the
supply chains and they have started to seek new ways and methods to meet these
kinds of requirements.

As a result of difficulties in matching the abilities and qualifications of human
force and requirements of supply chains, managers are in quest of different and new
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ways. Correspondingly, they consider that robotics is an instrument that can solve
these problems, and they believe that this technology will be alternate to human
force completely in the near future. Although there are some attempts to use this
technology in the field of logistics, these attempts have not provided desired impacts
up to now. Even though robots have provided benefits at a limited scale, they have
been stayed underperform in the field of logistics different from their performance
that shows in the field of production. Its reasons have been explained in the section
of Introduction.

This situation requires using autonomous, having the ability to make the eval-
uation, and can self-operated systems in logistics activities. Therefore, ın order to
the usage of robotic systems in the fields of logistics and its subfields, it is required
that these systems should have these specifications and functions. Although these
machines can perform a range of mechanic works if these machines have no features
such as being autonomous and can self-operated, they can not remove the require-
ment to programming by humans. İn addition, a well-functioned robotic may lose its
functions due to continuously occurring changes over time. For this reason, robotics
should be a machine that is self-learning and easily updates.

In fact, it is very important that a robot should be an autonomous machine, which
can give a quick response to all likely requirements in different situationswith optimal
decisions. Furthermore, a non-autonomous robot can not give to respond to require-
ments in very complicated business processes because it should be programmed by
an operator in each different situation. As a result of that, occurring a range of retards
and interruptions in the business environment is likely (Celiktas et al. 2015).

6.4 The Potential of Robotics in the Field of Logistics

As has been mentioned earlier, although some partial successes have been obtained,
some restrictionsmaking it difficult to use them in logistic operations affect the usage
of the robotic systems in the field of logistics. On the other hand, improvements
occurring in the field of technology are promising in this issue. İt can be foreseen
that when we evaluate the developments that happen in the present if these machines
become smart machines by equipping with artificial intelligence, usage of robotics
in the field of logistics will boom in the near future.

Nowadays, robotics are used in warehouse operations that are an important part of
logistics. Since routine activities are performed in warehouses in general, the usage
of static and nonautonomous or semi-autonomous robotics is enough to run ware-
house operations. On the other hand, almost all robots used in the warehouses have
not autonomous features and they may become functionless without an operators’
intervene (Göçmen and Erol 2018). On the other hand, more specific and special
logistics activities have also started to begin to carry out in warehouses.

In previous times, while the logistics activities were limited with receiving, place-
ment, and dispatch, many operations such as sorting, consolidation, complementa-
tions, and so on, which can be carried out in modern warehouses, have been added to
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these traditional operations. As logistics operations have gained amore specific char-
acter, the requirement for autonomous robotics is increasing. Therefore, warehouses
have gainedmechanized characteristics recently. An important verge has been passed
thanks to the usage of the RFID systems, sensors, and automatic shelving systems in
warehouse operation, even though the usage of autonomous and smart robotics just
limited right now (Çağlar 2014).

In fact, warehousing operations and activities are the highest costly operations in
logistics processes. The main reason for that is warehousing operations need human
force intensively, even if their mechanization level has already started to increase
(Şekkeli andZümrüt 2018).A range ofwarehousing operations such as order picking,
product sorting, and preparing the dispatch that proper to customer orders requires
to use of intensive human force already. From this point of view, supply chains and
companies should increase the usage of smart and autonomous robotic systems in
the warehousing operations to keep their competitive power.

The most important requirement is to reach a high standardization level of ware-
housing operations. Pallets and containers can be accepted as important instruments
to reach high standardization in warehousing operations. Both of them have helped
to increase the logistics flow rate as well as the standardization of these operations.
As a result of those, logistics costs have started to ever-decrease. In this situation,
increasing logistics speed has required to re-overview all operational processes that
carry out in the warehouses. Especially, interruptions and other likely problems lead
to re-think on how these operations can be conducted with different instruments and
systems that can help to remove these disorders. It can be seen that autonomous and
intelligent robotic systems have the potential that can help to eliminate these kinds
of problems and can reduce losses (Pesti and Nick 2016).

As shown in Fig. 6.1, the robotics used for handling operations consists of tele-
scopic conveyors, integrated sensors, remote sensing systems, electronic arms, and
other elements providing movements. These systems can also be defined as handling
robots. These robots can do the right operations expected by operators by scanning
the rfıd tags. They can collect or put products that are wanted only thanks to these
advanced technological elements.

One of the difficult and complicated applications of logistics activities is order-
picking operations. Traditionally, an operator collects products by visiting shelves
after he takes work order and he may visit distance shelves each other. It may cause
to use of intensive human force and loss of time that is already limited. Robotics
designed to solve these problems can be considered as a promising factor to carry
out more effective and lower costly logistics operations. The working principle of
these order-picking robots depends on shelves gain the ability of movement instead
of their static features. These kinds of robotics can visit these shelves and can carry
to the desired collecting point by lifting them. By this means, the requirement for
visiting distant shelves can be removed.Order-picking robots can perform their duties
by determining the optimal routes at high-performance and efficiency levels. These
systems can perform order-picking operations both visiting shelves and carrying
shelves to collecting points.
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Fig. 6.1 Typical material handling robots in warehouses

It is foreseen that the robots used for order picking can reduce human force and loss
of time on a vast scale. These systems need some components such as electronic says,
mobile shelves as well as carrier robotics. Completely constructing these systems
in a logistics process may make necessary to re-design the logistics systems and
flows. In addition to those, these technological elements may cause disrupt ordinary
logistics flows because they do not compatible with traditional warehousing oper-
ations. Moreover, since the installation costs are at a high level at present, compa-
nies stay undecided to make investments in these systems. Although the usage of
these systems is staying limited in the logistics industry, some companies such as
alibaba, amazon, and etc. that have intensive logistics flows seeking the best ways to
use these autonomous and smart robotic systems more effectively. Within the near
future, order-picking robots will be used in almost all parts of logistics processes as
independent of the scale of supply chains.

Another robotics that can be used in logistics operations are mobile collector
robots (Fig. 6.2). Though they have similar features with order-picking robotics,
the main difference is to collect products by walking around shelves in the ware-
house freely without need to static movement ways. Nevertheless, they have not been
commercially used in the logistics processes at a sufficient level, they are systems
that have the potential to perform very important duties.

These robots can reach the shelves and can detect ordered products by scanning
the shelves and products and they can carry them to the collecting points. The most
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Fig. 6.2 Mobile shelves and carrier robots

Fig. 6.3 Autonomous robotics in warehouse

important advantage of the system is to remove the requirement to the static electronic
ways andmobile shelves. Correspondingly, installation costsmay be reduced.Mobile
collector robots have equipped three-dimensional (3d) cameras and sensors to be able
to detect the positions of products on shelves and pick the right products. When they
reach the shelf, detect to right products and can showdifferent and sensitive behaviors
in accordance with the specifications of products (Fig. 6.3).
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Also, another robotic system that can use in the logistics process is the robots
performing some duties such as packaging, assembly, decomposition. It may require
that packing, labeling, and packaging of each product have become different
depending on the customization of customer orders. Customers don’t want to take
similar products and services at present and they have different expectations of their
own requirements and personal characteristics. As a result of those, slowing in logis-
tics flow rate, complexities, and a range of problems may occur in the logistics
processes. Furthermore, the human force used in these processes can cause more
serious errors. On the other hand, these intelligent robots can perform their duties
with almost zero mistakes.

6.5 The Future of Robotic Systems in Logistics

When the robotic systems are evaluated in general, it can be seen that they have
not been sufficiently used and their contributions making in logistics operations are
low. At present, 80% of logistics activities conducted in global logistics systems
have been run without full automation, they are carried out by using traditional or
semiautonomous systems.As has beenmentioned before, autonomous and intelligent
robotic systems will play an important and key role in the logistics processes, and
these systems will be able to take on many tasks carried out in logistics.

Taking more tactical and strategical tasks by these systems in the logistics oper-
ations may lead to changes and transformation dramatically in not only logistics
flows but also almost all sides of our lives. Also, this kind of development may cause
occur new paradigms and cause to remove existing paradigms. İn the near future, it
is possible to mention on the logistics system will very different from the existing
logistics system at present. İn the near future, re-defining the role and functions of
supply chain actors such as suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, logistics service
providers may be required.

When we evaluate at the micro-scale, it is possible to be that distribution centers
will have more specific and technologically improved features. In these areas, the
usage of human force will ever-decrease depending on the development level of tech-
nology and technological instruments such as autonomous robotics and intelliğent
systems will completely supersede the human force. It is expected that these trends
will also accelerate when the installation costs of these systems are reduced and
these systems are more advanced. In addition, logistics activities will be organized
as work parts at a micro-level, and each work will be performed by autonomous and
intelligent robots working at high performance and efficiency. Each robotics will be
related to each other by means of the Internet of Things (ıot), they will have features
that can send commands motiving other robots and systems autonomously thanks to
the cloud systems.

At the same time, because intelligent robots can plan and optimize their mainte-
nance and repair processes, they can organize these processes in they are idle. As
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a result of that, they can reduce the impacts of some negative situations such as
reducing production and loss of time.

6.6 Conclusions and Discussions

In this chapter, both the existing and potential impacts of robotic systems on the
logistics systems as well as our daily lives have been evaluated. At present, robots
are available even if they are semi-autonomous features. Whereas they are not an
important part of our daily lives, they are in the position of a crucial part of production
systems of factories that make mass production. They will also become an important
part of humans’ daily lives in the near future. One day, it is likely that an intelligent
robot can knock at the door as a delivery officer. Moreover, a robot that is a delivery
officer will not be a surprise for too many people in the future.

The majority of projection on logistics and supply chains prognosticates that the
majority of customers will shop in the electronic environment instead of face to face
shopping. Correspondingly, the importance and role of retailers in the supply chains
will decrease and supply chainswill directly send products to their customers through
distribution channels. Concordantly, because customers want small and unitized
products, while the number of daily logistics operations will increase, the product
range will also increase. As a result of those, the logistics flow rate will increase at
an unprecedented pace. Due to these kinds of transformations occurring in logistics
processes, carrying out logistics operations will not be possible depending on human
abilities and human intelligence.Many research and studies have shown that robotics
have capabilities and abilities to respond to these kinds of requirements and they will
become a very important part of logistics systems in the near future.
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Chapter 7
Warehousing 4.0 in Logistics 4.0

Mahmut Tutam

Abstract Warehousing is an important component of logistics and plays a critical
role in contributing to a company’s success. With the advent of e-commerce, ware-
houses are becoming increasingly more important than ever in logistics. Typically,
warehouses receive, store, preserve, retrieve and deliver millions of products on a
daily or weekly basis. Therefore, warehouse systems are being continuously revised
to accommodate a continuous flow of products in logistics. In recent years, a large
and growing number of studies related to the development of warehouses have been
conducted. Accordingly, mobile, autonomous, compact, or collaborative systems are
increasingly applied in warehouses (called Warehousing 4.0). This chapter presents
the state of advancement of Warehousing 4.0 by evaluating the current situation and
considers future prospects by including emerging technologies.

Keywords Logistics 4.0 ·Warehousing 4.0 · Robotic mobile fulfillment system ·
Autonomous vehicle storage and retrieval system · Compact storage and retrieval
system · Collaborative robot system

7.1 Introduction

With the fourth industrial revolution (known as Industry 4.0 and abbreviated to I4),
all fields are restructured, including but not limited to production, logistics, andware-
housing. Integrating information and communication technologies into industry, I4
simply refers to an industrial transformation from traditional to digital. The devel-
opment of information technologies (informatization) is the beginning of this trans-
formation. Using information technologies, non-digital data (represented in analog
or physical format) are converted to digital data (represented as bits or bytes), which
is called digitization. Digitized information is then used in adopting information
technologies across all industrial fields (digitalization).
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The advent of internet has resulted in increasing the interdependence of nations
(globalization). As a result of globalization, companies are forced to improve their
organizations and compete with international companies in addition to their national
competitors. Staying competitive in business, companies have started restructuring
their organizations by including computer technologies in their systems (comput-
erization). With the adoption of automatic identification and communication tech-
nologies, operations are performed by computer-based automated systems with a
minimal human intervention (automatization). More importantly, computerization
and automatization of industry must be optimized as computers take charge of
systems without human intervention (autonomization) and connect to each other
(communicatization).

The ultimate goals of companies can be accomplishedwith the help of autonomous
and interconnected computer systems by minimizing production, storage, and
delivery costs (minimizing time can also be considered an objective) while increasing
the quality and quantity of products. Therefore, I4 has recently received a big boost
from academia and industry. Hence, the pace of transformation to I4 has been accel-
erated. Academicians focus on finding an effective way to integrate I4-driven tech-
nologies into industry; whereas, industry leaders look for opportunities to implement
the principles of I4.

I4 not only restructures production systems but also reorganizes all activities from
production to delivery of products to customers. Logistics consists of all processes
for the transportation of products from production to customers and all services in
between. Moreover, it has a profound effect on total costs, especially on storage
and delivery costs. Therefore, companies must incorporate I4 technologies in their
logistics systems and deliver their products much cheaper and faster than in earlier
times. As expected, a cheaper price and a faster delivery can be accomplished by
taking advantage of autonomous and interconnected computer technologies in logis-
tics (known as Logistics 4.0). Therefore, companies can have an important advantage
over their national or international competitors by increasing the efficiency of their
organizations and the satisfaction of their customers, resulting in an increase in the
number of customers. For a comprehensive framework of Logistics 4.0, the interested
reader is referred to Winkelhaus and Grosse (2020), Abdirad and Krishnan (2020)
and Holubčík et al. (2021).

Logistics 4.0 compels all businesses to revisit and optimize their logistics systems.
By doing so, most companies tend to focus on their warehousing systems, which
require large space for facilities and high investment for materials and equipment,
most importantly skilled and expensive labor are required. Recent technological
innovations created an incentive for warehouse entrepreneurs or managers to invest
in mobile, autonomous, compact, or collaborative systems and reduce escalating
labor costs by increasing the productivity of their systems or workforces. Therefore,
the fourth revolution has become inevitable in the warehousing industry (called
Warehousing 4.0).

As with I4 and shown in Fig. 7.1, the warehouse revolution is classified into four
stages. Transition to mechanical systems is considered the first revolution in ware-
housing (Warehousing 1.0). With the invention of pallets and the use of mechanical
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Fig. 7.1 The four stages of the warehousing revolution

or electrical power, the second revolution is materialized based on electro-mechano
systems (Warehousing 2.0). The third revolution (Warehousing 3.0) is marked by
the development of information, computer, and automation systems. The final revo-
lution (Warehousing 4.0) redesigns all earlier technology with the incorporation of
autonomous systems.

The integration of chatbots, artificial intelligent assistants, or social media plat-
forms into e-commerce gives online shopping a big boost going forward. More-
over, the COVID-19 pandemic changed shopping behaviors and daily routines of
customers dramatically. During the enforcement of quarantine, lockdown and social
distancing, customers turned toward meeting their needs by online shopping, even
for food or grocery products. This resulted in a spike in Business-to-Consumer
(B2C) sales. Therefore, thousands of different products were being ordered by
online daily. In response, companies embraced technological disruptions to stay
in business by maintaining profitability, satisfying the demand of customers, and
increasing customer satisfaction. At the end of the day, enhancing existing auto-
mated systems with technologies inherent in I4, Warehousing 4.0 paved the way
for the transformation of warehouses into more adaptive, flexible, and cost-effective
facilities.

Although there are different types of warehouses (e.g. raw-material warehouse,
finished-good warehouse, distribution warehouse, fulfillment warehouse, etc.), we
are not aware of a taxonomy being created for warehouse types. However, the classi-
fication of warehouses can be based on specific features, such as design (traditional,
non-traditional, etc.), type of operations performed (unit-load, order-picking, etc.),
and type of technology used (manual, mechanical, etc.). Interested readers may refer
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Fig. 7.2 The four levels of warehouse handling systems

to review papers such as Rouwenhorst et al. (2000), De Koster et al. (2007), Gu et al.
(2007, 2010), Shah and Khanzode (2017), Kembro et al. (2018) and Masae et al.
(2020).

Because the handling system has been the driver of change in warehouses, an
evaluation of warehousing can be related to the handling systems used. Moreover,
technology has a significant impact in transforming handling systems. Depending
on the revolution of warehousing, four levels of technology-based handling can be
distinguished: mechanical, electro-mechano, automated and autonomous. Figure 7.2
represents important examples of four levels of handling systems and their relations
to the warehousing revolutions.

With different characteristics and the rapid adoption of I4 technologies to ware-
house systems, warehouse entrepreneurs or managers are challenged to make the
right design, operation, and control decisions. A Robotic Mobile Fulfillment System
(RMFS) increases the productivity of pickers by bringing racks to workstations;
whereas, an Autonomous Vehicle Storage and Retrieval System (AVS/RS) allows
a robot to roam a storage tote independently, thereby increasing the accuracy and
speed of operations.On the other hand, high-density storage is provided by aCompact
Storage andRetrieval System (CS/RS, also called as aRobot-BasedCompact Storage
and Retrieval System, RCSRS). Last, but not least, a Collaborative Robot System
(CRS) provides maximum efficiency for robots and a safer environment for workers
by allowing robots to collaborate with humans on tasks.

This chapter is organized into seven sections. In the following section, the
history and transition of warehousing are discussed including the advancement from
Warehousing 1.0 to Warehousing 4.0. The following three sections provide brief
background information on mechanical, electro-mechano, and automated systems.
The sixth section focuses on autonomous systems by considering different types
of RMFS, AVS/RS, CS/RS, and CRS. The last section discusses the future of
warehousing systems.
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7.2 History of Warehousing

The need for storing or preserving products has its roots in early civilizations. Clearly,
early humans used caves to store foods such as grains, fruits, and vegetables for
difficult times (drought, famine, etc.) or to protect goods such as artifacts, spears, and
arrows from invaders. Fisher–hunter–gatherers began to live in permanent villages
and cultivate domestic plants; as well as explore nearby regions for fishing, hunting,
or/and gathering. With the transition to residential life, humans built storehouses
(they can be considered the earliest versions of warehouses) to save their surpluses
in case of countering seasonal fluctuations or risky situations. Looking for better
opportunities, humans started traveling long distances to barter or tradewhatever was
caught, hunted, gathered, or/and harvested. Therefore, new trading regions and routes
were discovered between cities or countries. With the passage of time, temporary
trading regions became permanent trading centers (alias bazaars) inwhich permanent
warehouses (known as granaries) were established.

The Porticus Aamelia, the first emporium constructed by the Roman Empire,
is credited as the first example of public warehousing where the distribution of
grains to humans took place. Later, the Porticus Minucia became a great storage
and distribution center (Patrich 1996). At the end of the Roman Empire, there were
almost 300 horrea (public warehouses), which were used mainly for warehousing
and distribution (Lampe 2003). The Horrea Galbea was the largest public warehouse
with 140 rooms and a total area of 225,000 ft2. It was used to store the public grain
supply, olive oil, wine, foodstuff, clothing, and marble (Potter and Mattingly 1999).

An increase in population size in trading centers resulted in establishing colonies
and discovering new trading routes between continents (see the history of amber,
incense, silk, and spice routes). In particular, trade between continents was accom-
plished by transporting products using ships. Therefore, canal hubs became impor-
tant trading centers and storage locations (called canal warehouses). The Duke’s
warehouse, built in 1769, is reportedly the first canal warehouse with a shipping hole
allowing loading/unloading products from/to barges (Parkinson-Bailey 2000; Nevell
and Walker 2001; Nevell 2013).

The development of railroads expanded transportation over lands and enabled
humans to transfer products more cheaply and efficiently between canal hubs and
interior regions. Therefore, rail warehouses were situated alongside railroads. Liver-
pool Road Station Warehouse (built in 1830) was regarded as the first railroad ware-
house including four floors: a basement for storage (called a cellar), a ground floor
used to load/unload trucks, a first floor accessed by railroad for loading/unloading
trains and a second floor for lifting products through the warehouse by gravity.

In the early stage of warehousing, storage operations were performed manually,
as shown in Fig. 7.3. Typically, unpacked products were stored in single-deep, back-
to-back storage rooms in the early warehouses. Moreover, different types of storage
rooms were used for different products. Storing products in bags and bales made
of cotton, linen, or plastic, etc., the stacking height in warehouses reached at most
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Fig. 7.3 Bulk storage

twice human height (6–10 feet). Therefore, storage roomswere extended horizontally
(resulting in the size of The Horrea Galbea) and occupied large areas of primitive
cities.

With the advent of technology, warehouses were no longer just storage
rooms or locations. Some value-added operations were performed such as
receiving, inspecting, repackaging, kitting, labeling, storing, preserving, order-
picking, retrieving, sorting and delivering, etc. As a result, mechanical systems were
increasingly deployed in warehouses to respond to customers’ orders on a timely
basis and to minimize labor costs. Handling a large volume of orders due to mass-
production, warehouses first evolved from mechanical systems to electro-mechano
systems by adding motors to the equipment, thereby increasing speed and vertical
storage capabilities. Then, an increase in product variety, coupled with reduced
volume and the development of the semiconductor, resulted in a transformation to
automated systems. During the last decade, warehouses became more sophisticated,
diverse, and complex because of customized or personalized orders; evolution was
directed toward autonomous systems.

7.3 Warehousing 1.0

The first revolution of warehousing systems began with a structural change by using
mechanical systems. With the emergence of Industry 1.0, mechanization contributed
to an increase in production capacities of companies. However, storing and handling
products were very laborious, time-consuming, and expensive. Therefore, compa-
nies began to package their products by using boxes for easier, faster, and cheaper
transportation. Although moving boxes was easy, it was neither fast nor cheap. As
a result, mechanical and powered systems were incorporated in warehousing opera-
tions. Therefore, instead of moving boxes individually, a number of boxes piled or
stacked on a skid were transferred easily by using mechanical systems (see Fig. 7.4).

A hand truck (also known as a two-wheel truck or a sack truck) is the simplest
and least expensive equipment used in warehouses to move bulky or heavy materials
manually by leaning back on two wheels. Accordingly, a four-wheel truck (called a
hand cart) is used to transfer products between locations easily by applying manual
force (pushing or pulling). Althoughmoving the four-wheel truck requires less power
than the two-wheel hand truck, extra effort is required to load and unload product
on the flat platform above the ground. Getting under and lifting the skid, a manual
or hydraulic pallet jack enables one worker to move products from one location
to another. It is simple and it helps immensely in moving multiple boxes or bales.
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Fig. 7.4 Mechanical system examples

Stacking large or heavy products on the platform, scissor lifts allow humans to access
upper storage levels and store products vertically.

Loading or unloading trucks, the pulley is used in warehouses to lift heavy prod-
ucts by changing the direction of force. Because it requires no human power, a
gravity conveyor is a preferred-handling equipment. It allows products on rollers to
be conveyed by using the force of gravity. Moreover, an unpowered roller conveyor
allows products to be moved manually without much effort. In addition to moving
products vertically, the crane enables products to move horizontally. Besides, the
hydraulic pulley and hydraulic jib crane are also used to lift and moveproducts too
heavy for a human.

As stated in the previous section, space utilization was not effective in early stages
of warehousing because products could not be stored vertically. With the assistance
of hydraulic systems and skids carrying boxes or bales, it was possible to have at
most two or three storage levels in warehouses by stacking products on top of each
other or storing on shelves. Therefore, the length of warehouses was reduced by a
half or a third, as shown in Fig. 7.5. Moreover, aisles were designed wide enough to
offer ample space for handling equipment.
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Fig. 7.5 Horizontal storage

In early stage of warehousing, instructions were communicated verbally to
workers.Most decisions weremade and communicated by amanager (can be consid-
ered as autocratic leadership) who was responsible for keeping the warehouse oper-
ational. Verbal communication often led to miscommunication, contributing to the
failure or repetition of tasks. Moreover, the manager had total control over the deci-
sions made by everyone in the warehouse. Using his/her own intuition, the manager
made important design and operational decisions individually such as the design
of the warehouse, allocation of products, strategies for storage/retrieval operations,
assignment of workers, etc. Therefore, undesirably, all processes in the warehouse
were planned, organized, led, and controlled by an individual.

7.4 Warehousing 2.0

The second revolution in warehousing was characterized by the transformation of
mechanical systems to electro-mechano systems incorporating an internal combus-
tion engine or electric battery. As a result of electrification and mass-production in
Industry 2.0, the production capacity of companies increased dramatically. There-
fore, the storage operation for a large number of items was necessary. The invention
of wooden pallets resulted in stacking products on pallets, hence, loading, transfer-
ring, and unloading products faster and cheaper by using electro-mechano systems
(see Fig. 7.6).Moreover, pallets were stacked on top of each other in blocks separated
by aisles depending on the stackability of products. As a result, pallets became a vital
part of warehouses. However, conventional racks were used to store large volumes
of products. Therefore, both transportation and storage systems were improved in
warehouses. Consequently, powered conveyor systems were used to speed up the
transportation of products.

The powered pallet truck extended the lifting and maneuvering capability of the
manual pallet jack; it also allowed the worker to ride, rather than walk. Propelling the
hand cart throughout a fixed path, the towline conveyor was used to provide power to
four-wheel trucks. Forklifts allowed workers to efficiently load, transfer, and unload
pallets regardless of the weight of pallets.

Storing products above floor level of conventional racks, order-picker trucks were
used to pick orders on upper levels. Powering a series of pulleys by engines, conveyors
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Fig. 7.6 Electro-mechano system examples
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Fig. 7.7 Vertical storage

become a vital part of handling systems and a wide variety of conveyors were used
to transfer a large volume of products over long distances. Cranes were increasingly
employed in warehouses serving seaports and heavy industries to move large and
heavy products.

Mass production resulted in storing more products, hence, the need for more
space for storage. Using effectively the limited storage space, products were stacked
on top of each other (block-stacking, shelf stacking, etc.). With the assistance of
equipment having lifting capability and multilevel pallet racks, space utilization was
improved. Therefore, warehouses were extended in the vertical direction instead of
the horizontal direction, as shown in Fig. 7.7. Moreover, using narrow aisles resulted
in better utilization of floor space.

As a result of electrical andmechanical developments, verbal communication was
transformed to written communication because of the requirement for transferring
and storing an increased number of products. Picking a list of orders, the picklist was
created by filling a paper form, and then it was transferred to an order-picker physi-
cally. After immediately completing the order-picking operation, records were stored
in the warehouse for future reference. Recording transactions on papers resulted in
increasing the correctness of order-picking processes in addition to improving the
accuracy and transparency of inventory. Increasing the size of operation performed in
warehouses resulted in changing the leadership style from autocratic to hierarchical.
Having different responsibilities at each level of the managerial hierarchy allowed
managers to focus on a particular unit or department. Therefore, work definitions
and instructions in warehouses were maintained through paper, as well as inventory
of products, invoice of sales, and many other information. As a result, a group of
humans were in charge to optimize warehousing systems rather than an individual.

7.5 Warehousing 3.0

The third revolution in warehousing was triggered by the improvement in informa-
tion, computer and automation systems. Using computer-based automated systems
was one of the most important disruptions in warehousing. The way decisions were
made, products were handled, and warehouses were designed changed dramatically.
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Automated vehicles began to abrogate the necessity of human power and human
control in thewarehouse environment.With the help of automated vehicles controlled
by a computer, automated systems increased the throughput and efficiency of ware-
houses by reducing human intervention, hence warehouses became more centralized
(see Fig. 7.8).

Dealing with higher labor costs and higher demands, products were transferred
easily and coherently in a warehouse by using Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs).
An alternative to an AGV system is an Automated Storage and Retrieval System
(AS/RS) traveling horizontal and vertical directions simultaneously. Consistent with
the digitalization of facilities, AS/RSs changed the process of orders by increasing
storage capacity, utilization of the warehouse footprint, labor productivity, safety,
and security. However, requiring a high initial capital investment and locking the
warehouse into an inflexible design, decisions to use an AS/RS were made care-
fully. Different AS/RS versions were used in industry, such as unit-load AS/RS,
mini-loadAS/RS,micro-loadAS/RS,man-on-boardAS/RS, etc. Rotating bins, hori-
zontal carousels allowed products to be brought to order-pickers, thereby increasing
the productivity of order-pickers. Different from horizontal carousels, Vertical Lift
Models (VLMs) improved the ergonomic conditions for order-pickers and space
utilization.

Using automated systems resulted in warehouses being taller than ever before
(AS/RSs and VLMs). Additionally, storage density was increased with the usage of
very narrow aisle configurations. Therefore, storage efficiency was improved in both
horizontal and vertical directions as illustrated in Fig. 7.9.

Fig. 7.8 Automated system examples
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Fig. 7.9 Dense and
high-level storage

With the advent of computer technology, Warehouse Management Systems
(WMSs) emerged. Therefore, transition from a paper-based communication to a
computer-based communication resulted in a paperless and automated warehouse
environment. As a result of computerization and automatization, orders were batched
in an optimal fashion and order-pickers were instructed by a central computer.
Therefore, the visibility of products and the productivity of order-pickers were
increased; whereas order-picking costs were decreased by batching orders and
instructing order-pickers to follow optimal routes. Additionally, automatic identifi-
cation (barcode, optical character recognition system, radio frequency identification
tag, etc.) and communication (voice headset, pick-to-light system and pick-to-voice
system, etc.) technologies enabled automated data collection systems and allowed
real-time tracking of changes in the inventory. Electronic records were stored and
archived on servers as long as needed without losing a single record.

7.6 Warehousing 4.0

The last revolution in warehousing refers to digital transformation by the integration
of advanced information, automation, and communication technologies into ware-
houses. Encompassing intelligent, automated, and connected systems, Warehousing
4.0 signals a transformation to autonomization in industry by removing human
engagement. Requiring less space footage and working 24/7, autonomous systems
complement mechanical, electro-mechano, and automated systems by improving
productivity, efficiency, flexibility, modularity, and agility, thereby increasing the
effectiveness ofwarehouses. Therefore, autonomous systems are becomingmore and
more common in warehouses to assist humans, at worst to replace human workforce
with robots (see Fig. 7.10).

Warehousing 4.0 changes human–robot interaction, as well as the interaction
between robots in warehouses. Particularly, robots and humans work together in
a safer, more flexible, and productive warehouse environment for tasks optimized
by interconnected on-board computers. Reducing human effort and injuries, heavy,
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Fig. 7.10 Autonomous system examples

dangerous, or/and risky tasks are assigned to robots. By the end of the day, ware-
houses are expected to be transformed into intelligent warehouses with decentralized
intelligent decision-making processes, innovative autonomous robotic technologies,
and interconnected communication systems. We refer interested readers to Azadeh
et al. (2019), Boysen et al. (2019), Jaghbeer et al. (2020), Da Costa Barros and
Nascimento (2021) and Kumar et al. (2021) for information on relevant literature
and additional research opportunities.

Using autonomous technologies inwarehouses allows a newbreed ofwarehousing
systems. Reducing a constant need for humans, autonomous systems operate in
complex warehouse environments freely and independently. Rather than directing
an order-picker to a pick location throughout the warehouse (person-to-goods), the
RMFSprovides a boost in order-picking performance by bringing products directly to
the order-picker’s workstation (goods-to-person). Instead of using fixed-path cranes,
an AVS/RS enables access to any storage/retrieval location at any level and aisle.
Therefore, denser storage can be obtained with a flexible and modular design.
Achieving a much higher storage density and maximizing space utilization, the
CS/RS allows products to be stored in bins stacked on top of each other. Allowing
robots to collaborate with humans on tasks, the CRS maximizes the joint perfor-
mance with an optimized task assignment by maximizing the efficient use of robots
and minimizing discomfort to the human body.

Autonomous systems reduce unnecessary aisle space in warehouses because
autonomousvehicles require less aisle space than a manual, mechanical, electro-
mechano, or automated vehicle (see Fig. 7.11). Moreover, storing products randomly
in available locations results in optimizing floor space utilization.
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Fig. 7.11 Chaotic and compact storage

Although employing autonomous vehicles demands a high level of control, a
decentralized control (an on-board computer system) of interconnected autonomous
vehicles will provide a great opportunity to make better operational decisions such as
routing, batching, etc. Therefore, energy consumption will be minimized. Moreover,
advances in robotic and sensor technologies will improve the safety and security
of warehouses. Likewise, inventory can be tracked by using autonomous tag reader
robots or drones, rather than physical counts of inventory requiring days for large
warehouses. Therefore, considerable money and time can be saved by counting and
tracking inventory continuously, as well as increasing the visibility of products and
accuracy of inventory.

7.6.1 Robotic Mobile Fulfillment System (RMFS)

AnRMFSenhances the capability of anAutonomousMobileRobot (AMR) to lift and
transfer a mobile rack from/to a storage area to/from a workstation based on instruc-
tions from aWMSwithout human interference (see Fig. 7.12). Therefore, the RMFS
allows a human order-picker to remain stationary while AMRs are moving products
to the workstation. Eliminating the walk distance for the order-picker and increasing
the number of picks per hour, the RMFS greatly improves the productivity of the
order-picker by assigning non-value added and repetitive tasks to AMRs. Rather
than following a fixed predetermined path, the AMR interprets its environment and
performs given tasks efficiently with the assistance of an on-board computer system
and innovative sensors. Moreover, the RMFS allows warehouses to be dynamically
designed and optimized by arranging the number of AMRs employed.

Typically, anRMFSconsists of three components:AMRs,mobile racks, andwork-
stations. The AMR is instructed to transfer a mobile rack between a storage location
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Fig. 7.12 Robotic mobile
fulfillment system

and a workstation by an on-board computer system or a central WMS depending
on the decision-making process. Handling a range of payloads from 100 to 1500
kgs, an AMR moves underneath a mobile rack, lifts, and transports the mobile rack
to a workstation (rotating about its center if it is necessary). After waiting until its
turn in a buffer area, order(s) will be picked at a workstation by an order-picker.
After immediately completing the order-picking process, the mobile rack will be
transferred to a storage location with the location determined by a decision-making
system depending on the frequency of demand for products stored in themobile rack.

There are a growing number of studies focused on the RMFS including storage
area design, storage policy, performance estimation and charging strategies, etc. For
further details, the reader is referred to Boysen et al. (2017), Lamballais et al. (2017),
Zou et al. (2017, 2018), Lee et al. (2019), Merschformann et al. (2019), Roy et al.
(2019), Gong et al. (2020), Wu et al. (2020) and Xie et al. (2021).

Offering a new approach to goods-to-person picking, the first RMFSwas patented
by KIVA Systems Inc. (Mountz et al. 2008). Amazon acquired the company
and rebranded it as Amazon Robotics™ LLC (Amazon Robotics). Since then,
Amazon stopped sellingAMRsand employed thousands ofAMRs internally.Closing
the gap in the market, new startups emerged: for instance, Boby™ (Scallog),
CarryPick™ (Swisslog), Freight500™ and Freight1500™ (Fetch Robotics), GoFer-
Bot™ (Conveyco), Grenzebach L600™ (Grenzebach), MiR100™, MiR500™ and
MiR1000™ (Mobile Industrial Robots), Open Shuttle™ (Knapp), OTTO100™,
OTTO750™andOTTO1500™(ClearpathRobotics), Racrew™(Hitachi), Ranger™
GTP (GreyOrange), and others.

RMFSmanufacturers claim the RMFSwill reduce travel time by 5 times, improve
the productivity of order-pickers, improves speed, increase pick accuracy, lower
operating costs, empower workers, reduce complexity, increase flexibility, increase
modularity, and ease integration into existing environments (Conveyco, Grenzebach,
GreyOrange, and Swisslog).
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7.6.2 Autonomous Vehicle Storage and Retrieval System
(AVS/RS)

Requiring an autonomous robot to store and retrieve products, an AVS/RS improves
traditional AS/RSs by allowing the number of robots to be increased or decreased
depending on the desired throughput capacity (see Fig. 7.13).Moreover, recent devel-
opments in movement patterns contribute flexibility and modularity of the AVS/RS.
Therefore, the AVS/RS is more flexible and extendable than a traditional AS/RS.
Unlike storage/retrieval cranes in AS/RS, the autonomous vehicle or shuttle can
access any storage/retrieval location at any level in any aisle. Therefore, the AVS/RS
increases the storage density of a warehouse by using storage space more efficiently.

The AVS/RS can be classified on the basis of three categories, depending on
the movement in the system: horizontal, vertical, and diagonal systems (Azadeh
et al. 2019). A horizontal AVS/RS requires autonomous vehicles to move prod-
ucts horizontally using rails and lifts to move autonomous shuttles vertically. Elimi-
nating the necessity for using lifts, a vertical AVS/RS transfers products by allowing
autonomous vehicles to travel in both vertical and horizontal directions (not simulta-
neously, first vertically then horizontally, or vice versa). Recently, a diagonalAVR/RS

Fig. 7.13 Autonomous vehicle storage and retrieval system
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was introduced by allowing the autonomous robot to travel in both horizontal and
diagonal directions simultaneously.

A large number of studies have been conducted related to the AVS/RS. Malmborg
(2002) is credited with developing a tool for modeling the expected performance
of the AVS/RS. Following this study, considerable research has been devoted to
different versions of the AVS/RS. We refer the interested reader to recent studies
on the AVS/RS, including but not limited to, D’Antonio et al. (2018), Ekren et al.
(2018), Lerher (2018), Ha and Chae (2019), Xu et al. (2020), Jerman et al. (2021),
Ekren (2021) and Rahim et al. (2021).

Savoye Logistics is credited with the first introduction of the AVS/RS (Azadeh
et al. 2019). Later on, different types of AVS/RS have been introduced by
different companies, such asAdapto™ (Vanderlande), CycloneCarrier™ (Swisslog),
iBot™ (Opex), OSR Shuttle™ (Knapp), RackRacer™ (Fraunhofer IML), Skypod™
(Exotec), etc.

AVS/RS manufacturers claim that the AVS/RS will minimize running cost,
reduce storage cost, increase throughput capacity to handle peak demands effi-
ciently, increase picking quality by reducing failures, and increase flexibility (Knapp,
Swisslog, and Vanderlande).

The CS/RS expands storage capacity by optimizing space utilization. Storing
products in bins and storing bins on top of each other, a storage grid is formed (see
Fig. 7.14). Therefore, autonomous vehicles operate on the top of the storage grid by
storing/retrieving bins. A very high storage density can be accomplished because the
CS/RS does not require aisle structure. Moreover, the CS/RS brings more flexibility
to warehousing systems by allowing the storage grid to expand with more bins or by
employing additional robots or/and consignment modules. Also, storage locations
can be designed to be dynamic by moving bins on a shuttle system (Azadeh et al.
2019).

Four parts of a CS/RS are: the storage grid, bins, autonomous robots, and consign-
ment modules. Supporting the CS/RS, the storage grid offers space for bins to be
stacked on top of each other. Products are stored and retrieved in bins randomly.
Moving horizontally on top of the storage grid, autonomous robots lift bins and trans-
port them to consignment modules. Any robot can move any carrier and transport it
to any consignment module. Depending on the system specifications, consignment
modules can be installed on one face or multiple faces of the CS/RS. Moreover, the
CS/RS learns the order frequency of bins and stores them on the top layer of the
storage grid.

The CS/RS is only considered by Zou et al. (2016) so far and described in the
review papers byAzadeh et al. (2019) andBoysen et al. (2019, 2021). The first imple-
mentation of the CS/RS is AutoStore™ by Hatteland (Azadeh et al. 2019). Instead
of selling the CS/RS to customers directly, Hatteland launched a global integrators
program. Therefore, AutoStore™ is distributed, designed, installed, and serviced by
integrator partners (AutoStore). Integrator partners of AutoStore™ include Bastian
Solutions, Dematic, Fortna, Hörmann, Pulse and Swisslog, among others.
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Fig. 7.14 Compact storage and retrieval system (AutoStore)

AutoStore claims that the AutoStore™ will increase flexibility, increase
throughput, increase storage capacity, increase modularity, be relatively inexpen-
sive compared with other automated systems, reduce travel distance with a compact
storage space and shorten response times.

An important system related to AutoStore is GridStore (see Fig. 7.15), a rectan-
gular grid ofsquare conveyor modules that features decentralized control to move
items in the four cardinal directions (Gue 2006; Gue and Kim 2007; Alfieri et al.
2010; Gue et al. 2014; Mirzaei et al. 2017 and Yalcin et al. 2019). Communicating
with four neighbors of a conveyor module, items are moved from one side of the
system to the opposite side. Extending GridStore system, new grid-based storage
systems are developed such as GridPick (Uludağ 2014), GridSorter (Seibold 2015),
Live-Cube Storage System (Zaerpour et al. 2017a, b, c), GridHub (Shirazi 2018),
and GridPick+ (Shekari et al. 2021).
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Fig. 7.15 Compact storage and retrieval system (GridStore)

7.6.3 Collaborative Robot System (CRS)

Although autonomous systems are being used increasingly in industry, humans still
play important roles in completing tasks. Human and robot interactions have received
a big boost in recent years. In a shared region, humans and robots canwork together on
tasks. For example, the collaboration between humans and robots has becomepopular
for order-picking processes because of the joint benefit of each partner (see Fig. 7.16).
Moving pallets, bins, totes, containers etc. CRSs can assist humans by following or
leading them. After completion of a list of orders or fulfilling the container, collabo-
rative robots (cobots) can transfer products to workstations. Therefore, order-pickers
can continue order-picking with another cobot. Different from traditional industrial
robots, the cobot is equipped with sophisticated sensors to detect the locations of
humans and stop, if necessary. Moreover, cobots take on heavy and dangerous work,
thereby protecting humans from injury.

A CRS includes two important parts: human and cobot. Humans are always
involved in complex warehousing systems. Combining human skills with powerful

Fig. 7.16 Collaborative
robot system
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CRSs, cobots are designed to work in close proximity with humans on boring,
tedious, monotonous, and repetitive tasks such as order-picking, sorting, packaging,
tag reading, etc. Increasing the productivity of order-picking and transferring prod-
ucts at a faster rate, cobots are employed to follow or lead humans for a cost-effective,
safe, and flexible warehouse environment.

The CRS is a relatively new concept and the interested reader is referred to Löffler
et al. (2018), Lee and Murray (2019), Azadeh et al. (2020) and Ghelichi and Kilaru
(2021) for more details. The first cobot was patented by J. Edward Colgate and
Michael Peshkin (Colgate and Peshkin 1997). Due to the highly competitive robot
market and increasing requests from industry, manufacturers are developing cobots
by incorporating on-board computer systems to improve autonomy and integrating
innovative vision systems to detect obstacles: for instance,Chuks™(6River System),
HMIShelf™ (Fetch Robotics), LocusBots™ (Locus Robotics), Pick-n-Go™ (Koll-
morgen), Ranger™ Mobile Sort and Ranger™ Pick (GreyOrange), SOTO™ and
TORU™ (Magazino), Stacker-Bot™ (Conveyco), Swift™ (IamRobotics), etc.

CBS manufacturers claim that the CBS will optimize the order-picking process,
provide a safe working environment for order-pickers, and ensure error-free order-
picking operations, work collaboratively with human teams or autonomously 24/7,
improve accuracy andminimize order-pickingwalking distance (GreyOrange, Locus
Robotics, and Magazino)

7.7 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter presented the state of advancement ofWarehousing 4.0 and provided an
overview of emerging technologies in warehousing systems. As a result of techno-
logical and scientific developments, behaviors of customers change frequently. Addi-
tionally, the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in increased demand for online shopping
systems and faster customer delivery. As a result, people are getting used to shopping
online and ordering millions of products daily or weekly. Responding to customers’
2-day or same-day delivery expectations, companies must revisit their service levels
and change their logistic solutions. Consequently, warehouse companies are tending
to invest in autonomous, compact, or collaborative systems.

Consistent with I4, the warehouse revolution is classified into four stages. In
the first revolution, human-powered manual systems were transformed to human-
powered mechanical or hydraulic systems. Therefore, instead of moving products
individually, a number of products were stacked and handled easily. The invention of
electro-mechano powered systems triggered the second revolution in warehousing.
Accordingly, handling and storage systemswere improved inwarehouses. As a result
of the invention of the semiconductor and consequent advances in computers and
automated systems, the third revolution occurred, resulting in warehouses becoming
more centralized.

The integration of advanced information, automation and communication tech-
nologies has brought the fourth revolution into warehouses. Warehousing 4.0
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improves human–robot interaction and results in a safer, more flexible, and more
productive warehouse environment. Bringing racks to stationary workstations, the
productivity of order-pickers is improved by the RMFS. The AVS/RS increases
the accuracy and speed of operations. Storing bins on top of each other, the
CS/RS provides a much higher storage density. Combining human skills with
powerful CRSs, the efficiency of robots is increased by providing a safer warehouse
environment for workers.

With the emergence of new autonomous technologies, unaddressed research ques-
tions arise. Given the wealth of unanswered questions, opportunities for new studies
exist. Through research and evaluations of new and emerging technologies, improve-
ments in the performance of autonomous systems will lead to Warehousing 5.0 in
the not-too-distant future.
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Chapter 8
Cloud Information Systems

Evrencan Özcan and Tamer Eren

Abstract With the development of information technologies, the needs such as
transferring and storing data, and providing quick access to the data have arisen.
Cloud service providers have emerged on these needs. Businesses can stream and
store data, and access it at any time over a fixed portal thanks to cloud service
providers which have advantages such as low storage costs, working with cross-
platforms, fast data flow and access facilities at any time. In this context, considering
the importance of data in the effective management of commercial organizations,
these advantages of cloud computing systems offer great opportunities to businesses.
From this point of view, it can be said that an analytical evaluation is of great impor-
tance in the selection of cloud service providers. Within this scope, in this study, the
criteria such as performance, satisfaction, data transfer rate, suitability and network
latency, etc.) that businesses should consider renting the most suitable cloud service
provider were examined and cloud service providers were compared under these
criteria by suitable multi-criteria decision-making algorithms.

Keywords Cloud information systems · Cloud service provider · Network
latency · Cloud service provider

8.1 Introduction

Nowadays, the increase in the Internet usage rate, the transfer of data to digital
media, and the desire to access to the data quickly have found out the need for
virtual storage. With virtual storage, storage, access, and authorization activities
can be carried out in addition to the classification of the multitude of data owned by
companies. Developing technology also changes the size of the competition between
companies. This change has enabled companies to turn to cloud service in order to
be able to use their data and access it quickly (Uslu et al. 2019a).
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The fact that companies started to exist in digital media has also brought a new
level of competition between companies to digital media. Companies actively are
used cloud service systems to provide fast and easy access/storage to their data.
This led to an increase in cloud service companies and strengthened the competition
among themselves. This competition caused cloud service companies to serve on
many factors such as performance, cost, capacity, security, data processing rate (Uslu
et al. 2019a).

Service differences were offered by cloud service providers make it quite diffi-
cult for companies to make decisions. Companies faces uncertainties, user-induced
factors, company requirements, and many other factors in the decision-making
process. Such situations are led to wrong decisions and negative consequences for
the company (Uslu et al. 2019b, c, Arpacı 2019, Gireesha et al. 2020).

Companies’ selection of a cloud service provider that is not suitable for them
will affect negatively in terms of cost and time. Therefore, companies that want to
choose a cloud service provider should first determine the importance of the criteria
that are effective in selecting a cloud service provider. They should then evaluate
the cloud service providers they have identified based on these criteria. The fact that
the problem has a complex structure and is affected by many factors also makes the
decision-making process difficult. In such complex and difficult decision-making
problems, multi-criteria decision-making methods are used.

Through multi-criteria decision-making methods, while the problem becomes
more understandable, time is also saved. Within the scope of the study, firstly,
the factors affecting the selection of middle tier companies cloud service providers
were determined. Subsequently, the cloud service provider selection problem was
addressed by 7 experts. Due to the determination of the factors affecting the cloud
service provider selection and the relationship between the determined factors, the
ANP method was used, which is a multi-criteria decision-making method. TOPSIS
and COPRAS methods were used in the ranking of the cloud service providers.

8.2 Cloud Computing

Advances in information technology have revealed concepts such as Industry 4.0, the
Internet of Things, and Big data. The emergence of these concepts has increased the
importance of not only the product but also the information. The fact that the markets
started to go digital, also affected the companies. The importance of information and
information privacy in companies has led to data diversity and has revealed the need
to classify data. Industry 4.0 and its accompanying concepts have made it possible to
transmit data in digital media, to flow data in a virtual platform, to store data, and to
have an environment where they can access data at all times. This virtual platform is
called cloud computing (Uslu et al. 2019c, Gireesha et al. 2020, Wang et al. 2019).
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Cloud computing is a technology network where users can perform transactions
and store their data at any time within their access authorization through the Internet
portal. Owing to cloud computing technology, data flow, data storage, and uninter-
rupted access can be provided over a common network (Uslu et al. 2019b; Arunarani
et al. 2019).

Cloud service providers have cloud computing types and models to serve users
according to their needs. Cloud computing has four types of categories and four
models (Kumar and Desai 2019; Colajanni and Daniele 2019).

Cloud computing service types:

• Public cloud service type
It is a type of service offered by cloud service providers for general purposes.
The entire service system is structured on the resources offered to the users by
the company. This computing model has a free or pay-as-you-go system up to
a certain capacity by users. Emails in our daily life are examples of this model
(Küçüksille et al. 2013; Shawish and Salama 2014).

• Private cloud service type
It is a cloud service type where private or important information is kept in the
company and is generally preferred by large-scale companies. All information
is accessible to authorized persons. In this model, access security and privacy
are high compared to the public cloud service. This service is more costly than
others because it contains company-specific information and security is higher
than other models (Küçüksille et al. 2013).

• Hybrid cloud service type
The hybrid cloud service model is a cloud service model that occurs as a result
of the combination of the public and private cloud service models. Companies
can separate their public or private data according to their use. This situation may
differ in combination rates depending on the volume of companies (Küçüksille
et al. 2013; Garber et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2013).

• Community cloud service type
Community cloud service is the sharing of a cloud platform with a certain group
of communities. Companies using this model use the common area. Therefore,
companies with the same structure prefer this model, although they are less costly
than the public cloud (Küçüksille et al. 2013; Condori 2013).

Cloud computing service models:

• Infrastructure as a service model(IaaS)
Cloud computing service models are similar to a pyramid. There is an infrastruc-
ture service at the bottom of this pyramid and software service at the top. Infras-
tructure service is the most basic cloud service model. Cloud service providers
offer servers as physical or virtual machines. The infrastructure service model
generally provides an advantage in hardware and software development of large-
scale companies (Şengül and Bostan 2013; Sowmya et al. 2014; Rani and Ranjan
2014).
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• Platform as a service model(PaaS)
The platform service model is the software and hardware area offered to applica-
tion developers to work on the project. In this service model, there are many plat-
forms such as operating systems, programming languages, management systems,
database. Users using the platform servicemodel do not lose extra time and cost in
operations such as software installation, maintenance and licensing, and database
matching (Şengül and Bostan 2013; Sowmya et al. 2014; Rani and Ranjan 2014).

• Software as a service (SaaS)
Owing to the software service model, users can directly access CRM, ERP, and
various software programs without the need for software or hardware. Even if the
user can access with different devices, user can benefit from the software service.
Thanks to this model, accessing shelf ware is an advantage in terms of time and
cost (Şengül and Bostan 2013; Sowmya et al. 2014; Rani and Ranjan 2014).

8.3 Methods

It is quite difficult to solve problems that are encountered in daily life and which have
more than one factor. Multi-criteria decision-making methods are recommended for
such problems. Problems can be understood with multi-criteria decision-making
methods and solutions can be reached in a shorter time4. This study was used in
ANP, TOPSIS, and COPRAS methods, which are multi-criteria decision-making
methods.

There are many studies on multi-criteria decision-making in the literature. In
addition to studies such as energy (Özcan et al. 2017), health (Gür et al. 2018;
Korkusuz et al. 2020), and personnel selection (Esen et al. 2019; Sert et al. 2020),
there are also studies on Industry 4.0 (Uslu et al. 2019d; Şahin 2019; Yalçıner and
Çaylak 2020), Internet of Things (Uslu et al. 2019c; Nadhira and Dachyar 2020),
and Cloud (Ur et al. 2012; Sun et al. 2016; Kumar et al. 2018; Çakır and Karabıyık
2017) related things in recent years.

8.3.1 ANP

It is a method that is effective in forming the hierarchical structure of some complex
problems and determining the relationship between the factors that are effective in
the decision-making process. Saaty (1980) proposed the ANP method, which is a
multi-criteria decision-making method for the problem of such internal or external
dependencies between alternatives and criteria (Gür et al. 2018, Nadhira andDachyar
2020). ANP steps are presented in Fig. 8.1.
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Fig. 8.1 ANP algorithm steps. Source This figure was drawn by the authors

8.3.2 TOPSIS

TOPSIS method, one of the multi-criteria decision-making methods, was developed
by Yoon and Hwang (1981). In the TOPSIS method, the alternative to be selected by
ranking among the alternatives should be the shortest distance to the ideal solution
and the farthest distance to the negative ideal solution (Lai et al. 1994; Zhang et al.
2015). Thus, it is seen that the alternative to be chosen is the ideal choice compared
to the others. Figure 8.2 shows the steps of the TOPSIS method.

8.3.3 COPRAS

The COPRAS (COmplex PRoportional ASsessment) method was developed in 1996
by Zavadskas and Kaklauskas. This method aims to achieve a ranking, paying atten-
tion to the importance and useful rating of the criteria considered (Ömürbek et al.
2017; Ömürbek and Hande 2019).
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Fig. 8.2 TOPSIS algorithm steps. Source This figure was drawn by the authors

The COPRAS method is an easy-to-implement algorithm that takes into account
the benefit values of the criteria. In addition, the ability to rank and evaluate alter-
natives has made this algorithm the most preferred method among multi-criteria
decision-making methods (Fig. 8.3).

8.4 Case Study

The study focused on the selection of cloud service providers for middle tier compa-
nies. Companies need to use the cloud service to process, transfer, and store their
data on digital platforms. For this, they need to choose the appropriate cloud service
provider. The multitude of cloud service providers and their differences in their
services make this choice difficult. To select the optimal cloud service provider,
companies must first identify the criteria in this selection and then carry out the
evaluation between companies that provide the service. This will provide consistent
results with real life. The flowchart of the problem is shown in Fig. 8.4.
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Fig. 8.3 COPRAS algorithm steps. Source This figure was drawn by the authors

8.4.1 Evaluation of Effective Criteria in Cloud Computing

In the literature review, the criteria that affect the choice of the cloud service provider
were examined. As a result of the examination of 7 experts, 6 main criteria and 21
sub-criteria were determined. The determined criteria and explanations are presented
in Table 8.1.

Internal and external dependencies of the determined criteria were determined by
experts and ANP method was applied. The network structure, which is the first step
of the ANPmethod, was created as in Fig. 8.5 so that the dependencies of the criteria
between each other can be understood more clearly.

In the network structure shown in Fig. 8.5, the internal and external dependencies
of the criteria were compared. Here, while performance affecting customer happiness
is defined as internal dependency, processing speed affecting performance criteria is
defined as external dependency.

The ANP method was applied with the help of the Super Decision package
program for inter-criteria evaluation due to the dependencies between the criteria that
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Fig. 8.4 Flowchart of the problem. Source This figure was drawn by the authors
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Table 8.1 Explanations of criteria

Main criteria Sub-criteria Explanation

Memory usage (C1) Usability (C1.1) How well the available memory space
provided by the cloud service to the
company is used

Security (C1.2)

Portability (C1.3)

Capacity (C1.4)

Adaptability (C1.5)

CPU usage (C2) Data center location (C2.1) How well the available computer resources
provided by the cloud service to the
company are used

Interoperability (C2.2)

Clearness (C2.3)

Suitability (C2.4)

Reaction time (C3) Data rate (C3.1) Mean time a system needs to respond to a
service request through the common portalProcessing speed (C3.2)

Networklatency (C3.3

Service (C4) Efficiency (C4.1) Evaluation of the system offered by the
cloud service provider to the userReliability (C4.2)

Customer happiness (C4.3)

Performance (C4.4)

Cost (C5) Service (C5.1) Cost of every service that can occur in the
cloud, taking into account cloud service
configurations and workload

Maintenance cost (C5.2)

Functionality (C5.3)

Maintenance (C6) Virtual machine update rate
(C6.1)

Updating and maintaining the data in the
available space provided by the cloud
service providerMaintenance time (C6.2)

(Source This table was created by the authors)

are effective in the selection of cloud service providers. Weights of interconnected
criteria applied in the ANP method are shown in Table 8.2.

When Table 8.2 is analyzed, it is seen that it follows Service criteria with 67.7%,
Maintenance time criteria with 59.6%, and Performance criteria with 49.4%. Due to
the effect of internal and external dependencies between the criteria, it is observed that
theService criteria provide internal dependency in theFunctionality andMaintenance
fee, while providing external effects to the criteria such as Performance, Processing
speed, Data rate, Capacity, and Security. The performance criteria affect criteria such
as Maintenance time, Data rate, Usability. It is concluded that the ranking obtained
can be accepted by experts. The impact of the criteria on each other has affected their
significance level.
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Fig. 8.5 Network structure. Source This figure was drawn by the authors

8.4.2 Cloud Service Provider Selection

In the literature, in the study of many cloud service providers, a certain part of the
effective criteria was examined. Therefore, there is a ranking study according to
certain criteria in the cloud service provider selection. In this study, a cloud service
ranking will be made by considering the general criteria in the selection of the cloud
service provider of middle tier companies.

The number of companies providing cloud services in the market is increasing
day by day with the increase in Internet usage and the need for digital data storage.
In line with the researchers and experts’ opinions, Box, OneDrive, GoogleDrive,
Dropbox, Amazon Drive, Mega, IDrive, IBM Bulut, and Tresoit cloud services were
selected as 9 alternatives in the study. The determined alternative-criteria relationship
is shown in Fig. 8.6.
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Table 8.2 Evaluation of the
criteria

Sub-criteria Weights

Usability 0.2992

Security 0.2875

Portability 0.0346

Capacity 0.1979

Adaptability 0.1806

Data center location 0.2655

Interoperability 0.3487

Clearness 0.0630

Suitability 0.3254

Data rate 0.3436

Processing speed 0.2599

Network latency 0.3963

Efficiency 0.0037

Reliability 0.3385

Customer happiness 0.1634

Performance 0.4942

Service 0.6767

Maintenance fee 0.2003

Functionality 0.1228

Virtual machine update rate 0.4037

Maintenance time 0.5963

Source This table was created by the authors

Fig. 8.6 Hierarchical structure. Source This figure was drawn by the authors
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Table 8.3 Decision matrix

Alternative/criteria Memory
usage

CPU
usage

Service Reaction
time

Cost Maintenance

Amazon drive 14 14 16 16 18 20

Box 13 13 15 15 15 16

Dropbox 15 18 16 17 16 18

OneDrive 17 15 17 17 14 14

Google drive 18 16 18 15 13 17

Mega 10 15 12 13 14 12

Tresoit 11 11 13 13 11 13

IBM bulut 12 12 14 14 13 19

IDrive 10 12 11 12 12 15

Source This table was created by the authors

TOPSIS and COPRAS methods, which are multi-criteria decision-making
methods, were applied for the ranking of the cloud service provider.

TOPSIS

Criteria affecting the cloud service provider selection problem were determined and
theirweightswere calculated by usingANPmethod,which is one of themulti-criteria
decision-making methods. A comparison matrix has been created between the cloud
service providers and the criteria affecting cloud service selection. The decision
matrix, the first step of the TOPSIS method with the assessment of 7 experts for the
ranking of the cloud service provider, is shown in Table 8.3.

Weighted decision matrix was created by multiplying the weight of the criteria
obtained in the ANP method with the decision matrix created. The ideal and nega-
tive ideal solution were calculated by continuing the steps of TOPSIS method. At
this stage, there are found maximum and minimum values for each column of the
weighted normalized decision matrix. Ideal and negative ideal solutions are shown
in Table 8.4.

The highest and lowest values of each criterion were found and the most and least
preferred alternatives were determined among the criteria. After the positive and
negative ideal solutions are determined, the distance to the ideal solution is calculated
and the result is obtained. The result of this evaluation is shown in Fig. 8.7.

Table 8.4 Positive and negative ideal values

Positive ideal 11,693 12,765 4,974 8,632 3,444 0,182

Negative ideal 6,496 7,801 3,04 6,093 2,105 0,109

Source This table was created by the authors
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Fig. 8.7 Sorting alternatives according to TOPSIS method. Source This figure was drawn by the
authors

COPRAS

The decision matrix among the criteria influencing cloud service providers and cloud
service provider selection is shown in Table 8.3. Decision matrix values are the same
as those used in the TOPSIS method. Thus, it is aimed to compare the results with
the same evaluation. Following the COPRAS method steps (Fig. 8.3), the result of
the calculation of the performance indices is presented in Fig. 8.8.

8.5 Results and Discussions

For the cloud service provider ranking problem, the criteria that are effective in
selecting the cloud service provider should be determined first. Memory usage, CPU
usage, Reaction time, Maintenance, Service, and Cost criteria were determined by
literature review and 7 expert opinions. The sub-criteria of the main criteria and their
interdependencies were determined by the literature and expert opinions. In the ANP
method, which is one of the multi-criteria decision-making methods, the importance
weights of each sub-criteria were calculated.

Then, experts identified9 cloud service providers from the cloud service providers:
Box, OneDrive, GoogleDrive, Amazon Drive, IBM Bulut, Mega, IDrive, Dropbox,
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Fig. 8.8 Sorting alternatives according to COPRAS method. Source This figure was drawn by the
authors

and Tresoit. A ranking was obtained using TOPSIS and COPRAS methods, which
are among the multi-criteria decision-making methods for the ranking of the cloud
service provider with the determined criteria and alternatives.

In order to use quantitative data in the problem, the TOPSIS method was used
in order for the experts to obtain a ranking easily, in a short time and by paying
attention to the ideal distance. When comparing the alternatives among themselves,
the COPRAS method was used to make a ranking taking into account the useful
effects of the criteria. Thus, by comparing the results obtained in the two methods,
it was discussed in which cases which method could be used and evaluated.

In the TOPSIS method, cloud service providers have sorting as Dropbox, Google
Drive, OneDrive, Amazon Drive, Box, IBM Bulut, Tresoit, Mega, IDrive. In
COPRAS method, it has been sorted as IDrive, Tresoit, Mega, Google Drive, IBM
Bulut, OneDrive, Box, Dropbox, Amazon Drive. The fundamental differences of the
two methods addressed have also changed the ranking of cloud service providers.
In the TOPSIS method, the relationship between the criteria is considered by using
quantitative data. In theCOPRASmethod, the performance indices of the alternatives
are created by taking into account the useful values of the criteria.

8.6 Conclusions

Increasing Internet usage every day also leads to the development of the technology
used. Developing technology has brought along the need for data to be available,
stored, and changed in a digital media. Companies are appealed to the cloud service
to perform operations such as accessing, storing, and changing their data through a
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portal. In this way, they can access the data in a faster and shorter time by getting rid
of the excess cost and time loss. In order for companies to choose the most suitable
cloud service provider, they should identify and prioritize the factors that affect the
cloud service provider selection. They aim to be able to get out of the minimum loss
from the cost and time loss that may occur in the future by choosing the cloud service
provider within the impact of the prioritized criteria.

Within the scope of the study, the problem of choosing a cloud service provider of
a middle tier company is addressed. In line with the review of the literature studies
and 7 expert opinions, 5 main criteria were determined. Sub-criteria affecting the
determined criteria were also determined and a network structure consisting of 5
main criteria and 21 sub-criteria was created. In this network structure, the internal
and external factors of the criteria have been determined and evaluated using ANP
method, which is one of the multi-criteria decision-making methods.

As a result of the ANPmethod, the Service criteria ranks first with a rate of 67.7%,
followed by the Maintenance time criteria with 59.6% and the Performance criteria
with 49.4%. Considering the prioritization values of the criteria, it is concluded that
the priority of the Service criteria is the influence of the cloud service providers
authority on the data. Considering the following sequence, the importance rate of
maintenance time and performance criteria in cloud service is an acceptable result by
experts. When the interdependencies of the criteria are examined, it is seen that the
maintenance time affects the performance and the performance affects the criteria
such as data rate, processing speed, and network latency.

The interest of companies and individual users in cloud service causesmany cloud
service companies to be on the market today. The presence of many cloud service
providers in the market creates many choice possibilities for users. The ability of
users to choose the most suitable cloud service provider saves them from wasting
time and cost for the cloud service type and model and re-experiencing the selection
process. Also, since data privacy is of great importance for companies, it is known
that the possibility of moving their data to another cloud service company is risky.
Therefore, in this study, the cloud service providers were evaluated with their criteria
for selecting cloud service providers.

In accordance with the opinions of 7 experts, 9 cloud service providers including
Box, OneDrive, GoogleDrive, Dropbox, Amazon Drive, Mega, IDrive, IBM Bulut,
and Tresoit were included in the scope of this study. Determined cloud service
providers have evaluated using TOPSIS and COPRAS methods, which are multi-
criteria decision-making methods. In the TOPSIS method, cloud service providers
have sorting as Dropbox, Google Drive, OneDrive, Amazon Drive, Box, IBM Bulut,
Tresoit, Mega, IDrive. In COPRAS method, it has been sorted as IDrive, Tresoit,
Mega, Google Drive, IBM Bulut, OneDrive, Box, Dropbox, Amazon Drive.

The ranking is very different as a result of TOPSIS and COPRAS methods. This
was because the use purposes of the methods addressed have different from each
other. Although the decision matrices and criterion weights used in the two methods
are taken the same; In the TOPSIS method, the proximity of the quantitative evalua-
tions to the ideal positive and the distance to the negative ideal are examined. In the
COPRAS method, the performances of the alternatives are measured by making an
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evaluation based on the useful of the criteria addressed. Companies that want to hire
a cloud service provider should choose a method by analyzing the assessment they
consider when choosing the appropriate cloud service provider. In future studies, the
criteria that are effective in selecting the cloud service provider can be evaluated with
the mathematical model and their impact levels can be checked. This study will be
a guide in terms of criteria, alternative, and interpretation for future studies.
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Chapter 9
Logistics, Supply Chains and Smart
Factories

Hazar Dördüncü

Abstract The automation systems and the human factors advancingwithin the scope
of technologies that develop under the impact of Industry 4.0 become of secondary
importance in every field where human dominance exists. While labeling compa-
nies as smart factory wherein all courses of action that involves the replacement of
human brain with artificial intelligence within the production processes are digital-
ized, and all transactions are made by digital technologies, it is revealed that this new
process provides a more opportunistic system for companies that focus on supply
chain management. Smart and data-based technological improvements along with
the developments in barcode, sensors, internet of objects and RFID technology, and
advancement in Industry 4.0 have provided great convenience to companies that
use supply chain processes; logistics companies in particular. The use of artificial
intelligence and new technologies ensures supervision of customers and the better
management of customer relations, and companies gain a competitive advantage over
their competitors. In this study, the transition of companies using traditional supply
chain management to the new smart and data-based supply chain process will be
explained.

Keywords Logistics · Supply chains · Smart factories

9.1 Introduction

Just as our personal devices, production equipment in production facilities are
becoming smart every passing day. This progression involves machines speaking
to each other, production process wherein humans are replaced by machines as well
as the emergence and conceptualization of smart factories. Most recently, in this
fashion, the fourth industrial revolution or Industry 4.0 has taken its place among the
expressions frequently used in consort with the concept of smart factory. Automa-
tion technologies merged with Industry 4.0 collect real-time optimized data through
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establishing key connections between the machine and the human. This process, in
turn, develops the formation of “smart factory” in production by reason of cloud
informatics, sensor access area and its potential on extra intelligence. In this chapter,
primarily the developing and changing logistics and supply chain processes in the
light of Industry 4.0 consequent to industrial revolutions, and the concept of smart
factory will be explained.

9.2 From Industry 1.0 Toward 4.0

The principal factors triggering the industrial revolution by the end of eighteenth
century involve steam power and steam-powered machines. The second industrial
revolution on the other hand took place after the invention of electricity in company
withmass production associatedwith the rapid development of high-speed and indus-
triousmachines. The third industrial revolution started in 1970swhen electricity gave
its place to electronics. Following the third industrial revolution, production process
has become more efficient owing to matters of production automation, computer
usage and total quality management. In a nutshell, Industry 4.0 (as shown in Fig. 9.1)
accounting for computerized production processes has an impact on breakthrough
changes on logistics, quality control alongwith subsequent progress of delivery, oper-
ational management and production process by providing ground for the automation
and robotization technology as well as internet of things and communication of
machines with each other.

Fig. 9.1 The four industrial revolutions (Spectral Engines 2018)
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• Industry 1.0

– Operation of Mechanical Production Facilities (Eighteenth Century)

Invention of Steam Engine (1712)

• Industry 2.0

– Transition to Mass Production based on Electricity and Division of Labor
(Nineteenth Century)

Inventions of Telegraph (1840) and Telephone (1880)
Taylorism (Scientific Management) (1920)

• Industry 3.0

– Automation of Production Processes (Twentieth Century)

First Micro Computer (Altair 8800) (1971)
Apple I (S. Jobs and S. Wozniak) (1976)

• Industry 4.0

– Autonomous Machines and Virtual Platforms (Twenty-First Century)

AutoIDLab. (MIT) (1988)
Internet of Things (2000)
Cellular Carrying Systems (2010)
Autonomous Interaction and Virtualization (2020) (Şekkeli and Bakan
2018)

9.3 Industry 4.0

The primary definition of Industry 4.0 characterized as the fourth generation of
industrial revolution was postulated by the working team brought together by the
German Federal Government at the Hannover Messe Trade Fair in 2011 (Sniderman
et al. 2016). It conceptualized Industry 4.0 as “a paradigm shift reversing the logic of
conventional production process that would be possible in the course of technological
developments”; and described as a course of action wherein industrial production
machines do not only “process” a product, but a “product” also communicates with
machines and transmits them what they should do exactly (Sniderman et al. 2016).
German Trade and Investment Group evaluates Industry 4.0 as “a technological revo-
lution providing transition from embedded systems to cyber-physical systems”; and
“an approach interconnecting embedded production technologies and smart produc-
tion processes” (Invest 2014). Based on these explanations, it can be concluded that
Industry 4.0 is “not only a condition that ensures production systems and produced
objects are interconnected or a form in which physical data transmitted into digital
platform; but at the same time a condition that supports transition from physical to
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digital, and digital to physical by communicating, analyzing and utilizing these data
for sustaining smart actions in the physical world” (Sniderman et al. 2016).

Industry 4.0 is the harmonized combination of all parts of the value chain of
technological integrity. For structural reasons, the existence of Industry 4.0 has given
rise to the materialization and more importantly the widening of smart factories
(Endüstri 4.0 Nedir? 2020).

9.4 Which Technologies Does Industry 4.0 Benefit from?

The advanced automation surfaced with Industry 4.0 and the verbal communication
amongmachinesmight be considered as a frightening situation for humankind. There
is an actual concern that there would be a minor need for humans in production
processes. Nonetheless, experts indicate that even if Industry 4.0 will cause the
erosion of certain occupations or positions that require muscle power, it will also
create the need for qualified manpower capable of utilizing this new technology.
Moreover, in this new period, it seems almost certain that we will adopt a new
perspective comprising low-cost and high-intensity production processes. The main
technological substances that Industry 4.0 will benefit from include (Endüstri 4.0
Nedir? 2020):

• Cyber-Physical Systems
• Horizontal/Vertical Integration
• Smart Robotics
• Internet of Things
• Cyber Security
• Additive Manufacturing
• Big Data.

9.5 Advantages of Industry 4.0

The innovations that will be introduced by Industry 4.0 both in individual and
institutional life can be listed as:

• Simplification of system monitoring
• Having enhanced awareness
• Creation of environmentally friendly system
• Intensification of productivity and sustainability
• Significant reduction of unnecessary waste of time, energy resources and costs
• Creation of new business lines and models
• Creation of flexible production processes capable of swiftly responding to

consumer demands.
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9.6 Logistics Industry

The word “logistics” derives from the Ancient Greek “logistikos” referring to the
wars and the struggle for survival; and has the meaning of “arrangement of finances
and skillfulness in calculation”(Özdemir 2012). In this context, the concept of logis-
tics comes into view both in the fields of military and management. In the field of
military, logistics implies the preparedness of troops at times of peace and war by
providing necessary equipment and supplies(Stroh 2002) concerning the transporta-
tion, maintenance and personnel procurement of military units and facilities. In the
field of management, logistics denotes the arrangement of a product to be available
at the right time and the right place within the framework of a business planning on
the management of material, service, information and capital flow.

The roots of the history of logistics can be traced back to ancient times. In fact,
the military officials known as logistiks were responsible for the supply and distri-
bution of essential resources and services during the war between the Greek and the
Roman Empires. It was believed that having such military officials was one of the
fundamental factors that impacted the outcomes of the war. Besides, these military
officials known as logistics were responsible for stocking up and protecting their
own supplies while at the same time damaging the supply materials and the supply
delivery routes of their enemies. This system has gradually led the way to the current
logistics system in the world (Dördüncü 2018).

In general, logistics systems have developed during the SecondWorldWar period
(1939–1945). While the United States of America (USA) and its allies could use the
logistics systems in their favor during the war, Germany lagged behind on the same
matter. In fact, the German supply warehouses and supply roads were significantly
damaged andGermans failed to evenly harm their enemies.Under any circumstances,
however, theAmerican legion couldmanage to provide necessary support to its troops
at the right time, the right place and with the right economic modus. In this context,
new and advanced military logistics terms were used; and this became one of the
leading factors that caused the Germans to lose the war (Dördüncü 2018).

In today’s world, logistics is accepted as a field of art and science accompanied by
logistics specialists who conduct their duties based on their talents, experiences and
knowledge. In modern businesses, the duty of logistics managers involves providing
suitable and productive logistics systems to businesses organizations. As part of their
competition strategy, the managers of Logistics Systems guarantee their customers
on meeting their expectations by assuring the delivery of the right goods to the right
customers at the right time and place, and in the economically most efficient way
(Dördüncü 2018).

While analyzing the logistics system, it would be misleading to take it as a single
variable. In fact, logistics is a variable comprising of various components such as
purchasing, planning, warehousing, coordination, distribution, customer service and
after sale service.

The main aim and the purpose of the process of logistics involve the delivery
of the right quantity and quality of goods or services to the right customers at the
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right time, place and price. Most of the customers directly or indirectly overlook
the logistics system unless a flaw or setback transpires. The logistics process thus
comes to forefront as an integrated progress connoting the transfer of goods from
the origin to final the consumer involving different yet successive courses of action
such as planning and coordination. Albeit, the Council of Supply ChainManagement
Professionals (CSCMP) specifies the scope of logistics management and logistics as
“a process of fulfilling the requirements of customers as part of the supply chain that
involves the providing of the effective distribution and reverse distribution service as
well as storage operation under efficient controls starting from the point of departure
until the point of arrival”(Professionals 2017).

9.7 Digitalization in Supply Chain and Logistics

Professor Steven Alter defines six different information systems applicable to any
business function. In the context of logistics and supply chain, these can be examined
in the following way (Murphy and Knemeyer 2018).

9.7.1 Office Automation Systems

Office automation systems provide effectiveways andmethods to process personal or
institutional business data, make calculations and documentation. Software packages
and office automation systems include word processors, electronic spreadsheets,
presentation and database applications.

The electronic logistics spreadsheet applications that expended along with the
software packages in early 1990s were used to calculate economic order amount,
warehouse measurement, transportation method, carrier, production planning, center
of gravity-oriented position stabilization. Today, however, the ability of these tables
and calculations has advanced; and the logistic optimization models have become
part of this endeavor (Murphy and Knemeyer 2018).

9.7.2 Communication Systems

Communication systems provide an opportunity for suppliers and customers to work
together and interact with each other in various ways. The previous technologies such
as radiopagers, fax machines and radio transmitters were superseded by the new
communication methods such as electronic mail, smartphone applications and tablet
computers using modern technologic infrastructures. Although presently wireless
communication is considered as one of the fundamental elements of logistics and
has various applications in this sector, themost important and popular of these emerge
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as the Global Positioning System (GPS) and the map within the navigation system
(Murphy and Knemeyer 2018).

Companies utilizing advanced global positioning systems could free themselves
from high fuel costs, increase employee productivity, reduce managerial costs and
increase overall productivity and efficiency.

9.7.3 Transaction Processing System (TPS)

Transaction Processing System (TPS) collects, stores and operates data on product
movement when required. At present, due to the development of cheap and easily
accessed cloud system, the load of processing and storage of the internet of things
have been transferred to the cloud system. In today’s world, it is validated that over
10 billion devices are currently interconnected; and it is estimated that this figure
will rise up to over 50 billion devices by 2020. While Ashton in his study, gives a
ballpark figure of 26 billion devices for 2020; other studies show that although the
number of interconnected devices per person in 2003 was 0.008, this number has
approximately risen up to 6.48 in 2020 (Sevim et al. 2019). The internet of things
on the other hand supports this process by reducing the costs of international trade
and by increasing global trade efficiency. First of all, it would eliminate the problem
of missing goods during transportation. Second, with the dispatch tracking system,
companies would start to use dispatch routes more effectively. With this tracking
system, companies could track containers they dispatched to various regions around
the world; and maintain around 10–15% container efficiency by utilizing the internet
of things technologies (Murphy and Knemeyer 2018).

The electronical data exchange process on account of transaction processing
system provides positive advantages on logistics such as time efficiency in docu-
mentation and processing, cost reduction in inventory performance, reduction of
dispatch mistakes and missing, as well as reducing time of purchase orders and
associated costs.

9.7.4 Management Information System (MIS)

Management Information System is utilized for monitoring the TPS data perfor-
mance and its transformation into information. At the end of this process, Logistics
Information Systems (LIS) come into view as the software systems that meet the
self-planning or operational needs of every company that takes place in the supply
chain; and that can integrally work with associative systems within and/or outside of
the company. LIS principally comprises Strategic Planning Systems and Operational
Information systems in consort with other systems. Strategic Planning Systems are
used for the modeling and design of activities. These systems are used either for one
occasion only (Optimum Network Design) or for the purposes of the revision of the
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system based on new developments (OptimumDistribution Planning, Demand Plan-
ning), and used periodically for monitoring (Demand Planning, Stock Optimization)
(Ertek 2012).

9.7.5 Decision Support System (DSS)

The primary objective ofDecision Support Systems is to support the decision-making
of managers with the tools of information, modeling and analysis. The use of these
systems in the field of logistics and supply chain ismostly associatedwith the subjects
on vehicle routing, decisions on inventory controls, development of order-picking
systems and development of buyer–seller relations.

One of the most important characteristics of Decision Support Systems is its cost-
efficient testing ability concerning a company’s decision onmaking a change by using
simulation technique. In essence, simulation technique is the modeling of the real
world using the mathematical equations to represent the relations between system
components. The more real-like a simulation modeling is its reliability increases
(Murphy and Knemeyer 2018).

9.7.6 Transportation and Store Management System

Companies using transportation management system incorporate the generation of
demands, preparation of goods, monitoring of distribution and the rendering of
payments into automation. Store management systems on the other hand provide
an opportunity for surveillance on the storage and material flows of a company. With
storage management system, inventory planning, product acceptance, designation of
storage location and purchase distribution processes can be planned.

Companies using Transportation and Store Management Systems can reduce
fuel consumption and transportation costs, eliminate the problem of overstocking,
reducing deadheading and increase inventory consistency and customer efficiency
while reducing operating expenses (Murphy and Knemeyer 2018).

9.8 The Impact of Internet on Logistics and Supply Chain
Processes

Internet of Things (IoT)

This termhas been used for the first time in the presentation prepared byKevinAshton
for Procter & Gambler in 1999. It is defined as “a worldwide spread network formed
by the incomparably addressable objects and the interaction of the objects in this
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network with a specific protocol” (Brock 2001). Along with this formal definition,
the IoT can be described as the system of devices that created a smart network in
which more than one device can identify itself by using various communication
protocols, commune with each other in real time (online) and share information
among each other. Themain aim of this technology is described as people’s gathering
of information without sitting behind a computer or without interacting with another
person. Another important issue is that aside from a person’s need of accessing
certain daily information, the IoT is useful for organizing daily living activities. It is
observed that IoT as a technological revolution can potentially change many things.
The reality of establishing a connection with anyone, with anything at any place and
at any time is interpreted as that IoT can be placed at the base of the new world order
(Kutup 2011).

With the common platform established by the Danish shipping company Maersk
and the digital technology solution partner IBM, it is recorded that in the shipment
of a typical dispatch, more than 30 organization and more than 100 people interact
with each other more than 200 times. The interaction among all these parties and
the access to data in the correct way is considered as a success all by itself. This
study is a study intending on eliminating systems that do not commune with each
other including the generated paper recordings. For that matter, the late clearing of
the goods from the ports due to a missing form or late approval would be eliminated;
and a transparent network system that transforms the centralistic supply chain model
into a digital ecosystem dispersed from end to end in which parties can follow up
reliable, constant, uninterrupted and real-time shipment information will be created
(Scoot 2018).

9.8.1 Blockchain

Blockchain Technology can be defined not only as virtual money that we frequently
hear in Turkey lately but also as an encrypted digital accounting book wherein the
values of all economic and financial transactions during the process of business deals
are recorded (Kinsun 2018).

Among the characteristics of Blockchain are its nonerasable and irreversible
composition that allows its transfer among concerning parties without any medi-
ator; which in turn removes certain problems of global trade such as trust, document
flow, transaction cost, mediators and the problem of speed.

9.8.2 Cloud Technology

Cloud technology in its simplest form is an online storage service that does not require
any installation providing operational convenience through the web-based applica-
tions. The control of logistics sector inwhichvarious processes such as transportation,
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storage, distribution, vehicle tracking, and finance are managed simultaneously has
become much easier due to the advantages provided by cloud technology. By means
of cloud-based and advanced business intelligence tools, one can benefit from the
customized access to real-time data for the daily harmonization and calibration of
supply chain; have access to the situation analysis intended for the identification of
weak fields, resource allocation and the optimization of decisions on distribution.
The system also continuously updates itself with the regular upgrades run by the
software provider (Murphy and Knemeyer 2018).

9.9 Smart Factories and Smart Supply Chain Management

Imagine a factory that is fully equipped with storerooms, furnaces, cranes, produc-
tion conveyors, machines, robots and packed with people and manufactured goods;
a factory where raw materials are brought in, hundreds or even thousands of compo-
nents are passed through conveyors; in every hour, every minute or even in every
second a new component is produced, passed through meticulous quality control
processes and finally packed and prepared for delivery. Prior to Industry 4.0, all these
processes that took place in paramount production chain were controlled manually
by light-out factories (Prowme 2017). In these places, manpower was needed for
lifting pieces up and installing them. It was a necessity for these places to employ
workers as a precondition of their structures. Many factories started to alter into
light-out production in between shifts with the aim of meeting the demand growth
within the capacity of the technologies they have in relation to their own facilities
and increasing the financial strength of the factory for the purposes of consumption
sector efficiency and the prevention of the widening of the gap between supply and
demand. In this day and age, Industry 4.0 has replaced the aforementioned struc-
tures with a new system wherein intercommunicating and interconnected machines
are autonomously controlled. Smart factory processes have started in which all
production processes are self-managed involving only a little or no human inter-
ference in any course of action from supply to storage, from production to quality
control, or from distribution to service maintenance. Besides, with 4.0 procedures,
numerous industries started to minimize damages with minor error margins and
shorten waiting periods, make purchasing, production and distribution planning, and
ultimately increase “efficiency” as a must of the production process (Prowme 2017).

The communication and interaction among things in the process of manufacturing
goods have become as important as the communication among machines. As the
goods become smarter and turn into conversation boxes like machines, we will soon
unavoidably come face to face with objects that can be labeled as “Smart Goods”.
We will not only know how, where and when all these smart goods are produced
in smart factories but also we will be able to follow up from which raw materials
these goods aremanufactured, which logistician or courier company transfers the raw
materials to the factory, fromwhich supplier the rawmaterials and other components
are supplied, what quantity of stocks are piled in which warehouse, how these stocks
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are packed and all the station and routing they pass through until they reach their final
customer/destination in the course of supply chain. Smart goods that interact with
smart factories even after the manufacturing process can manage their maintenance
processes and transmit information through analytical data on the scheduling of their
maintenance requirements, when they will need new components, for how long and
even for whom they are in use by using the internet of things and cloud computing
(as shown in Fig. 9.2); and all these valuable information will be processed by
machines to be directed by its users for maintenance requirements, which, in turn,
will increase the quality perception through the widening the life cycle by offering
additional services to the final users.

Smart factories clearly are not only made up of machines that can communicate
through the internet of things technologies. They are also one of the concise symbols
of the newobject period inwhich every living object hasmechanisms that can analyze
big data, make decisions, and file a report (Duman 2016).

Smart factory and the process of smart supply chain involve the integration of
machines and systems with modular devices. Subsequently, these devices allow for
the learning and customization of the industrial equipment processes, which, in turn,

Fig. 9.2 Smart factory components (Chakraborty 2018)
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establishes supply chain management and smart factories. To a certain extent, this
development emerges as a result of the rise of “Big Data” comprising complex infor-
mation, which cannot be managed effectively by traditional data processing applica-
tions. It is the data application that provides benefits such as predictive maintenance,
flexible production and energy measurement. The key to a successful smart factory
materializes through the interaction between the objects in the field and the process of
supply chain. In other words, full integration in a factory can be achieved by means
of total communication between objects and machines. Along with the modular
structure of the facility provides flexible production/manufacturing including the
communication between every machine or device. Each module generates its own
data followed by the courses of storage and analysis. In order to establish a smart
factory, it is necessary to transmit these data from the production phase until the
end of factory management system without any problems. In smart factories, it is
possible to remotely monitor and control the overall process by using smart devices
(Harting 2020).

The concepts of connection and connectivity in the context of production process
are not considered as new in the framework of production and supply chain manage-
ment. Nonetheless, with the rise of the fourth industrial revolution including Industry
4.0, information technology (IT), operation technology (OT), and the latest trends
on the convergence of digital and physical worlds, these concepts became more
applicable in the contexts of production management and the transition of supply
chain.

Transition from linear and serial supply chain transactions to interconnected and
open supply chain transaction system known as digital supply chain network can
provide a basis for the future competition of factories. While a smart factory repre-
sents a breakthrough from traditional automation towards a completely connected
and flexible system, it also emerges as a new system, which can operate standing data
flows from the connected operations and production systems in order to find out and
customize new demands. An actual smart factory can integrate all data from physical,
operational and human factors all across the system, to manufacturing, maintenance,
inventory tracking, digitalization of transactions through digital twinning as well as
all the orientation of other courses of actions in the production network.

The understanding of adoption and implementation of a smart factory resolu-
tion can be complex and even insurmountable. Furthermore, rapid technological
changes and dispositions have made it almost compulsory for producers who intend
to shift towardmore flexible and adaptable production system, remain competitive or
modify their competitiveness. The commitments and benefits of a smart factory can
be attainted through starting with small and manageable components, rapidly scaling
up in order to expand operations by way of thinking big and taking into consideration
of all possibilities.

In today’s world, numerous producers benefit from the components of a smart
factory including advancedplanning and timingbyusing real-timedata onproduction
and inventory or augmented reality required for maintenance. Nonetheless, an actual
smart factory represents an integral effort of the business organization progressing
from a standard workplace into a place impacting on a wider ecosystem. A smart
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factory is an inseparable part of a wider digital supply network and has multidi-
mensional characteristics that allow producers to accommodate themselves to the
changing market.

As a result, it becomes highly likely that a more efficient and flexible system
will bring about minor production cut, obtain successful results in the estimation
of facility and wider network changes; and hence will allow a company to better
position itself in the competitive market (Proente 2019).

9.9.1 Defying Smart Factories

Automation has always been an integral part of production processes; therefore, high
levels of automation are not considered as something new at present. Nonetheless,
the term “automation” suggests the accomplishment of a single and separate respon-
sibility or process. Historically, the conditions where machines make “decisions”
have always been linear and automation-based such as opening of a valve or opening
and/or closing a pomp based on a specific cluster of rules. Due to the increasing
complexity of cyber-physical systems combining Artificial Intelligence (AI) appli-
cation, physical machines as well as business processes, the automation has started
to involve the complex optimization decisions typically made by the people. Finally,
and may be most importantly, the term “smart factory” suggests the integration of
factory decisions and estimations through the interconnected IT/OT structures with
the rest of the supply chain and a wider institution. This, in turn, has essentially
changed the production processes and developed relations between suppliers and
customers (Sniderman et al. 2016).

In light of these assertions, it can be argued that smart factories go beyond a simple
automation; and that they can self-optimize performance in a wide network, adapt
themselves to real or almost real-time conditions, and learn from these; and that
they constitute a flexible system independently operating all production processes.
In that respect, smart factories represent a flexible learning system embarking on an
open-ended evolution rather than the modernization approach of old times.

The real strength of a smart factory lies in its ability to develop and expand
itself without slowing down in line with its diverging needs as well as its ability to
satisfy various needs including changing customer demand, access to new markets,
new product or service development. The establishment of smart factories and their
ability to adapt themselves to the changes depend on having stronger information
technologies, analytical abilities and infrastructure capacities along with the wider
ecosystems of smarter and connected assets.

The ability to adapt to data in real time and to learn in real time provides a
smart factory the capacity to be more responsive, proactive, transparent, swift and
visionary; and makes it possible to prevent operational disconnection delays along
with other challenges on overall efficiency of the business organization (Sniderman
et al. 2016).
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9.9.2 Features of Smart Factories

Smart factories principally have five common features (Şekkeli and Bakan 2018).

Connectivity: All objects in smart factories are equipped with smart sensors and
integrated circuits for the purposes of providing information flow and information
update. In smart factories, it is required that all the objects are in interaction with
each other at the stage of information gathering needed for making decisions on
certain processes.With the help of this interaction, data collected on the processes
within and outside of the businesses make it possible to track the smart supply
chain process right from the beginning of the operation (Şekkeli and Bakan 2018).

Optimization: In smart factories, the efficiency, service capacity and quality
are increased while the costs and wastes are reduced by automatic workflows,
synchronization of assets, advanced accountability, advanced-level programming
and optimized energy consumption.

Transparency: Information gathered from a good through and synchronous infor-
mation display are analyzed and transmitted both to humans and autonomous
systems. In that respect, transparent network provides an opportunity for the orga-
nization to make the right decisions by synchronous tracking and monitoring via
synchronous alarms and warnings (Şekkeli and Bakan 2018).

Proactivity: In a proactive system, employees can take actions by estimating a
problem before it even occurs. Nonetheless, the estimations cannot be fully accu-
rate at all times or the problems can be misidentified; this, in turn, causes quality
faults, overstocking, security flaws etc. In smart factories, however, previously
recorded data in cloud computing and constantly incoming synchronous data are
compounded with the intention of making estimations more accurate and factual
(Şekkeli and Bakan 2018).

Flexibility: Flexibility is the process wherein a smart factory adapts itself to a
program and changes with an interference at the minimum level. Since advanced
smart factories can restructure themselves, the changes on material flows or
programs are managed exclusive of high levels of costs, which, in turn, results
in the advancement and transformation of the smart factories (Şekkeli and Bakan
2018).

9.9.3 Conclusion

The concept of smart factory is associated with features including the interaction of
the internet of things and autonomous systems with a network connection, integra-
tion of systems, technology and stock-keeping orientations, active and cross-routing,
radio-frequency identification (RFID) integrated circuit and label technology, simu-
lation systems, smart sensor and transfer of big data produced by objects into cloud
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computing in a broad bandwidth. In contrast with traditional factories, these features
allow smart factories to befall as organizations that are competitive, proactive and
suitable for flexible decision-making structures; that can achieve efficient produc-
tivity of good quality with low costs; and that have flexible working hours and condi-
tions. In view of these features, smart factories transpire as sustainable structures
that have durable economic lives.

The companies and factories that invest in resources emerged in the process of
Industry 4.0 such as cyber-physical systems, artificial intelligence, augmented reality
and virtual reality applications; and that have a self-improving institutional struc-
ture, which can make decisions merging emotional and industrial intelligence, will
inevitably have a serious competitive advantage against their competitors since the
investments on these resources will allow them to provide service-based solutions,
develop skills on smart innovation and smart supply chain management as well as
production of high-quality smart goods at low costs.
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Chapter 10
Internet of Things (IoT) in Marketing
Logistics

Ezgi Uzel Aydınocak

Abstract The increase in international trade around the world has expanded the
markets in which businesses operate, while increasing the demand and diversity for
products and services. This triggered the need for more information and visibility
in managing supply chains and logistics activities. For this reason, the spread of the
Internet of Things, one of themost important elements of Industry 4.0, has accelerated
today. The data gathering power provided by the Internet of Things and its ability
to rapidly transform this data into information is to make all activities taking place
along the supply chain more visible. In this way, the control of the flow of goods
and information in logistics activities has been facilitated, costs have been reduced
and most importantly, it has helped enterprises increase their customer satisfaction
by increasing their competitiveness. The aim of the chapter is to briefly explain
the development of Internet of Things technology and demonstrate its effects over
logistics and supply chain activities.

Keywords Logistics and supply chain · RFID · Internet of things · Visibility ·
Last mile delivery · Retailing

10.1 Introduction

Because of the globalization taking place all over the World, and with the effect
of the increasing population, the needs of individuals, commercial enterprises and
other institutions and organizations have made it difficult to manage the supply
chains efficiently and to keep logistics costs under control in both domestic and
international markets. Any logistics activity carried out throughout the supply chain
should be managed with a holistic approach and visibility should be provided for
all parties along the supply chain. Traceability is known to be especially impor-
tant in the transport of perishable products, dangerous goods, and valuable cargo.
Increasing their ability to deliver faster and more accurately to consumers due to
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the increasing demand for electronic commerce creates pressure on businesses to
improve their monitoring capabilities in this regard. This requires businesses to plan
their resources smarter and invest in innovative technologies while networking in
supply chains, warehouses and distribution centers, transportation, and inventory
management activities are carried out.

It is striking that after the introduction of Industry 4.0 into our lives, the Internet of
Things (IoT) is one of the most striking elements of this latest technology. With the
advent of Radio Frequency Identification technology toward the end of the 1990s, it
became possible for objects to be connected and communicate with each other thanks
to sensors and transmitters (Khan andYüce2019).Accordingly, the Internet ofThings
(IoT) is described as a network of electronics, software, sensors, and physical objects
with network connectivity, and is referred to as a system where these objects get and
exchange data using the Internet (Salazar 2016). Although the Internet of Things
concept has been mentioned since the late 1990s, it is still open to development.
Today, the availability and effectiveness of the Internet of Things is increasing day
by day thanks to broadband Internet, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth technologies.

Internet of Things has started to be used in many areas such as health, agriculture
and animal husbandry, energy, city and environmental affairs, home automation,
security, retailing, and logistics. The aim is to increase productivity and efficiency,
as well as to provide higher quality services regardless of the field. This is thanks to
the fact that the big data obtained through the communication network established
by the objects is analyzed and enables improvements. Logistics and supply chain are
some of the main areas where Internet of Things is widely used. In this sense, it is
known that the Internet of Things provides significant benefits to both commercial
customers and end consumers. It provides added value in many logistics activities
throughout the supply chain, especially warehouse operations, transportation and
last mile deliveries. In addition to increasing efficiency and effectiveness, it also
contributes to customer satisfaction with safety and security, and even helps to create
new business models in these areas. It is known to improve customer service levels
thanks to the added value data produced by raw materials, final products, and cargo
along the supply chain in addition to the possibility of real-time monitoring. It also
provides benefits in managing uncertainties by providing big data to increase the
predictive ability of the businesses.

The Internet of Things has emerged to be an important technology that opens
the door to standardization, quality, sustainability, and continuous improvement in
the field of logistics. In this part, the contributions of the Internet of Things will be
explained bymentioning the usage areas in logistics activities along the supply chain.
First, the Internet of Things applications in storage and inventory administration
and then in transportation and distribution activities might be clarified. Finally, the
contributions of the Internet of Things technology will be conveyed in retail logistics
and last mile delivery concept.
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10.2 Understanding Internet of Things

In our increasingly wireless world, it has become common for objects including
RFID, sensors, actuators, and cell phones to communicate with one another. After
the introduction of Industry 4.0, this new technology, called the “Internet of Things”
(IoT), has become an important technological development that can produce many
technical, social, and financial results with various applications. Internet of Things
is counted as one of the heading technologies of Industry 4.0 in Europe (Ben-Daya
et al. 2019). Internet of Things (IoT) can be described as an advanced technology
where objects can perceive, communicate, and share information, and all these oper-
ations take place over networks, where interconnected objects regularly collect data,
analyze this data, use this produced information for planning and decision making
in management areas (Salazar 2016). Bhuvaneswari and Porkodi (2014) defined
Internet of Things as it is a network connecting multiple objects, tools, and sensors
by means of communication and data infrastructure to create value-added duties via
smart data processing and administration for applications.

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a distributed Information and Communication
Technology system integrating sensors, computing instruments, algorithms andphys-
ical objects famous as uniquely identifiable things (Khan and Yüce 2019). To the
definition of McKinsey Global Institute, the Internet of Things is a set of tools which
canmonitor the environment, report the current situation, receive instructions and act
according to the information it receives. Another definition for the Internet of Things
is; autonomous data processing capability is achieved with systems connected with
the Internet of Things without human intervention.1 Concurrently, Internet of Things
technology is based on machine-to-machine (M2M) communication systems which
turns to a fully autonomous system. Also, The Internet of Things can be thought of
as a different cyber-physical system than traditional internet-based systems where
things can generate data that can control other things or objects in real time.

For further definitions, Table 10.1 is provided based on literature review of Ben-
Daya et al. (2019).

No matter how we define it, the purpose of the Internet of Things technology is to
use the processed data to connect all devices by orwithoutwire, to collect and process
data, and to perform automated tasks, and it is known that it can connect millions of
heterogeneous devices over the Internet that require flexible layered architecture.

The foundations of this new technology are relied on Radio Frequency Iden-
tification (RFID) technology. With the advent of Radio Frequency Identification
technology in the late 1990s, it became possible for objects to connect and commu-
nicate via sensors and transmitters. Internet of Things (IoT) as a concept was first
used in 2009 by Kevin Ashton, co-founder of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology (MIT) Auto-ID Center, which creates a global standard system for RFID
technology, and is it is expressed as a system in which data collects and exchanges

1 https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/internet-of-things/our-insights/the-internet-of-thi
ngs-how-to-capture-the-value-of-iot. Accessed 18 June 2020.

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/internet-of-things/our-insights/the-internet-of-things-how-to-capture-the-value-of-iot
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Table 10.1 Definitions of IoT (Ben-Daya et al. 2019)

Definitions of IoT Defined by

“Things having identities and virtual personalities operating in
smart spaces using intelligent interfaces to connect and
communicate within social, environmental, and user contexts.”

INFSO (2008)

“The term “Internet of Things” is utilized as an umbrella keyword
for covering many aspects linked to the extension of the
Internet and the Web into the physical realm, with the help of the
widespread deployment of spatially distributed devices with
embedded identification, sensing, and/or actuation capabilities.
Internet of Things envisions a future where digital and physical
entities can be linked, by means of suitable information and
communication technologies, in order to enable a whole new class
of applications and services.”

Miorandi et al. (2012)

“Interconnection of sensing and actuating tools providing the
ability to share data across platforms through a unified
framework, developing a common operating picture for enabling
innovative applications. This is attained by seamless largescale
sensing, data analytics and information representation using cutting
edge ubiquitous sensing and cloud computing.”

Gubbi et al. (2013)

“A loosely coupled, decentralized system of cooperating Smart
Objects (SOs). An SO is an autonomous, physical digital object
augmented with sensing/actuating, processing, storing, and
networking capabilities. SOs are able to sense/actuate, store, and
interpret information created within themselves and around the
neighboring external world in which they are situated, act on their
own, cooperate with one another, and replace information with
other kinds of electronic tools and human users.”

Fortino and Trunfio (2014)

“Dynamic global network infrastructure with self-configuring
capabilities relied on standard and interoperable communication
protocols in which physical and virtual ‘Things’ have identities,
physical attributes, and virtual personalities and benefit from smart
interfaces, and are seamlessly integrated into the information
network.”

Xu et al. (2014)

“Group of infrastructures interconnecting connected objects and
enabling their management, data mining and the access to the
data they create. (Connected objects are defined as Sensor(s) and/or
actuator(s) implementing a specific function and that are
able to communicate with other equipment. It is part of an
infrastructure allowing the transport, storage, processing, and
access to the generated data by users or other systems.”

Dorsemaine et al. (2015)

“The Internet of Things is a network of physical objects which are
digitally linked to sense, monitor, and interact within a company
and between the company and its supply chain allowing agility,
visibility, tracking, and information sharing to make easier timely
planning, control, and coordination of the supply chain processes.”

Ben-Daya et al. (2019)
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Fig. 10.1 Journey of IoT. Source DHL Trend Research (2015)

using the Internet of Things as a network of objects (Thiesse et al. 2009; Mengru
2017). Figure 10.1 shows a maturity of IoT through a time period as follows.

The working principle of Internet of Things technology is to create new applica-
tions and services through various objects that can connect and cooperate with one
another through wireless and wired relations and unprecedented addressing schemes
(Khan and Yüce 2019). The Internet of Things is definitely a revolution. With the
Internet of Things, objects make themselves recognizable and provide intelligence
by making context-related decisions or activating this context, as they are able to
convey information regarding themselves. They can reach data collected by other
objects or be aspects of complex services. This transformation has become a reality
because of cloud computing technologies and the transition of the Internet to IPv6
with a virtually unlimited addressing capacity (Salazar 2016). So, we may say that
the Internet of Things facilitates things to connect anytime, anywhere, with anything
and anyonewho ideally uses any network and any service (Salazar 2016). Figure 10.2
illustrates this statement as follows.

Wired and wireless sensor networks, 2G / 3G / 4G, GSM, GPRS, RFID, Wi-Fi,
GPS, microcontroller, microprocessor, etc. are the enabling technologies of “Internet
of Things” functions (Giusto et al. 2010). There are three enabling technologies
for the Internet of Things; the first one is technologies that enable objects “to get
contextual information”, the second one is the technologies which allow objects “to
process contextual information”, and the last one is the technologies that allowobjects
“to increase securityand privacy” (Salazar 2016). The first two of these are structures
that distinguish the Internet of Things from the Internet as functional building blocks
that require the transformation of “intelligence” into “things”. The third one is a de
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Fig. 10.2 Internet of Things.
Source Salazar (2016)

facto necessity rather than a functional one, and without this the effect of the Internet
of Things will be drastically reduced (Salazar 2016).

In fact, the Internet of Things is the combination of information technology, refer-
ring to the combination of different hardware and software technologies, involving
electronic systems used for communication between individuals or groups to store,
retrieve, and process data. There are five IoTTechnologies listed today: Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID), Wireless sensor networks (WSN), Middleware,
Cloud computing, and Io applications. The working principles of Internet of Things
are based on its specific characteristics. Some of the features of Internet of Things
technology can be listed as follows (Sintef 2014; Miorandi et al. 2012):

• Connectivity: Everything can be relatedwith the Internet of Things and the global
information and communication infrastructure. In order for objects on the network
to communicate with each other, they must connect to the Internet of Things
platform over the Internet. Devices in the Internet of Things network need a
high-quality Internet connection to provide quality communication.

• Heterogenity: Tools in IoT are heterogeneous as they are dependent on various
hardware platforms and networks. They can contact with other tools via different
networks.

• Dynamic changes: The state of the tools changes dynamically basing on the
conditions of the environment. Most of the devices with the Internet of Things
feature have built-in sensors to detect these changes in the environment. Those
sensors are stimulated when there is a change or any event.

• Intelligence: The Internet of Things enables objects to work smarter at a definite
time or in a specific action.

• Real-time analysis: All instrumentswork simultaneously and data are transmitted
without delay. Simultaneous analysis of data is important, especially in sensitive
applications such as smart tools.
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• Scalability: The number of instruments needing to be managed and communi-
cating with one another will be at least one time greater than existing Internet-
connected devices. This means IoT applications should be scalable enough to
meet needs requirements in view of its future growth potential. In addition, as the
data produced is so large, large devices are required to store and process the data.

• Architecture: IoT architectures can be different than each other as the devices to
be connected made by different manufacturers. This requires a new architectural
design due to new functions added to the IoT application.

• Security: While benefiting from IoT, security issue is important. Considering the
security of our personal data and our health, the designs of this technology should
be made accordingly.

• Object-related services: IoT can supply services connected to objects in certain
frameworks. Technologies in both the physical world and the information world
will shift to supply things related services in the constraints of objects.

Besides its characteristics, it is important to understand the technology of Internet
of Things. Xu et al. (2014) and Peng et al. (2020) listed main essential layers of
IoT as “a sensing layer” which helps to integrate different things like RFID tags,
sensors, and actuators, “a networking layer” which enables information transfer
through wired and wireless network, “a service layer” that integrates services and
applications through amiddleware technology, and “an interface layer” that displays
information to the user which allows interaction between the system.

In recent years, Internet of Things (IoT) has helped the development of many new
applications in the field of logistics and supply chain, and it seems to have more
impacts on supply chain management in the future. What is expected to happen
in Internet of Things technology is that every object has its own digital object
identifier (Gershenfeld et al. 2004). It is also known that development of a global
network for enabling the exchange of goods, services, and information with objects
as infrastructure via the Internet of Things (Kortuem et al. 2010; Liu and Sun 2011).

The Internet of Things provides visibility, flexibility, and customer-specific
services in supply chains (Ellis et al. 2015). When data from objects are collected
and analyzed effectively, and then transformed into useful information, it provides
visibility into each stage of activity along the supply chain, with alerts of issues that
require improvement. Responding to these alerts in a timely manner can increase
efficiency in the supply chain.

What is lacking in business today is not lack of the availability of information, but
rather large data collection and processing technologies and the delays between data
collection and action. The Internet of Things will help reducing the time between
data collection and decision-making by providing the infrastructure that will enable
timely response to sudden changes in supply chains (Ellis et al. 2015). In addition,
the Internet of Things will enable all parties to work collaboratively throughout the
supply chain, remote management of logistics operations, and obtain the quality
information needed to make more effective decisions.
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10.3 Internet of Things in Logistics

Rob Siegers—President of Global Technology at DHL—alerts all logistics service
providers about the power of Internet of Things technology to be ready for new
business models in the next 5 years (DHL Trend Research 2015). He stated that the
assistance of this technology can only be possible with well-connected assets and
strong collaborative and cooperative relationships between all parties in the supply
chain. Indeed, the Internet of Things technology has started to be used rapidly in
various logistics activities throughout the supply chain. The most important factor
that triggers this is to increase the availability of products needed or desired by various
customers all over the world and to target their distribution in a traceable manner. As
it is known, one of the most important goals of companies is to plan and coordinate
their supply chains in an efficient, effective, transparent, and smart way from the raw
material supplier to the distribution of the finished products to the desired points.

Here again, we underline the facts of logistics; the issue of distributing the right
products to the right customers, at the desired time and conditions, at the right price,
without any damage, with the desired features draws attention. The full management
of the process by meeting all these conditions is a very difficult task and all supply
chains need support in this regard. Recently, developing technologies have made
great contributions to supply chains in this sense, Internet of Things technology is
one of the greatest that provides many advantages to supply chains.

We can list many advantages, but the first thing that comes to mind is that goods
and vehicles can be followed simultaneously, and traceability capability with the
Internet of Things has increased. Thanks to the other features of this technology, the
risks that may occur along the supply chain has been reduced, and thus the way to
manage assets more efficiently. Increasing efficiency will of course maintain serious
reductions in supply chain costs. Tracking vehicles in particular contributes to fuel
savings and increases timely delivery rates. Telematics sensors on trucks and multi-
sensor labels on products also contribute greatly to safety and security issues, as
the whereabouts of a load can be easily detected at any time. It is also supported
the energy efficiency by using various sensors in some areas such as lighting and
heating of the warehouses, and following the status of equipments such as forklifts
and conveyors which also contributes to green logistics activities. All other benefits
are provided in Fig. 10.3 as follows.

The reflections of Internet of Things technology on various logistics activities are
explained below.

10.3.1 Internet of Things in Transport

As mentioned earlier, Internet of Things technology is based on identifying real-
world objects that are linked through communication interfaces. The success of the
Internet of Things stems from its ability to accurately and efficiently localize network
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Fig. 10.3 Benefits of using IoT in SCM functions. Source Mostafa et al. (2019)

components, information, and processes. Transportation activities are one of the
most important application areas of this technology in the field of logistics. Assets of
freight transportation present great potential for Internet of Things networks. Internet
of Things stands out in the following three areas in transportation activities: location
and situation tracking, fleet and resourcemanagement, and maintenance and repair
estimate.

Tracking and tracing of location of vehicles is only a simple offering of Internet
of Things since today it is available to track and monitor containers or freighters
in the middle of an ocean or in midflight. Internet of Things has better tracking
and tracing capability so it offers faster, more accurate and predictive, and more
secure operations (Mioransi et al. 2012). Besides geographical location information,
Internet of Things can provide condition monitoring which helps related parties
to get information about the situation of their cargoes. Especially in perishable,
sensitive cargo and live animal transportation, this provides great help to the parties
along with capability of preparing reports about the situation of the shipments. It
is also a well-known fact that theft incidents cost shippers and carriers billions of
dollars. Telematics sensors on trucks and multi-sensor tags on items are also a useful
technology in these situations, as they can also address data on location, status, and
possible theft.

Lots of features of Internet of Things provides stand out for fleet management as
well. It can suggest more precise solutions to issues such as more efficient rotations
in picking and deliveries, and preventing empty return loads. Internet of Things tech-
nology has a great contribution to the traceability of vehicles, especially in transit.
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In this way, it has become possible to monitor all loads transparently and simultane-
ously throughout the supply chain and to prevent potential risks by anticipating and
thus eliminating security problems easily.

Another areas in which Internet of Things technology used are fleet and
resource management. For example sensors, it allows you to monitor how often
a truck/container is used or not and then transmit that data for analysis to improve
the performance. Similarly, with the sensors to be used, the capacities of the loads can
be determined and additional information about the spare capacities of the vehicles
for various routes can be obtained. It can then create a central dashboard to show
spare capacity along the way in all business units. Also, it can offer suggestions for
consolidation and better route planning. All this increases efficiency in fleet manage-
ment, optimizes fuel economy, and reduces dead loads that account for 10% of truck
kilometers (Lee et al. 2014).

It can also calculate the estimated asset life cycle of vehicles in fleets. In this
way, it can predict vehicle breakdowns and helps plan maintenance checks. As an
example, in 2012, an EU-funded research project involving DHL and Volvo devel-
oped a commercial truck with the latest sensor technology that decides when it
needs maintenance. By using wireless network, the data collected by the sensors
were transmitted to the central unit and then transferred to the maintenance plat-
form center for analysis. After that, both drivers and maintenance-repair teams were
warned of possible problems in the vehicle. In this way, both technical and life
hazards that drivers will encounter on the road have been reduced by an average of
40–50% (DHL Trend Research 2015).

Like road vehicles, tracking of intermodal containers is becoming widespread day
by day. In addition to containers, pallets and cargo boxes have started to be followed
at affordable costs, both by sea and air.

IoT also helps to improve more secure and safe operations, prevent accidents, and
alert drivers when they need to stop driving. With built-in cameras for long-distance
truck drivers, it can monitor pupil size and blink frequency of the drivers to see they
are tired. Caterpillar, the largest construction and mining equipment manufacturer of
the wold, has implemented this system in order to prevent sleepy truck drivers from
accidents. The solution activates audible alarms and seat vibrations if it detects that
the driver has lost attention on the road.

All kinds of transport vehicles can communicatewith other objects or any software
system thanks to the sensors placed inside them. In addition to this, according to a
study, it was stated that the Internet of Things can be used to measure the carbon
emissions of automobiles in cities (Wang and Kexin 2013; Gökrem and Bozuklu
2016).
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10.3.2 Internet of Things in Procurement and Order
Management

Purchasing and procurement activities refer to the process from purchasing the raw
materials required for producers to produce on time, until they enter the production
facility. Efficient management of this upstream activity is essential for producers to
produce and distribute the goods that their customers need on time. Moreover, the
relationship with suppliers includes not only the flow of goods but also the flow
of information and money (Alt and Zbornik 2002). Therefore, order processing,
activation of raw materials, and timely payment is one of the critical points of the
supply chain. The Internet of Things strives for the correct functioning of these
different streams, providing greater visibility and control to the parties in this process.
Here, the Internet ofThingsmanages to relate both information andphysical products.

Information is the most valuable resource today. Getting the right information
on time is a sensitive issue for supply chains. Moreover, the costs of supply chains
(especially the reduction of the bullwhip effect) are reduced thanks to the information
and the creation of customer value is facilitated (Qin et al. 2017). If the main source
of value creation is knowledge and the Internet of Things is the most important tool
it offers, this technology can be an important part of the value proposition.

As mentioned earlier, information can be directly associated with objects and
products. The usage, status, and location of the objects can be traceable. This can
offer the consumer new value propositions, such as additional product information
or full billing of products or services based on actual usage. This management style
and flow of information have the same importance in downstream relations with
customers and their orders, as in supplier-producer relations. Order management is
behind the value created throughout the supply chain. Since the order is directly
linked to the physical product, all details of this product should be able to be defined
up-to-date in the system. In addition, it should be known that the product is stored
under correct conditions. Real-time information should be accessible at any time and
the necessary accounting and financial transactions should be completed at the end
of the customer’s order process.

The Internet of Things effectively leads to the distribution of physical prod-
ucts where they are needed, thanks to the information flow it provides in all these
procurement and order processes.

10.3.3 Internet of Things in Warehousing and Inventory
Management

Warehouses have become the backbone of today’s supply chains. Increasing and
diversifying customer demands have become more complex with the spread of elec-
tronic commerce. Increasing competition on top of the intense demand, accelerated
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the delivery speed and this brought the importance of efficient management of ware-
houses and stocks (Trappey et al. 2017). Of course, all these conditions increase
warehouse costs, but the new business models developed have increased flexibility
and personalized services have begun to be offered. At this point, warehouses can be
defined as an important link that creates added value throughout the supply chain.
Moreover, the optimum use of the entire area of the warehouses without honey-
combing and of course the presence of a good system in the warehouse affect the
efficiency of the warehouse. As a result, the Internet of Things technology offers
various possibilities to relieve these stressful conditions in which the warehouses are
located. Now, the warehouse itself and all the objects in it can be connected and work
in communication. The concept of “dark warehouse” has entered our lives. Labeling,
wheremany identification technologies from barcodes to RFIDs have revolutionized,
gains a different dimension with the Internet of Things at the level of pallets, fork-
lifts, shelves, boxes, products (Cui 2015). Let’s imagine a smart warehouse using
this technology. Thanks to wireless readers, it collects the data coming from each
pallet or box and transmits it to the warehouse management system for processing.
This process takes place very quickly in the warehouse, which is time consuming,
for example, goods counting, volume scanning, etc. It eliminates such activities. In
addition, damaged pallets can be detected by scanning them with cameras that can
be attached to gateways (NEC Corporation 2017).

In the field of inventorymanagement, thanks to labels, the visibility of the products
increases, and the lack of stock can be eliminated. Sometimes there may be problems
with placement. It is easier to trigger corrective actions in this regard. In addition,
the issue of quality management is of great importance in warehouses. In particular,
monitoring the status of products with an expiry date, monitoring the temperature
and what condition of the products, warning mechanisms work if there is a danger.
The Internet of Things enables companies to update their inventories in real time,
encouraging efficient inventory management practices (Eldridge and Chapin 2015).
These proactive actions ensure timely intervention of warehouse personnel, increase
the efficiency of the warehouse manager, and thus contribute to the formation of
customer loyalty as the service quality will increase.

A correct warehouse management means correct delivery. Thanks to the sensors,
products can be scanned through the gateway and regularly transferred to delivery.
By enabling Internet of Things, activities and information flows in the warehouse
will be under control, stock levels are realized at reasonable levels and stock costs
are reduced (Mostafa et al. 2019).

There is an increase in accidents due to the increasing business volume in ware-
houses. Using the Internet of Things technology, it becomes possible to communi-
cate with other forklifts via sensors and actuators combined with radar or cameras
attached to the forklifts, and the perimeter is scanned for hidden objects that may
cause accidents. This way, forklifts can be programmed to slow down automatically
when another forklift or person or object is remarked in any place of the warehouse.
Thus, possible accidents can be prevented (DHL Trend Research 2015).

At the same time, a warning that the layout is wrong can be sent by using pressure
sensors for risks that may arise due to improperly placed pallets or over-loaded
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forklifts. The same technology applies to trucks and supports safe loading with load
center measurement technology. Thus, the safety of drivers and loads is guaranteed.
With the Internet of Things, warehouse theft cases can also be prevented through
cameras and sensors. In the near future, we will be faced with the widespread use of
wearable devices, smart glasses and with this, machine-human interaction.

Finally, it is possible to benefit from the Internet of Things in subjects such as
keeping the health and fatigue of employees in warehouses under control and moni-
toring their performance. By integrating active and passive RFID technology and
mobile devices, it is possible to monitor the in-warehouse activities of people. In
addition, energy management is an important issue in warehouses and it is predicted
that energy consumption will decrease significantly with the addition of sensors to
the warehouse infrastructure. This decrease in energy consumption has a positive
reflection on the carbon footprint of the warehouse, which will serve the concept of
green logistics (DHL Trend Research 2015).

10.3.4 Internet of Things in Retailing and Last Mile Delivery

It is known that the most successful in the retailing industry are those who provide
their customers with greater efficiency during their shopping experience. It offers
these new experiences for customers with the featured usage scenarios that Internet
of Things offers in retail stores. Many conveniences such as shelf availability, stock
optimization, mobile payments are becoming more common with the Internet of
Things.

In the retail industry, IoT, on-the-shelf availability, inventory, and product opti-
mization, compliance to increase efficiency through planogram, loss prevention, and
mobile payments. This will change the customer experience.

Among the most well-known benefits of the Internet of Things for consumers in
retailing are in-store guidance services for shoppers, such as payment optimization
tools such as Qminder and Waitbot, and OSHbot robots equipped with sensors,
cameras, and video analytics, offered by the American home decoration retailer
Lowe’s (DHL Trend Research 2015).

With these applications, not only brick and mortar stores but also multiple distri-
bution channels are supported. For example, a record of the eggs in a refrigerator at
home is kept and with the smart egg carton system called “eggminder” where the
eggs are running low, the need is notified when the egg is running low.

With the increase in electronic commerce, the biggest problems in retailing
services are experienced in the last part of the deliveries. With the diversification
of consumer demands and the increase in delivery points, logistics service providers
are facing many new challenges. It is very difficult to be both fast and prevent costs
from increasing. In recent years, the issue of “last mile delivery” has come to the
popular for this reason and efforts have been made to produce solutions in this field
(Saatcioğlu and Uzel Aydınocak 2017).
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It has been observed that the Internet of Things can be used in this area and
can provide innovations for this last part where products meet the consumer. For
example, it can communicate with dispatchers with sensors placed inside mailboxes
and transmit information about whether the boxes are empty or full. Thanks to this
information, the distribution officer can plan the daily collection routes more effec-
tively. Likewise, by connecting the sensors placed in the mailboxes with the mobile
phones of the customers who own the mailboxes, information about the package
distribution can be shared simultaneously.

As in the refrigerator example, the trend for smart home products continues
rapidly. Systems that follow the expiration dates of the products and automatically
order online when they are low have begun to take place in our lives. Of course, the
advantages of these systems for logistics service providers in the field of procure-
ment and distribution are many. These systems perceive that retailers, as well as
end consumers, have decreased stocks and reduce delivery times by automatically
ordering from the nearestwarehouse. In thisway, the risk of being out of stock is elim-
inated and customer satisfaction increases. Amazon is one of the leading companies
working in this field. In order to enable predictive delivery, it developed an algorithm
that requires the customer to buy the cart before confirming it. In this way, it has
the opportunity to bring the estimated products that can be purchased closer to the
delivery addresses of the customer and when the customer approves the order, it can
deliver faster from the nearest point (DHL Trend Research 2015).

Another development expected in the last mile delivery is that the delivery can
be made at any time. This creates flexible delivery solutions. The expectation that
electronic shoppers can receive their deliveries at the time and place they want and
that this can be done at an affordable cost is possible thanks to the labeled packages
developed by the Internet of Things. It also has the advantage of providing more
visibility for the recipient for their delivery address requirement, and even if there is
requirement for a change in address.

In delivery of perishable products, the information about temperature, humidity,
etc. Can be measured thanks to the sensors used which share information simultane-
ously with customers, so that logistics service providers will have the opportunity to
increase their service standards for customers and at the same time learn about their
current situation.

All these developments show us that in the near future, logistics service providers
will be able to provide predictive and flexible delivery services for consumers and
other businesses by combining sensor data with customer data.

10.3.5 Internet of Things in Risk Management Through
Supply Chains

Risk management in the supply chain is another area where the Internet of Things
is increasingly used. As it is known, uncertainties in global supply chains show
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that traditional supply chain management models do not work. Natural disasters,
epidemics, social and political events, and economic turmoil pose a threat to the
management of supply chains. In the field of transport, for example, strikes in ports,
closure of airports or highways for various reasons, or problems in warehouses due to
fire or rainfall can be predicted by the analytical capabilities of the Internet of Things
and through the data collected, which saves time to produce solutions to problems
in a timely manner.

10.4 Conclusion

It can play an important role in improving the various functions of the Internet of
Things in supply chain and logistics activities. In today’s business world, procure-
ment, order management, inventory management, and warehouses play an impor-
tant role in meeting customers’ expectations. Fast distribution of products with cost
efficiency and flexibility is one of the main sources of competition. Stock status
updates, product tracking, and order management can only reach a level that creates
added value thanks to information integration. Transport is likewise a key activity
that requires efficient management of resources, ensuring safety and security, and
optimizing costs. In this sense, the Internet of Things is one of the most important
technological developments that can provide information to managers on time and
provide the opportunity to monitor all activities simultaneously and transparently
throughout the supply chain.

According to all these developments, companies that want to take advantage of the
Internet of Things technology in their operations must establish the correct connec-
tions throughout their supply chain if they want to gain advantage in their activities
such as storage, transportation or last kilometer delivery. Increasing participation,
strong cooperation, and a joint investment desire among all local and international
suppliers, manufacturers, retailers, logistics service providers, and all other parties
are required. As a result, the whole goal is to build a thriving Internet of Things
ecosystem.

In order to successfully implement the Internet of Things technology in the logis-
tics industry, companies working in different fields all over the world must have a
standardized approach. In addition, it is essential to have an infrastructure that can
work in heterogeneous environments of the information obtained through sensors.
It is essential to resolve the confidentiality and trust issues that are anxious to all
parties throughout the supply chain. Due attention should be paid to the architec-
ture and network design of the Internet of Things technology and the costs it will
entail. Finally, a change in business mindset is essential to understand and absorb
the advantages of this technology. New business models need to be developed and
adopted.
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Chapter 11
Integrated Systems and Utilization
in Logistics

Haci Mehmet Alakaş and Tamer Eren

Abstract Logistics takes place as a support system in every phase of a product life
cycle, starting from the supplier to the recycling or disposal process of the product.
At these stages, logistics systems work both integrated with other systems and
different systems work integrated with logistics. Logistics systems support systems
such as supply chain, purchasing, production, storage, sales and marketing. Decision
processes and outputs of these systems are effective in decision-making in the logis-
tics system. In addition, systems such as geographic information systems, vehicle
tracking systems and the Internet of Things also work integrated with the logistics
system.With their structures that affect the system’s performance, they play an essen-
tial role in the traceability of the logistics system and the establishment of effective
system infrastructure. In this section, systems that are effective in the operation of
logistics systems are discussed. Analytic network process which is one of the multi-
criteria decision-making methods was used to determine the impact of systems on
the efficiency of the logistics system. Thus, the systems that have the most effect on
logistics system efficiency have been determined. Finally, information technologies
used to facilitate and speed up the logistics system are mentioned. The effects of new
systems developed with Industry 4.0 on logistics are emphasized.

11.1 Introduction

Logistics systems are systems that are established to manage the flow and storage
of materials in the supply chain from the supplier to the end user, ensuring that the
materials are at the desired place and quantity on time. With the logistics activities,
it is aimed to meet the end-user demand on time and in the most economical way
like other functions of the business. Three basic activities are carried out in planning,
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execution and control inmaterial flowmanagementwith the logistics system (Council
of supply chain management professionals 2013). Departments such as production,
marketing, planning, purchasing, storage, transportation take part in thematerial flow
operationally.

Eight main functions are performed in the logistics system (Nebol et al. 2016).
These functions and related departments that fulfil these functions are given in Table
11.1, respectively. In this structure,while operating functions are carried out, logistics
functions are accompanied and logistics cannot be considered separately from other
departments. From this point of view, logistics is an integrated system within the
business functions and is not an activity carried out as a function of only one depart-
ment. Therefore, it requires the integration of the departments within the systemwith
each other in order to establish an efficient logistics system and to run the system
efficiently.

Information systems (warehouse management, fleet management, internet of
things, etc.) are used to perform functions within the logistics system and it is also
aimed to perform functions more effectively (Gunasekaran and Ngai 2004). Table
11.2 shows which system is used as a support system to perform which function
in the logistics system. These systems are especially important in facilitating the
management of logistics operations and performing them quickly. They also make
important contributions to the efficiency of the system.

11.2 Systems That Operate Logistic Functions and Their
Effect on Logistic Utilization

Logistics system activities are carried out by many departments inside and outside
the enterprise. The contribution of these departments to logistics functions and their
impact on these functions will be discussed in this section. It is given how the
departments contribute to logistics functions. The effects of these departments on
the efficiency of the logistics system are determined by the ANP method.

11.2.1 Production System

Production is all the activities that people carry out by spending money, time and
effort using knowledge and technique to provide the goods and services that people
need. Production activities are important for obtaining the final product within the
logistics system (Lambert et al. 1998). Themost important information in deciding on
the production is demand information. The planning department decides the prod-
ucts and their quantities to be produced by evaluating the customer demands and
demand forecasts made by the marketing department. According to this information,
production orders are created, and it is determined which product will be produced
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when and in what quantity and how the production flow will be processed (Nebol
et al. 2016).

In the logistics system, as a result of the production process, the final product
is obtained and customer orders transmitted as information until this stage turn
into physical output. The timely availability of the raw material required for the
production of the product and the completion of the necessary activities within the
production on time are critical for meeting customer orders on time. The products
are either produced for direct customer orders or are produced in stock to meet
customer demand later. The important decision to be taken in both cases is how
much production will be made in which period and where will this production be
made.

When evaluated in terms of logistics functions, the production department is
directly related to production order processes. Making production orders determined
by the production planning department in a timely manner will both increase oper-
ational efficiency and ensure fulfilment of customer orders on time. Since it is the
production department that provides the most added values to the product in logis-
tics, the efficiency of this department directly affects the efficiency of the logistics
system. In addition, customers pay money for the added value of production and
the activities that determine the real value of the product are production activities.
Other activities are carried out to support production and indirectly contribute to the
product.

Other logistics functions are carried out during the production order process.
Material handling processes are carried out in the preparation of raw materials for
production, and the incoming raw materials are allocated to the amounts needed for
production. In addition, the materials must be transported and temporarily stored
during production. How the material will move and how much, where and how long
it will be stored is also carried out within the logistics functions.

11.2.2 Marketing System

Marketing is the outward-facing face of companies that connect with customers. The
important function of marketing is to find a market for the products and to work to
ensure the continuity of the markets found. In addition, tracking the customer orders
and transferring the orders to other departments are among the duties of themarketing
department (Bowersox et al. 2002). The marketing department sends information to
customers about when their orders will be delivered. At the same time, it also tracks
post-sales transactions and it ensures that defects are eliminated if there is any defect
in the product (Nebol et al. 2016).

Although themarketing and sales channels change, themost important function of
the marketing unit in terms of logistics is to perform the duty of serving the customer
according to the principles called seven rights. These seven principles of logistics are
the right product or service, the right amount, the right place, at the right time, under
the right conditions, at the right price and with the right information. A sustainable
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service can be offered to customers in the most economical way by following these
principles (Bowersox et al. 2002).

When the marketing department is evaluated in terms of logistics functions, the
most important function it performs is customer order transactions. As mentioned in
the first paragraph of the section, they are the duties of themarketing department to set
up and operate the infrastructure to manage customer orders. In addition, it informs
the transportation department that the necessary information is transmitted to the
transport function for the orders to arrive andwhich productwill be transportedwhere
and when. They follow the supply of necessary resources to ensure that orders are not
delayed.Another function that it fulfils from logistics functions is to support inventory
management. By making sales forecasts together with the planning department, it
determines which product, at what time, howmuch stock is kept tomeet the customer
orders. Finally, within the scope of after-sales services, the sales and marketing
department carries out the purchasing and evaluation of the customers’ feedback.

11.2.3 Production Planning System

The planning department carries out the production plan and the follow-up of the
plan without any interruption so that the customer orders can be delivered on the
deadline. While fulfilling this purpose, the operations of following the raw mate-
rial and product stocks of the enterprise, making the necessary resource plans for
production, making production schedules in a way not to delay the delivery date of
the products, determining the quantity and times of purchase orders, making produc-
tion or purchasing decisions are tasks of planning department (Bowersox et al. 2002).
The planning department creates production and purchase orders according to the
customer orders coming from the marketing unit within the logistics system. There-
fore, it has a one-to-one relationship with marketing, production and purchasing
departments.

The planning department is the first responsible department in the creation of
production orders, making the production decision and performing product inventory
management functions within the logistics system (Nebol et al. 2016). Themarketing
department is responsible for meeting customer requests within the framework of
seven principles, and the planning department is responsible for the production being
performed within the framework of these principles. The marketing department is
responsible for meeting customer requests within the framework of seven principles,
and the planning department is responsible for the production being performedwithin
the framework of these principles. Although the companies want to meet production
orders on time with a stock-free production basically, they keep stock due to other
production costs in order to respond to the customer quickly. Theplanningdepartment
decides on the amount of stock to be kept and when it should be kept according to
the information it receives from the marketing department.

Another important task of planning is to provide necessary resources for produc-
tion or to make production decisions according to production resource constraints.
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The most important of these resources is to supply the necessary raw materials
and materials for production. The planning department makes a need analysis
taking into account the production plan and creates purchase orders. It transmits
the information of the purchase orders to the purchasing department and starts the
purchasing processes. Although purchase orders are primarily the responsibility of
the purchasing department, the planning department also monitors these orders in
order to avoid disruption of production. At the same time, the inventory amounts
to be held from raw materials and materials are determined by the planning depart-
ment. As a result, the purchasing department performs the purchasing of thematerials
according to the information provided by the planning department.

The planning department, which can be called as a key point in an entire logis-
tics system, performs basic functions such as management of production orders,
determination of stock levels, management of purchase order and resource plan-
ning depending on customer orders (Güleş et al. 2012). It also regulates the flow of
information between departments, ensuring that all departments work in harmony.
It plays a key role in directing forward and backward flow of information within the
enterprise. It processes and transmits information from marketing to other units, and
delivers information about the delivery of customer orders to marketing according
to production orders.

11.2.4 Purchasing and Supply chain System

The purchasing department is the department responsible for the execution of the
communication and transactions between the companies and the suppliers to supply
the products, raw materials and materials needed. Although the function of the
purchasing unit is mostly explained in relation to production, other enterprises such
as the main dealers, dealers, retailers who take part in the transportation of the prod-
ucts to the customers also make purchases. A sales-purchasing process is carried
out among all processes within the logistics system. The most important function of
purchasing is to guarantee the uninterrupted flow of the raw materials, materials and
services so that the organization can carry out its activities (Nebol et al. 2016).

Purchasing process begins with the purchase order information from the planning
department. Information about the amount of raw materials and materials required
for production and the dates needed are transmitted to the purchasing department.
The purchasing amounts of the desired materials are decided together with the plan-
ning department in order to provide a price advantage (Brown and Coopers 1999).
According to this information, the purchasing department is researching suppliers
and determining the most suitable supplier. It makes a contract with the supplier
and follows the process until the supply of goods or services within the scope of the
contract. From the perspective of logistics functions, the process of transporting from
the supplier to the enterprise is also carried out in the follow-up of the purchasing
department and is responsible for the process until the product enters the warehouse.
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At the same time, information about the fees of the purchasedmaterials is transmitted
to the accounting by the purchasing unit.

11.2.5 Storage System

Although storage is done many times in different stages within the logistics system,
the part we will mention here is the systems established for long-term storage of
products, raw materials and materials. Warehouses are defined as places where raw
materials and materials are kept, protected and stored. In addition to these functions,
warehouses have now become functional in which functions such asmerging, sorting
and grouping of products are performed in order to better serve customers. Although
storage is an undesired activity in logistics systems, it cannot be eliminated (Nebol
et al. 2016).

In storage systems, products, raw materials and materials are kept until they are
needed. In addition, another logistics function in which storage systems are carried
out ismaterial handling and packaging. Thematerials that come in high quantities are
divided into smaller quantities in the warehouse according to the quantities needed.
At the same time, products from different production areas are combined and pack-
aged in warehouses according to the wishes of the customers and made ready for
transportation. Warehouses, which were defined as temporary waiting areas only in
the past, are now more functional within the logistics system.

11.2.6 After-Sales Service

After-sales services department carries out the duties of delivering the products to the
customer, assembling the products, eliminating the defects, if any, and eliminating
the malfunctions that may arise with the use of the products (Brown and Coopers.,
1999). It carries out post-sales operations from the logistics functions together with
the marketing department. Since it is the department that is concerned with the
satisfaction of the customers and the problems to be experienced, it plays an important
role in the business.

11.2.7 Transportation System

Transport is the physicalmovement of thematerial forward or backward in the supply
chain. Transportation is one of the important functions for logistics. Transport is
carried out both in bringing raw materials into operation and delivering products to
desired locations (Banks 2002). In addition,materialmovementswithin the enterprise
are included in the scope of transportation. In the logistics system from the suppliers
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to the business, it is carried out either by the supplier or the business, depending on
the terms of the contract. However, when the application is considered, it is generally
carried out by the suppliers. In terms of products, it is largely the responsibility of
businesses (Güleş et al. 2012).

Each of the processes such as finding the necessary resources for the transporta-
tion, choosing the transportation vehicles, determining the routes for transportation,
following the vehicles, loading and unloading are encountered as a decision problem.
Reducing the transportation costs, which constitute the major part of the costs within
the logistics system, is a direct factor in increasing the efficiency and economy of
the system. In addition, shortening the transportation times will increase customer
satisfaction as it will reduce the delivery time of the products to the customer. Even
when only these two aspects are evaluated, the importance of the transport function
in logistics systems can be seen.

11.3 The Effect of Departments on Logistics System
Efficiency

Various criteria, alternatives (departments) and the relationships between them were
examined in order to increase efficiency in the logistics sector. As an example, the
logistics system is considered for a company that produces durable consumer goods.
ANP method was used in the solution of the study. The ANP model was created and
solved by using the Superdecisions software. In this study, 17 sub-criteria depending
on 6 criteria were used (Akman and Alkan 2006; Bilginer et al. 2008; Özdemir and
Seçme 2009; Özçiftçi andArsu 2013; Gergin and Baki, 2015; Arslan 2017; Alazzawi
and Zak 2020; Budak et al. 2020). The criteria and their explanations are shown in
Table 11.3.

In the model structure, departments are used as alternatives of decision-making
problem. Alternatives are shown in Tables 11.4 and 11.5.

11.3.1 Analytic Network Process (ANP) Method

ANP is a multi-criteria decision-making method developed by Saaty (2001). It was
developed for models that are not suitable for the hierarchical structure of analytical
hierarchy process (AHP)method. InAHP, one question is discussed: how important is
criterionAcompared to criterionBwith respect to the goal?While, inANP, themodel
structure prioritizes criteria by asking how important they are in alternatives being
considered.ANPcanmodel complex decision problems forwhich hierarchicalmodel
(used in AHP) is not agreeable. Furthermore, ANP allows for feedback connections
and enables clusters to form loops. ANP structure has no goal cluster. General ANP
structure can be seen in Fig. 11.1.
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Table 11.3 Criteria and sub-criteria

Criteria Sub-criteria Explanation

Cost Production Cost (PC) Criterion related to production
costs

Manpower Cost (MC) Criterion for employee cost

Transportation Cost (TC) All costs incurred by
transportation

Warehouse Cost (WC) Storage-related costs

Flexibility Production Flexibility (PF) Criterion for flexibility in
manufacturing

Manpower Flexibility (MPF) Criterion for flexibility in
manpower

Material Flexibility (MF) Criterion for flexibility in material

Transportation Flexibility
(TF)

Criterion for flexibility in
transportation

Customer Service Level Short delivery time (DT) A criterion measuring the delivery
time of the product

Accurate information flow
(IF)

Information on delivery process

Quality (QU) Criterion assessing quality of
service and product

Return rate (RT) Ratio of returned products to
delivered products

Resource utilization rate Production resources
utilization rate (PUT)

Criterion for how available
production resources are used, can
be called productivity

Transportation resources
utilization rate (TUT)

Criterion for usage of
transportation resources

Warehouse utilization rate
(WUT)

Criterion for usage of warehouse
resources

Adaptation to conditions Changes in the market (CM) Criterion for how much is adapted
to changes in the market

Technological innovations
(TI)

Adaptation to technological
innovations in the market

Stock reduction Criterion interested in reduction in
the number of products stocked

This table was prepared by the authors

The ANP can be implemented in six sequential steps.
Step 1: Problem formulation: At this stage, the problem is identified, thereafter

goal, criteria and alternatives are determined in accordance with the problem.
Step 2: Pairwise comparisons: These comparisons are shown in matrix form. This

matrix is created with the help of scale of relative importance. The matrix called A
is defined as “[ai j ]nxn” where i and j represent the row and column elements of the
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Table 11.4 Alternatives of
the problem

Alternatives (Departments)

Production

Planning

Marketing

Purchasing

Warehouse

After-sales service

Transportation

This table was prepared by the authors

Table 11.5 Pairwise
comparison scale (Saaty and
Vargas 2012)

Intensity of importance Definition

1 Equal importance

3 Moderate importance

5 Strong importance

7 Very strong importance

9 Extreme importance

2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate values

Self-loop

C4

C3

C2

Cluster1 (C1)

Feedback

Fig. 11.1 General ANP structure. This figure was prepared by the authors

matrix, respectively. In the matrix A, ai j is importance of the ith element compared
to jth element. After comparing, the rest of elements of matrix is obtained by solving
following equations, ai j = 1/a ji and aii=1. If ai j is equal to 1, that means elements
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i and j are of equal importance. Other intensity values are shown in Table 11.1, with
its definitions.

Step 3: Creating unweighted supermatrix: The unweighted supermatrix is
composed of column vectors that are the priorities obtained by comparing elements
in pairs.

Step 4: Obtaining Weighted supermatrix: The weighted supermatrix is obtained
by multiplying all the elements of the unweighted supermatrix by the corresponding
cluster weight.

Step 5: Obtaining limit supermatrix: The limit supermatrix is obtained by raising
the weighted supermatrix to power of itself.

Step 6: Checking stability of alternatives ranking.
The analytic network structure of the problem is shown in Fig. 11.2.
The result screen of superdecision software is shown in Fig. 11.3.
Results and network structure are shown in Fig. 11.4.
The priorities result screen of the criteria taken into account in the solution of

the problem is shown in Fig. 11.5. In the Fig. 11.5, values showed in green are
normalized by cluster. These values of the sub-criteria represent their importance
weights. Decimal numbers showed in black state limiting values.

By means of limiting values, importance weights of each cluster (main criterion)
can be obtained. The importance weights of the clusters are shown in Fig. 11.6.

Stock reduction

Cost

Production Cost (PC)
Manpower Cost (MC)

Transportation Cost (TC)
Warehouse Cost (WC)

Flexibility

Production Flexibility (PF)
Manpower Flexibility (MPF)

Material Flexibility (MF)
Transportation Flexibility (TF)

Customer Service Level

Short delivery time (DT)
Accurate information flow (IF)

Quality (QU)
Return rate (RT)

Resource utilization rate

Production resources utilization rate (PUT)
Transportation resources utilization rate (TUT)

Warehouse utilization rate (WUT)

Adaptation to conditions

Changes in the market (CM)
Technological innovations (TI)

Alternatives (Departments)

Production
Planning

Marketing
Purchasing
Warehouse

After sales service
Transportation

Fig. 11.2 ANP model structure in network structure. This figure was prepared by the authors
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Fig. 11.3 Weights of alternatives. This figure was prepared by the authors

Stock reduction

Cost

Production Cost (PC)
Manpower Cost (MC)

Transportation Cost (TC)
Warehouse Cost (WC)

Flexibility

Production Flexibility (PF)
Manpower Flexibility (MPF)

Material Flexibility (MF)
Transportation Flexibility (TF)

Customer Service Level

Short delivery time (DT)
Accurate information flow (IF)

Quality (QU)
Return rate (RT)

Resource utilization rate

Production resources utilization rate (PUT)
Transportation resources utilization rate (TUT)

Warehouse utilization rate (WUT)

Adaptation to conditions

Changes in the market (CM)
Technological innovations (TI)

Alternatives (Departments)

Production
Planning

Marketing
Purchasing
Warehouse

After sales service
Transportation

Fig. 11.4 Results and network structure. This figure was prepared by the authors

Results presented in Figs. 11.5 and 11.6 are shown in Table 11.6.
Ranks and scores of alternatives are shown in Table 11.7.
According to these results, the criteria with the highest weight are the cost and

resource utilization rate. These two criteria are the most important in terms of effi-
ciency of the logistics system. Another important criterionwas found to be flexibility.
When the departments are evaluated in the light of these criteria, the planning is the
highest weighted department. Other important departments that affect logistics effi-
ciency are production and transportation departments. Purchasing and after-sales
service departments are the units that have the least impact on efficiency.
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Fig. 11.5 Priorities of sub-criteria. This figure was prepared by the authors

Fig. 11.6 The weights of main criteria. This figure was prepared by the authors
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Table 11.6 Criteria and sub-criteria weights

Criteria Importance Weight (%) Sub-criteria Importance Weight (%)

Cost 29 PC 45

MC 19

TC 24

WC 12

Flexibility 17 PF 37

MPF 20

MF 15

TF 28

Customer Service Level 12 DT 21

IF 14

QU 46

RT 19

Resource utilization rate 24 PUT 55

TUT 20

WUT 25

Adaptation to conditions 6 CM 42

TI 58

Stock Reduction 12

This table was prepared by the authors

Table 11.7 Alternatives’
ranks and importance weights

Departments Importance Weight (%) Rank

Planning 24 1

Production 22 2

Transportation 18 3

Marketing 11 4

Warehouse 10 5

Purchasing 9 6

After-sales service 6 7

This table was prepared by the authors

11.4 The Systems That Integrated in Logistic System

Information systems are used as support systems in the fulfilment of functions in
logistics systems. In logistics, the importance of information systems is increasing
day by day in order to ensure traceability, tracking and inventory accuracy of prod-
ucts depending on the growing market conditions. Information systems are used in
logistics in a great perspective starting with the development of computer systems
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and extending to artificial intelligence-based systems (Talluri 2000). Information
systems are among the most involved in the logistics system, and systems that have
also entered logistics with Industry 4.0 are mentioned in this section. It will also be
mentioned how these systems support logistic functions.

11.4.1 Traditional Systems

In logistics, systems that control the flow of material as a whole system and follow
both information andmaterial from the supplier to customer have been developed. For
example: ERP,CRM, fleetmanagement, inventorymanagement, warehousemanage-
ment systems. In this section, information systems that are widely used in logistics
will be mentioned.

Enterprise Resource Planning: Among these systems, ERP systems are a holistic
system for the management of business operations, which includes departments such
as human resources, accounting, as well as operational departments such as produc-
tion, purchasing, sales and marketing. It provides the execution of the duties of the
department with modules specific to each department, as well as facilitating other
departments’ access to information. It is one of themost important systems that facili-
tates the tracking and execution of logistics operations (Nebol et al. 2016). ERP; It is a
software system that contains the functions of planning, coordination and controlling
the supply, production and distribution resources in different geographical regions
in the most effective and efficient way in order to meet the customer demands in the
most appropriate way in accordance with the strategic goals and objectives of the
enterprise (Güleş et al. 2012).

When ERP software is evaluated in terms of logistics functions, it provides
management of customer orders, purchase orders and production orders. At the same
time, inventory management, material handling and warehouse method operations
are carried out with the material management module. ERP systems are the most
important software for businesses to carry out their logistics functions in a sustainable
manner.

Warehouse management: In addition to the temporary storage of materials, ware-
houses have now taken a more important place in logistics. In addition to ware-
house management and inventory control operations with ERP software, warehouse
management systems are special software developed to make material movements
and locations within the warehouse more effective, more efficient and easier. Ware-
house management system is the system used to monitor and control the movements
of the materials from the entrance to the warehouse until they leave. It is espe-
cially used for inventory management, storage and material handling operations
within logistics functions. In addition, it provides the method of operations such
as increasing resource utilization, warehouse optimization and transfer operations.
Although warehouses are seen as an intermediate stage in the delivery of products,
they have becomeone of the important factors affecting efficiency in logistics systems
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with their new functions and structure that creates added value for businesses (Nebol
et al. 2016).

Customer relationship management: CRM software is an effective tool used to
predict customers’ behaviour, identify customer trends and set strategies to retain
customers.With CRM software, it is aimed to reduce the cost of advertising, focus on
customer needs, identify focused customer groups and organize specific campaigns to
them, use marketing resources effectively and shorten marketing time and increase
communication with customers (Brown and Coopers, 1999). In terms of logistics
functions, it provides support especially in the management of customer orders and
after sales transactions.

Fleet management: Operations such as determining fleet size and composi-
tion, assigning fleet, expanding/shrinking fleet, outsourcing, designing distribution
networks, location of terminal and transfer points and repositioning vehicles on the
logistics network are carried out with fleet management. Fleet management systems
not only support logistics, but also support the management of other factors such
as warehouse management in the distribution network. It also increases warehouse
utilization byfinding suitable distribution routes and distribution planning (Bowersox
et al. 2002).

Another system used with fleet management systems is geographical information
systems. In addition to tracking GIS vehicles in logistics management, it is also
used as a support tool in operations such as determining efficient routes, positioning
facilities, conducting analysis for customers and determining operational regions.

RFID and Barcode systems: The common feature of these two systems is that they
facilitate data entry into information systems. One of the most important issues in
logistics is full-time tracking ofmaterialmovements. Themovements of thematerials
are followed by wired or wireless systems with the labels and/or barcodes placed on
them. By storing a high amount of information in these labels, the information about
the materials can be monitored from the production to the customer. RFID tags are
preferred more today because of their flexibility. Barcode systems are generally used
in end products, and it forms a union with the enterprises in the supply chain with
the use of the same code in different businesses (Güleş et al. 2012).

11.4.2 New Technologies in Logistics with Industry 4.0

New technologies entering our lives with Industry 4.0 are also used to support
logistics functions. While more information systems come to the fore in traditional
systems, new technologies such as internet of things and cyber-physical systems
enable the information to be collected more easily and to use technology in decision-
making by using a decision support system. Among the systems that take place in
the literature as Logistics 4.0, the most frequently encountered are internet of things,
cyber-physical systems and cloud computing and big data (Winkelhaus and Grosse
2020).
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Internet of Things are central or decentralized systems that enable the collec-
tion of information from objects and the distribution of information to objects with
technologies such as chip, sensors, RFID tags. Internet of things is the key system in
Logistics 4.0 (Winkelhaus and Grosse 2020). It provides traceability of materials and
products within the logistics system and provides full-time and accurate collection
of information with automation (Meroni et al. 2018).

In addition, it minimizes human-related errors with automation. The Internet of
Things supports all logistics functions as it allows the collection of information and
tracking of products. In addition, the Internet of Things integrates with traditional
systems and supports the operations of the systems (Chen and Zhao 2019). Data
entry processes that are performed manually in information systems such as ERP,
CRMandwarehousemanagement are performed through automation. Data accuracy
is provided and labour usage is reduced.

CPS systems are also used in Logistics 4.0. CPS provides great convenience
especially in production and stock management. As in the internet of objects, data is
collected through chips and sensors. However, differently, the data is processed with
artificial intelligence algorithms and if there is a problem in the system, it is solved.
The most important features of CPS are the use of artificial intelligence techniques
and direct intervention to physical systems in the decision process (Wasesa et al.
2017). For example, if there is a machine malfunction, the system can determine
the cause of the malfunction and suggest the solution method. By following the
production process, it gives warnings about delayed orders and offers solutions to
decision-makers.With this structure, it is expected that it will be used inwider areas in
the future as an important system that supports logistics functions such as production,
warehouse management and transportation (Winkelhaus and Grosse 2020).

Big data and cloud computing systems are other new systems used in logistics. The
large amount of data generated by IoT and CPS brought the use of big data systems
(Kim 2017). Big data and data mining are used in logistics to process data and obtain
appropriate information for decision-makers. At the same time, it has brought the
use of cloud computing systems to deliver the high amount of data that has emerged
to users in different places around the world. At the same time, cloud computing
technologies are used in collecting and recording data with IOT (Qu et al. 2016).
Today, cloud computing systems are the best solution for storing data in different
regions.

11.5 Conclusion

Themain purpose of the logistics system is to find the products where they are needed
on time from the supplier to the customer. In order to fulfil this aim throughout the
whole system, business departments perform different tasks. Departments perform
logistics functions while performing their own functions. Working of the depart-
ments in synchronization with each other is one of the most important factors in
the efficiency of logistics systems. In order to measure the effect of departments
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on the efficiency of the logistics system, criteria have been determined and the
effects of departments on system efficiency have been investigated according to
these criteria. Departments were evaluated according to the determined criteria with
the ANP method.

According to the results obtained, the planning department has emerged as the
most effective department due to its critical role in the logistics system. In the second
place, the production department came to the fore due to its role in obtaining the phys-
ical product. Transportation also has a high impact on productivity as it constitutes
a large part of the cost in the logistics system.

Other factors addressed in terms of logistics system efficiency are information
systems and new technological systems. The purpose and benefits of these systems
in logistics systems are given in the second section. From these systems, it is seen
that traditional systems are generally information systems and used to record the
data. The systems developed with new technological developments benefit from the
conveniences provided in collecting data. Another aspect is used in decision-making
process as support system. In addition, easy access to data through cloud systems
also benefits logistics systems.

In future studies, the impact of the functions of different departments on each
other can be explored. The effect of communication between departments on the
efficiency of logistics systems can be addressed. The benefits of new systems for
this communication can be explored. How much of which system is effective on
the functionality of departments can be found using multi-criteria decision-making
methods.
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Chapter 12
Sustainability and Industry 4.0

Mustafa Özan

Abstract Three major industrial revolutions took place until the time we are in.
Today, the fourth biggest industrial revolution, called Industry 4.0, has been entered.
Industry 4.0 has a structure that includes production systems that respond to the
consumer’s changing needs very quickly and automation systems that facilitate coor-
dination between business processes. With the Industry 4.0 revolution, businesses
made their production processes more efficient, discovered new ways to facilitate
communication with consumers, and ensured their collaboration with their part-
ners was coordinated. It is impossible not to be affected by the logistics sector,
one of the leading sectors in the world within the mentioned domain. Industry 4.0
has significantly impacted the sustainability of resources using digital technologies
(Özdemir and Özgüner 2018, p. 43). They are emerging with the industrial revolu-
tion within Industry 4.0; the Internet of things, smart factories, big data analytics,
cyber-physical systems, and so on. Many technologies have facilitated sustainability
by significantly reducing environmental problems. This study aims to explain how
to use Industry 4.0 effectively in ensuring sustainability and reveal the benefits that
digital technologies can provide to the sustainability efforts of businesses. For this
purpose, the literature has been studied in detail, the crucial points have been identi-
fied and focused on, and Industry 4.0 and Sustainability concepts to which it depends
are explained. While working towards the stated purpose, the central premise, the
complex technical concepts, and dynamics of the subject have been filed optimally,
and the efforts to highlight vital points have been shown. It informs industrialists,
academics, and university students about the impact of the Industry 4.0 revolution
on the sustainability efforts of businesses.
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12.1 Introduction

Our world, where the only concept that does not change is the change itself, has
entered into a period that is much faster, tougher, and, most notably, of different
dynamics compared to the past. Our world, the only concept that has not changed,
has entered into a much faster, more challenging, and most importantly, different
dynamics than in the past. In this context, to understand the subject studied, first
of all, the concepts connected to it must be mastered. This is one of the essential
building legs of the study. The understanding of the work is made much easier by
acting from particular perspectives.

For this reason, if an evaluation is made with the simplest reduction method, the
starting point of the concept that gives the subject of the study is the concept of
“sustainability” (Toker 2018, p. 56). Logistics 4.0 stands before us as a concept that
has emerged in today’s conditions to continue human needs and indirect economic
order. The main point here is to ensure the “continuity” within the conditions of the
day without any interruption by minimizing the damage of the world’s ecological
order of the logistics ecology with the technological opportunities provided by the
Industry 4.0 dynamics, which is called the fourth industrial revolution (Bilgiç et al.
2020, p. 57; Strandhagen et al. 2017, p. 360).

As can be understood in the narration, although the three main titles on which
the study is based seem different, it is wrong to think separately because they affect
each other. Thinking of the economic order as the wheels of a machine facilitates the
comprehension of the subject (Fig. 12.1).

In this study, we tried to explain the connections between these titles, which are
related to each other, on a dynamical basis, and these explanations were made by
examining the outputs and findings brought to the literature. Thus, in the literature,

Fig. 12.1 The relationship
between working concepts
and each other (author)
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it has been acted to gather critical information in pieces from different sources. The
study was placed in a queue due to the relationships of the titles, and the narration
was strengthened by adding subheadings at necessary points in this row. The order
of the leading titles on which the study is based is shown below.

1. Sustainability
2. The Fourth Industrial Revolution: Industry 4.0
3. Logistics 4.0

To survive in the harsh competitive environment of today’s business life is vital for
all companies. Competitiveness in companies whose primary purpose is to make a
profit is a concept that can be achieved in the medium and long term rather than short.
This study argues that for the companies to survive, it is necessary to explain the
requirements of the day’s conditions and take the actions that are explained. Thus,
it enables companies to obtain external support, such as credit support, from the
banking sector if they are not self-sufficient. The more companies adapt to Industry
4.0, their competitiveness and market shares will increase, and their credibility will
increase.

12.2 Sustainability

Today’s dynamics have a highly dynamic structure in every field of life compared to
the past. This dynamism brings with it many technical requirements and operations.
Therefore, people have to keep up with these dynamics that are changing daily
in companies at the individual level. Facing a competitive environment with many
effects with Industry 4.0 possibilities can create many advantages and disadvantages.
Oneof the sectors thatwill enter the restructuringprocess due to the effects of Industry
4.0 is the Logistics sector, which has the characteristic of being one of the leading
sectors for the world economy. There are many operational and technical structuring
processes to ensure the return of the economic wheels and to maintain the physical
contacts of the world trade (Man ve Strandhagen2016, p. 722).

Sustainability, which is associated with all areas, is essentially a muchmore intro-
verted issue with production. For this reason, while sustainability aims to transfer the
natural resources of the world to the next generations, it also considers the efficiency
of production to remain stable.

Limited possibilities of our planet’s resources have always been known from past
to present. In the past, the population of humanity, consumption habits, and other
conditions were at a level that the world resources could handle. However, today,
especially after the Industrial Revolution took place, humanity has become accus-
tomed to consuming more and more than it needs with the rapid production of the
produced goods and directing the entire process (Gürül 2019, p. 190). This accus-
tomed habit has led to an increase in the amount ofwaste generated by production and
the use of resources more with the volumetric growth of production. With all these
and such negative consequences coming together, the world’s capacity has started to
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be challenged, and many new problems have emerged in many fields. The repercus-
sions of these problems nowadays in people’s daily lives have started to be felt more
clearly. The population increase was so significant that it caused the production of
many utopian scenarios and even the emergence of many novel-style fictional works.
While the world population is around 7 billion today, according to the current World
Bank (WB) estimates, a total world population of 11 billion is predicted in 2045
(Yurdakul 2020).

It is accepted that the concept of sustainability entered the literature in its current
form with the report published by the UN (United Nations) in 1983. This report is
mainly focused on the possibilities obtained from nature. However, the consumption
and use of natural resources within the economic wheels make it wrong to approach
the issue only ecologically. To ensure the continuity of trade, keeping the health
of the ecological balance at an optimal level, from the macro-level to the micro-
level in the countries, some precautions should be taken, the policies are put into
practice, and these policies put into practice are subject to legal supervision to give
results. Therefore, ecological assessment should be related to social and economic
conditions. Otherwise, there will be no economic order with the loss of a livable
world. The importance of such a surveillance need was effectively recognized in the
early 2000s (Oğuz 2019, p. 2).

Our world’s limited resources have no more power to withstand waste than in the
past (Oğuz 2019, p. 9). That is one of the main reasons for the basis of technological
developments. Regardless of the area, technological developments reduce waste and
become more productive and less harmful to the ecological order. Examples of these
are the engines of heavy cargo transport vehicles that provide world trade logistics.
The higher the Euro class, the fewer particles the engines spread and damage the
environment. For the continuity of the ecological order, catching a certain techno-
logical standard has become a must for every country and company. For this reason,
the realization of a sustainable production type can also be called “environmentally
friendly production.”

Technological developments remained in a limited area such as vehicle engines,
and revealed their presence in every area in life. As in the definition of basic
economics, it is possible to meet unlimited needs with limited resources, increasing
the efficiency of the unit work and the more efficient use of resources (Gürül 2019,
p. 1). For this reason, the most important keyword of the concept of sustainability
is “efficiency” (Bähre et al. 2016, p. 380; Barreto et al. 2017, p. 1246; Oğuz 2017,
p. 3).

Technological developments have taken a load on the operational areas and a
specific load on the people. The use of more robotized systems in heavy-duty works
has made positive contributions to protect human health. However, this change
provides advantages in terms of human health and has started to change the job
definition and how it works by realizing a macro-level change. The most common
echo of this situation at the society level is the concept of unemployment. While
the development of technology and reducing some operational processes to digital
has forced companies to restructure their competitiveness, they have now forced
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people to develop themselves more and more individuals to make a living (Bag and
Telukdaire ve Gupta 2018, p. 1411).

While the population continues to increase daily, the number of employment needs
in the countries has decreased. Now, many businesses have started to be performed
by robots, robotic systems, and computer systems, not people like they used to.
Thus, a machine has started to perform the work done by a few people much cheaper
under the economies of scale.While there is a need for humans in positions at critical
locations in process-based positions, which are the background of operational affairs,
people reach these positions under more challenging conditions. That is the reason
why countries do not only consider the ecological system when determining their
sustainability policies. Keeping the level of employment at the optimum levelwithout
disrupting the ecological order and dependence on it brings many technical and vital
process designs, researches, and application studies in the background.

Industry 4.0 is the main topic that brings the most appropriate solution in the
processes brought by business life to keep ecological balance healthy (Gürül 2019,
p. 104). For this reason, the main reason for the emergence of Industry 4.0 is the
need for a production machine that can respond rapidly to consumer demands with
variable features.

There are many studies in the literature, such as the vital importance of sustain-
ability and the evaluation of its dynamics. In a study, Oğuz (2019) has suggested
that, due to the examinations he had carried out, it is necessary to turn to renewable
energy sources to have a healthy commercial life without causing further damage to
the ecological order. This result reveals the necessity of redesigning the production
function, which has a large share in energy consumption, with the help of techno-
logical possibilities, and provides information about the elimination of the general
energy need. Thus, a situation that can be achieved on both sides in both commercial
and individual life can be in question. Torbacki and Kijewska (2019) analyzed the
relationship between the concept of sustainability and Industry 4.0 and Logistics 4.0
in a study they conducted with the DEMATEL method, one of the MCDMmethods.
According to the results, it was determined that the most active concept was Industry
4.0, while the concept of Sustainability had the highest passive quality. It is seen that
these findings support the expressions in this study with the power it gained from
being scientific findings.

When it focuses on sustainability, the reflection of business life is named “corpo-
rate sustainability” by experts in the literature. At this point, if the word corporate
is continued to be focused on, in the global order that has been globalizing since
the beginning of the 2000s, companies pay attention to reflect this change to their
external environment as well as going to professionalism within themselves. For
this reason, a term called “corporate social responsibility” (CSR) has emerged from
business life to academic literature (Özispa and Deveci 2019, p. 41). It is possible to
meet this concept mostly in companies operating in the field of physical commodity
production.

The meaning of this can be interpreted as follows. Apart from the studies partici-
pating in the literature, it can be said that the real sector started to realize the impor-
tance of the concept of sustainability within its dynamics (Gürül 2019, p. 186, 187).
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Because, regardless of the sector, the platform to which the whole business life
depends on the ecological order is nature itself. Therefore, any adverse development
in the ecological system can directly affect the economic system. So the passive side
here is the economic system itself. Companies are looking for ways to reduce their
damage to the ecological system to protect their image, make their images more
reliable in their markets, and increase their competitiveness.

Since environmental pollution, etc., may affect the operation of the companies’
production facilities, making technological investments to reduce losses is directly
related to Industry 4.0. However, by adding lower fuel consumption and cleaner
vehicles to their fleets, companies cooperate with non-profit organizations such as
associations; they also try to take actions that support sustainability in ecological life
through actions such as greening forests, supporting recycling, and taking care to use
maximum recyclable commodities in their production. This situation can be cited
as an example of the sustainability movement realized by the real sector in itself,
except for subjects that have participated in academic literature and some have been
put into practice.

12.3 The Fourth Industrial Revolution: Industry 4.0

Over time, our world has started to have very different disciplines and dynamics.
While every invention in the world actually creates a new era and sometimes opens
the doors of a new era, the radical changes that made up today’s order have started
with the industrial revolution would be a true statement.

In the literature, the production-based periods of our world have been divided into
four periods in total, and experts have started to discuss the future-oriented Industry
5.0 apart from Industry 4.0. The reason for this is the high speed shown by techno-
logical developments. However, in the current period, four industrial periods, their
revolution, are accepted in other words. If we need to talk about all of them briefly,
Industry 1.0 is considered the beginning of theworld order based on production.With
the industrial revolutions that took place in the eighteenth century, steam machines
started to appear. Therefore, some experts remember this period with other names,
such as “the era of mechanization.”

Industry 2.0, which is accepted as the second industrial revolution, started to have
some changes in its production activities due to the development of themachineswith
the electrical energy used in the early 1900s, that is, in the early twentieth century.
Therefore, the central concept that this period is based on is electrical energy (Poesche
and Lilja 2019, 90).

R&D facilities have expandedwith the widespread use of electrical energy; R&D
facilities have expanded, finding inventions, and production speeds have accelerated.
The computer, which was invented towards the end of the twentieth century, caused
an industrial revolution and a new era. In the literature, in the periods commonly
accepted as the 1970s, computers have gradually increased globally, and computer
technologies have started to be used in specific processes of companies. With its
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increasing involvement in production activities, this situationhas changed the concept
of production, and all manufacturing processes have undergone radical changes.
The world, which remained in the period of Industry 3.0 until 2011, the begin-
ning of Industry 4.0, has prepared the basis of Industry 4.0, strengthening its rela-
tions with production and computer technologies that improve its management level.
Briefly, computer information technologies and manufacturing processes sometimes
went beyond the physical boundaries of the production facility, removing the phys-
ical boundaries of performing company management and registration-based oper-
ational activities. Therefore, administrative activities, administrative control, and
some production functions have started to be carried out remotely. That constitutes
the concept of “automation,” which we often hear in production activities (Şekkeli
and Bakan 2018, p. 19).

12.3.1 Industrial Revolutions and Basis

A new era has started for the world after the Industrial Revolution has taken place.
The concept of mass production has entered the lives of people, and the demands
have become easier to meet, while the variety, volumes, and forms of demands have
started to change completely. However, the concept of production has existed since
the beginning of humanity. Therefore, experts have divided this issue, which is so
rooted that it shapes our lives into specific periods. Continuous differentiation of
production possibilities depending on the developing and changing technology has
caused an unprecedented period in the past.

Industrial revolutions that have taken place throughout history have accumulated
on the characteristic features of Industry 1.0 and have reached new forms and char-
acteristics and have taken their present form. However, this change has not stopped;
on the contrary, it shows changes and developments at an increasing rate compared
to previous periods. The diagram below lists the industrial revolutions brought to the
literature with the titles and essential characteristics.

Industry 4.0, which is defined as the last of the industrial revolutions, is also
suitable to be seen as the title of today’s dynamics. The development of technology,
the emergence of digitality, and their adaptation to real life have led to many positive
and negative changes. We are in a period in which physical movements depend on
digital movements. While the preparation on the factory floor of the physical works
used to include physical processes, these vital processes are now carried out entirely
digitally, that is, virtually, and sometimes this process is not in the background.
However, it also enables automatic physical operations in some production areas.
That means that production devices and equipment can now communicate with each
other. The experts who contribute to the literature call this situation “Internet of
Things,” mainly because of the degree of digitality in production.

This flexibility provided by the concept of digitality is limited in the sectors where
production takes place and within the Logistics Sector, which ensures the physical
contact of the commodities produced and the physicalmovement of the supply chains.
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This interaction, which affects the big picture, should be seen as natural because the
economic order that provides human life consists of a highly complex and variable
relationship spiral.

The concept of Industry 4.0, which is active in life and continues to be active, is in
the field of interest and examination of many academics in the academic sector and
the real sector. Research on the concept of Industry 4.0, interviews with the designed
models are understood by all segments of the business life and aim to illuminate the
dark spots of the concept with the help of brainstorm. Because the companies, and in
a roundabout way countries, which are not adapted to the current Industry 4.0, face
losing their competitiveness entirely or almost all within the new world order. Many
academics and managers define Industry 4.0 as merging the already strong structure
of industrial production from past to present with other technological opportunities,
especially the Internet. In short, it is possible to define it as an intelligent production
period.

In a study conducted byBostonConsultancyGroup (BCG) in 2015, they predicted
that if Germany, which is accepted as the country where Industry 4.0 was born,
expanded the use of Industry 4.0 opportunities, it would gain results with many
positive economic developments at the macro-level within 15 years. This predic-
tion seems realistic by revealing the idle capacity in the production facilities, an
optimal production volume growth, and amore straightforward response to incoming
demands.

The ultimate goal of Industry 4.0 can be indicated to integrate a business process,
regardless of the sector, to include all dynamics and establish an optimal automation
process. This automation system brings the modular structure and results in low
efficiency and cost (Şekkeli and Bakan 2018, p. 24). Industry 4.0 does not have a
single definition named in the literature. However, research shows that all definitions
are shaped around the values and dynamics seen in the study.

Industry 4.0, which provides a radical change of all production systems and
dynamics, consists of the fact that the machines with sensors and perception capa-
bility provide communication between each other through the Internet, and some-
times a large part of the production, and sometimes the entire production, without
the need for human assistance in automation (Timm and Lorig 2015, p. 3119).

Industry 4.0 concept, which was brought to the literature by the world Hennig
KAGERMANN at a technology fair held in Hannover, Germany in 2011, continues
to expand its impact area by increasing its speed (Görçün 2017, p. 142; Stock and
Seliger 2016, p. 536). It is impossible for the Logistics sector, which is considered
one of the world’s leading sectors, not to be affected by such growth.

If we need to sum up the dynamics that form Industry 4.0 under main titles, it is
possible to rank with five main titles below. These are;

1. Intelligent Mobility
2. Smart Grids
3. Smart Products
4. Smart Buildings
5. Logistics 4.0
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The merging of the stated concepts under a single frame constitutes a “smart
factory” under the production perspective (Stock and Seliger 2016, p. 538).

It is possible to adapt to Industry 4.0 with technology imposing many burdens on
companies in the long and short term (Özdemir andÖzgüner 2018, p. 40). Companies
that have reached a certain institutional maturity, have a market share, and thus have
a qualified structure suitable for working with them can realize this adaptation much
more quickly. However, it is an essential fact that not all companies have a large
volume. For this reason, a field study on SME (Small Medium Enterprises) in the
Asian region revealed that it is possible to soften the relevant adaptation process for
SMEs (Haseeb et al. 2019).

It has been stated that the increasing number of experts at IT technologies in
small and medium-sized firms’ structure positively affects the relationship between
Industry 4.0 and the firms in their internal processes. Strengthening and accelerating
the adaptation of SMEs to the fourth industrial revolution has vital importance for
the economy.

If the companies that are the actors of the economic order are examined, it is
seen that the majority of the actors are SMEs regardless of the sector. Although
the market shares of big companies are large, SMEs are accepted as the economy’s
driving force by some experts. If the situation is analyzed from the perspective
of workflow structure, they work with small companies in some areas within the
activities of large companies (Manavalan and Jayakrishna 2019, p. 929). In light
of this reason, the failure of the adaptation of SMEs to Industry 4.0 shadows the
success of the adaptation of big companies. The immediate solution to this problem
is expressed in the fact that SMEs have an IT-based operation by performing the
management within themselves through information technology systems (McAfee
and Brynjolfsson 2012, p. 4).

12.3.2 Big Data for Industry 4.0 (Big Data)

The fact that the production devices communicate with each other over the internet
network virtually eliminates the concept of distance. Only the machines in the same
facility should not be considered from this mentioned communication statement. If it
is necessary to concretize the expression with a simple example, a company centered
in any region of the world can design the order received with the latest technological
facilities and send the related operations to the 3D printer in the distribution facility
at another location of the world, and make the products with the robots without
even touching (Manavalan and Jayakrishna 2019, p. 936). In this production, while
eliminating the essential items such as personnel costs, it is possible to eliminate the
possible structural and design problems with the lowest level of error in the computer
environment, prevent the possible structural and design problems, and increase the
quality and ensure that the order is produced and distributed at the required point
(inventory, enormous warehouse facility costs, etc.), it can be possible to increase the
profit margin with the increase in unit work speed (Günther et al. 2017, p.191, 192).
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If the production in question is a production under heavy industry, it is beneficial
in health by performing specific processes that threaten human health to robotized
systems.

At the same time, all the processes and related process steps are automatically
recorded by the systems, allowing the formation of big data, and thus, ease of control
and interpretation is obtained.

Big data means data that has gained meaning by analyzing the data obtained using
appropriate metaphors, methods, and information (Kamble et al. 2018, p. 421). The
ultimate goal of big data is to simplify an already complex set of information to be
understood and interpreted by optimally simplifying it. Big data analytics support
real-time data accumulation with many sources, help makemore objective decisions,
and facilitate the preparation of an action plan from a wide range of production to
marketing (McAfee and Brynjolfsson 2012, p. 7). Today, the creation and processing
of this data is a distinct professional specialty (McAfee and Brynjolfsson 2012, p. 7).

12.3.3 Employment in Industry 4.0

Industry 4.0 caused much flexibility in the production area by combining its mechan-
ical infrastructure with advanced technologies. Thanks to the benefits of this flex-
ibility in unit work, there is an increase in cost and speed per unit work. That
strengthens the hand of optimization according to the logistics perspective. At the
same time, with the help of technology, production can be made modular, and in
some related areas, this increase in quality can occur. The situation in question may
have led to the elimination of some professional fields and the emergence of a large
number of new professional fields by being more software-oriented.

The concept of Digitality, on which Industry 4.0 is based, is based on cloud
systems. For this reason, cybersecurity is one of the most vital points in the long
term for Industry 4.0 to provide its “sustainability”. “Cyber Security Experts” can
be given as an example of one of the new professions that emerged with the fourth
industrial revolution. This new industrial revolution based on cloud technologies
constitutes the following four main benefits to the general perspective. These are
(Source TUSİAD 2016);

1. Productivity
2. Growth
3. Investment
4. Employment

When the real sector applications regarding the effects of Industry 4.0 on employ-
ment are analyzed and the results brought to the literature, the most striking view
will be the gradual increase in skilled labor and the proportion of labor positions
defined as unqualified. The reason for this is that standard processes can be achieved
with robotic and digital possibilities;
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• Speed gain,
• Cost reduction,
• A decrease in the margin of error,
• The audit can be facilitated and reduced to an instant level,
• Facilitation in the interpretation and decision-making processes of the manage-

ment level.

Such results can be obtained. Therefore, the type of employment needed is rather
than the realization of standard processes;

• Sorting or designing these processes,
• Transforming the outputs obtained from the processes into findings,
• Collecting and interpreting the findings to form the big picture,
• Integration of these interpreted processes into the instant dynamics of the industry,
• Mastering the execution of all integrated concepts and processes.

An employment type based on the concept of “know-how,” which has turnedmore
abstract into concrete, has started to come to life.

Many sectors have realized such a significant change and have already entered
the structuring processes on the subject. The logistics sector, which now carries
out its activities professionally, is one of the sectors that adapt to these structuring
processes. In their study, Ömürgönülşen et al. (2020) determined that the concepts
of adaptability, level of digitalization, and flexibility are the three most important
criteria when they examine the logistics sector for Industry 4.0, and they proposed a
structuring model for these criteria in the structuring of logistics companies.

Digitalization, finance, human resources management, and marketing with intel-
ligent technologies reveal a new structure and a new perspective. For this reason,
especially in industrial production activities, supply chain management is among the
areas where Industry 4.0 has an in-depth effect. The logistics sector is in the first
ranks of the deeply affected sectors since the supply chains move along with the
production support functions it contains (Özdemir and Özgüner 2018, p. 40).

12.3.4 Achievements with Industry 4.0

The development of production technologies and the rivalry of the competitive envi-
ronment compelled companies to specialize in their fields of activity during this
period of Industry 3.0. The reason for this is that with the help of technological
infrastructure, companies combined human power with machine power; thus, with
the help of more people, a much more number and variety of products were obtained
from a machine. Thus, it was possible to experience expansion in the product range
in some company structures. For this reason, companies that want to survive have set
their expertise in their main field of activity and set the rise in quality as their primary
goal, and have turned to the use of outsourcing to avoid the negative headings such as
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the quality being stable in other areas and time loss. That is one of the main concepts
that creates flexibility in production (Görçün 2017).

Industry 4.0, on the other hand, has contributed to these achievements by providing
a platform to reduce the need for human labor and reduce overall costs, reduce the
margin of error, facilitate decision processes in administrative matters, and eliminate
distances for administrative operations. Themeaning of this statement is that a saving
occurs in the general framework with the help of information technologies. Concepts
such as intelligent facilities or factories are formed at this point.

The machines started to take place more actively in the production mechanisms,
and that the machines started to have artificial intelligence, as examples in some
parts of the world, led to the emergence of a real automation process (Öztemel and
Gürsev 2018, p. 146). Thus, it has become possible to catch upwith the standards and
even establish the markets’ standards in companies with high adaptation to Industry
4.0. The increasing use of RFID technology in the storage activities in the logistics
sector has provided an instant data flowwhile also providing significant assistance in
preventing possible accidents, and thus, internal and external dispatches have started
to be automated thanks to the data flow based on big data (Öztemel and Gürsev 2018,
p. 149).

The mainstays of these gains, which have been achieved with the fourth industrial
revolution, are indispensable for companies. When the issue is approached correctly,
the starting point of this industrial revolution is the necessity of communication
between machines and people. One of the simplest feedbacks that can be given to
this requirement is that each unit work should be modular by decomposing it to the
smallest building block, and each part should be clearly defined within both sides.

From this point of view, it is seen that we have to separate Industry 4.0 into pieces.
In this way, it will be possible to understand the building blocks and requirements of
the adaptation process mentioned throughout the study. In the literature, the building
blocks constituting Industry 4.0 have been collected as ten main titles. These are seen
in the Fig. 12.2.

Fig. 12.2 TUSIAD (Turkish Industry and Business Association). Source Türkiye’nin Sanayi 4.0
Dönüşümü, Yayın No: TÜSİADT/2016-03/576. https://tusiad.org/tr/yayinlar/raporlar/item/8671-
turkiyenin-sanayi-40-donusumu, (Accessed on June 15th, 2020)

https://tusiad.org/tr/yayinlar/raporlar/item/8671-turkiyenin-sanayi-40-donusumu
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Table 12.1 Sustainable manufacturing in Industry 4.0 (Source Machado et al. (2020), 1466)

Sustainable Production for Industry 4.0

Technological Pillars
1. Automation Robots
2. Simulation
3. Horizontal and

Vertical System
Integrations

4. Internet of Things
5. Cybersecurity
6. Cloud
7. Additive

Production
8. Augmented Reality
9. Big Data and

Analysis

Sustainable
Production Area
1. Production

Technologies
2. Product Life Cycle
3. Networks Which

Create Value
4. Global Production

Effects

Industry 4.0 ve SM
1. Business Model
2. Networks Which

Create Value
3. Equipment
4. The Human Factor
5. Smart Factory

Organizations

Sustainable Dynamic
Model
1. Direct Effects of

Environmental
Dimensions

2. Direct Effects of
Social Dimensions

3. Direct Effects of
Economic
Dimensions

4. Indirect Effects of
Environmental
Dimensions

5. Indirect Effects of
Social Dimensions

6. Indirect Effects of
Economic
Dimensions

Industry 4.0 Principles
Digitalization and integration of horizontal and vertical value chains
Digitalized product and service offerings
Digital business models and customer Access

As a result, within the scope of Industry 4.0, information technologies, the power
of big data objects (IoT), and the flowof production dynamics changed fromperson to
machine to machine to machine. Therefore, it gains a quality increase in production,
low margin of error, flexibility, low cost, and increase in volüme (Manavalan and
Jayakrishna 2019, p. 926). It also has ensured that supply chains have a more unique
andmodular structure out of a single level, and the control and follow-up of processes
can be more healthy and up-to-date.

As a final point regarding the Industry 4.0 discipline, sustainable production is
mentioned; Machado et al. (2020), in a study on the subject, gathered the dependent
points of sustainable production in the context of Industry 4.0. This table is as seen
below.

12.4 Logistics 4.0

The effects of Industry 4.0 constitute Logistics 4.0 (Alkiş et al. 2020, p. 375). Consid-
ering the fundamental benefit of Logistics 4.0, all the processes such as transporta-
tion, distribution, storage, and production support are part of the supply chain process
instantly, and itwill be possible tomanage the processwith the help of instant commu-
nication. In this way, the capacity increase will occur without any physical growth.
In other words, idle capacity can be revealed. This development means an increase
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in productivity. Productivity increases directly contribute to the competitiveness of
logistics companies.

With the widespread use of the Internet, advances in computer technologies have
started to fade. In this way, access to information has increased. Thus, the coun-
tries’ trade enabled them to move to foreign markets more quickly, starting from
their domestic markets. Thus, globalization has increased globally, and there has
been a definite volume increase in international trade. Each region of the world has
different demographic and sociological values, and experiencing cultural differences
has started to change business life like never before.

With the effects of globalized trade and developing technologies, the service
sector, especially the production sector, had to get out of the general patterns and
make more personal, that is, modular productions (Şekkeli and Bakan 2018,p. 18).
Since each production operation has its supply chain, the backgrounds of the oper-
ations started to become more complex and detailed. In light of this reason, it has
changed inmany areas, such as production andmarketing, sales, and human resources
management.

The restructuring process,which started to take placemainly in the field of produc-
tion for the renewed market conditions, was, of course, valid in the logistics sector
(Büyüközkan and Güler 2019, p. 22). The logistics sector has started to try to adapt
to the newworld order following its activities and adapt to the renewed supply chains
at the same time. For this reason, while logistics activities have been active only as
transportation in the past, they have started to make more financial investments to
respond to intelligent warehouses, production support operations within the same
warehouses, innovations such as business models that must act simultaneously with
production and demands from supply chains that operate with open dynamics (Lee
and Shen 2020, p. 13). For this reason, logistics is no longer just about transportation
(Lee and Shen 2020, p. 3).

With the help of developing technology, it has become easier for the management
level tomakedecisions, and the execution of the decisionsmadehas becomehealthier.
These factors, which help form concepts such as speed and efficiency, bring another
gain in logistics. Logistics has gained “flexibility” due to the combination ofmore up-
to-date, reliable, and healthy information logistics and expansion of the qualifications
of logistics activities. Logistics, which can move away from the stereotype, gives a
tremendous competitive advantage to the companies that own it with its flexibility.

12.4.1 The Concept and Importance of Logistics

The global economic order is shaped in specific sectors, and all other sectors are
dependent on them. If it is necessary to give an example to themain sectorsmentioned,
software, banking, insurance, health, and the logistics sector will appear at this point.

The logistics industry has a sine qua non for its physical contact for world trade.
Therefore, logistics is a sector in itself, and each sector also has its logistics. In the
broadest framework, if we consider each unit of trade as a supply chain, the physical
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movement of the commodities provide the formation of these supply chains, as long
as humanity exists. In other words, the concept of logistics can be accepted as the
background and factory floor of the trades seen from past to present. For this reason, it
is possible to encounter expressions such as “Logistics is like a breath, understandable
when it is valued” by experts in the sector and academicians specialized in the
field. The COVID-19 pandemic process, which erupted in the world in early 2020,
once again proved the vital importance of logistics. Except for the pandemic, a
completely different crisiswould be possible for people other than the pandemic if the
quarantine period experienced the lack of commodities on the shelves of the markets
and pharmacies that provided the daily needs to be met. Regarding this problem,
which is mentioned in some regions of some countries where logistic processes are
troubled, some case studies of the world press have been experienced.

Even though the concept of logistics is perceived as just a field of business today,
its origins are much earlier. In a wide range of time spanning even in the early history
of BC, logistics has emerged from the need for military equipment in wars and the
need for soldiers to return to the battlefields or vice versa. For this reason, logistics
had its strategic importance in the present times before. When the development of
civilization and the quality of wars started to increase, logistics began to be stripped
from the simple shell it had and started to have many different and professional
disciplines (Karagöz et al. 2020).

Today, it is possible to list professional logistics in nine main titles. Logistics
operations are formed as a result of the merger of the following activities:

1. Transportation
2. Prediction Management
3. Storage
4. Stock management
5. Order Processing
6. Packaging
7. Buying
8. Handling
9. Customer service

Since logistics management is a part of supply chain management, the start and
endpoints of all process supply chains come to life or end with customer demand.
For this reason, it has the power of speedy response time, so every unit of work is
required to keep productivity at an optimal level (Bilgiç et al. 2020).

12.4.2 Logistics Periods

When logistics activities started to gain their current meaning from ancient history,
they gained the professionalism of the dynamics of business life. Like the concept of
Industry 4.0, in the light of the developments, the dynamics and features of logistics
activities are also grouped within the historical periods. The concept of Logistics
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4.0 is directly related to the concept of Industry 4.0, and specialists in the field
have divided Logistics activity periods into four groups within the literature. This
grouping is very close to the grouping seen in Fig. 12.3, and its difference is due to
its concentration on the sector. Logistics periods and fundamental dynamics are as
shown below.

Just like in the transition period from Industry 3.0 to Industry 4.0; Although
Logistics 4.0 is a relatively new concept in the literature, the main difference from
Logistics 3.0 is that the already used machines, tools, and devices become more
digitalized and that some devices are fully adapted to computer systems thanks to
electronic chips, in other words, cyber-automation with the help of building physical
systems (Kamble et al. 2018, p. 408).

As shown in Industry 4.0, a transaction flow frommachine to machine has started
in Logistics 4.0. Mainly based on registration, basic process operations are carried
out automatically with the help of technologies like sensors, IoT, etc. (Ünlü and Atik
2018, p. 439). Today, while there is a physical movement based on automation in
warehouses or in-facility areas, materials are transported using workforce utilizing

Fig. 12.3 Things Industry 4.0 Depends on (Source Görçün 2017, 146)
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Fig. 12.4 Historical phases and basic structures of logistics activity. Source Karagöz (2020, 41)

freight vehicles, whose technological level is relatively high compared to the past,
in larger transports between cities and countries. This transport, which is carried out
with human power, takes place in the light of the decisions taken as a result of the
information obtained from digital data related to the subject. That is the point to be
underlined. However, the handling operations required for the loading and unloading
of loads to vehicles can be carried out in some ways in automation, depending on
the type of load and operation.

12.4.3 Supply Chain Management in Logistics 4.0

The main contribution of Logistics 4.0 can be collected in a sentence. A supply chain
can be monitored instantaneously throughout the entire process. All the researches
conducted in the literature, comments, and directions made by experts in the industry
are based on this statement entirely.

Within the logistics activities, the area where the concept of automation is concen-
trated is in the logistics warehouses, where a high level of storage activities are
performed (Lee and Shen 2020, p. 5). That is because the main transportation by
land, air, and sea vehicles still need to be done with human power. However, even
in these activities, there is a difference from the past. This difference can be briefly
defined as “digital trace.”

Automation, mainly carried out in storage activities, enables operational excel-
lence in increased and continuously improved processes. The operational excellence
here is shaped around the concept of speed. The benefits of speed increase can be
summarized into several items. These are;

• Ability to instantly determine the stock level that falls below the optimal level and
perform the necessary supply;

• In storage operations with instant intervention opportunity, it is possible to have
an optimal stock and a decrease in inventory costs,

• Providing the opportunity to realize inventory and production plans more
smoothly according to the flow performance according to the type and type of
commodities, significant achievements such as can be given as an example.
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The automation process, which occurs within the storage activities, is achieved
thanks to the data that chips and sensors such as RFID (Radio Frequency Identifica-
tion System) enter into the computer systems (Görçün 2017, p. 161).

The operational excellence created by the technological systems can demonstrate
themain result (chain of benefits) achieved through theLogistics 4.0 discipline below.

The benefit chain, which is seen in Fig. 12.5, is the result of Logistics 4.0’s
contribution to operational processes such as storage operations and the contributions
it provides to supply chain management in a broad framework.

For the achievement of operations in the logistics sector;

1. Internet of Things
2. Big Data
3. Processing images with sensors
4. Automation Technologies

aremainly used. Thanks to this discipline, it is possible to createmaximumoccupancy
in each transport unit, which is almost the golden rule of logistics operations. This
result shows us that instant information obtained from big data strengthens the basic
building block of the operation every day in logistics transportation (Russom 2011,
p. 7).

Another contribution of big data to logistics operations is the contribution of the
operations to the planning processes that must be completed before it takes place. In
other words, network and network designs now base their foundations on big data
in the logistics literature (Saatçioğlu et al. 2018, p. 1683). With the change of ratios
at the macro and micro levels, making plans such as order estimation and creating

Fig. 12.5 Benefit chain with Logistics 4.0 Discipline (Yılmaz and Duman 2018, p. 190)
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a moving plan is possible (Russom 2011, p. 34). Thus, optimization is possible for
the related operations and logistics operations that have not been realized yet.

12.5 Conclusion

The literature shows that the key concept for the continuity of the activity in business
life during the Industry 4.0 period is the concept of “know-how.” Nowadays, when
an automation process is dominant, it can be seen that automation administration has
evolved towards artificial intelligence at some points in the future. Therefore, one of
the most important results to be drawn from Industry 4.0 is that the active opponent
of man is now the machine rather than himself. Because the concept of production is
becoming more and more digital, the software has started to outweigh the hardware
(Demir et al. 2019, p.689). Based on this statement, the employment structure in
business life will change considerably in the long run as it is today.

With the help of technological developments, production and some service sectors
have become more flexible as well as more efficient in the light of the disciplines
brought by Industry 4.0 (Ünlü and Atik 2018, p. 443). Research emphasizes that
today’s productivity technology usage is becoming widespread and the technologies
used are improving. Research shows us that the concept of sustainability has a very
passive structure, and this passivity is based on the use of technology and technology
today.

Logistics 4.0, one of the main study areas of this research, has a passive position
against Industry 4.0 and an active position against sustainability. Industry 4.0 not
only revolutionized production processes, but it is also one of the main sectors of
the world and has caused radical changes in the logistics sector, which is expressed
as the shining star of the twenty-first century. With the help of the logistics sector’s
activity and types, the production dynamics changing with Industry 4.0 have gained
a flexible structure within the market.

Considering a technology-indexed process in logistics activities and produc-
tion activities will increase activity speed, decrease essential cost items, reduce
energy need, and help achieve operational excellence. This situation will also lead
to increased occupational safety by taking some dangerous logistics activities over
from humans.

The number of companies, which are the actors that make up the business life,
is dense with SMEs (SMEs) and SME iris in practice in the real sector, and they
may make the adaptation process to Industry 4.0 a little different (Manavalan and
Jayakrishna 2019, p. 926). Therefore, the necessity of the change to be practical on
a micro basis and effective at the macro-level is the necessity of the governments to
provide incentives for companies regarding this issue as seen in the examples in the
world.

With this supported change, production andproduction-relatedmanagement activ-
ities will become flexible, and the concept of the competition will gain a different
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dimension with the flexibility such as smart factories, cyber-physical systems, inte-
gration of 3D printing devices into production, and production quality will increase
(Ünlü and Atik 2018, p. 438; Şekkeli and Bakan 2018, p. 24, 31).

Industry 4.0 is analyzed from every angle perspective, general and sectoral, and it
can create destruction on the concept onwhich business life is located. For this reason,
any change and activity that takes place will be considered ecologically sustainable,
and companies will be evaluated from the perspective of sustainability based on their
performances. However, adopting a sense of sustainability in the eyes of companies
alone will create the destruction of natural resources that are already challenging,
making it impossible to leave a world that can be transferred to future generations,
both human and commercial.

In short, today’s order based on know-how comes to life with information and
information flow. This situation affects logistics and production and even helps the
emergence of processes called green logistics.With the increase in production oppor-
tunities, more accessible access to information, and the concept of flexibility, which
began to take place in all areas of life, became active, there were no more constant
demands and production, and demands and production began to turn into more
personal characteristics. Governments should support the adaptation of their compa-
nies to Industry 4.0, not only in large-volume companies but also in the number of
SMEs (SMEs).

This study is intended to be a helpful resource for managers in companies, regard-
less of volume, for academics and higher education students working on the subject,
and anyone who wants to know about the subject. The findings reached in the light
of the information obtained in the literature review can be further deepened with the
help of the real sector with the help of empirical studies.
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Chapter 13
Finance and Cost Management
in the Process of Logistics 4.0

Lokman Kantar

Abstract Industry 4.0 is a revolution of creating added value, based on the use of
machinery and robot power instead of arm strength of works that do not require
any qualification and specialization on jobs that require qualification. Replacing the
manpower of the machines, making them coordinable; thanks to new developments
in computers and internet technology, and making the production processes self-
manageable, led to the emergence of the Industry 4.0 concept. Logistics 4.0 explains
the implications of Industry 4.0 on transport and cross-functional coordination tasks
and how digitalization and automation in logistics should be shaped and supported.
In the case of applying Logistics 4.0 in the supply chain, it provides significant and
potential cost savings. The financing of the supply chain in the Logistics 4.0 process,
which is the subject of this study, is extremely important for logistics companies to
gain profits with low resource cost and working capital, andmaximize cash flows and
increase firm values. The supplier companies and the focal company in the supply
chain utilize the credibility of the focal company to finance their investments at a
low cost. Firms in the supply chain also need to reduce their working capital and
increase asset turnover (sales/assets) by lowering their stock levels in order to increase
their return on equity (ROE). In order to reduce the working capital of logistics
companies, they need to decrease their stock levels, storage costs, transportation
costs, and increase their service levels to customers. According to the case study
findings related to SCF, if the suppliers in the supply chain use the SCF instrument,
a serious decrease in credit costs is observed. In order for Focal Company to take
advantage of these transactions, the supplier companies in the supply chain must
make an additional “pro rato” payment or sale discount.
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13.1 Introduction

Logistics companies have started to use smart tracking and tracking, control, and
management technologies to manage their business processes and applications in
real-time; thanks to automation and integration based on technological developments.
The change in the way of doing business due to technological developments and
models, and the change in the purchasing behavior of customers have made time,
speed, quality, and cost issues much more important (Tekin et al. 2018). The rapid
development of the logistics industry not only increases the speed of delivery of goods
and the flow of capital, but also increases the speed of movement of logistics and
economic growth. Countries implement a series of incentive measures and policies
in order to maintain the rapid and healthy development of the logistics industry (Gu
and Dong 2016). Due to a lack of resources, many manufacturing companies don’t
want to put too much material, manpower, and financial resources into their logistics
services. Since most of the logistics companies are small, they only take into account
the speed, security, and reliability of storage, transportation, and other services in
logistics costs. In other words, they don’t take into account the entire supply chain
process, but it is very important to control logistics costs effectively. Many logistics
companies can’t accurately calculate the cost. Each stage in the logistics process
needs to be taken into account in the cost calculation. However, logistics companies
reflect the costs to the tables according to the financial statements determined by
the relevant ministry, but in reality, it is not easy to control the costs (Gu and Dong
2016).

According to the latest survey data, it shows that the profit margins of interna-
tional logistics companies are more than 3 times the profit margins of local logistics
companies. Logistics companies control the external environment in the respective
companies along with the cost control within the company through cooperation
between the supply chain logistics company to complete the cost control.

13.2 Industry 4.0

The Industrial Revolution is the gradual transformation of small workshops into
industrial workshops, which extend from the late eighteenth century to the mid-
nineteenth century and gradually become larger scale productions. Thanks to the
technological change, the industrial revolution has taken place, and it has been
possible to discover machines that can produce faster and more efficiently than small
tradesmen working in small workshops. (Frederick 2016).

The first industrial revolution began with the use of mechanical benches that
operate on water and steam power, instead of human labor. While the use of mines
and metals increased in this period, there have been developments in the field of
transportation (Lu 2017).
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The second industrial revolution covers the period that coincided with the begin-
ning of the twentieth century when mass production was made on the assembly line
where electricity was used and the division of labor was developing. In the second
industrial revolution, steam power was completely used in industrial production, and
railways were built.

The third industrial revolution has evolved since the early 1970s, with develop-
ments in electronics and information technologies. This period can also be referred
to as “knowledge economy”. Telecommunications technologies have become even
more powerful with the third industrial revolution. In the third industrial revolu-
tion, machines based on digital technology started to replace the machines based on
mechanical and electronic technology.

The transition to the fourth industrial revolution, which was expressed as Industry
4.0, was prepared by theWorkingGroup that was formed by theGermanGovernment
in 2012 after it came to the agenda at the Hannover Fair in 2011 and announced in
2013 (Kilic and Alkan 2018). Industry 4.0 is a revolution of creating added value
based on the use of the machine and robot power instead of the manpower for those
tasks that would not require any qualification and specialization on jobs that require
quality (Sener and Elevli 2017). The fact that the production processes become self-
manageable by replacing the manpower of the machines by becoming coordinated;
thanks to the new developments in computers and internet technology has led to the
emergence of the Industry 4.0 concept (Yilmaz and Duman 2019).

The defining feature of the fourth industrial revolution is intelligent networks
based on cyber-physical systems (CPS) (Barreto, Amaral and Pereira, 2017). Cyber-
physical systems are engineering and physical systems whose processes are moni-
tored, controlled, coordinated, and integrated by a computer and communication
system. The “Internet of Things”, also known as the “Industrial Internet of Things”
(IIoT), has also affected the interaction, monitoring, control, and management of
cyber-physical systems (Barreto et al. 2017). This new paradigm, which is expressed
as advanced digitalization and enables machines and people to communicate with
each other in real time, is a result of increased internet usage. The concept of Industry
4.0 is shown in Fig. 13.1.

As can be seen in Fig. 13.1, the main purpose of Industry 4.0 is to make the digital
production called “smart factory” sustainable, which means mobility, flexibility, and
interoperability of industrial operations, integration with customers and suppliers,
and adoption of innovative business models. The relevant terms used in Industry
4.0 include the Internet of Things, Internet services, industrial Internet, advanced
manufacturing, and smart factory. Industry 4.0 race is on the “smart” track. Tools of
this age; smartphones, smart cars, smart homes, smart factories, smart warehouses,
smart markets, smart hospitals, smart schools, and smart offices (Tekin et al. 2018).

In smart factories, flexibility, cost-effectiveness, and efficiency will increase
widely. Tasks will change in factories, workers will be freed from their routine
duties. The need for staff will emerge for jobs that require common sense, creativity,
problem-solving skills, and abilities. The human-robot collaboration will evolve as
a new business process in the manufacturing industry (Kilic and Alkan 2018).

Herman et al. has identified three key components for Industry 4.0;
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Fig. 13.1 Industry 4.0 Concept (Barreto et al. 2017)

• Smart Factory,
• Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), and
• The Internet of Things (IoT).

Industry 4.0, which is an umbrella term covering various disciplines in industrial
production, contains several different technological developments and new concepts.
Some of the technological developments currently used in industrial production are
as follows: (Strandhagen et al. 2017).

• Identification Technology,
• Big data,
• Industrial robots,
• Additive production technology,
• Networking technology,
• Autonomous robots and vehicles,
• Artificial intelligence, and
• Cloud manufacturing.
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As of 2030, it is rumored that the digital ecosystem will replace the concept
of Industry 4.0. The aforementioned concept of the digital ecosystem; is a socio-
technical system inspired by the natural ecosystem, self-organizing, scalable and
sustainable, separable, and open to interaction with the outside world (Ostadzadeh
et al. 2015).

13.3 Logistics 4.0

In the early nineteenth century, logistics was introduced and defined by the army as
the planning and movement of soldiers (Kassem and Elkader 2019). Logistics 4.0
is the development of labor savings and standardization with the evolution of the
Internet of Things technology in logistics (Büyüközkan and Güler 2019). Transport,
inventory management, material handling, supply chain structure, and information
flow, which are key logistics activities, are affected by Logistics 4.0 (Strandhagen
et al. 2017). Logistics 4.0 and sustainable business models were launched to secure
the future of the German manufacturing industry. Recently, many governments have
launched strategic initiatives to strengthen industrial production, and the fourth indus-
trial revolution has become global. Examples of such initiatives are the US national
production innovation network, JapanRobot Technology, andChina production 2025
(Strandhagen et al. 2017). Due to the automation and digitization of the production
processes of European companies using industrial robots, labor costs will decrease
and therefore production abroad will not be preferred because of the low labor force
(Strandhagen et al. 2017).

In the case of applying Logistics 4.0 in the supply chain, it provides potential cost
savings of 20% in quality and maintenance and 30% in inventory costs (Wang 2016).
The purpose of Logistics 4.0 is to improve efficiency, productivity, and supply chain
partners, and to increase decentralized decision-making structures and information
technologies (Yilmaz and Duman 2019).

13.3.1 Logistics Trends

With the rapid development of information communication technologies and the
spread of the Internet, the importance of time, quality, speed, and cost has increased
more.With globalization, the logistics sector started to be expressedwith the concepts
of speed, flexibility, and technology. These technological developments have also
affected the way businesses do business and models, and their purchasing behavior.
Customers want the products and services they will receive as soon as possible. It
is possible with technology to present the right product at the right place and time
with the least cost in an intensely competitive environment. Many changes such as
technological developments, competition, urbanization, demographic structure have
led logistics companies to research and develop different models and technologies.
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Industry 4.0 and the logistics sector, which has been moved to a smart environment,
will be able to gain a competitive advantage by adopting new logistics trends and
technological applications inmany areas such as resource use, transportation, storage,
tracking, monitoring, and labor use (Tekin et al. 2018).

New approaches started to be used in the logistics sector with Industry 4.0 can be
listed as follows; Multi-purpose networks, Integrated channel logistics, On-demand
delivery, Sharing economy feature, Smart energy logistics, Super network-net
logistics, Tube logistics (see Tekin et al. 2018).

13.3.2 Logistics Evaluation Processes

Logistics has undergone three revolutionary changes in the past. The first innovation
(Logistics 1.0) is caused by the “mechanism of transport” since the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. The second innovation (Logistics 2.0) has been guided
by the “automation of the transport system” since the 1960s. The third innovation
(Logistics 3.0) has been represented by the “logistics management system” since
the 1980s. We are at the beginning of the fourth logistics innovation, now called
Logistics 4.0. Its main driving force is IoT & S (Internet of Things and Service). The
evolution process starting from Logistics 1.0 is as shown in Fig. 13.2.

Fig. 13.2 Evolution Process of Logistics (Wang 2016)
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13.4 Supply Chain Management

Supply chain management has seven important components. These components are;
customer relationshipmanagement, customer servicemanagement, demandmanage-
ment, order fulfillment, manufacturing flow management, procurement, product
development and commercialization (Lampert et al. 1998). Businesses operate
to effectively build these seven important components, which form supply chain
management.

The main objectives of supply chain management can be listed as follows
(Kagnicioglu 2007):

• To decrease the activity costs,
• To maintain quality in production,
• Minimizing inventory costs and losses,
• Having reliable suppliers and protecting activities,
• To ensure the continuity in the goods and services with the information flow

between the chains in the supply chain,
• To ensure continuity in rawmaterials, semi-products, parts, and services provided,
• To increase competition in enterprises,
• To establish good relations with other groups in enterprises, and
• To produce rawmaterials, semi-finished products, parts, and services required for

the lowest cost production.

Factors that prevent supply chains from performing effectively (Fawcett et al.
2008):

• Top management not providing adequate support to the supply chain,
• Operational plans and uncertain strategic,
• Reluctant or inability to share information,
• Trust problems among chain members,
• The reluctance of chain members to share risks and rewards,
• Inflexible processes and organizational systems
• Being reluctant to change,
• Job descriptions are not explained sufficiently,
• Resistance to innovative ideas, and
• Lack of education and knowledge of the required subjects can be counted.

13.4.1 Big Data in Supply Chain

In the new century, information systems work as smart agents. There is much more
information in this period than in the past. The business world calls this situation,
big data (Brzozowska 2016). Big data; is called the gold of the twenty-first century.
Big data refers to complex and unstructured data that are difficult to analyze and
use with traditional applications and analysis. It comes from a variety of sources
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related to monitoring and sensor devices, mobile devices, the Internet of Things, and
radio frequency identification (RFID) technology, which are widely used in big data,
logistics, and supply chain management. Today, 85% of the data volume is produced
by companies, but most of this volume is produced during logistics activities. Every
movement in logistics activities creates data that must be analyzed efficiently after-
ward. Every correct analysis means optimization of logistics processes (Yilmaz and
Duman 2019).

According to big data, information comes from every transaction, every person,
and hardware. In other words, information is obtained not only from computers but
also by smartphones, watches, cars, TVs, household items, and even kitchen items
(Brzozowska 2016). Big data can be considered as a source of information in different
areas. Big data for business development is often used for consumer behavior analysis

Big data collection and interpretation are not easy, mainly due to its quantity.
In terms of supply chain and logistics processes, big data can be used as a key to
developing new management methods. Researchers are working to use big data for
asset productivity and business growth. Asset efficiency is one of the most vital
measures for each supply chain, it shows the development possibilities and also
points to poorly managed sections of the processes (Brzozowska 2016).

13.4.2 Blockchain Technology in Supply Chain

Technological developments in recent years have caused changes in habitual rules
in business life. After new technology-related developments such as autonomous
vehicles, the Internet of Things, and Industry 4.0, blockchain technology is a more
prominent subject, especially with cryptocurrencies. Blockchain technology is an
encrypted filing system that allows the data block to be tracked at the same time
by all users who have access to the network in a network environment, or it can
be specifically distributed to all users, and therefore it is permanently stored in a
decentralized distribution database.Blockchain-based technologies are distinguished
from other technologies; thanks to their algorithmsworking without being connected
to any center. By reducing the factors such as cost and time that occur in the supply
chain, it provides important advantages to businesses such as the transparency of the
transactions performed (Kaya and Turgut 2019). The first application of blockchain
technology is cryptocurrencies. Due to the development and safety of technology,
this technology is expected to be used in many fields in the future. The main of these
areas (Kaya and Turgut 2019) include:

• Supply Chain Management,
• Digital Identity,
• Proxy Voting,
• Copyright Registry Systems,
• Notary Applications,
• Global Payment Systems,
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• Syndication Credit,
• Internet of Things,
• Customer Recognition System, etc.

The supply chain is a network that starts with the raw material and ends with
the delivery of the product to the end consumer. All links in the supply chain are
interrelated. According to another definition, the supply chain is the process of
providing information, materials, and money flow between retailers, wholesalers,
textiles, distributors, logistics service providers, and suppliers. The main purpose of
the supply chain is to deliver the goods or services demanded by the consumer to the
end consumer at the lowest cost. Flexibility strategies in mass production and trans-
portationwere adopted in the 1950s and 1960s to reduce unit costs. The importance of
resource planningwas understood in the 1970s and related strategieswere developed.
Until the 1980s, businesses and managers focused on demand planning, requirement
planning, storage, and purchasing. After 1980, as a result of the increasing competi-
tion in international trade, businesses started to take measures such as cost reduction,
quality increase, and reliability. In this period, enterprises started to struggle with
some criteria such as timely production, zero inventory, productivity in production
(Kaya and Turgut 2019).

13.4.3 Payment Methods in Supply Chain

Although e-commerce is not considered very safe, more and more financial trans-
actions are carried out through e-banking services. The e-banking services used in
e-commerce are as shown in Fig. 13.3. There are many ways of payment on the
Internet: (Brzozowska 2016, 91).

Fig. 13.3 Available payment methods (Peczak 2016; Brzozowska 2016)
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As seen in Fig. 13.3,when it comes tomoney, customers are still very conservative.
It can still be seen that the safest payment method is used––transfer from the account.
However, it can be understood that fast transfers and credit card payments are also
very popular. Given these facts, it can be assumed that customers do not rely on new
payment methods, such as electronic wallets or bitcoins, which will revolutionize
the world of e-commerce (Brzozowska, 2016). The Industry 4.0 is a definite turning
point for logistics processes. The development of these inventions can revolutionize
supply chains and save costs (Brzozowska 2016).

13.5 Supply Chain Finance (SCF)

Supply chain finance is a relatively new subject in logistics. Recent studies show
that the focal company can reduce working capital and capital costs by 40%; thanks
to higher credit ratings. The financing roots of the supply chain are based on the
reverse factor. Factoring has traditionally been used to finance the receivables of the
company by selling its trade receivables to a factoring institution through a bank.
Here, the factor puts the receivables discounted. Then he collects his receivables
from debtors and the difference is the factor’s return. Supply chain management
depends on the design and optimization of goods flows. Information flows are also
included in supply chainmanagement. Financial flows are not included in the process
of supply chain management. However, according to the Supply Chain Finance Cube
model, financial flows can be included in the model to reduce working capital usage
and capital costs. The factors affecting the costs of capital in the supply chain are
the volume of the working capital, the duration of the capital, and the capital cost
(WACC).

Capital Costs = Volume of Working Capital*Duration*Cost of Capital (WACC)

Although supply chain financing is more widely used in multinational enterprises
(MEB), it is not known much by SMEs. However, it is assumed that supply chain
financingwill benefit SMEs andoffer opportunities. Supply chainfinancing is consid-
ered as part of Supply chain management but may be placed under the Business
Controller or CFO, depending on recent developments in finance (Jansen 2016). The
finance paradigm in the supply chain is shown in Fig. 13.4.

According to the single price law andModigliani &Miller propositions, in perfect
market conditions firm value is not affected by how the company manages its short-
term financial needs. Short-term financial decisions (working capital management)
need to be considered, as businesses are making most of their decisions short-term,
as perfect market conditions are not possible. Working capital is defined as follows:
“Current Assets–Current Liabilities”, therefore, working capital can be expressed as
follows by using a detailed balance sheet:

• Current Assets (Cash and Equivalents, Accounts Receivable (AR), Inventories,
Other);
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Fig. 13.4 Supply Chain Finance Paradigm (Cosse 2011; Jansen 2016)

• Current Liabilities (Notes Payable, Accounts Payable (AP), Tax Obligations,
Accrued Expenses).

Since the purpose of this study is to decrease the Net Working Capital costs in
the supply chain financing process, the supply chain process from the production of
a bicycle to the end consumer is discussed. In this process,

• The flow of goods from left to right (dotted line);
• Information flow between companies in the supply chain (bold line with two

arrows with bilateral arrows);
• Cash flow (gray line) is expressed from right to left.

The main idea of supply chain financing is to share sales forecasts from the
focal company with Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers so that inventories in each company
are fulfilled with economic order benefits following the JIT (Just in Time) / Lean
concepts. In this case, not only the stock level per company is low, but also the
amount and duration of trade receivables and commercial debts are shortened. Costs
of inventories will also be reduced thanks to economic.

Optimum inventory costs in the supply chain are accomplished using a tool such
as Advanced Planning and Scheduling (APS) techniques. This tool is especially
used to manage stock levels in the supply chain of multinational companies and
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Fig. 13.5 Supply Chain of Bikes (Wisner 2009; Jansen 2016)

their foreign subsidiaries and to collaborate in the supply chain. If vehicles such as
APS are used, the stock costs of Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers, their financing costs,
and financial capacity utilization will decrease further. Besides reducing the stock
costs of suppliers, the cash conversion cycle is also extremely important. The cash
conversion cycle can be calculated with the formula of stock turnover time - debt
payment period+ Credit Transfer Process. To shorten the cash conversion cycle, the
goods or services held in stock should remain in the suppliers in a shorter time and
the Receivables should be collected from the debtors in a short time.

DuPont shows how activity rates and profitability ratios affect the profitability
of company investments. Return on equity (ROE) is the most important factor for
shareholders, and it is calculated by dividing net profit by equity.

Accordingly, Return on Equity (ROE):

ROE = Profit

Equity
= Profit

Sales
∗ Sales

Assets
∗ Assets

Equity

Equation 1, DuPont Identity
The DuPont approach is often used in Finance and Logistics to understand the

root causes of profitability. In logistics, there is a tendency to increase asset turnover
(sales/assets) to reduce stock capital, thereby reducing the working capital and
making the best use of assets. In supply chain financing, basic financial statements
are used to calculate the net working capital cost and weighted average capital cost
of firms in the supply chain.

According to the notation in the balance sheet shown in Table 13.1, to show the
lowest working capital effect:

• Cash = AC-C = 0;
• Debt / Total Asset = (γ); Equity / Total Asset = (δ), i.e., (γ + δ = 1);
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Table 13.1 Balance sheet (Jansen 2016) (developed by the author)

Current assets AC Debt D = γ*A

Cash AC-C Short Term Debt
Overdraft
Creditors (AP)

DS = γS*A

Account Receivables
(AR)

AC-D Long Term Liability DL = γL*A

Inventory AC-I

Fixed assets AF Equity E = δ*A

Total assets A = AC + AF Total liabilities D + E = A

• Fixed Assets are financed by Long-Term Liabilities or Equity and this is referred
to as the “Golden Rule of Finance”. Since current assets will be financed by
short-term debts, AC = DS and Net Working capital will be 0.

The interest rate of working capital:
Expressed in DS * T * RD-S or AC * T * RD-S. Here, T denotes the duration of

credit usage, RD-S represents the interest cost of short-term borrowing. Here, if the
duration is accepted as 1 year for display; Weighted average cost of capital (WACC);

WACC = δ ∗ RE + ( γS ∗ RD−S + γL ∗ RD−L) ∗ (1 − t) (13.1)

In Eq. (1), RD-S represents the short-term debt cost and RD-L long-term debt cost.
RE expresses equity cost and can be estimated according to CAPM (Capital Asset
Price Model) and Gordon models:

RE = RF + β(RM − RF)
1 (13.2)

According to GordonModel, RE = (d1/P0) + g (13.3)

According to the Gordon model in Eq. (3), the expected return of equity consists
of dividend yield (d1 / P0) and capital gain (g = (P1-P0) / P0). Thus, the expected
return of the equity for the future will be estimated in the WACC equation and
the weighted average funding cost of the funds that the company will use for the
future will be calculated. Economic Value Added is achieved by subtracting the net
operating profits (NOPAT) from firms after the tax, by subtracting the sum of assets
multiplied by WACC.

EV A = NOPAT − W ACC ∗ A (13.4)

To express the Eq. (4) more clearly,

NOPAT = Revenues − Cost of Goods Sold − Overhead Expenses
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Table 13.2 Imaginary data
for three Companies
(developed by the author)

Company DSO Amount

Sales Z Supplier to Y Supplier 60 days 500.000 $

Sales Y Supplier to X Focal Company 45 days 1.000.000 $

Sales X Focal Company to T Clients 30 days 4.000.000 $

−FinancialExpenses − Taxes.

WACC = δ ∗ RE + (
γS ∗ RD−S + γL ∗ RD−L

) ∗ (1 − t).

A = AC(Cash Policy,CollectionPolicy of Debtors/Accounts Payable) + AF(Fixed Asset). (5)

As can be understood from Eq. (4), EVA is also affected by the working capital
management of the enterprise. For this reason, for companies to obtain high EVA, it
is necessary to increase the turnover rate of stocks and collect their receivables in a
short time. Apart from that, they should decrease the costs (WACC) of the funds they
use for their activities as much as possible. The effect of working capital on EVA is
as shown in Fig. 13.7.

Hofmann et al. observed that firms in different sectors developed an empirical
model related to C2C (Cash Cycle), achieving the best EVA and SVA (Shareholder
Value Added) value with an optimal C2C cycle. SVA value in the supply chain is
obtained by multiplying each company’s WACC value. However, the share of each
firm in the supply chain from the earnings remains the subject of discussion. Trust
and Power in the supply chain can be considered as a pioneering principle for fair
distribution of earnings in the long run (Jansen 2016).

Coyle (2003) interpreted Supply Chain Finance as the effect of Supply chain
strategies on operating income and EVA. Management of working capital financing
in the supply chain focuses on the following:

• Decreasing the stock level,
• Reduce storage costs,
• Reduce shipping costs, and
• Increasing the level of service to customers.

In supply chain finance, the focal company focuses primarily on financing its
suppliers’ working capital needs. Focal Company can allocate funds that it can obtain
with low-interest rates to its suppliers, since it is generally located in a business
environment with better financial stability. It is an important advantage for suppliers
that are in a high-inflation and high-interest environment to take part in the supply
chain and benefit from the credibility of the Focal Company. In the supply chain
financing process, the bank deals with the Focal Company, which has a higher credit
rating. Because the important thing for the bank in this process is that the loans it has
given can be collected. The Role of Banks and the Focal Company in Supply Chain
Finance are as shown in Fig. 13.8.

Financial contracts and financial arrangements in the form of debt and equity,
facilitated by the Focal Company and used in collaboration by at least two supply
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Fig. 13.6 Balance sheets of Tier 1, Tier 2, and Focal Company in USD-Area (Jansen 2016)

Fig. 13.7 A model of control (Slack 2011; Jansen 2016)

Fig. 13.8 Conceptual Model: Working Capital Influencing EVA (Jansen 2016)
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Fig. 13.9 The Role of the Banks and the Focal Company in the Managing Supply Chain Finance
(Steeman 2013; Jansen 2016)

chain partners, aim to reduce risks in the supply chain and increase overall financial
performance (Jansen 2016, 21) (Fig. 13.9).

13.6 SCF Application

It is assumed that there is a virtual X company (Focal Company) and two (Y and
Z) suppliers to better understand the financial cooperation in the supply chain. X
company is an international focal company and its credibility is higher than suppliers
from different countries. For this reason, the focal company has the advantage of
providing financial loans to its suppliers through the bank in its own country. Y and
Z supplier companies want to take advantage of this supply chain. The receivable
collection times and working capitals of companies X, Y, and Z are as follows:

It is assumed that the trades in the supply chain are made in $ (USD). $ Credit
will be used from the international bank.

The credit ratings and interest rates of three companies in the supply chain are
assumed to be as follows:

As seen in Table 13.3, since X Focal Company’s credit rating is higher than other
suppliers, the interest rate to be paid in case of using credit is also lower. Focal

Table 13.3 Imaginary data
for the three companies
(developed by the author)

Company S&P 500 Interest Rate

Rating Z Supplier CCC- %12

Rating Y Supplier BBB + %7

Rating X Focal Company B + %4

Mark-up for SCF Facility %0,5
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Table 13.4 Interest Costs
without an SCF Instrument
(developed by the author)

Z Supplier Y Supplier X Focal Company

Debtors (AR) $500.000 $ 1.000.000 $4.000.000

DSO 60 days 45 days 30 days

Interest% %12 %7 %4

Interest Cost $10.042,63 $8.666,65 $13.171.60

While calculating the interest cost, a year is accepted as 365 days
and compound interest was used.

Company can take advantage of its credit convenience to other suppliers. In such a
case, the bank demands a mark-up of 0.5% as the risk will increase. Interest costs
of X, Y, and Z companies in the supply chain without using SCF instrument are as
shown in Table 13.4 and Fig. 13.10.

Interest costs in caseX,Y, andZcompanies in the supply chain useSCF instrument
are as shown in Table 13.5.

As shown in Table 13.5, when the SCF instrument is used in the supply chain, Z
and Y supplier companies gain significant advantages, but Focal Company cannot
benefit from this situation. To compensate for this, Z and Ymust pay the company X
pro (focal company) with a total of $ 1,649.40 “pro rato” or the Y supplier company
will have a higher sales discount to X (Jansen 2016, 24).

Fig. 13.10 SCF Instruments (Boor De 2015; Jansen 2016)
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Table 13.5 Interest Costs
with an SCF Instrument
(developed by the author)

Z Supplier Y Supplier X Focal
Company

Debtors (AR) $500.000 $ 1.000.000 $4.000.000

DSO 60 days 45 days 30 days

Interest% %4,50 %4,50 %4,50

Interest Costs
with SCF

$3.712,11 $5.563,02 $14.821,00

Interest Costs no
SCF

$10.042,63 $8.666,65 $13.171.60

ADVANTAGE $6.330,52 $3.103,63 -$1649,40

Interest = Focal Company Interest Rate + Mark-up for SCF
Facility (%4 + %0,5 = %4,50).

13.7 Discussion

With the industrial revolution that started in the late eighteenth century, human labor
has been replaced by machines powered by water and steam. From the beginning
of the twentieth century, mass production started on the assembly line where elec-
trical energy was used. As of the 1970s, with the developments in electronic and
information technology, machines based on digital technology started to replace
machines based on mechanical and electronic technology. At the beginning of 2011,
the transition to the fourth industrial revolution, referred to as Industry 4.0, took
place, enabling the use of machines and robots instead of the unqualified manpower
and specializing in jobs requiring quality. The tools of the Industry 4.0 era are smart
hospitals, smart schools, smart cars, smart factories, etc., defined as.

Affected by Industry 4.0 technology and Logistics 4.0 refers to the integration
and integration of high-linked processes, data, and systems of all companies in the
supply chain, from manufacturers to third-party logistics companies to customers.
Potential cost savings of 20% in quality and maintenance and 30% in inventory
costs are achieved if Logistics 4.0 is applied in the supply chain. Since Logistics 4.0
focuses on the use of new and innovative technologies such as predictive supply chain
management, performance criteria such as delivery security, delivery quality, delivery
flexibility, delivery capability, and service level can be optimized using these new
and innovative technologies. In the Logistics 4.0 process; The use of big data, the use
of blockchain technology, and the payment options via the Internet are extremely
important in the supply chain, which consists of important building blocks such
as customer relations, customer service management, demand management, order,
production flow, purchasing, product development, and product commercialization.
These technologies provide cost savings in the supply chain and increase service
quality.

The financing of the supply chain in the Logistics 4.0 process, which is the subject
of this study, is extremely important for logistics companies to gain profits with
low resource cost and working capital, and maximize cash flows and increase firm
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values. The supplier companies and the focal company in the supply chain utilize the
credibility of the focal company to finance their investments at a low cost. Firms in
the supply chain also need to reduce their working capital and increase asset turnover
(sales/assets) by lowering their stock levels to increase their return on equity (ROE).
To reduce the working capital of logistics companies, they need to decrease their
stock levels, storage costs, transportation costs, and increase their service levels to
customers.

According to the exemplary findings of SCF, if the supplier companies in the
supply chain use the SCF instrument, a serious decrease in credit costs is observed.
For Focal Company to take advantage of these transactions, the supplier companies
in the supply chain must make an additional “pro rato” payment or sale discount.
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Chapter 14
The Effects of Industry 4.0 Components
on the Tourism Sector

Gülüm Burcu Dalkiran

Abstract The industrial revolution that emerged in Europe in the 1800s has affected
all sectors by spreading to different continents with the use of different technologies
over time. Developments in technology have enabled the tourism sector to develop by
affecting both production and consumption dimensions. In addition to the factors that
improve the tourism supply, such as transportation and communication technologies,
the increase in commercial activities with the ease of production and supply provided
by mass production, and the expansion of the tourism market with the increase of
travel, technologies that can be closely followed digitalized tourismmarket, allowing
customized marketing, have revealed the demand for tourism. In this section, indus-
trial revolutions and their effects on the tourism sector are evaluated under the titles of
Industry 4.0 components such as big data analytics, augmented reality applications,
internet of things and artificial intelligence.

Keywords Tourism technologies · Industry 4.0 components in tourism ·
Augmented reality in tourism · Big data in tourism · Internet of things in tourism ·
Artificial intelligence

14.1 Introduction

The concept of industrialization can be defined as the functioning of machines as
a partial or complete alternative to human power (Outman and Outman 2003). The
distinctions of the industry that emerged as a result of periodic developments also
progressed from Industry 1.0 to the Industry 4.0 period. It was not immediately
possible for human beings to come to a period when they were engaged in hunting
and gathering activities, where economic units could perform their basic activities
with robots; each innovation led to other innovations. Another sector that is affected
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by all changes, especially sociological, psychological and economic effects, is the
tourism sector.

In the tourism-related literature, the framework of the concept is presented in
different ways according to different disciplines. The most important reason for this
is that the tourism sector is not only composed of the relationships between the tourist
and the tourism business. In addition to food and beverage, accommodation, travel,
entertainment and transportation enterprises within the tourism sector, it is involved
in input–output relationships with many sectors such as agriculture, textile, health,
banking, construction and education, it affects many sectors and is affected by them.

The prominent features in the definitions for tourism in the literature; it is related
to the economic dimension of people traveling outside their places where they live for
various reasons (travel, entertainment, health, business, sports, etc.) and also spending
during travel and accommodation activities. In addition to its economic impact, the
sociological dimension covering the interaction of local people and tourism, the
psychological dimension on all parties is affected by the behavior of tourists and
tourism activities, the public dimension of the state’s investment and expenditure
policies, and the legal dimension regulating the relations between the parties also
stand out in the definitions made by different disciplines. According to the current
definition of the World Tourism Organization, tourists are defined as “people who
travel in or outside their region for various reasons, participate in social, economic and
cultural activities and spend tourism activities by participating in tourism activities”
(UNWTO2014).Developments that highlight the economic dimensionof the tourism
movement in the historical process are considered as industrial revolutions. The
industrial revolution has prepared the necessary infrastructure for the emergence and
development of modern tourism and has become an important factor that accelerates
tourism movements over time (Bahar 2016).

Technological developments that emerged with the use of steam power in
machines also affected the development of tourism, and developments in transporta-
tion technology and communication technology also supported this. In addition, the
increase in the welfare level created by globalization, the increase in the education
level and the legal regulations for holidays, urbanization and population increase
have developed the awareness of tourism in people (Akdağ et al. 2019).

In this section, the effects of industrial revolutions on tourism are examined, the
changes in the tourism sector in today’s technology are exemplified and the concept
of Industry 4.0 is evaluated over big data, virtual/augmented reality, internet of things
and artificial intelligence. Based on the effects of technological developments on the
tourism sector, the affected business processes of different tourism operations and
the purchasing processes of tourists were examined under different dimensions, and
the tourism of the future was tried to be viewed from the technology framework.
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14.2 Reflections of the Industrial Revolutions
on the Tourism Sector

Although themain target of technological developments and changes is the industrial
sector, which emphasizes the strategic objectives such as gaining competitive power,
producing at lower costs, being a pioneer and using resources efficiently, tourism
sector is among the sectors most affected by the change. Considering that people
have traveled for various reasons since the early ages of history, it is obvious that
every change that occurs can affect the travel motivations for the consumer, the
service style for the producer and the sectoral investments for the state.

The industrialization process, which started in the 1800s in Europe and is accepted
as the beginning of the globalization process, has evolved three times over the years
and has affected the whole world with its latest version. Developed countries, posi-
tively affected by these processes, have experienced the advantageous effects of
globalization as architects, users and close followers of changing technology.

The beginning of the Industry 1.0 era was with the advent of machines powered by
water and steam in 1787. In this period whenmechanization started, the phenomenon
of urbanization also emerged and along with it, radical reforms in all areas of
economic, cultural, social and commercial emerged periodically. The use of steam-
powered machines for transportation, which started the first revolution in England,
was an important step that started tourism movements. As a matter of fact, that
period witnessed the first tour organization in the history of tourism. Thomas Cook,
a gardener in 1841, became the first person to organize trips formembers of the Teeto-
talers Club between Loughborough and Leicester, England, and over time became a
world-renowned travel agency (Enzensberger 1996).

First Industrial Revolution (FIR) or the Industrial Revolution, affecting the period
between 1760 and 1830; it has also accelerated the development of the railway
by using steam, coal and iron as energy source and raw material. In this way, it
became easier to dispatch the increased productionwith both themovement of people
and mechanization to other places. In this period, the socio-economic structure that
changed with the mechanization of machine work in England resulted in steam
power technology facilitating printingworks and communication technology brought
cultural change with it. The most important result of all these developments reveals
the most basic definition of globalization. According to this definition, globalization
can be explained as the free movement of the means of production all over the world
without or with the least restriction, in all economic, cultural and political divisions.
Thus, industrial revolutions are accepted as the beginning and the most important
trigger of this process (Görçün 2016).

The main source of every innovation in the Second Industrial Revolution (SER-
Industry 2.0) is the studies of the previous period. The effects of the industrial
revolution have manifested themselves in different ways in many countries in
different geographies and the implementation part of the innovations coincided with
different times (Görçün 2016). It is no coincidence that the First Industrial Revolu-
tion is European-centered. During the ancient Roman period, the city of Rome was
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frequently visited by non-Romans, the use of Roman baths for healing, watching the
fights in the Coliseum, and the slave market functioning as a shopping center were
the firsts in the history of tourism (Beckerson and Walton 2005). The fact that Rome
is an important center of attraction in tourism can be explained by the development
of tourism in parallel with industrial civilizations. We can give the best example of
this situation with UK tourism. The beginning of the industrial revolution in England
and the rapid adaptation of England to the Second Industrial Revolution (SIR) was
crowned with the dominant positions of British tourists in the nineteenth century
(Enzensberger 1996).

In the emergence of the Second Industrial Revolution, the use of steel, electricity,
oil and chemicals along with steam, coal and iron played an important role. While
the starting place of the first industrial revolution was England, and the expansion
region was primarily Europe, countries such as the USA and Japan were also rapidly
affected by the second industrial revolution. When we list some of the most effective
inventions of this period and the changes they have created;

– Henry Ford’s start of mass production in the automotive industry—Fordist
Production (Eraydın 1992).

– Rapid growth of cities.
– Acceleration of industrialization with the use of electrical energy in production

by factories.
– Starting the use of tools such as telephones, radios and typewriters.
– With the discovery of internal combustion engines by German engineer Rudolf

Diesel, it can be listed as the development of the transportation sector.

The effects of the Second Industrial Revolution innovations on the tourism sector
can also be evaluated separately for different types of businesses and activities. The
world tour organization of Thomas Cook with the ship “Oceanic” in 1872, the use
of steam trains and large ships for tourism purposes and the increase in the welfare
of the population formed important markets (Çelik and Topsakal 2019). Not only
sea travels but also airline voyages came into play in this period. Regular lines have
been establishedwith passenger services on the Paris-Brussels and London-Paris and
Berlin-Leipzig routes (Gierczak 2011).

The most fundamental feature of the Third Industry period (Industry 3.0) can be
considered as the digitalization of production. With the flexible production systems
that emerged with the use of the developments in communication technologies for
production (Yüksel and Genç 2018), administrative differences and the contributions
of previous period revolutions for serial production, production costs also decreased.
In this period, developments in information technologies and the use of the internet
affected the way of doing business in all sectors. The use of computers in the 1960s,
the use of personal computers in the 1980s, the emergence of the Internet in the
1990s, the emergence of Google’s Android operating system phone “HTC Dream”
in 2008 and Apple’s filling the gap between smartphones and laptops in 2010 by
producing tablet computers are the most important technological developments of
the Third Industrial Revolution (Topsakal et al. 2018: 1629). The developments of
this period resulted in an increase in demand and supply in tourism.
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14.3 Industry 4.0. Revolution and Digitized Tourism

Industrial revolutions are not processes that develop suddenly but are the result of
the emergence of many innovations that trigger each other over time. The concept
of Industry 4.0 is used for the first time in 2011 in Germany’s Hannover fair, in the
report prepared by technology working groups to the German Government. The core
of this concept, which is thought to have started its work in the past by developed
countries, lies in the integration of industry and technology. This strategy, which
aims to reduce costs, produces more in a shorter time, creates innovation or follows
innovations,which are the necessity of competition in the globalizingworld economy,
with the advancement in technology, has turned into a new version in many sectors.
In addition to sectoral designations such as Logistics 4.0, Tourism 4.0, Agriculture
4.0, concepts such as Human 2.0 are also used for people in parallel with business
functions and even the use of technology.

Digitalization and technological change are considered as interrelated but distinct
concepts that affect the ways of doing business in the new century. Digital transfor-
mation is a digitization process and it is accepted as a planning process that enables
the transformation of classical codings and processes in business structures, espe-
cially efficiency and speed. Digitalization provided by technological advances is a
business intelligence revolution and it took place after software and hardware revo-
lutions (Yanık et al. 2019). When digitalization is compared with the concept of
industrialization, it is seen as the biggest revolution after the industrial revolution
(Bunz 2014), and software in which digitalization comes to life is considered as the
main actor of the modern world (Matthewman 2011).

In order for digital transformations to be accepted by the consumer, it is impor-
tant that the new technology responds to the need or creates the desired changes and
provides user satisfaction from different angles. Technology literacy rate is also a
concept that affects this situation. As in all industries, the forms of production and
consumption that emerged with digitalization and digitalization have been used in
tourism. Starting from the market research that the tourist will make before the desti-
nation choice, mobile devices, kiosks, social media platforms and artificial intelli-
gence can be used in the booking and accommodation process, travel transactions and
even post-travel feedback and benefiting from different personal services. Giving a
few examples of the applications used within the scope of Industry 4.0 or Technology
4.0 in the tourism sector;

– Through social media accounts and websites, businesses can produce content and
potential tourists can follow this content while making a holiday decision and do
market research on social media.

– Tracking the digital footprints of tourists with mobile devices and mobile
applications and providing them with appropriate, personalized content.

– Robots can be listed as an element of attraction in the tourism industry, as well
as taking part in the business.
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Considering that the developments in technology affect not only the tourism sector
but also other sectors related to tourism, it is obvious that the expected benefit will
increase even more. For example, in the “agriculture” sector, which is the main field
of activity of eco-tourism and rural tourism types that supply food and beverage
to the tourism sector, basic activities in crop and animal production can be carried
out with machines and productivity can be increased with different calculations for
the sustainability of natural resources. At the point where technology has reached
today, different applications can be seen among the agriculture tourism sectors in
terms of stock and inventory management. For example, the decreasing materials,
fruits and vegetables in the refrigerators or in the equipment cabinets in the hotel
kitchens or food and beverage establishments will be detected (internet of things),
these can be collected by robots used in agricultural areas and transferred to the hotel.
Hotel customers will also be able to view the images of harvesting from the field
simultaneously with the application on their phones.

Although the concept of “authenticity” in tourismor “preserved cultural structure”
is among the attractiveness factors that often direct tourism demand, the concepts of
authenticity and technology, which seem to be contradictory concepts, have become
complementary and helpful in the digital platform. It is possible to reinforce this
situation with different examples.

– Digitalization of documents and creation of digital archives are important in terms
of protecting cultural heritage and creating tourism demand. In this way, it is
possible to draw attention to the cultural heritage of the young population, who is
at the top of the list in terms of technology usage level and their interest in digital
(EC 2018; Gürsoy 2019).

– It becomes easier to send destination promotional materials to appropriate target
audiences in the digital environment and to constantly update texts and images.

– In the field of architecture, with three-dimensional imaging technology, creating
reliefs and facades, determining historical and archaeological sites, detecting
deformation in buildings, and documenting the preservation and maintenance of
cultural assets are among the simplified procedures for the protection of cultural
heritage (Yakar et al. 2005).

– With NFC (Near Field Communication) technology, GPS (Geolocation Systems)
and Bluetooth technologies, the option of providing special service to the tourist
before, after and during the trip (Pamukçu and Tanrısever 2019).

– It is important to preserve, share or use in commercial activities of Visual and
Audio works on the digital platform, both in terms of creating different markets
and protecting the works.

– Despite the protection measures applied during the exhibition process of the
portable historical artifacts, it is possible to digitize them with different tech-
niques and to investigate them in depth, in response to abrasion or destruction
in different ways. The project of copying Donatello’s sculpture “Magdalena” by
using three-dimensional scanning and photogrammetry method together for the
first time in Italy is one of the first examples that can be given to this situation
(Guidi et al. 2003).
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With Industry 4.0, the increase in automation in labor-intensive touristic produc-
tion brings some risks. One of them is that in the future, the need for human labor
will decrease and perhaps some jobs may disappear altogether. The possibility that
augmented reality applications such as mobile travel guides, smart menus and smart
tables may reduce the need for service personnel and tourist guides primarily show
this (Özgüneş andBozok 2017). In addition, there is the difficulty of solving the prob-
lems that arise with technical innovation with traditional methods (Topsakal et al.
2018). In addition, the adaptation process of tourism personnel to new technologies
and the economic aspect of this, the security of the systems used and the cost of data
protection can be considered among the important risks.

In parallelwith the developments in technology, conceptswith “smart” prefix have
started to be used in the tourism industry. The “smartness” feature, which is attributed
to newconcepts that can be developed as “smart tourism”, “smart destination”, “smart
hotel”, undoubtedlymeans that the usage rate of new technologies increases customer
satisfaction; it addresses the protection of social, cultural and natural inventory and
its contribution to sustainability. The use of technology is important in all operational
stages, from determining the carrying capacity to the use of digital data obtained from
tourists in product planning, and from event planning to input procurement processes
of tourism enterprises.

14.3.1 Big Data in Tourism

Innovation is considered to be one of the most value-added ways to gain competitive
advantage on a global, national or local scale. The basis of innovation is producing
information or having the information produced (Eraslan et al. 2008). The amount
of information created in daily life has increased enormously compared to previous
periods. Every data obtained from different sources such as social media shares,
videos, photo archives, every transaction made on the internet and phones, log files
that we constantly record, is very valuable for businesses. However, information
gains economic value by processing these data and making them meaningful.

In the simplest way, big data is defined as “large data sets that cannot be managed
by traditional tools” (Ohlhorst 2014). In another definition, big data appears as “large
data sets that are insufficient in analyzing relational databases, but can be analyzed
with advanced statisticalmethods or interpretedwith visualization programs” (Jacobs
2009). The scale of the data highlighted in the definitions is very different from what
we use in daily life; petabytes (one terabyte capacity external disk we use today),
exabytes (million times), zetabyte (billion times) and yotabyte (trillion times) (Arıkan
2016). The concept, which was first thought to be used by the science of genetics and
astronomy (Mayer-Schöberger and Cukier, 2014), has become important for many
different fields for similar reasons.

Big data is used in the tourism sector for various purposes such as improving
service quality, revealing the tourist profile, regulating city traffic and demand fore-
casting. While the d-Lab named data analysis system in Barcelona, which is among
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the most visited cities in the world, aims to reveal the density of tourists in their
travel routes by revealing the tourist profiles (Esen and Türkay 2017), Pan and Yang
(2014) used the website visit traffic, search engine reports and weather reports made
demand forecasting to determine hotel occupancy rates in the short term. In many
studies, social media interpretations and customer feedback have been analyzed, and
they have made predictions to reveal destination visitor profiles and the intention to
visit again (Gong et al. 2016).

From the point of view of the tourism sector, differentiated data to be obtained
with big data can be savior in cases where the data obtained from consumers by
traditional methods are insufficient to see the whole and to detect changes. Mobile
phone data, data on business resources, special data such as radio frequency tags
(RFID) in customer transactions, and digital traces of data obtained from other units
with which all users interact, reveal a complex and large-capacity data structure
(Esen and Türkay 2017). According to calculations, the amount of recorded data
produced by all humanity from the beginning of civilization until 2003 is produced
in 2 days in time (İHS Telekom 2015). How this situation, which is also called as
information explosion, came to be seen in Fig. 14.1 (Arıkan 2016). The emergence
of data with the invention of writing and printing, creation of data with information
technologies, archivingof data in variousways ondifferent platforms through internet
and digitalization are among themost important stages. The fact that not only humans
but also machines enter the data generation process (internet of things) has enabled
us to reach big data.

By integrating big data with the data sets of all private, public and autonomous
organizations, it is possible to reveal hidden information and new correlations by
using data mining and statistical methods. Big data in tourism consists mostly of
unstructured data obtained from internet searches, location determinations, website
traffic, social media shares, call center records and sales reservation transactions
made by tourists from the devices they use (Xiang and Fesenmaier 2016: 18).

Fig. 14.1 Big Data (Information Explosion) Process (Arıkan 2016)
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Big Data Analytics provides the most efficient use of informatics and marketing
information from the perspective of tourism marketing. In addition to detecting the
current situation in the tourism market, it can detect unknown relationships and
orientations in the situation. In addition, it can detect algorithms that will predict
situations that do not yet exist but may arise in the future. Big data analytics can have
two effects on the tourism market as a marketing tool: Pattern recognition and Trend
Analysis (Arıkan 2016). In this way, it can be said that concepts such as smart tourism
and smart destinations can deserve their “smart” qualities in terms of clarifying today
and planning tomorrow. Considering in terms of foreign markets, with the data to be
used for the tourism demands of each target market, tourism marketing on the basis
of destinations will be more successful, and even with the niche markets created,
foreign active tourism income can be increased. However, it is very important to
know what data and how to access them in order to be able to analyze the data and
activate the analysis results in decision-making mechanisms in order to reveal the
benefits of big data analytics. Bearing the costs of all these activities is also an issue
to consider.

The main features of the concept of big data, which are named as dimensions,
include five features called “5 V Model” (Arıkan 2016);

– Volume: The size of the data
– Variety: The structural features of the data (structured, semi-structured and

unstructured data).
– Speed(Velocity): The speed at which data can be generated and processed in real

time.
– Variability: Whether the data can be used functionally or not.
– Reality (Veracity): The accuracy and consistency of the data.

14.3.2 Virtual Reality—Augmented Reality Applications
in Tourism

In parallelwith the developments in information technology in recent years, one of the
remarkable applications in many areas is the Augmented Reality (AR) applications.
The concept of reality can be examined in two separate ways as “virtual reality” and
“augmented reality”. İçten and Bal (2017; 111) in their studies used the concept of
virtual reality “the environments where the person’s relationship with the outside
world is broken when he enters the computer environment” and they defined the
concept of augmented reality as “environments where the connection with the real
world is not broken, where data and images can be added on real world images,
where virtual and reality are together”.

AR application, which was first used in the military field, has been used in many
different areas over time. It is aimed at its first use that the application, which is placed
on a helmet to be used by fighter pilots designed as transparent screens at eye level
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during the flight, they could see the data screen and the real image simultaneously
(Livingston, Rosenblum, Brown, Schmidt, Julier, Baillot, Swan, Maassel, 2011).

In virtual reality applications, Trindade et al. (2002) mention three components:
Immersion, Interaction and participation. Immersion is the creation of the perception
of being physically present in a non-physical environment, and interaction is the
adaptation of the limbs to the environment to increase the credibility in the virtual
environment (Carrozzino andBergamasco2010).HMD;while it is defined as helmets
that allow the perception of computer-generated images and sounds, Wired Glove is
glove that provides the sense of touch (Orhan 2019). In the participation component
of virtual reality, it is aimed to enrich the experience by focusing on the participant’s
learning.

The development of virtual reality technology is used by the private sector and
the state as a promotional tool in tourism. In this way, it is possible to provide a
preliminary experience to potential tourists in the domestic and foreign markets,
to promote to larger masses at lower costs, and to promote destinations without the
political negative directions that may be caused by international relations. Apart from
this, it can provide the opportunity to become a “virtual tourist” in the disadvantaged
segments of the domestic and foreign markets with travel barriers. They can do this
application within the scope of social responsibility by considering social benefit or
they can support it for a fee. In response to the criticism that virtual reality applications
cannot connect with the real world, augmented reality applications come into play.
In the near future, it is thought that tourists will be able to experience new reality
applications such as stroking animal skin, contacting a fish or hugging a tiger (Dubey
2016). It is even possible to meet many extinct creatures today. Dinosaur simulations
in the Disneyland entertainment center (Newsome andHughes 2016) are one of these
applications. The areas in which augmented reality applications can be used in the
tourism sector are listed below.

– AR applications for different destinations that can be used within the scope of
accessible tourism.

– Museum, playground or beach-sea themed applications for disadvantaged
segments (children in government care or low socio-economic areas) within the
scope of social tourism.

– AR applications to be made with contents prepared for different sports branches
within the scope of sports tourism.

– AR applications that can support the treatment that can be prepared for psychiatric
patients within the scope of health tourism.

– AR applications are prepared with content produced from destinations or events
suitable for the target market in promotional activities to be carried out in distant
markets in foreign tourism.

– Visiting museums with AR applications within the scope of cultural tourism list
the usage areas of virtual reality technologies in the tourism industry as follows.

– Observing the situation with virtual simulations prepared during the prepara-
tion of tourism plans and creating tourism policies and to serve the purpose of
sustainability by accurately determining the carrying capacity.
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– Increasing sales by providing preliminary experience with simulations based on
virtual reality applications of tourist attractions to bemarketed to potential tourists.

– High-cost theme parks, which need to be built on large areas, can be established
in smaller areas and at lower costs with virtual reality technology.

– The ability to reveal virtual/artificial tourism in cases where travel cannot bemade
due to adverse weather conditions or extraordinary situations (war, pandemic,
etc.).

In accommodation businesses, especially chain hotels benefit from virtual reality
to increase their brand value, and offer new services to their customers through
websites and advanced technological equipment. The first hotel to use these tech-
nologies is Marriott Hotels. This international hotel chain cooperated with Samsung
Electronics America, allowing their customers to take a virtual tour with the program
called “VRoom Service” before they sell rooms. The hotel that provides personnel
training with virtual reality applications is the Best Western Hotels group (Orhan
2019). In addition to hotel businesses, travel businesses also aim to promote the
destinations in their portfolios by using new technologies and to increase the level
of consumer satisfaction after pre-experience.

14.3.3 The Concept of the Internet of Things and Its Effect
on Tourism

The Internet of Things (IoT) means that everything is connected and interacted with
eachother via the Internet,without the limitation of time, space and existence.Objects
that interactwith each other areRadio Frequency IdentificationTags (RFID), sensors,
processors, chips,mobile phones and othermobile devices (Çelik andTopsakal 2019;
25). The Internet ofThings application,whichplays an important role in the formation
of big data, is accepted as the basic network in touristic production and is seen as an
indispensable part of “smart tourism” (Wu 2017).

In terms of tourism enterprises, internet of things technology can be used for
purposes such as analyzing consumer behavior, creating suitable products for the
customer and providing automation and control. For example, it is possible that
chips embedded in wristbands that a hotel will give to its customers can detect the
number of entrances to the customer’s room, the number of coffee they drink, and
even the times when they sleep and wake up. Similarly, in congress organizations,
the data obtained can be used to access the location information of the participants
with their name badges or to ensure the coordination and security of tourists in major
tours within the scope of faith tourism. All these applications are obtained with RFID
(Radio Frequency Identification) system. It is the name of the technology that enables
the electromagnetic waves emitted from RFID devices to be converted into digital
data (Weis 2007). Among the tools that collect data in this system are barcode tapes,
optical readers and smart cards with memory cards and processors, sticks (Esen and
Türkay 2017).
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Table 14.1 Examples of Applying Internet of Things in Hotels (Buhalis and Leung 2018: 48)

Area Technology/Sensor Function

Inside the hotel

Rooms Motion sensor
Voice sensor
Temperature sensor
Door lock
Wearable sensor

Providing ambience and energy saving by
illuminating the guest’s location in the room
Sound control of tools such as curtains, lighting and
room temperature
Controlling the temperature in providing guest
comfort
Opening and closing doors with mobile applications
Determining the health status of the guests
(in areas such as sauna and fitness room)

Restaurant/lobby Position sensor
Position beacon

Determining the location of the tourist
Sending a welcome message to the determined
tourist

Hotel amenities Availability
Beacon

Send guests an availability message

Store Inventory tag Tracking the location of the inventory, determining
the expiration date and stock level

Out of hotel

Building Temperature sensor
Light sensor

Ensuring energy efficiency by controlling building
temperature
Lighting according to daylight

Road Traffic sensor Parking and traffic control

Social network Content sensor Social network system that provides feedback to
managers by controlling the hotel’s social networks

Examples of applications that take the Internet of Things in hotel businesses
can be examined in two parts as applications inside and outside the hotel (Table
14.1). Applications inside the hotel are mostly for optimal use of heat, light and
sound systems through sensors. In addition, with Beacon technologies compatible
with mobile devices, sending greetings to customers and messages for facility use
also provides customer-specific service. Providing customer feedback by providing
energy efficiency of hotels, monitoring inventory and reporting on content in social
networks are also important examples (Buhalis and Leung 2018).

14.3.4 Artificial Intelligence Applications in Tourism
Enterprises

Artificial intelligence applications in tourism enterprises can also be effective in the
employment structure in the sector in recent years. The concept of artificial intel-
ligence, which supports human activities and can also be an alternative to human
workforce in the future, means the imitation or revitalization of human intelligence
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by machines or information systems (Yıldız 2019). The artificial intelligence tech-
nology market, which has grown by 44% in 2019 compared to the previous year
and reached 35.8 billion dollars, is one of the most important products of the rapidly
developing technology (Sedefçi 2018). Artificial intelligence and robots are used
in many different areas in the tourism sector. In the food and beverage sector, it is
possible for bar robots to prepare the beverage that the customer wants by placing
an order via the phone (Imbardelli 2019) or to protect the privacy of the customer
room by performing room service in hotels with robots (AL-Enterprise 2018). It
is possible for hotels to make customer registration (check-in/check-out) without
human beings, to use multilingual voice recognition systems for security purposes,
to reduce waiting times in different services in hotels with facial recognition systems
(Akgül 2019; Ivanov and Webster 2017; Tung and Law 2017). It can be said that
artificial intelligence applications in the tourism sector are mostly Asian countries,
which are considered to be the origin of high value-added technology products. Some
of the examples that can be given are listed below.

– “Flyzoo Hotel” owned by the e-commerce giant Alibaba Group in China is one of
the important examples that integrates technology with tourism. The robots that
were established for trial purposes and their technology licenses are planned to
be sold to other businesses in time, work at the hotel, especially using the face
recognition system. Starting frommeeting the customers; it is thought that robots,
which will be responsible for providing many services such as room lighting, air
conditioning, food and beverage service, will be effective in providing customer-
specific service concept (Brennan 2019; Yıldız 2019).

– Operating in the airline industry, Amsterdam-based KLM Airlines operate with
the artificial intelligence robot “Spencer” for the purposes of answering customer
questions and increasing the quality of travel (Akgül 2019). Similarly, the robot
“Sanbot” working in Chinese airports guides tourists by providing information
on issues such as gate, platform, flight time (Block 2017).

– The robot “Sara”, operating in Singapore, works like a digital tour guide, helping
tourists with directions, showing the city’s historical and cultural attractions, and
restaurant recommendations (Kim and Banchs, 2014).

– All employees in the hotel chain called Henn-na operating in Japan, except the
security personnel, consist of robots. The most basic feature of the robots used in
the entrance and exit operations of the hotel, such as guidance, cleaning, food and
beverage service, is that they look like real people (Dursun 2020; Henn-na 2020).

14.4 Conclusion

The industrial revolution that started with the use of steam power has revealed the
phenomenon of globalization in the world and increased the level of competition
over time. With the provision of mass production, the input procurement process in
tourism enterprises has become easier, and the concept of mass tourism has emerged
with the developments in transportation and communication technology. The concept
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of “smart tourism” has emerged with “smart destinations” using new technologies
to create sustainable tourism policies by keeping up with technological revolutions.
With the third industrial revolution, the use of the internet and mobile phones created
the consumer model that can be defined as “smart tourist”. All technological revo-
lutions trigger change in businesses, which are the main components of the tourism
sector, and all other sectors related to tourism.

The “digital revolution” that emerged with the new generation technology tools
called Industry 4.0 also significantly affects the tourism sector. With its components
such as augmented reality, internet of things, artificial intelligence applications and
big data, it is possible to create a service difference in tourism as in other sectors, to
reduce costs in certain areas or to activate the control mechanism. With big data, it
is easy to recognize target markets; it is possible to create new markets in different
tourism types and in this way spread the tourism activities to all four seasons. In
the digitalized tourism market, with the facilitation of introducing tourist attractions
to the global market, reaching potential tourists at a lower cost and determining the
factors affecting the demand in a short time, the tourism market is growing.
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Chapter 15
The Problem of Employment and Growth
in the Fourth Industrial Revolution

Duygu Yücel

Abstract Having been the products of arising needs, industrial revolutions led to
many innovations in economic and social life during their respective periods. The
Fourth Industrial Revolution has started the digital age we are in, thanks to the devel-
opment of the Internet of Things, the Internet of Services, Cyber-Physical Systems,
Robots, Big Data, and Cloud Computing Systems. The technological development of
automation and information systems in production paves the way for certain changes
in macro dimensions such as economic growth and employment. Digital advances in
the Logistics sector, which cannot be considered independent fromproduction, on the
one hand provided increased productivity in the sector, yet, on the other hand, gave
a rise to an unemployment problem for the labor sector. The unfavorable landscape
that the Fourth Industrial Revolution initially created regarding employment can be
overcome by lifelong learning, higher education, and the supply of a qualified and
competent workforce. First of all, it has been the human capital itself that triggered
technological developments. In the present study, the first three industrial revolutions
are brieflydiscussed in termsof their economic effects and theFourth IndustrialRevo-
lution is examined theoretically. The effects of digitalization on economic growth and
employment, and especially the changes induced thereby in the logistics industry are
mentioned. The fact that technological developments are inversely associated with
employment at the beginning, is examined as a disadvantage along with the many
facilities it introduces.
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15.1 Introduction

Industrial revolutions from past to present have been a product of arising human
needs. The recent Fourth Industrial Revolution was also formed with the incorpora-
tion of the innovations required by the age into economic and social life. The Fourth
Industrial Revolution, which will radically change the production process, employ-
ment structure, personal qualifications, and competencies today and in the future,
is based on such advanced technological components as Cyber-Physical Systems,
Internet of Things, Internet of Services, Big Data, Smart Factories, Robotics, Artifi-
cial Intelligence, and Cloud. Intelligence, communication, and information network
come to the fore in this period, also known as the age of digitalization.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution, which enables low cost, flexible, and
customized production, also has many effects on macroeconomic events such as
employment and economic growth. As in every industrial revolution, the Fourth
Industrial Revolution will initially lead to a shrinkage in employment and lost profes-
sions. However, the system will continue to create lines of business tailored to its
needs. In this new process, the most important element for the labor life is that the
demand for the workforce will turn towards a skilled workforce with high educa-
tion. Therefore, the importance of education and lifelong learning will continue to
increase each day. The Fourth Industrial Revolution, which enables lower cost and
faster production of goods and services thanks to its smart production systems, will
also create economic growth for countries.

With the digital age affecting many economic sectors, it has been possible to
minimize failures and increase productivity in the “just in time” logistics service
by minimizing costs; thanks to the development of new fuel and energy resources,
robotics and artificial intelligence technology, and advances in communication tech-
niques. Cost reductions in the logistics sector have also increased investments in
the sector. From an employment point of view, the logistics sector is expected to
suffer the same fate. The workforce providing logistics services will have to face the
problem of unemployment in case of a lack of required qualifications. However, the
new process will create new professions such as design, coordination, machine advo-
cacy, and will continue to provide new job opportunities to the qualified, competent
workforce.

15.2 Evolution of the Industrial Revolution from the Past
to the Present

Human beings so far have led to many different transformations in economic, social,
and political order as a result of their inventions and revolutions. These transforma-
tions have had an impact on economic functioning in particular and led to a series
of industrial revolutions. The industry is defined as the entirety of the collective
production activities, methods, and tools applied in the form of the processing of
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Fig. 15.1 Evolution of the industrial revolution from industry 1.0 to industry 4.0. Source Zambon
et al. (2019: 4)

raw materials and manufactured and semi-finished products using machinery, and
the creation of energy resources. Rapid, radical, and qualified changes in a partic-
ular field are called revolutions (TDK). The industrial revolution is expressed as a
radical and rapid change in the production activities, methods, and presentations
used to process raw materials, manufactured and semi-finished goods into the final
commodity (Sözen and Mescioğlu 2019: 291). The concept of the industrial revo-
lution was first used in a letter written by Louis Guillaume Otto of France in 1799
(Sözen and Mescioğlu 2019: 291). This term refers to a change in technological,
economic, and social systems within the industry. The industrial revolution focuses
on changes in working and living conditions and economic wealth (Fig. 15.1). The
first industrial movement in the UK began in the middle of the eighteenth century,
and the US and European countries started to transform their respective agricultural
societies into an industrial society (Dombrowski and Wagner 2014: 100).

As regards Industry 1.0, the invention of machines powered by water and steam
power started the first industrial revolution. The second industrial revolution began
with the start of mass production with machines powered by electric and combustion
engines. During this period, the first examples of assembly lines were also seen. In
Industry 3.0, automation was introduced to manufacturing processes with develop-
ments in the fields of electronics, information technologies, and industrial robots,
which paved the way for the beginning of the information age. Industry 4.0 started
with the introduction of the digital supply chain, intelligent manufacturing, digital
products, services, and business models, along with data analysis activities as a basic
competence. Flexible and interconnected value chain networks, virtual processes,
virtual customer interfaces, and industrial cooperation activities as the key value
factor will be established in 2030 and beyond, a period called as a digital ecosystem
(Yilmaz and Duman 2019: 188). The economic effects of industrial revolutions are
examined in a more detailed approach below.
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15.2.1 First Industrial Revolution and Its Economic Impacts
(Industry 1.0)

The First Industrial Revolution, also called the Steam Age, covers the process that
runs between 1750 and 1890. The steam machine as invented by James Watt in
1765 marked the beginning of the First Industrial Revolution. The energy sources
of the First Industrial Revolution were coal, water, and steam power (Stone, 2018:
1822). The development of the textiles industry in the UK and advancements in
metallurgy drove the continuation of the process. The use of coal, steam, steel, and
iron together as raw materials and energy sources led to the development of many
industrial sectors, including railways, and enabled the rapid spread of the First Indus-
trial Revolution throughout Europe (Gürün 2019: 70; Bulut and Akcacı 2007: 52).
The Bessemer Method in use made steel production cheaper, making railway tracks
cheaper. The newly established rail networks increased trade by providing conve-
nience in transportation and shipments. Steamships and trains increased the volume
of foreign trade by allowing goods to be transported to more distant destinations.
Another development during this period was the provision of communication facil-
ities such as telegraphs and telephones (MÜSİAD 2017: 32). The most important
economic result of the First Industrial Revolution was the suppression and beginning
of the extinction of old crafts and production methods. Unemployed artisans began
to turn to factories, and as a result, a capital-intensive production mode replaced the
labor-intensive production mode. The new production style challenged the aristo-
cratic structure that upon the emergence of new industrialists and new traders (Sözen
and Mescioğlu 2019: 293).

15.2.2 Second Industrial Revolution and Its Economic
Impacts (Industry 2.0)

The Second Industrial Revolution covers a period that spanned from the 1870s, the
last quarter of the nineteenth century to 1914s, the first quarter of the twentieth
century. The most basic characteristic of this period was the use of electricity and the
transition to mass production based on the division of labor. Therefore, electricity
and oil came to the fore as energy sources in this period. Electricity use became
widespread in factories andworkshops, the automotive industrywas developed, some
durable consumer appliances were invented, and utilization of oil, oil derivatives, and
chemicals started in the industry. In addition, the increase in the efficiency of durable
steel production accelerated rail transport and trade (Taş 2018. 1821–1822;MÜSİAD
2017: 32).

The first assembly production line was carried out in Cincinnati Slaughterhouses
in 1870 (Sözen and Mescioğlu 2019: 293). Yet, Fordism has been considered the
start of the Second Industrial Revolution. The production line technology, called
the Fordist Production Style, was applied in 1913 by Henry Ford at the automobile
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factory, forming the beginning of the mass production and division of labor (Bulut
and Akçacı 2017: 52).With the invention of the oil-based internal combustion engine
in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the textile industry also entered a different
process (MÜSİAD 2017: 32).

One of themost important economic consequences of the Second Industrial Revo-
lution was the rapid growth in many sectors such as chemistry, iron and steel, avia-
tion, and telecommunications. New inventions, machinery and production modes,
and improved factories increased trade and thus revenue sources. Factory owners
and main producers achieved great wealth, while the workers started to negotiate
for wages and working hours. The biggest economic growth in world history was
experienced (Sözen and Mescioğlu 2019: 294).

15.2.3 Third Industrial Revolution and Its Economic Impacts
(Industry 3.0)

The Third Industrial Revolution began with the introduction of electronics and infor-
mation technologies. The process that started with the invention of the calculator
called Z1, which was operated with mechanical electricity in the 1950s (MÜSİAD
2017: 35), continued until the end of the twentieth century. The characteristic of
this period was the introduction of computers, digital technologies, and the Internet
into human life. The rapid development of the Internet, mainframe and personal
computers, the introduction of programmable industrial robots into the manufac-
turing process, the emergence of digital technology and information technology
enabled this revolution to be called also as the Digital Revolution (Bulut and Akçacı
2017: 52; Sözen and Mescioğlu 2019: 294).

Small computers, mobile phones, hybrid cars, nano-technology products, sending
a shuttle to space have been the milestones of the Third Industrial Revolution. Rapid
development in electronic, information, and communication technologies allowed
automation in production, and this automation was improved to a very advanced
level with the development of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) (Taş 2018:
1822).

The economic result of the Third Industrial Revolution was manifested as the
development of computers, microelectronic technology, fiber optics, laser, chip tech-
nology, development of atomic energy, information and telecommunication tech-
nologies, nuclear science, and biogenetics. This development paved the way for the
emergence of the information society and created the opportunity to obtain informa-
tion much cheaper and easier. With the dominance of machinery and technology, the
need formuscle strength gradually decreased and the direction and size of production
changed (Taş 2018: 1822; Bulut and Akçacı 2017: 52). The automation of produc-
tion reduced unit costs, where the amount and diversity of production increased, and
consequently this led to a decrease in unit sales prices.Whilemeeting the needs of the
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increasing population, these developments also expanded the markets for products
(MÜSİAD 2017; 34–35).

In this period,where technical revolutions and inventionswere experienced almost
on a daily basis, R&D (Research and Development) activities came to the fore. In
addition, supply chain management entered the economic life, and developments
in communication, transportation, and logistics technology accelerated economic
globalization (MÜSİAD 2017: 34–35).

However, important problems arose during theThird IndustrialRevolution in addi-
tion to its positive outcomes. Rapid depletion of world resources ranks first among
these problems.Accordingly, the sustainability concept gained importance.Although
it is stated that the energy source of the Third Industrial Revolution was nuclear
energy; due to environmental concerns, recently, increased importance was attached
to renewable energy sources such as sun and wind (Taş 2018: 1822; MÜSİAD 2017:
34). Another problem that arose during that period was urbanization and popula-
tion growth, along with production increases. This situation led to poor working
conditions and low wages. Different social developments such as migration and
suburbanization started (MÜSİAD 2017: 39–40).

15.3 The Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0)

By the twenty-first century, a novel period started; thanks to the combination of
advanced communication, computer, and internet technologies, in which smart
machines started to manage both themselves and production processes, and where
there was almost no need for manpower. Having been accepted as the Fourth Indus-
trial Revolution, this process is formed upon the increase in the interdependence of
products and systems, and aims to connect the physical and virtual worlds (Leyh and
Martin 2017: 990).

There is no universal definition of the concept of the Fourth Industrial Revolution,
also known as Industry 4.0. However, it is defined as follows by SIMMI 4.0, a Matu-
rity Model: “Industry 4.0defines the transition from centralized production to a very
flexible and self-controlled production. In this production, products and all affected
systems and all steps of the engineering process are digitized and interconnected
to share and transfer information and distribute it across vertical and horizontal
valuechains and even across extensive value networks.”(Leyh et al. 2016: 1297).
Industry 4.0 concerns today’s industrial production as a whole. There are barcodes
and chips containing the necessary information on the surfaces of Industry 4.0 prod-
ucts. The data are transmitted online by the scanner and computers and operate the
machines properly. Thus, objects can become intelligent/smart and communicate
with each other (Sommer 2015: 1513). Figure 15.2. provides the vision on which the
Fourth Industrial Revolution has been based.

Basic elements that make up the Fourth Industrial Revolution; Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS), Internet of Things (IoT), Internet of Services (IoS), 3-D Printing,
Robotic Systems, Smart Factories, Big Data, Cloud Manufacturing, and Augmented
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Fig. 15.2 Industry 4.0 vision. Source Flynn et al. (2017: 240)

Fig. 15.3 Micro perspective of industry 4.0. Source Stock and Seliger (2016: 538)
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Reality. Thanks to the adoption of these technologies, smart production processeswill
be created that include smart machines and production modules that provide a smart
production environment, is able to exchange information independently, and can
control each other (Pereira and Romero 2017: 1207). The smart production system
-from the production process to the final product—created by the digital technology
revolution is shown in Fig. 3.

15.3.1 Elements of the Fourth Industrial Revolution

The most emphasized technological elements in the Industry 4.0 literature in studies
conducted by suchorganizations asOECDand theWorldBank are shown inFig. 15.4.
All these technologies support such elements as cost innovation, software advances,
evolving business styles, and consumer preferences.

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS): The term Cyber-Physical Systems was first
proposed in the United States in 2006 (Wang and Wang 2018: 34). Industry
4.0’s main technology is CPS. With the CPS application, autonomous production
control is possible in smart factories, depending on such factors as data collection,
data processing, machine-machine communication, and human-machine interaction
(Wagner et al. 2017: 127). CPS is a system designed and built from the seamless
integration of computational algorithms and physical components (Wang and Wang

Fig. 15.4 Industry 4.0 Related Technologies. Source Hallward-Driemeier & Nayyar, Trouble in
the Making? The Future of Manufacturing-Led Development (2018: 95)
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2018: 34). In other words, CPS is a system in which the main elements of production
such as monitoring, coordination and control are managed by the unified technology
formed by computation and communication. This composite technology combines
physical systems with cyber technology (Bulut and Akçacı 2017: 57).

Internet of Things (IoT): IoT emerged with the idea of influencing and tracking
objects with low-cost sensor technologies, and developed with low-cost computing
and internet-based communication technologies with a widespread broadband
network. Technically speaking, IoT is defined as “a collectionof physical artefacts
that contain embedded systems of electrical, mechanical, information processing,
and communication mechanisms that provide internet-based communication and
dataexchange” (Lane and Schaefer 2017: 3). In other words, IoT is a technological
system in which, having been integrated with information processing and communi-
cation technologies, the living things and objects around us can transfer data without
the need for human-computer interaction (Bulut and Akçacı 2017: 55).

IoT represents the next evolution of the development of the Internet. It also leads
many projects such as bridging the gap between the poor and the rich, improving
income distribution, using world resources efficiently, and ensuring to be more
proactive and less reactive (Evans 2011: 2).

Internet of Services (IoS): IoS is the part of the Internet that provides services and
functionality in the form of detailed andweb-based software components (Bartodziej
2017: 55). In other words, IoS uses the Internet as a tool to provide and sell
services. Therefore, services have been transformed into a commodity subject to
trade. IoS creates advanced business models consisting of business networks for
service providers and service consumers to provide and consume services. Insti-
tutions work together in business networks. The general value of the service is
created from the relationship between the company, customers, agents, collectors,
and suppliers (Cardosa et al. 2008: 15–16).

3DPrinting: 3D Printing is the process ofmaking three-dimensional solid objects
using a digital file. 3D printing allows production of complex shapes using less mate-
rial compared to the traditional production methods (“What is 3D”, n.d.). The deci-
sion to manufacture with the 3Dmethod is influenced by both the potential to reduce
costs and changes in consumer demand and the ability to customize outputs and
significantly shorten the time to market (Hallward-Driemeier and Nayyar, Trouble
in the Making? The Future of Manufacturing-Led Development 2018 99) 99.

Robotic Systems: Modern robots are characterized as systems that offer flexi-
bility, autonomy, and cooperation. It is estimated that robots will interact with each
other andwork in smart factorieswith cost advantage and learn fromhumans (Kamble
et al. 2018: 418). Now, smart robots can identify the materials and tools used in the
production process with the help of sensors, know which process they are going
to be subjected to, control the quality of the products, find errors in the produc-
tion process, and transmit them to the relevant units. Therefore, the products in the
production process can be processed and followed up with the least error (Taş and
Küçükoğlu 2019: 208).

Smart Factories: Smart factories are one of the main factors of Industry 4.0, and
they have emerged as a result of the use of smart technologies. In this concept, it is
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assumed that the entire production will be equipped with sensor-equipped tools and
instruments, actors, and autonomous systems. In this way, the use of smart factories
in the production process will make production systems more efficient and increase
company performance (Lalic et al. 2017: 299).

Big Data: Big data analysis and technologies collect real-time data from many
different sources, analyze them comprehensively, and support real-time decision-
making. Big data provides advanced manufacturing flexibility, product quality,
energy efficiency, and advanced equipment service, as well as supporting new
features such as fault finding and predictive analytics. However, high data quality
and analytical expertise are required for all these capabilities (Kamble et al. 2018:
417). Data management and distribution are essential to achieving self-aware and
self-learning machines. Many research organizations and companies focused on
data mining in the so-called Web 2.0 era from late 2004. These researches are
not “machine-sourced or industrial data” but on “human-sourced or human-related
data”. Intelligent analytics and cyber-physical systems, appropriate sensor installa-
tions, collection of past and new data, and communication protocols come together
in Industry 4.0. Collecting and combining all data is called Big Data (Lee et al. 2014:
4–5).

Cloud Manufacturing (CM): Industry 4.0 and cloud production enable objects
(things), services, data, and people in the production area to connect to the production
network over the Internet (Kamble et al. 2018: 417). Cloud-based software creates
an effect of reducing entry barriers for Industry 4.0 (Erasmus 2019: 235). Cloud
(CC) is a service provider as a third party to store data or databases on the Internet.
Having a remote location from where production activities take place, the cloud
provides improved service speed and easy accessibility for businesses (Kamble et al.
2019: 1320). By applying cloud computing to production, resources are transformed
into services and made accessible by participants. In addition, it will be possible to
increase the efficiency and respond to changes in customer demands by connecting
smart resources to the cloud (Erasmus 2019: 40).

Augmented Reality (AR): AR enriches objects in the real world by using percep-
tual information generated by the computer. Augmented reality-based applications
increase the efficiency of production cells operating with industrial robots. AR appli-
cation has an important role in performing complex tasks such as finding and main-
taining devices and spare parts in the warehouse, and giving critical instructions via
mobile phones. Furthermore, AR can also be applied in such areas as quality control,
remote assistance, logistics security management, and employee training (Kamble
et al. 2019: 1321). The “overlap of virtual information on the real world view” is
called augmented reality. AR makes it possible to improve a person’s perception of
reality (Syberfeldt et al. 2017: 9118). In other words, AR means the integration of
additional information generated by the computer into the real world. AR applica-
tions enable users to access and experience information that has direct spatial relation
to their immediate surroundings. This system consists of sensors, AR software, and
a suitable screen (Paelke 2014: 1, 3).
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15.3.2 Principles and Advantages of Industry 4.0

With the development of information and communication technologies, the Fourth
Industrial Revolution has developed a set of unique principles. The basic principles
of Industry 4.0 are listed as follows (Taş and Küçükoğlu 2019: 207).

• Interoperability: Cyber-Physical Systems involve people and smart factories
connecting and communicating with each other.

• Virtualization: Virtual copy of smart factories is created by combining service
data as artificial modeling and simulation.

• Real-Time Capability: It is the ability to analyze data and immediately present
the results achieved.

• Modularity: It is the ability of smart factories, which have modules that can meet
different and changeable needs, to allow flexible adaptation to these needs.

• Autonomous Management: It is the ability of Cyber-Physical Systems to make
their own decisions in smart factories (“Endüstri tarihine kısa”, n.d.).

• Service Orientation: It is the provision of cyber-physical systems, people, and
smart factory services over the Internet of Services (“Endüstri tarihine kısa”,
n.d.).

It is possible to list the advantages introduced by the Fourth Industrial Revolution
to the economy and business life as follows (Moran 2018).

• Efficient use of resources will significantly reduce production costs by fast and
flexible production, less downtime, less quality problems, less resource usage, less
material and product waste, and lower operating costs. Efficient use of resources
will create an increase in production.

• Productivity and increased production will lead to higher revenues and increased
profitability.

• It will improve the ability to share information and collaborate in production and
business processes.

• It will facilitate compliance in such fields as quality control, serialization, and
data recording.

• It will improve service and experience capability for customers.
• It will create an opportunity for innovation.
• Provide an increased return on investment.

Evidently, the advanced information technologies that emerged in the Fourth
Industrial Revolution will enable the implementation of smart factories and further
the process to advanced levels. All smart machines, conveyors, and products will
be in communication with each other by reconfiguring themselves to ensure product
diversity and flexible production. In system operation, the industrial network collects
large amounts of data fromsmart objects and transfers them to the cloud.Thus, system
performance is optimized by providing feedback and coordination throughout the
system based on big data analysis (Wang et al. 2016: 167). It has been suggested
that the positive developments in cost, production, and productivity will lead to a
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transformation in the labor market. Will smart machines become a substitute for
human beings in the business world?

15.3.3 The Problem of Growth and Employment
in the Fourth Industrial Revolution

Technological developments from the industrial revolution to the present have led
to a significant increase in industrial efficiency. The steam engine strengthening
factories in the nineteenth century, the electrification leading to mass production in
the twentieth century, the introduction of information technologies in the following
years, and the introduction of mobile communication brought many breakthroughs
(Rüßmann et al. 2015: 1). Considering the formation processes of Industry 4.0, it is
clear that there are some differences between developed countries and developing
countries. Table 15.1 shows these differences comparatively.

As seen in Table 15.1, while external targets such as global marketing are domi-
nant during the formation of Industry 4.0 in developed countries, internal targets such
as the growth and development of the economy are dominant in developing coun-
tries. Additional objectives accompanying the formation of Industry 4.0 in devel-
oped countries are associated with “opening up the human potential”. The additional
objectives accompanying the formation of Industry 4.0 in developing countries were
suggested as “modernization of entrepreneurship”. During the formation of Industry
4.0 in developed countries, the areas of social interest for the expansion of individual
production were important, whereas in developing countries, economic areas that
focused on the beginning of mass production were important. The level of appli-
cation of the Industry 4.0 concept in developed countries is national and the state
requires the adoption of development strategies. In developing countries, the appli-
cation area of this concept is institutional and envisages the adoption of the strategies
of separate companies (Bogoviz et al. 2018: 161).

Regardless of the degree of development, the digital technological transformation
has begun to occur in the vast majority of countries. Therefore, the Fourth Industrial
Revolution has amultifaceted and wide impact on the global economy and especially
on macro variables such as growth and employment.

15.3.4 Economic Growth in the Fourth Industrial Revolution

Asa result of the digital developmentwith the Industry 4.0 revolution, radical changes
have occurred in the understanding of production and business models. A new era
has begun in the supply chain, production, marketing, and sales processes. Tradi-
tional business models such as Taylorism and Fordism were revised, the production
process was made flexible, personalized products were targeted, and it was aimed
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Table 15.1 Comparative analysis of industry 4.0 formation in developed and developing countries

Criteria of comparison Developed countries Developing countries

Dominating main goals of
industry 4.0 formation

External goals (global
marketing)

Internal goals (growth and
development of economy)

Additional (Accompanying)
goals of industry 4.0 formation

Opening human potential Modernization of
entrepreneurship

Dominating sphere of interests
during industry 4.0 formation

Social: expansion of individual
production

Economic: starting massive
production

Level of implementation of the
concept of industry 4.0

National and state strategies of
development

Corporate, strategies of
development of separate
companies

Influence of industry 4.0 on
knowledge economy

Development of knowledge
economy

Formation of knowledge
economy

Readiness of socio-economic
platform of industry 4.0
formation

Formed digital society and
digital economy

Digital society and digital
economy in the process of
formation

Financial barriers on the path
of industry 4.0 formation

Absent or low High

Expected results Near ten years Near fifteen years

Source Bogoviz et al. (2018: 161).

to ensure efficiency and optimization, to prevent waste and loss in energy and input
(Özsoylu 2017: 58–61). The aim of Industry 4.0 is to increase and expand the long-
term competitiveness of the company by increasing the flexibility and efficiency of
production through communication, information, and intelligence (Gabriel and Pessl
2016: 133). In this context, factors such as the use of bio-energy resources, automa-
tion in production, less waste, less resource use, optimum production and efficiency
are becoming increasingly important and businesses investing toward the foregoing
direction are encouraged. However, although the rate of return expected by enter-
prises for their smart factory investments is not attractive, it is obvious that they will
not stay away from digital transformation in the future (Toker 2018: 58–61).

As regards economic growth, the economic views are divided into two consisting
of economists with technological pessimism and economists with technological opti-
mism. Technological development has a potential deflation effect. Further, capital is
preferred over labor, causing wage declines and therefore consumption decreases.
However, Industry 4.0 also reduces costs and prices, allowing consumption at low
price levels. The global economy, which grew by around 3–3.5% subsequent to the
Great Recession, grew by 5% before the 2008 crisis. Today, global economic growth
has slowed. This is attributable to many reasons including borrowing, misdistribu-
tion of capital, demographic changes, and productivity. In particular, the aging of
the population has an effect of slowing down economic growth. Aging societies
need to adapt themselves to technological innovations, ensure that older individ-
uals contribute to the workforce, and trigger major increases in productivity through
“smart work”. Otherwise, slow growth will continue (Schwab 2018).
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In Industry 4.0, which we can be considered the rise of the digital industrial
revolution, integrating data from process control systems with other data such as
cost data will provide optimization in the efficiency, energy, production, and business
volume of the businesses. It is expected to create a 10–30% decrease in production
costs in enterprises, 10–30% in logistics costs, and 10–20% in quality management
costs. Industry 4.0 hasmade it possible to produce low-cost and high-quality products
thanks to the more flexible and efficient manufacturing process it provides. In this
case, production is expected to accelerate by 30% with a 20% increase in efficiency.
It has been suggested that the aforementioned increase in productivity in production
might stimulate industrial growth (McKinsey & Company 2016: 15; Toker 2018:
58–59; Rüßmann et al. 2015: 1; Özsoylu 2017: 60–61).

Industry 4.0’s innovative developments in economic systems will create a sectoral
balance in national economies by providing simultaneous development in both the
service and industrial sectors (Sukhodolov 2019:4). The digital investments that
businesses will make will serve as a catalyst for economic growth. The digital and
technological development provided during the manufacturing process will be the
main element of sustainable growth for both businesses and the country (Toker 2018:
60–61). With the digitization of the global economy, access to products throughout
the world will become easier. This will lead to increased demand and economic
growth (Feshina et al. 2019: 116).

However, the recent industrial revolution creates many new opportunities for
companies, while at the same time creating various challenges due to automation
and digitalization processes. One of these challenges is the “dealing with the chal-
lenges of knowledge and competence” as a result of technological development.
Due to increased automation, the need for highly trained and equipped personnel
will also increase. Businesses will have difficulty shifting their employees to more
complex workspaces and ensuring that they hold on to changing work environments.
Therefore, they will need new strategic approaches in terms of Human Resources
Management as well. In addition, virtual and flexible working require new methods
of lifelong learning. The complex manufacturing processes have led to an increase
in jobs that require higher qualifications. Therefore, businesses should train their
employees for more creative, strategic, and coordinated tasks with high responsibil-
ities and help them with acquiring higher qualifications (Hecklau et al. 2016: 1–3).
Along with training, the businesses need to strive to develop the right competencies
with qualification management by paying attention to complementary skills for the
future (Hecklau et al. 2017).

Another economic challenge that will be encountered by the businesses is
that technological development, along with globalization, has made markets more
“volatile and heterogeneous”. With globalization, businesses have to deal with the
need to reduce costs in order to compete and continue their product life cycles. To do
this, businesses must adapt to many new formations, such as modernizing innova-
tion processes, producing higher services, meeting customer expectations, shifting
toward personalized andmore flexible manufacturing processes, needingmore coop-
eration, and entering into strategic alliances with suppliers and competitors (Hecklau
et al. 2016: 3).
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The Industry 4.0 application, which aims to increase competitiveness in themanu-
facturing and high-tech sector, must make progress in eight key areas including
R&D activities and standardization in order to achieve this. These are clearly stated
standards for reference architecture, management of complex systems, ensuring a
comprehensive broadband infrastructure for the industry, security and safety issues,
business organization and business design in the age of the digital industry, special
education and continuous professional development, a convenient ordering frame-
work, and resource efficiency (Prause 2015: 160). If all these challenges are overcome
and the process is well managed, businesses will acquire an advantage of compe-
tition, efficiency, and effectiveness, resulting in economic growth in both sectoral,
national, and global terms.

15.3.5 Employment Phenomenon in the Fourth Industrial
Revolution

All industry revolutions negatively affected some of the professional groups that
existed in the previous manufacturing system and created unemployment during the
required adaptation process. However, this has become a temporary situation and the
new production system required by the technology revolution has created its own
professional groups and its own employment. A similar situation will continue in the
Industry 4.0 process, and new employment areas and professions will emerge.

It will be possible to overcome the potential negative effects of Industry 4.0 on the
labor market by “investing in education, promoting entrepreneurship, implementing
active labor marketpolicies, financing researchthat promotes employment-creating
innovations, introducing laws for automation practices, providing citizens with basic
living income, designing policies to promote consumer demand, reducing taxes from
low earners and increasing taxes on high earners, reducing taxes from labor and
increasing taxes on capital”. According to economists, who held an affirmative
approach, technological developments will change the current structure of the labor
market in the short term andmay cause partial unemployment, but it may increase the
quality and quantity of the workforce in the long term. The need for mental power in
Industry 4.0 will also increase the general education level and quality of the society,
and individuals with a high level and qualified education will be employed in the
long term, and the employment structure will become more qualified (Özsoy 2018:
264).

The Fourth Industrial Revolution has led to significant changes in the labormarket
and will continue to do so. People will still have important roles, the positions they
undertake in production will change and the machines will take over some of the
muscle work andmental work. The classical process of working, which requires such
skills as intelligence, creativity, empathy, and flexibility, will continue, and people
will become coordinators in this process. In this process of human and machine
network interaction, business content, business processes, work environment, and
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necessary skills will change and new professions will emerge alongside the profes-
sions that become obsolete. In these new professional groups, physical tasks or
muscle-based tasks will be less of a center of attention (Gabriel and Pessl 2016:
133).

The social impact of IoT is closely related to the effects of other socioeco-
nomic, political, and technological developments. In addition, formations such as
rapid urbanization, new energy sources, climate change, division economy, artificial
intelligence, aging societies, geopolitical volatility have an important role to play
within this effect. The World Economic Forum predicted that about 7.1 million jobs
would be lost in 15 economic areas between 2015 and 2020 during the Fourth Indus-
trial Revolution. Most of the jobs at risk of loss are related to white-collar office
and administration jobs. It is anticipated that the process would lead to a demand
growth for jobs related to business and financial operations, management, computer,
and mathematical roles demand growth and 2.1 million additional jobs would be
created. Current estimates show that 45% of operating activities can be automated
using already proven technology (Dervojeda 2017).

In the Fourth Industrial Revolution, where robots will replace blue-collar workers
and artificial intelligence will replace white-collar, the basic business lines, where
many sub-branches based on high competencies will be formed, can be sorted as
follows (Toker 2018: 61; Sener and Elevli 2017: 30–33):

• Industrial Software Programmers,
• Information Systems and Internet of Things Solution Developers,
• Industrial Data Analyzer,
• Robot Coordinator, Programmer, Mechanic,
• Manufacturing Technologies Specialist,
• Smart Cities Planner, and
• Product Designers and Manufacturers.

New business lines like this will need more qualified, higher education and high-
income workforce potentials. Therefore, education policies that will increase the
qualifications of the workforce and take it to the next level as a qualification will gain
weight in this process. While the demand for employees who learn complex jobs
and are equipped with information communication technologies increases, profes-
sions linked to information technologies will become important (Taş 2018: 1826;
Özsoylu 2017: 57). Expertise in new communication technologies such as planning,
execution, decision-making, control, programming, and error correctionwill become
increasingly important (Gabriel and Pessl 2016: 133).

However, in another respect, with Industry 4.0, more production and wealth will
be realized with fewer workers compared to the past. Technological development
and digitalization allow “digital companies” to produce at marginal costs of close to
zero. This suggests a reverse relationship between technological development and
employment (Bulut and Akçacı 2017: 59). The Industry 4.0 process, a period in
which there will be no large part of the current tasks and where routine tasks and
jobs will be largely automated, indicates that employees’business prospects would
depend on their own responsibilities. As amatter of such responsibility, the employee
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or worker must have “the determination to learn lifelong and evaluate opportunities”.
In addition, prominent “personal qualifications”will include autonomousmovement,
cognitive abilities, the ability to improve attitudes, and ethical value systems (Erol
et al. 2016: 14).

The Fourth Industrial Revolution set different roles for humanity in both economic
and social life in the future. Now people will be employees who develop, design,
follow, and control production strategies in intelligent manufacturing processes,
instead of working in closed offices under severe physical conditions. The main
building block of the Fourth Industrial Revolution is human capital and the manage-
ment of this capital (Gürün 2019: 86). Therefore, in this process, it is important to
ensure equal opportunities in education, to develop technology literacy and thus to
create a workforce integrated with the world (Toker 2018: 61).

15.3.6 The Impact of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
on Logistics Sector

It is almost impossible to think of production and logistics activities separately. The
digital revolution that the Fourth Industrial Revolution will create in the production
process will have an impact on all phases associated with the seven rights of the
logistics sector (the right product, in the right amount, in the right way, at the right
time, from the right source, by the right medium, at the right price).

Logistics, which was considered as planning military supply and troop move-
ments in the nineteenth century and later considered only as storage, packaging, and
shipping functions, has a broader meaning today. Logistics faces social responsibili-
ties on such issues as climate change, demographic change, resource efficiency, and
sustainability. Today’s logistics is defined as “(…) holistic planning, control, coordi-
nation, execution and monitoring of all internal and in-house information and goods
flows”. Therefore, the basic principle of logistics is flow orientation through network
networks. The second principle of logistics is a holistic perspective on activities,
systems, and networks (Bartodziej 2017: 20).

With innovations and applications added to logistics services by CPS, the concept
of Logistics 4.0 or Smart Logistics has emerged. Logistics 4.0 covers the combi-
nation of CPS, software, and human support and is a result of increased internet
use and the development of digitalization, which provides real-time interaction
between machine and human. Logistics 4.0 refers to a system that can change market
regulations and bring the company closer to customer needs. Therefore, this will
increase the level of customer service andmakeproduction optimization possible, and
reduce the storage and production prices. Successful Resource Planning, Warehouse
Management Systems, TransportationManagement Systems, Intelligent Transporta-
tion Systems, and Information Safety applications are required to operate logistics
4.0 in an effective and strong fashion (Barreto et al. 2017: 1248).
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According to another description, Logistics 4.0 is “the use of Cyber Physical
Systems that monitor and control physical processes with feedback loops that often
affect computationsof physical processes” (Karunarathna et al. 2019: 1026).

According to Galindo (2016: 32), logistics 4.0’s definition is “the advancement
of standardization through labor savings and IoT evolution”.

15.4 Logistics Sector in Industrial Revolutions

Digital technological development has affected all sectors and stages of the economy
as well as the logistics sector. The phases taking place in the logistics sector with
industrial revolutions are given in Fig. 15.5. As for Logistics 1.0, the use of sea and
land transportation vehicles increased thanks to the steam technology. In Logistics
2.0, cargo handling automation was provided and logistics equipment capable of
automatic storage and classification were introduced. Information technologies have
been introduced inLogistics 3.0, considered as the systemization of logisticsmanage-
ment. The Logistics 4.0 revolution is developing around the digitization of logistics
processes (Yilmaz and Duman 2019: 193). With the Fourth Industrial Revolution,
the face of the Logistics sector began to change. Yilmaz and Duman (2019: 191)
suggested that the purpose of Logistics 4.0 was “improving effectiveness (flexibility,
individualized services, processes and products) and productivity(transparency,
process speed, error reduction and merging) and supply chainpartners (wholesalers,
retailers, logistics service providers and customers) and enhancing the information
communication technologieswith decentralized decision-making structures”.

CPS,which is used to improve the flowof two-way information between executive
and decision systems of manufacturing engineering, has also been taken into account
in the logistics sector (Timm and Lorig 2015: 3118). The ability to implement the
four basic principles of Industry 4.0, namely CPS’s interoperability through IoT,
information transparency, technical assistance, and autonomous decision-making on
Storage, Transport, Packaging, Distribution, Loading–Unloading and Information
Services will increase productivity in the logistics sector (Horenberg 2017). With the
implementation of the Industry 4.0 concept to the logistics sector, a transition was
enabled from “hardware-oriented logistics” to “software-oriented logistics” (Timm
and Lorig 2015: 3118). This transformation, which is a result of integration with
information technology, involves the exchange of the business’s information about
production and product both within the business itself and with its customers and
suppliers.While, on the one hand, real-time communication of human-machine-parts
and products occurs in the production process, on the other hand, all networks will be
standardized and information stored in the cloud will become accessible, reducing
the error (Shekeli and Minister 2018: 26–27).

Data logistics plays an important role in the realization of information flow and
data security is also essential. In this system, which is built on the Internet of Things,
all elements of transportation logistics must be compatible with each other and the
4.0 Industry. Flexible, automated, and optimum logistics solutions will be produced
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Fig. 15.5 Phases of logistics evolution. Source Yilmaz and Duman (2019: 192)

and productivity increases can be experienced as all elements are connected. In
addition, the implementation of fully autonomous decision processes in the fields
of production and transportation is also very important in the process of advanced
automation and integration (“Industry 4.0”,n.d., par.9–12).

There aremany innovations provided by Logistics 4.0 in the sector. One of them is
“Cellular Transportation Systems”, which can autonomously move with laser scan-
ners, infrared sensors, and RFID chips in the warehouses. Another development
is “Autonomous Transport Robots” that do not need any central control systems
(“Industry 4.0”, n.d., par.9–12).
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15.5 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution for the Logistics Sector

In the logistics industry, physical objects are combined with techniques that accept
the new potential for productivity growth, accountability, sustainability and scala-
bility, and cyber intelligence and physical objects by CPS. With the combination
of existing systems, it has become possible to collect the data available in logistics
(Frazzon 2015: 331). Thanks to smart machines, inventory quantity, breakdowns in
the procurement process, damaged products, demand changes will be checked and
monitored to provide both efficiency and “full-time logistics” services (Özdemir and
Özgüner 2018: 42–43).

However, if we approach the situation in terms of employment, the Fourth Indus-
trial Revolution will negatively affect the logistics sector particularly in terms of
employment. Three-quarters of large companies, in particular, are expected to go to
reduce the amount of labor, mainly due to their growing digital trends. The transport
and logistics management employees and customs and transport processing workers
will be affected by this situation the most (European Kearney 2015).

15.6 Conclusion

Technological developments within the framework of needs affect human beings on
social, economic, and legal dimensions, and give new lifestyles to human beings.
Technological advances in the process from the First Industrial Revolution to the
Fourth Industrial Revolution (invention of steam engine, mass production that started
with the discovery of electricity, automation-based production that began in the twen-
tieth century, and finally smart manufacturing systems equipped with information
technology in the twenty-first century) allowed mankind to meet their needs in a
more comfortable way.

But will the recent technological age make robots and people competitive in
the labor market? Or is this going to be a human-focused information era? Will this
technology be able to achieve economic growth? There are both positive and negative
views on these issues throughout the world.

In addition to the many economic advantages, such as productivity growth and
cost reduction, unfortunately, the downsides of digital technology also arise. The
most important disadvantage manifests itself in the labor market. This is because
of the fact that high-tech requires some adaptation process. Therefore, in the short
term, it is expected that it will have a negative impact on the labor markets, such
as job losses. Each new industrial revolution partially or completely neutralizes the
sectors provided by its predecessor and creates new sectors. As the computing power
continues to grow, sooner or later many professional groups will be the target of
automation and the workforce profile will change. The low-skilled workforce will
be replaced by a highly qualified workforce. At this stage, while the labor force’s
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performance, creativity, and consciousness regarding the ability to assume respon-
sibility are important, the management of human capital will come to the fore. High
technological education, lifelong learning, and continuous development should be
supported during the smart manufacturing process. However, creativity, support of
new entrepreneurship activities, the implementation of harmonizing training poli-
cies will ensure the necessary qualifications in a short time. In addition, it is the
responsibility of the employee to guarantee one’s employment life in the future. The
workforce’s ability to adapt to the new business areas and professions as required by
technology depends on self-development.

Digital transformation will take over the business world sooner or later. Factories,
firms, and companies will have a competitive advantage to the extent that they are
able to keep up with digital technological developments and achieve transforma-
tion. Thanks to smart production, low-cost advantage, productivity growth, flexible
production system, instant response to customer demands, minimizing the margin of
error and incompletenesswill enable growth in the sector, and therefore all economies
will enter into an “economic growth” trend.

The logistics sector, which cannot be considered separately from the production
process, has also been one of the sectors most affected by the digital technological
development process. Unmanned aircraft, unmanned vehicles, drones, robots, and
artificial intelligence are rapidly increasing in the logistics industry. This creates
advantages on the one hand and disadvantages on the other. The smart logistics’
ability to reduce setbacks and errors to almost zero levels will decrease the costs and
increase productivity in the sector. However, the workforce will be disadvantaged in
this context. The fact that robots and artificial intelligence control the process in areas
such as data entry, shipment, and transport will cause both blue and white collars to
lose their jobs in the industry. However, new professions such as robot coordinator
and machine advocacy will also apply to the logistics sector and will be able to create
employment.

Given the danger posed by Industry 4.0 in the form of robotizing people by
depriving them of souls, raising collective awareness towards “human values” and
the need for constructive attitude and common sense also come to the fore. Although
the digital revolution may seem like a rival of mankind in the business world, it
should be noted that human beings themselves made it available and designed such
a revolution.
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